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Abstract

This thesis is a comparative study of heroism and its literary expression in the Slovo o polku 
Igoreve and its Western European counterparts. The need for such a study was dictated by 
the Slovo’s unique position within the corpus of Russian medieval literature and its hitherto 
virtual exclusion from major studies of European literature of the same genre. The principal 
aim is to draw the Slovo into the sphere of European heroic tradition by establishing a case 
for the existence in Kievan Rus’ of a native heroic tradition whose literary manifestations 
hold certain features in common with western heroic literature. Although the non-Russian 
texts used here represent different historical periods, the criterion which renders them  useful 
for comparison with the Slovo is th a t they reflect similar social and cultural conditions, a 
stage of literary development somewhere on the threshold between the pagan heroic age and 
the relatively recent Christian ethos. Despite the absence of other Russian works closely 
resembling the Slovo, the chronicles, military tales and ecclesiastical writings of medieval Rus’ 
have yielded much th a t is useful to this study, as have also the oral traditions of Russia and 
her neighbours. The five chapters comprising this thesis are devoted to the following: defining 
heroism and identifying the qualities which make a hero; the influence of bo th  Christianity 
and paganism on the heroic world view and its literary expression; literary concepts of time, 
history and geography; the conventional roles of the supporting cast surrounding the hero; 
and the recurrent images, themes and motifs in heroic literature not already dealt with in full. 
Many of the conclusions drawn from this study have also served a secondary aim by repeatedly 
demonstrating, on the basis of literary and ideological criteria, th a t the Slovo can only belong 
to  the pre-Tatar period.
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Abbreviations

Akv.: Atlakvida NS: New Series
Aleks.: Aleksandriia NT: New Testament
AN SSSR: Akademiia nauk SSSR OE: Old English
AS: Anglo-Saxon OF: Old French
ASPR: Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records OHG: Old High German
Atm:. Atlamdl ON: Old Norse
Beo:. Beowulf OR: Old Russian
Brim\ The Battle of Brunanburh OSP: Ojtford Slavonic Papers
Byz.: Byzantium/Byzantine OS1: Old Slavonic
CdR: La chanson de Roland OT: Old Testament
Cid: El poema de mio Cid PMLA: Publications of the Modern
Devg.: Devgenievo deianie LarQguage Association of
FF: Finnish Folkloristics America
FFC: Folklore Fellows Communi PRRB: Povest’ o razorenii Riazani

cations Batyem
Gmc: Germanic PSRL: Polnoe sobranie russkikh leto-
Gub.: GudrunarhvQt pisei
Hamcf.: Hamdismdl PVL: Povest’ vremennykh let
Hist.: Historical SEEJ: Slavonic and East European
Hyp.: Hypatian Chronicle Journal
II: Iliad SEER: Slavonic and East European
KB: Kirillo-Belozerskii Review
L.: Leningrad SGGK: Sir Gawain and the Green
Laur.: Laurentian Chronicle Knight
M.: Moscow Slovo: Slovo o polku Igoreve
Maldon: The Battle of Maldon SP: Slovo o polku Igoreve
MGH: Monumenta Germaniae histo- SPb.: St. Petersburg

rica Syn.: Synodal
MHG: Middle High German TODRL: Trudy otdela drevnerusskoi
MLQ: Modern Language Quarterly literatury
MLR: Modern Language Review Und.: Undol’skii
MNSS: Mezhdunarodnyi s"ezd slavistov Walth.: Waltharius
NibeL: Das Nibelungenlied Zad.: Zadonshchina
NPL: Novgorodskaia pervaia letopis’ ZhAN: Zhitie Aleksandra Nevskogo

Short titles of collections and monographs are given once these works have been cited in full, then 
used throughout in the notes. Abbreviations of article titles are designated by ellipses at the end.
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A Note on Transliteration

The transliteration in this thesis is based on the Library of Congress system. On the whole, 
Russian proper names have been transliterated faithfully except in certain cases where familiar 
anglicized versions already exist: for example, Igor (without the final soft sign), Alexander, 
Phillip, Stephen, Obolensky, Zhirmunsky, Moscow, etc.

While the letter 'B is used in quotations of old Russian texts where it has been retained, it 
has been dispensed with in transliterated passages for the sake of simplicity (being rendered 
as ‘e ’ rather than ‘e’). The symbol for the hard sign (”) has been retained in transliterated 
quotations, but omitted from book titles, headings and names in cases where it is no longer 
used.
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Introduction

Despite the already enormous body of scholarship devoted to  the Slovo o polku Igoreve, which 
has been further augmented following the recent 800th anniversary of the campaign which 
inspired the work, very little space has been devoted to establishing whether this work is a 
product of an early heroic ethos based on the kinds of ideals which engendered what is loosely 
termed ‘heroic epic’ in Western Europe. Its ‘heroic’ nature goes largely unquestioned by most 
scholars who, by and large, content themselves with drawing random, often superficial, parallels 
between the Slovo and, for example, works such as the Chanson de Roland, Beowulf and Norse 
poetry. Since isolated comparisons such as these may give a slanted or even distorted view, 
sometimes leading to erroneous conclusions, a more holistic approach is called for, to determine 
once and for all the Slovo’s place, if indeed it is found to have one, in the European heroic 
tradition.

More than anything else it is the Slovo’s unique status in early Russian literature, the 
absence of anything of a similar genre with which to  make a close comparison, that makes it 
so difficult to disperse the cloud of unknowing which has bedevilled scholars for nearly two 
centuries. An overwhelming proportion of extant literature produced in Rus’ and Muscovy 
from the eleventh to seventeenth centuries is ecclesiastical or, as in the case of the chronicles, of 
ecclesiastical provenance. It by no means follows, however, th a t the Church dominated secular 
life to any inordinate degree. The exceedingly low survival rate of secular, and especially heroic, 
literature from the two centuries preceeding the Tatar invasions (from 1223) may be ascribed 
above all to the early cultural development of Rus’.

First, unlike Western Europe, Rus’ came late to Christianity, hence also to literacy, in 
around 988. It would have been some time before learning ceased to be the exclusive prerogative 
of ecclesiastics who, in their turn, were likely to suppress overtly secular literature.1 Secondly, 
it may be supposed th a t heroic lays continued to be transm itted orally well after the advent 
of book literature. However, once these stories ceased to be topical or popular and were 
withdrawn from currency, they tended to become irrevocably lost;2 those th a t did manage to 
survive would have undergone so many alterations over the years (like the byliny), th a t they 
would have ended up being scarcely recognisable.

T hat the oral tradition of the eastern Slavs remained strong until quite recently is attested 
to  by the great number of heroic folk epics recorded from northern Russian singers in the eigh
teenth, nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. While the Russian byliny clearly reflect early 
Russian history, culture and ideas, they must be approached with caution, for they reflect 
primarily the ideals and aspirations of the peasant singers who, after the class of professional 
singers (the skomorokhi) was finally suppressed in the seventeenth century, continued to pre
serve them. This is especially evident in the bylina of Vol’ga i Mikula3 which tells of the clash

1 For clerical disapproval of all things secular in early R us’ see E. V. Anichkov, Iazych estvo  i drevniaia R u s’ 

(Z apisk i istoriko-filologicheskogo fa k u l’te ta  im peratorskogo S.-Peterburgskogo u n iversite ta ), 117. SPb., 1914, Ch. 2 

(26-57) Sc Ch.9 (205-24). A lso the P o v e s t’ vrem ennykh let (D . Tschiiewskij, ed., D ie N estor-C hronik, W iesbaden, 

1969, 165 (11. 19—22)—166 (11. 1—8). Henceforth all references to  the P V L  will be designated by page numbers and, 

where relevent, line numbers in the body of the text). Literacy p er se  was fairly widespread among the urban laity 

in Rus’ between 1050 Sc 1200, although the bulk of evidence is confined mainly to letters o f a commercial, legislative 

or personal nature (S. Franklin, ‘Literacy and documentation in early medieval R ussia’, Speculum, 60, no. 1, 1985, 

1-38).

2 A parallel situation may be found in France where, although the Chanson de R oland  was written down m ca. 

1100, FVench heroic epics were still largely orally diffused during the 12th c. (D . J. A. Ross, ‘Old French’ in A. T. 

H atto, ed., Traditions o f H eroic and E pic P oetry, I, London, 1980, 83 [henceforth Traditions]
3

In A. N. Nikiforov Sc G. S. Vinogradova, eds, Onezhskie byliny zapisannye A . F. G il’ferdingom  letom  1879  

goda, II, 73 [henceforth (G il’ferding)]
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between prince Vol’ga and the ploughman Mikula, who is also a freeman. Although a  peasant, 
Mikula possesses the qualities of an epic hero—uncommon strength, fine accoutrements, a cer
tain  cheeky daring—and, confronting Vol’ga as an equal, eventually establishes his superiority 
over the prince. Through its glorification of the peasants’ life, work and personal qualities, 
this bylina clearly expresses the secret aspirations of the serfs and the peasantry. In the case of 
Il’ia Muromets, the best known of all the bogatyri, the hero evolves from a bogatyr at the court 
of Kiev in the oldest byliny into a staryi kazak and krest’ianskii syn, a peasant hero dedicated 
to  the national cause, in a number of byliny dating from around the seventeenth century.4 
W hatever remote traces the byliny contain of early heroic ideals to which the nobility may 
have subscribed, these have been obscured and modified over the centuries through changing 
social conditions and standards, an imperfect understanding of history and chronology, as well 
as the accretion of folk-tale motifs.5

Thus, apart from a few translated works dedicated to military exploits (Josephus Flavius’s 
History o f the Jewish War, the Alexandria, and the Byzantine popular romance, Digenis Akri- 
tas), the only surviving secular works of Russian provenance th a t predate the Mongol invasions 
and demonstrate to any extent current notions of what constitutes heroism, are the Povest’ 
vremennykh let, the Pouchenie of Vladimir Monomakh (contained in th a t chronicle under the 
year 1096) and the Slovo o polku Igoreve. Since the first two provide only sketchy or indirect 
intimations of an heroic tradition among the early Russian aristocracy, it rests with the Slovo, 
as the most concentrated literary manifestation of this tradition, to complete the picture.

F irst, however the question of its authenticity needed to  be resolved. The singular nature of 
the Slovo, whose only manuscript version perished in 1812 when Napoleon’s army set fire to 
Moscow, has inspired a long history of speculation and controversy. This, as Acad. D. S. 
Likhachev rightly stresses, is not yet at an end,6 although nowadays most scholars accept the 
Slovo as a genuine monument of Kievan literature.

It first appeared, together with other secular works, in the Khronograf, one of a collec
tion of old Russian manuscripts purchased in the early 1790’s by Count A. I. Musin-Pushkin 
from archimandrite Ioil’ (Ivan Bykovskii) of St. Saviour’s Monastery in Iaroslavl’. In 1800

4
His peasant origins are particularly developed in Istse len ie  I l ’i  M urom tsa, in N. Onchukov, ed., Pechorskie 

byliny, SPb., 1904, 53.

5 E.g. Tri poezdki I l ’i M urom tsa  (in A. F. Gruzinskii, ed., P esn i sobrannyia P . N . R ybnikovym , II, M., 1910, 

142 [henceforth (Rybnikov)]), in which Il’ia, confronted by the choice o f following one o f three roads, goes down all 

three and succeeds in passing each of the three tests to  which he is subjected. T his kind of trebling recurs frequently in 

the  folk tale (see V. Ia. Propp, M orphology of the Folk Tale, 2nd ed., A m erican  Folklore Society  (Indiana U niversity  

Research C en ter fo r  the Language Sciences), A ustin-London, 1971 (trans. L. Scott), 74; on the ‘Law o f Three’ in 

folk-tale, epic and saga, see J. de Vries, ‘Betrachtungen zum Marchen, besonders in seinem Verhaltnis zu Heldensage 

und M ythos’, FFC, 63-64, 1954-55, Helsinki, 1954 (no. 150), 142ff.) On the road leading to marriage, Il’ia encounters 

a beauty who is really a sorceress in disguise. The seductive enchantress and the hero’s three tests are wide-spread 

folk-tale motifs, also occurring regularly in later medieval romance (as, for instance, S ir G aw ain  and the Green K n igh t 

and other poem s in the English Arthurian cycle).

6 ‘The authenticity of the SP: a brief survey of the arguments’, OSP, 13, 1967, 33.
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Musin-Pushkin, in collaboration with N. M. Karamzin, D. N. Bantysh-Kamenskii and A. F. 
Malinovskii, published the text of the Slovo with a translation. Although these men were 
among the most knowledgeable scholars of Russian antiquity in their day, the study of early 
Russian grammar, lexicography, orthography, history and ideas was as yet in its infancy, and 
knowledge in these fields was patchy and often misleading. The 1800 edition and translation, 
therefore, contained many inaccurate and sometimes wildly erroneous readings, giving rise to 
what are now known as the temnye mesta, although the real lacunae probably existed in the 
minds of the early editors.7 Unfortunately, these men, together with a few other experts, were 
the only persons actually to  see the manuscript, which they dated as a fifteenth or sixteenth 
century transcription, before its destruction. W hat remained then was the editio princeps of 
1800, until the discovery and subsequent publication in 1864 of a copy of the Slovo made by 
Musin-Pushkin for Catherine II, an extremely defective rendering of the work th a t was to give 
rise to  a great deal of scholarly polemic in times to  come.

During the course of the first half of the nineteenth century doubts began to  be raised 
concerning the Slovo’s authenticity, first of all by M. T . Kachenovskii in 1812.® Most of 
the dissenters thought it to be a work of the fifteenth or sixteenth centuries, claiming there 
were too many anachronisms and linguistic quirks, and th a t the narrative was illogical. But 
their scepticism did not gain any ground since it was not considered to  be based on serious 
argument.9

In 1852 the Zadonshchina, which celebrates the victory of the Russians under prince 
Dmitrii Donskoi over the Tatars at Kulikovo Field in 1380, was discovered and published.10 
Although in many ways artistically inferior to the Slovo, this work contains so many striking 
similarities to it that there can be no doubt that one work was used closely as a model for the 
other. In the 1890’s the French scholar, Louis Leger, expressed doubts concerning the Slovo’s 
primacy which were expanded in the 1930’s by his countryman, the eminent slavist Andre 
Mazon, whose ideas are incorporated for the most part in his book, Le Slovo fi’Igor (Paris, 
1940). By comparing individual sections of the Slovo with those most closely corresponding to 
them  in the Zadonshchina, Mazon argues that, while the Slovo appears to  have few features in 
common with the fifteenth-century Kirillo-Belozerskii manuscript, which he considers to be an 
abbreviated primary text, it is very close to the sixteenth and seventeenth-century redactions of

7
A more detailed account of the history of the manuscript, its early editors and com mentators, may be found 

in D. S. Likhachev, ‘Izuchenie SP  i vopros o ego podlinnosti’, in idem , ed., 'Slovo o polku Ig oreve’— pam iatn ik  X II  

veka, M -L ., 1962, 5-78 [henceforth S P —XII]-, G. N. Moiseeva, Spaso-Iaroslavskii khronograf i 'SP', L., 1976, 3-78;

E. I. Osetrov, M ir Igorevoi pesni, M., 1981, 139-219.

For an account of the earliest sceptics see Likhachev, ‘Izuchenie S P  i vopros o ego podlinnosti’, 17-23; Osetrov, 

op. c it., 181-9. 

g
T he controversy was sparked off in no small measure by the proliferation of medieval literary forgeries in the 

eighteenth century, the most famous of which, James M acPherson’s Ossianic poem s, was published in 1760. A number 

of forgers, the m ost famous of whom was A . I. Bardin, were also active in Russia around this tim e (on forgers and 

forgeries, see Likhachev, ibid., 6—15). Added to this was the increased and widespread interest everywhere in Europe 

in epic literature, with the publication of . E l poem a de m io  C id , leading to a

fashion in ‘ medievalesque’ writing. The R ossiada  (1771-1778) by M. Kheraskov was one such work (see A. A. Zimin, 

‘K ogda bylo napisano Slovo?1, Voprosy literatury, 1967, no. 3, 149—50).

10 Recent evidence indicates that a version of the Zad. may have been seen as early as 1822 by the Czech scholar, 

Jozef Dobrovsky (M. Krbets & G. Moiseeva, 'Pervoe izvestie o Zadonshchine1, T O D R L , 34, 1979, 406-408). All 

versions o f the Zad., both complete and fragmentary, are contained in D . S. Likhachev &t L. A. Dm itriev, eds, ‘Slovo  

o polku Igoreve’ t pam iatn iki Kulikovskogo tsikla, M -L., 1966, 535-56 (tex ts ed. by R. P. Dm itrieva). All subsequent 

references to the Zad. will be based on this collection.
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the Zadonshchina.11 He concludes that the Slovo is a late eighteenth-century pastiche based on 
a later version of the Zadonshchina which was subsequently destroyed to cover up the forgery. 
In his view, the language of the work is cluttered with what he calls gallicisms, polonisms, 
ukrainianisms, orientalisms and even modernisms. At the same time he attem pts to show that 
the language, style and mood of the Slovo are entirely in keeping with the new pre-Romantic 
spirit of the late eighteenth century which, having made its way to Russia, manifested itself in 
a taste for litterature moyenageuse.12 O ther symptoms of this pre-Romanticism, apart from a 
popular interest in things medieval, were a renewed enthusiasm for folklore, initially provoked 
by the first publication of collected byliny, and a resurgence of nationalism, all of which Mazon 
believes to be reflected in the tone and style of the Slovo, with its over-elaborate images and 
grandiose style, its unacceptably b latant paganism (especially ‘pantheism ’), its profusion of folk 
images, and a nationalistic fervour in which, he feels, is contained a justification for Catherine 
IPs imperialistic pretensions. After considering Musin-Pushkin, Mazon lays the forgery at the 
door of the only other man in the former’s circle who could possibly have perpetrated such a 
fraud: Bantysh-Kamenskii. 13

Naturally, Mazon’s views sparked off a volley of protest, both in the Soviet Union and in 
the West. One of the most concerted attacks on his allegations is contained in La geste du 
Prince Igor’: Epopee russe du douzieme siecle (NY, 1948), edited by Henri Gregoire, Roman 
Jakobson and Marc Szeftel, with contributions by other scholars. O ther works such as ‘Slovo 
o polku Igoreve ’ — pamiatnik X II  veka (a collection of essays edited and contributed to by D. 
S. Likhachev), as well as articles by Jakobson and V. P. AdrianovarPeretts, among others,14 
set about re-examining the whole question of the Slovo’s relationship to the Zadonshchina, 
the relationships of the Zadonshchina’s redactions to  one another,15 the Slovo’s linguistic pe
culiarities,16 and its place, if any, among the pseudo-medieval writings of the late eighteenth, 
early nineteenth centuries.17 This response attem pted to point up numerous inconsistencies 
in Mazon’s arguments; such as, th a t many of the passages in the Slovo which Mazon holds 
up as glaring examples of a pre-Romantic predilection for the colourful and grandiose have 
similarly expressed counterparts in the Zadonshchina, which, for its part, is known to have 
been composed before the eighteenth century. In short, the Slovo’s defenders conclude that 
the Slovo does not conform to eighteenth-century ideas concerning literature and the Middle 
Ages; that, while the K B  redaction may be an earlier manuscript of the Zadonshchina, it is not 
archetypal; and th a t Mazon failed to explain the existence of a gloss in the Pskov Apostol of 
1307 (discovered by K. F. Kalaidovich, a contemporary of Musin-Pushkin), whose text closely 
approximates a passage in the Slovo,18 thus providing them  with one of their most im portant 
textological substantiations of the Slovo’s authenticity.

11 That is, the H istorical redactions (16th c.), the Synodal (17th c .)  and the U ndol’skii (17th c.). Henceforth 

these will be abbreviated to K B , H ist. 1, H ist. Z, Syn. and E/nd..

12 op. cit., 8 . For a survey of this late trend in pseudo-medieval and ‘ossianic’ literature see, C. L. Drage, Russian  

L itera ture in the Eighteenth Century, London, 1978, 33-58.

13 'L’auteur probable du pofeme d ’lgor’, C om ptes rendus de sta n ces de I’A c a d tm ie  des in scrip tion s e t belles- 

lettres, 1944, 2 im e trimestre, 213-20.

14 R. Jakobson, ‘The puzzles of the Igor’ Tale on the 150th anniversary o f its first edition’, Speculum, 27, 1952, 

43-66; V. P. AdrianovarPeretts, TO D R L, 5 & 6 , 1947/1948.

15 See the following contributions to S P —X II  (designated by page nos.): Likhachev (5-78); N. K. Gudzii (79-130); 

Adrianova-Peretts (131-68); V. L. Vinogradova (255—75).

1 fi See the following contributions in S P —X II: N . M. Dylevskii (169-254); Vinogradova (255—75); A. V. Solov’ev 

(276-99).

17 See the following in S P — X II: Likhachev (300-20); Iu. M. Lot man (330-405).

18 Both passages are contained in A. A. Zimin, ‘Pripiska k Pskovskom u A postolu  1307 goda i S P ’, R usskaia  

literatura, 1966, no. 2, 60.
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Far from stilling dissenting voices, however, the investigations inspired further doubts, 
prompting the Soviet medievalist, A. A. Zimin, to re-open and re-examine the whole question, 
particularly the relationship between the Slovo and the Zadonshchina, and the problem of 
linguistic ‘im purities’ and anachronisms. Although probably weakest in the area of linguistics, 
his are the most serious and complex studies of ideas brought forward by earlier sceptics, which 
he either elaborates upon or rejects.

One of his principal aims is to show th a t the later copies of the Zadonshchina (the so- 
called Prostrannaia version) which correspond most closely to the Slovo, are actually expanded 
forms of the earlier K B  redaction.19 The later redactions, which the Slovo apparently imitates, 
are thus a conglomerate of an elaborated K B  version, motifs from the Skazanie o Mamaevom  
poboishche (a late fifteenth-century work on the battle a t Kulikovo based on the K B  redaction, 
and the source for the sixteenth and seventeenth-century copies of the Zadonshchina),20 as well 
as borrowings from the sixteenth-century Nikon Chronicle and the Hypatian Chronicle.21

On tackling the linguistic problems, Zimin rejects many of Mazon’s allegations,22 although 
he remains dissatisfied with the number of words, images and expressions in the Slovo deriving 
from Turkic, Polish, Ukrainian and Belorussian usage and folklore.23

Zimin’s theory is th a t the Slovo was written some time after 1767 (the year in which the 
Nikon and Koenigsberg Chronicles were published) by Ivan Bykovskii, the first owner of the 
manuscript, whose own finks with Belorussia and the Ukraine, and whose knowledge of the 
Scriptures would explain some of the linguistic idiosyncracies, as well as the biblical images 
and stylisation of the work. Ioil’ was also the owner of numerous chronicles and other early 
works, and professed a profound interest in medieval and patriotic literature, folk songs and 
other early genres.24 Unlike Mazon, however, Zimin believes th a t it was not Ioil”s intention to 
pass off his masterpiece as a genuine twelfth-century composition, bu t charges Musin-Pushkin 
with perpetrating the deception afterwards, as well as adding three interpolations which he 
later pretended not to understand to further his own ends. Zimin believes one of these to be 
the section th a t resembles the gloss in the Pskov A postol25

Once again the Slovo’s defenders set to  work to  disprove Zimin’s theories. They maintain 
th a t any reputable orientalist would accept the genuine antiquity of words of eastern origin in 
the Slovo26 and th a t the m ajority of ‘west Russian’ colloquialisms and idiosyncracies may be 
found in old Russian works of the pre-Mongol era. Furthermore, while the Slovo’s orthography 
is generally in keeping with th a t of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, it also contains features 
of the Pskov dialect, as well as Bulgarisms resulting from the so-called Second South Slavonic 
Influence of the fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries, which continue to be reflected in 
Russian manuscripts of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries (the alleged date of the Slovo 
manuscript), but which are not found in old Church Slavonic — something which even the 
highly accomplished Ioil’ could not have known, since this is a relatively recent discovery.27

The weightiest attem pt so fax to silence the sceptics has culminated in the work, ‘Slovo 
o polku Igoreve’ i pamiatniki Kulikovskogo tsikla, a collection of articles by Soviet literary

‘Spomye voprosy tekstologii Z adonshchiny', R usskaia hteratura, 1967, no. 1, 84—104.

‘Kogda bylo napisano Slovo?’, Voprosy literatury, 1967, no. 3, 139.

‘Spomye voprosy...’, 89.

‘Kogda bylo napisano Slovo?’, 137.

ibid., 142.

ibid., 147.

‘Pripiska k Pskovskom u A posto lu ...’, 60-74.

Likhachev, ‘The authenticity o f the S P ...’, 39.

See F. F ilin ’s article in ‘Starye mysli, ustarelye m etody’, Voprosy literatury, 1967, no. 3, 168-76.
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and linguistic experts, containing close textual examinations of the Slovo, the Zadonshchina 
and other relevant texts, as well as detailed analyses of grammar and vocabulary.28 Since 
their theses are more or less expanded or reworked confirmations of earlier arguments, it is 
unnecessary to go into them  in any depth at this stage. It is enough to  note th a t the approach 
to  the problem is largely ‘formal* in its preoccupation with grammar, linguistics and textual 
comparisons. In his post-Zimin articles, one on the ‘Textological Triangle’ of the Slovo, the 
Zadonshchina and the Hypatian Chronicle, and another on the authenticity question as a whole, 
D. S. Likhachev manages to combine mechanical textual analysis with aesthetic and ideological 
considerations.29 In the latter article, for instance, he addresses himself to the sceptics’ view 
th a t the Slovo is not in keeping with the literary level, the genres and the Christian character of 
twelfth-century Kievan literature.30 A part from a handful of scholars, however, little attention 
has been devoted to the Slovo as a work primarily of literature and ideas with a view to 
confirming its late twelfth-century provenance.

Although this subject has received relatively little attention in Britain, there is at least 
one British scholar who has not taken for granted the view that the Slovo is an authentic work 
of the late twelfth century. In his article, ‘Slovo o polku Igoreve: the textological triangle’, 
John Fennell reviews the arguments of the Slovo’s defenders, offering alternative explanations 
or disclosing weaknesses in their hypotheses.31 A later article sets out in detail the events 
and literature connected with Zimin’s theories.32 This subject receives further attention in 
Early Russian Literature, in which Fennell gives a comprehensive survey of all the arguments 
to  date in a more or less objective manner.33 Despite his reluctance to  accept wholesale the 
opinions of most scholars on the subject, he nevertheless concludes th a t the sceptics’ claims 
regarding the Slovo’s authorship are undermined by the ‘seemingly incontrovertible argument 
of the defenders of the Slovo’s authenticity’.34 He ends his piece by stating, like Likhachev, 
th a t the problem of authorship is not yet solved; for whoever its author may have been, he 
was undoubtedly ‘a man of singular genius and almost superhuman knowledge’.35

This brief survey of the controversy surrounding the Slovo barely skims the surface of all 
the theories and points of contention that have come to light. Some of these absent details 
will crop up periodically in the course of this work and do not require further elaboration at 
this juncture. Several things, however, may be concluded from this survey. First, as noted 
by Fennell, any forger or latter-day writer of pseudo-medieval epic such as the Slovo would 
have had to have been an unusually gifted artist as well as linguist. He would have been 
deeply familiar with folk literature and culture, possibly also with the early literature of other 
European nations, and would have enjoyed easy access to  numerous chronicles and other texts, 
some of which did not come to  light until after the Slovo’s publication. For the m ajority of 
scholars, these considerations make up one of the most convincing arguments in favour of the 
Slovo’s authenticity. W hat also becomes clear is that, so long as no new documentary evidence 
turns up, scholars will have to continue to postulate theories and draw diagrams.

OR D. S. Likhachev Sc L. A. Dm itriev, eds, M -L., 1966.

oq
‘Further remarks on the textological triangle: SP, Zad. and the Hyp. Chronicle', O S P ,NS, 2, 1969, 106-115; 

‘T he authenticity o f the S P ...’, 23—46.

30 ibid., 41.

31 OSP, NS, 1, 1968, 126-37.

32 ‘The recent controversy in the Soviet Union over the authenticity of the Slovo', in L. H. Legters, ed., R ussia:

E ssays in H istory and L iterature, Leiden, 1972, 1-17.

J. Fennell Sc A. Stokes, E arly R ussian  L iterature, London, 1974, 191-206.



These observations lead naturally to the conclusion th a t there is a great need to  look more 
closely at the ideas manifested in the work as an alternative, and possibly more fruitful, area 
of study to th a t of the texts alone. If it is found th a t the ideology of the Slovo fits in with 
th a t of its age and genre, then the modern au thor’s or forger’s talents would have needed to 
surpass mere mechanical expertise.

*  *  *

W ith so much attention focused on the authenticity debate, as well as on the temnye mesla, 
the result has been a large proportion of scholarship being devoted to linguistics, textology, 
genre, history and anthropology, while comparatively little research has been concentrated 
specifically on the ideas inherent in the Slovo and their literary expression. Comparisons of 
certain elements in the work with those found in folk literature, as well as in other early Russian 
literary genres from the eleventh to  the thirteenth centuries such as military tales, vitae and 
oratorical works, have yielded certain clues but have not shed much light on the work’s many 
peculiarities in the way other works in the same genre might have done. If, as the majority 
of scholars assume, the Slovo is an ‘heroic epic’, then, in the absence of any contemporary 
counterparts in Rus’, we are forced to cast the net wider and to scrutinize the literature of 
other nations in which, at one time or another, a particular ideology flourished and found 
expression through the ‘poetry of action’. In the early Middle Ages of Europe the prevailing 
secular ideal expressed through martial exploit in song, and later in writing, was heroism.

While a good deal of scholarship has been devoted to  comparative studies of heroic liter
ature, the Slovo, for the most part, has been largely overlooked, or else accorded perfunctory 
treatm ent. Indeed, as far as medieval studies in the West are concerned, early Russian lit
erature as a whole has suffered from a kind of scholarly apartheid, while interest continues 
to focus primarily on Western Europe and the Middle East. Even where attem pts have been 
made to  bridge the gap, the Slovo itself generally receives short shrift. In his substantial and 
comprehensive work on the heroic literatures of many nations and ages, Maurice Bowra con
cludes towards the beginning th a t the Slovo is not an heroic work and, save for a few scattered 
references, excommunicates it from the discussion.36 He does, however, give considerably more 
space to  the byliny. The Slovo is likewise excluded from two more recent collections of articles, 
although once again the byliny receive some attention.37 And, while a handful of studies has 
appeared over the course of this century comparing the Slovo with western heroic literature, 
these have been limited either to one other work, such as the Chanson de Roland or Beowulf, 
or, possibly in response to  the speculation surrounding the origins of Rus’, to Norse literature 
in a more general sense.38

36 C. M. Bowra, H eroic P oetry , London, 1964, 17—19.

37 F. J. Oinas, ed., H eroic E pic and Saga, B loom ington Sc London, 1978; J. P. M. L. de Vries, H eroic Song and 

H eroic Legend, NY, 1978 (trans. B. J. Timmer).

38 See, for exam ple, A. S. Rezanov, ‘SP  i poeziia skal’dov’, Z hum al m in is te rs tva  narodnogo prosveshcheniia, 

novaia seriia , 15, 1908, 438—55; G. Z. Patrick, ‘La chanson de Roland  et Le d it des gu erriers d ’Ig o r’, R om anic  

Review , 15, 1924, 296-307; V. Dynnik, ‘SP  i P esn ’ o R o lan de’, in N. K. Gudzii, ed., S tarin n a ia  russkaia p o v e s t’, 

M -L, 1941, 48-64; M. Schlauch, ‘Scandinavian influence on the Slovo?’, in R. O. Jakobson Sc E. J. Simmons, eds, 

R ussian  Epic S tu d ies  [Memoirs o f  the American Folklore Society, 42], Philadelphia, 1949, 99—124; G. J. Perejda, 

‘B e o w u lf  and ‘S P ’: A S tudy of P arallels and R elations in Structure, Them es and Im agery, Detroit, PhD  dissert., 

1973; A. M. Barker, Sea and S teppe Im agery in OE and OR Epic, NY, PhD dissert., 1976; D. M. Sharypkin, ‘Boian  

v S P  i poeziia skal’dov’, TO D R L, 31, 1976, 12-22.
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In more recent years, the Soviet scholar, A. N. Robinson, has highlighted the urgent need 
to  examine the Slovo in the wider context of the European Middle Ages. In his attem pts 
to  understand the socio-historical process which culminated in a work like the Slovo with all 
its peculiarities, he repeatedly takes into account the development of Romance and Germanic 
literature.39 But, while many of his observations have a certain m erit, Robinson’s underlying 
assumption th a t the Slovo is an heroic epic means th a t he never actually addresses the problem 
of its genre, and the need to distinguish between the characteristics of heroic epic, and those 
of romance and saga. There remains, therefore, a need to identify what is specifically heroic, 
and to  what extent the Slovo reflects this quality in the light of Western European literary 
manifestations of the heroic ethos.

* * *

The most comprehensive study of those ingredients which make heroes, and of the literature 
dedicated to  their glorification, has been provided by C. M. Bowra.40

It appears that the concept of heroic prowess, courage and enterprise is an international 
phenomenon, shared by many nations irrespective of their cultural and geographical differences. 
Allowing for a certain degree of local colour in the characterisation of heroes, the common 
ground they all share is a superiority over their fellows in strength, courage, m artial skill, 
independence and social class (they are almost invariably princes or chieftains). The ‘low 
hero’ is a much later concept found in, for instance, the Russian byliny and French romances, 
whereas literary or ‘high’ epic does not admit peasants or drunkards into its ranks.41 It 
also rarely depicts the almost supernatural strength th a t enables the heroes of the byliny to

39 ‘Literatura Kievskoi Rusi sredi evropeiskikh srednevekovykh literatur (Tipologiia, original’nost’, m etod)’, Sla- 

vianskie literatury. VI M ezhdunarodnyi s"ezd slavistov, M ., 1968, 49-116; ‘O zakonomemostiakh razvitiia vos- 

tochnoslavianskogo i evropeiskogo eposa v rannefeodal’nyi period’, Slav. lit. VII M N SS, M., 1973, 178-224; ‘S P  i 

geroicheskii epos srednevekov’ia ’, Vestnik A N  SSSR, 1976, no. 4, 104-12; ‘Zakonomemosti razvitiia srednevekovogo 

geroicheskogo eposa i simbolika S P ’, Slav. lit. VIII M N SS, M., 1978, 150—65; 'S P  sredi poeticheskikh shedevrov 

srednevekov’ia ’, in idem, ed., 'S P ’: kom pleksnye issledovaniia, M., 1988, 7—37. His ideas are more fully developed in 

L itera tu ra  drevnei Rusi v  lite ra tu m o m  p ro tsesse  srednevekov’ia X I -X II I  vv., M., 1980.

40 op. c it., esp. Ch. 1.

41 For peasant heroes in the byliny, see supra, 7-8 . Another popular hero is Vasilii (the Drunkard) Ignat’evich, 

whose prowess in battle is second only to his capacity for strong drink (see Vasilii Ig n a t’evich  i B a tyga  (G il’ferding, I, 

60), and the less popular V as'ka-p’ian itsa  i K u drevan ko-tsar' in A. D . Grigor’ev, A rkhangel'skie byliny i  istoricheskie  

pesni sobrannye v 1899-1901 gg., I ll ,  SPb., 1910, 65 (369) [henceforth (Grigor’ev)]). Like the byliny  which feature 

peasant heroes, these are generally considered to be of late 17th c. provenance, or else reflecting skomorokh  influence. 

Parallel developments can be seen much earlier in France. The late 13th-14th cc. mark a period of decadence for 

French ‘epic’, and a new orientation with figures such as the heroic artisan (a goldsm ith who becom es king of Antioch) 

and the heroic vilain  (a  charcoal-burner who is knighted for his loyalty and valour). Once the aristocracy lost its  taste 

for ‘prim itive’ epic, its new audience am ong the lower classes created heroes with which it could identify (Ross, loc. 

cit.).
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vanquish thousands of the enemy single-handedly, or victory through stealth and trickery.42 
Although exaggeration is also characteristic of literary epic, whose heroes are cast on a much 
larger scale than other mortals, there are limits as to  how far the audience is expected to 
suspend disbelief. The most poignant confirmation of this is the fact that, despite their martial 
superiority, heroes are usually defeated and killed in the end. In ‘folk epic’, however, heroes 
rarely die, their immortality ensured by the imagination of a nation no longer concerned with 
the old aristocratic ethos, and so their legends continue to  develop.43 In a sense, the idea of 
an invincible hero who may be overpowered only by supernatural force goes back not only to 
fairy tale, but to  the earlier ‘mythological’ hero who predates the anthropocentric hero. In 
the shamanistic or mythological poetry of pre-heroic times the central figure is a magician, 
sometimes a god, and the interest of nearly every episode turns on his ability to  master a 
difficult situation through magic. In contrast, one of the most significant features of heroic 
poetry is the hero’s self-reliance and independence of supernatural assistance in his endeavours. 
Pagan or Christian divinities may appear, but the course of events must be directed by the 
hero himself.44 Nor does he rely upon outside human agency for his success, although friends 
and retainers normally receive due credit. If a hero succeeds unaided, the greater his glory; 
if he falls the more admirable his death. Either way he wins in his quest for honour, which 
is, after all, the raison d ’etre of heroism. So long as he is seen to  strive to the limits of his 
courage and endurance, victory is of secondary importance, for his worth has already been 
tested and proved in the ordeals of the heroic life. As proponent of this life of action, the hero 
is characterised, not by gratuitous physical description, nor by the internal workings of heart 
and mind, but by his actions alone.

Heroic literature ‘presupposes a view of existence in which man plays a central part and 
exerts his powers in a distinctive way’.45 The first and strongest appeal in the poetry of action 
is through the story and therefore no superfluous description or commentary should come into 
it. On the whole, it should be impersonal, objective and dramatic, and preferably not directed 
at any patron. 46

In applying these criteria to the Slovo o polku Igoreve, Bowra concludes th a t it is ‘on 
the edge of heroic poetry’, for although it resembles an heroic poem in objectivity and heroic

42 Trickery and cunning as a  means of attaining victory belong to the class of ‘m ythological poem s’, such as 

those concerning the gods in the E ld er E dda  and the K alevala , and in the bylina  of the so-called ‘older hero’, Volkh 

Vseslavich (K. Kalaidovich, ed., D revn iia  rossiisk iia  stikhotvoren iia  sobrannyia K irsh eiu  D anilovym , 2nd ed., M., 

1818, 6 [henceforth ( Danilov)]). See also Bowra, op. c it., 5-8.

43 See Bowra, op. c it., 1. On the rare occasion that a Russian folk hero is killed, he is never seen to die the heroic 

death on the battlefield that befits him, but is usually vanquished by some supernatural force (e.g. Sviatogor i tiaga  

zem naia  (Rybnikov, I, 86)). In the few byliny  devoted to the deaths o f the bogatyri in battle, the circumstances are 

in som e way supernatural or unusual (see K am skoe poboishche, I l ’ia  i M am ai and G ibel’ bogatyrei in M. Speranskii, 

ed., R usskaia u stn a ia  s lo vesn o st’, I (B ylin y), M., 1916, 383-419 ( ‘Kak ne stalo bogatyrei na R usi’)). See also A. E. 

Alexander, B ylina and F airy Tale: the O rigins of R ussian  H eroic P oetry, The H ague-Paris, 1973, 105—20.

44 This is alm ost invariably true, not only for the European tradition, but also for the Ob Ugrians, the East 

Africans, the Mongols, the Kirghiz and other Turkic peoples o f Central Asia. See corresponding entries in Hatto, ed., 

T radition s; also N. K. Chadwick & V. Zhirmunsky, Oral E pics o f C entral A sia , Cambridge, 1969, 28, 94, 152. This 
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45 Bowra, op. c it., 5.
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outlook, it betrays itself as a panegyric at the close.47 In dismissing it thus, Bowra fails to  take 
into account the work’s underlying narrative structure which, despite its starkness, conforms 
in many of its aspects to the general concept of what constitutes heroic poetry.

In the study of heroic poetry the problem of genre is a baffling one. While so-called heroic 
epics share similar outlooks, images and modes of expression, the most striking thing they 
have in common is that they are all so different, making it virtually impossible and certainly 
impractical to enforce inflexible standards on them. If, as was the case until fairly recently, 
the Iliad and the Odyssey are taken as prototypes for heroic epic then, strictly speaking, no 
‘epics’ have been produced since the eighth century B. C. Since, hitherto, ‘epic’ has failed to be 
satisfactorily defined,48 (nor will any attem pt be made to do so in the course of this work), the 
term  is used in its loosest sense. In designating works treating heroes and their careers, most 
scholars side-step the problem to some extent by resorting to  terms such as ‘heroic poem ’, 
‘song’ or ‘lay’. These expressions conveniently gather together under one head, within the 
European tradition alone, such widely disparate works as Beowulf (an early 8th c. hybrid of 
pre-Christian Germanic ideals and Christian morality, in which the hero is seen three times, 
not on the battlefield, but in single combat with monsters); The Battle o f Maldon (a 10th c. 
account of a battle lost by the English against Danish invaders in which the central hero is 
one of many); La chanson de Roland (with its endless series of single combats on the field of 
battle, a large element of Christian chauvinism and a strong nationalistic flavour surprising 
for its time (c. 1100)); the Nibelungenlied (an unique hybrid of the Germanic ‘Heroic Age’ and 
the new ‘chivalric’ age (c. 1200)); El poema de mio Cid (a contemporary of the Nibelungenlied, 
with its central theme of loyalty to social hierarchy, humourous and domestic interludes, and 
absence of tragedy); the heroic Edda (which date from the 9th to the 12th centuries but, despite 
undergoing dramatic compositional changes in th a t time, betray no Christian influences); the 
Serbian heroic songs (the m ajority of which date from the 14th and 16th centuries following 
the Battle at Kosovo, and are characterised by their fervent patriotism); and the Slovo o polku 
Igoreve, a complex work abounding in metaphor and pagan imagery, the bare bones of whose 
heroic narrative is heavily overlaid with panegyric and lament. These and other works of their 
kind may span a hero’s lifetime, concentrate on part of his career, or trea t isolated battles. 
They usually, though not always, end tragically either in defeat, the hero’s death or both. In 
some, a moralizing tone is discernable; in others this is wholly absent. Pagan, Christian and 
folk elements assert themselves in these works to widely varying degrees, as do motifs such 
as dreams, panegyrics and laments. The varieties and combinations are endless. The Slovo’s 
complex and unusual structure, therefore, need not disqualify it from serious comparison with 
other heroic narrative traditions since, as will become apparent in the course of this work, 
it contains many features and ideas inherent in the heroic literature of other nations, and 
possesses an objectivity in its treatm ent of the heroes that is perhaps not apparent at first 
sight.

Given the different styles and emphases of ‘literary’ heroic poems, the decisive criterion 
for comparison must be ethos. The truly heroic poems of medieval Scandinavia and Western 
Europe inherited their ethos from what is commonly known as the ‘Heroic Age’, th a t is, 
the ‘Age of Migrations’ from around the fourth to the sixth centuries of our era, which was 
transformed in the course of time by the ‘feudal ethos’. According to A. T. Hatto, only a few 
surviving poems of medieval Germany may be said to  be undoubtedly heroic for, despite late 
characteristics of style, these works still express the heroic outlook of early Germanic lays—the 
outlook of chieftains and their select retinues. The principal function of these lays was ‘to

47 ibid., 17.

4S The London Seminar on Epic (1964—1972), while noting criteria, decided in the end to postpone its quest for

the definition of ‘epic’. (H atto, Traditions, I, 2.)
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recall the m utual obligation of lords and retainers and to flesh them  for battle  whenever it 
might come’.49

The establishment of Christianity in Europe brought literacy and thereby a means of 
recording heroic songs, but it was also instrum ental in the disruption of the early heroic ethos. 
It was only a m atter of time before the man-centred tradition of the early heroic songs, with 
its emphasis on personal honour and m utual loyalty within the comitatus, would be forced to 
yield ground before the new Christian ideals of humility, spiritual salvation as the ultim ate 
aim, and an unquestioning submission to  the will of God. Political centralisation with the 
emergence of the new Christian kingdoms and empires also contributed to  the disintegration 
of the comitatus, the social basis for the heroic ethos.50 It was in the course of this time of 
social change th a t the surviving heroic poems were written, if not actually composed, in their 
respective countries. The dilemma which must have confronted the poets, of accommodating 
traditional heroic subject m atter to Christian values while still retaining the credibility of 
the older ethos, forms yet another common ground shared by the Slovo with the rest of the 
European heroic tradition. These works, then, will not be ‘heroic’ in the purest sense, since 
they will have been affected to some extent by the circumstances which have brought about 
their survival. Although in most cases they are based on earlier versions of their respective 
tales, whether oral or textual, by the time they reached their present forms, the stories would 
have undergone many retellings and accretions, reflecting changes in social, cultural, historical 
and religious circumstances, as well as in those of the individual ‘authors’. To attem pt to 
force any of them  into narrow preconceptions regarding a strict genre could, therefore, prove 
dangerously misleading. W hat they all share, however, is an underlying heroic ethos (more 
apparent in some than  in others), which demands a particular kind of treatm ent and expression.

* * *

Thanks to the survival, not only of literary epic, bu t of so many other secular and religious 
literary sources in Western Europe, a great deal has come to light concerning the early Heroic 
Age and the traditions, both oral and literary, th a t it inspired. Although the nations which 
produced heroic literature may have experienced certain social and cultural developments at 
different times, there is no doubt that their earliest recorded lays reveal a shared notion th a t has 
its roots in this pre-Christian ethos. In each case this body of ideals was developed uniquely, 
but under closer inspection many parallels of expression may be found in these diverse works.

Unfortunately, there is a distinct paucity of helpful evidence supporting the existence of 
a Russian heroic age; but what little there is points to  the existence of a t least a concept of 
heroism not unlike th a t which at one time prevailed in the rest of Europe. This nevertheless 
leaves unresolved the question of whether early Rus’ possessed an indigenous heroic ethos, 
whether its ideas in this regard were the product of external influences or borrowings, or 
whether the answer lies somewhere in between. While this thesis does not hinge on the answer 
to  this troublesome question, since this is primarily a literary analysis aimed a t determining

49 ‘Medieval German’, in Traditions, 166.

50 ibid., 169. See also M. J. Swanton, C risis and D evelopm ent in  G erm anic Society, 700-800: Beowulf and the 

Burden of K ingship, Gdppingen-Kiimmerle, 1982, 12-82 on the changes brought about in Gmc society by Christian 

and ecclesiastical notions o f kingship and hierarchy.
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the existence per se of recognisable heroic elements in the Slovo, it is worth taking a look at 
the possibilities all the same.

One theory is th a t literary trends are autochthonic, arising from similar social evolutions in 
different nations. V. M. Zhirmunsky believes that heroic poetry ‘emerged independently among 
different peoples at an early stage of social development (the so-called ‘heroic age’) ’;51 at the 
same time, he does not rule out altogether the influences of ‘borrowing’: ‘Literary movements in 
general and literary facts in particular, considered as international phenomena, are partly based 
on similar historical developments in the social life of the respective peoples, and partly on 
the reciprocal cultural and literary intercourse between them. When considering international 
trends in the evolution of literature we must therefore distinguish between typological analogies 
and cultural importations or ‘influences’ which are themselves based on similarities of social 
evolution.’52

While Zhirmunsky’s theory has a socio-historical basis, a case for the autochthonic origins 
of heroic poetry may also be made on the basis of the evolution of a  people’s cosmology. It has 
been noted th a t societies which possess an heroic tradition tend to pass through similar stages 
of religious belief which are reflected in their songs.53 W ith few exceptions, older mythological 
poems give way to man-centred songs celebrating the deeds of superior mortals (although both 
classes of poetry continued to co-exist for some time). Although heroic literature secularizes 
myth, it is still essentially bound to  the world view held by a society at a given time.

Since early Rus’ sustained more or less the kinds of conditions which might have engen
dered an heroic tradition, it is easier to ascribe to it an independent development of heroic 
concepts than it is to determine the nature and magnitude of external cultural influences. The 
extent of Scandinavian influence on the culture of early R us’ continues to be a much debated 
point.54 To ascertain whether there is sufficient justification for a comparative analysis of the 
Slovo alongside the Western heroic tradition, which has its own roots in the Germanic song 
tradition, it is necessary to  look for answers, or at least grounds for speculation, somewhere 
between the extremes of the Normanist and Anti-Normanist views.

According to  the Povest ’ vremennykh let, Scandinavian historians and writers of saga, 
Byzantine chroniclers and Arab geographers, the Varangians (as they came to be known in 
the PVL) were active in Rus’ by the middle of the ninth century, the period known as the 
Viking Age.55 These were primarily Swedes who, at the time the Danes and Norwegians were 
active in the west, directed their expeditions east. The Varangian dynasty, first founded by 
the semi-legendary Riurik in Novgorod in the second half of the ninth century, effectively came 
to  an end with the death of Vladimir in 1015. Although up to this time the Scandinavians 
comprised the ruling class, it is difficult to assess any impact they may have made on native

5  ̂ ‘On the study of comparative literature’, O SP, 13, 1967, 2.

52 ibid., 1. Zhirmunsky confines his studies to comparing the byliny  with western epic and th e  oral epic tradition  

of Central Asia.

See Bowra, op. cit., 25; H. M. Chadwick, The H eroic Age, Cambridge, 1926, 94-100; H. V. Routh, God, M an  

and E pic P oetry, II, Cambridge, 1927, 25ff. This subject will receive more detailed treatment infra, Ch. 2.

54 For a review of the arguments put forward by the ‘Norm anists1 and ‘Anti-Norm anists’, see H. Paszkiewicz, The 

O rigin  of Russia, London, 1954, 109—32; O. Pritsak, ‘The origin of R u s” , R ussian  Review, 36, no. 3, 1977, 249-73; 
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55 G. Vernadsky, A n cien t R ussia , New Haven, 1959, 19ff.; idem , K ievan  R ussia , New Haven & London, 1966, 

266ff.; H. R. E. Davidson, The Viking R oad to B yzan tium , London, 1976, 51ff.; Paszkiewicz, op. c it., 116ff.; E. O. G. 

Turville-Petre, The H eroic Age o f  Scandinavia, London, 1951, 59; S. H. Cross, 'Scandinavian infiltration into early 

R ussia’, Speculum, 21, 1946, 505—14.
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culture since, wherever they invaded, they tended to merge with the peoples they conquered, 
adopting their customs and even their names.56 By the time Sviatoslav came to power (964), 
Rus’ was mainly Slavic in organisation and policy. The propagation of culture through its 
imposition on other nations seems to have been, in Europe a t least, a Christian tendency. The 
tolerance of foreign cultures and beliefs on the part of the Vikings may be attributed to  the 
fact th a t paganism, possessing no fixed doctrine, could readily accommodate new ideas and 
deities, and, since spiritual salvation was not an issue, there was no incentive to proselytise. 
Christianity, on the other hand, ultimately affected the entire social structure of the nations 
among which it took hold to the extent th a t it overturned completely their culture and ideology, 
influencing not only ethics and government, but also art, literature and music. It is therefore 
unproductive to perceive the Vikings in terms of later Christian conquerors. But, although the 
Scandinavians made no significant impact on the language, politics or material culture of Rus’, 
it is difficult to imagine th a t they also made absolutely no impression in the realm of ideas 
and culture among the ruling warrior classes (to which they belonged), the more so if these 
ideas already existed in some form among the Eastern Slavs. Given the evidence we have for 
the existence of song traditions in other cultures, more specifically in Europe and in Central 
Asia, ideas about m artial skill would no doubt have been preserved in the oral poetry of the 
Slavs themselves. Thus it is reasonable to  suppose th a t the Varangian rulers and their courts 
would have continued to perpetuate the heroic ideals intrinsic to their raison d ’etre. This would 
have been carried on even into Iaroslav’s reign and later, especially in Novgorod, so long as 
the princes continued to m aintain Varangian retinues. W hether the artistic expression of this 
ethos remained Scandinavian for some time, or was adapted quickly to  its new environment is 
impossible to determine.

While the Kievan rulers after Vladimir were no longer represented as Scandinavians, they 
continued to maintain close contacts with the ruling houses of Norway, Sweden and Denmark. 
Their courts also served as places of refuge for Scandinavian kings such as Olaf Tryggvason 
(b. 968-9 and grew up at Vladimir’s court in Novgorod), Olaf II (d. ca. 1030) and his son, 
Magnus, and Harald HarSraSi, Norwegian king and poet (d. 1066) who, like Olaf and Magnus, 
spent time in the household of Iaroslav. Scandinavian sagas tell of them  and also of other less 
well-known heroes and poets who sojourned a t the courts of both Vladimir and Iaroslav.57 
Personal ties with the Scandinavians are well-documented in Russian sources, which reveal the 
dynastic connections between Vladimir, Iaroslav, Vladimir Monomakh and his son, Mstislav, 
and the ruling houses of Norway, Sweden and Denmark. Although the end of Iaroslav’s reign 
marked a decline in contact between Rus’ and Scandinavia, the dynastic links remained close,

56 Vernadsky, K ievan  Russia, 333; Turville-Petre, op. c it., 63ff.

5 7 See Turville-Petre, op. c it., 132, 150, 159; idem , O rigins of Icelandic L iterature, Oxford, 1953, 145, 147, 237; 

Davidson, op. cit., 163—70; Schlauch, op. c it., 101; S. H. Cross, ‘Yaroslav the W ise in Norse tradition’, Speculum, 

4, 1929, 181ff.; idem , ‘La tradition islandaise de Saint Vladimir’, Revue des itu d es  slaves, 11, 1931, 133-48; E. A. 

Rydzevskaia, ‘Legenda o kniaze Vladimire v sage ob Olafe Triuggvasone’, T O D R L , 2, 1935, 5-20; N. de Baumgarten, 

‘Olaf Tryggwison, roi de Norv&ge, et ses relations avec Saint Vladimir de R ussie’, O rienta lia  C hristiana, 24, 1931, 

no. 73, 5-37. For primary sources see, Snorri Sturluson, H eim skringla  (F . Jdnsson, ed., H eim skringla: Ndregs 

Konunga sggur af S n orri Sturluson, Copenhagen, 1893, I (chs 6 -8  (263-6)); II (chs 91 (168-79), 93 (180-2), 187-92  

(433-40)) [hereafter H eim skringla\y, E y m u n d a rp d ttr  H ringssonar  (G . Vigfusson & C. R. Unger, eds, Flateyarbdk, 

II, Christiania, 1861, 118-34); Fagrskinna  (F . J6nsson, ed., Fagrskinna, Copenhagen, 1902-3, chs 24, 27, 28, 37, 43); 

M or kins inn a (F. J6 nsson, ed., M orkinsinna, Copenhagen, 1932, 1—7, 16—18, 58—9, 64, 85—8, 357); The Saga of B jorn  

(R. C. Boer, ed., B ja rn a r Saga Hitdoelakappa, Halle, 1893, ch. 4); K in g  H aro ld’s Saga  (M. Magnusson & H. P&lsson, 

trans., Harmondsworth, 1979, chs 2, 5, 16-17).
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as they did with the rest of Europe, until the middle of the twelfth century.58 Given the lively
and lengthy intercourse between the two nations, it would be easy to  overestimate Scandinavian
influence on R us’. On the other hand, with the continual arrivals in Rus’ of Scandinavian royal
households, whose entourages were likely to  include a t least one poet whose job would have

• • • • been to  record in favourable terms the exploits of his royal patron, together w ith the continued
presence of Varangians in the Russian princes’ retinues, it would not be far-fetched to conclude
that some kind of cultural exchange must have taken place,59 particularly in Novgorod, where
links with Scandinavia endured much longer. By the middle of the twelfth century, however,
heroic poetry in Rus’ would have developed its own characteristics, and any Scandinavian
influences would now have been felt in the most indirect way.60 But, despite social change and
literary evolution, the seminal ideas concerning heroism endured, since warfare remained the
principal occupation of the ruling class. The concept of Christian rulers as defenders of the
Faith and Holy Russia had not yet taken root in the twelfth century in the way it was to do
following the Tatar invasions.

* * *

Before embarking on this study, something more needs to be said concerning the non-Russian 
texts used here.

The oldest complete poem is Beowulf (early 8th century) which, despite its predilection for 
monsters, has proved a rich source for comparison with the Slovo61 with its analogous themes 
and images, its strong pagan character, its view of history in relation to  the present and its 
sense of m an’s place within the cosmos. Two centuries later comes The Battle o f Maldon, of 
which the beginning and end have not survived. Although in many respects very different

58 The principal dynastic links are as follows: Vladimir (+  1015) X  4 Scandinavians (prior to  conversion); Iaroslav 

(+  1054) X d. of k. Olaf of Sweden; Vladimir Monomakh (+  1125) X G y8a, d. of English k. Harald (match arr. by k. 

of Denmark); M stislav(-Harald) (+  1132) X Christina, d. of Swedish k. Inge; E lizabeth, d. o f Iaroslav X 1. k. Harald 

HarSraSi of Norway (+  1066) 2. k. Svein of Denmark; Malfrid, d. o f M stislav(-Harald) X  1. k. SigurS of Norway 2. 

k. Eirik Emun of Denmark; Ingeborg, d. of M stislav(-Harald) X  Duke Canute Lavard, s. o f Danish k.. (See Schlauch, 

op. cit, 106; H eim skringla, III, 290, 434—5 (for a report of the intermarriages between the Russian and Scandinavian 

royal families and their issue)). D ynastic connections with other Western European noble houses are as follows: d. of 

Vladimir X  Bernhard, marg. of Nordmark; Vladimir, s. of Iaroslav X  Oda, d. of Count of Stade (c. 1043); Sviatoslav 

of Kiev (+  1076) X d. of Etheler, ct. o f Dithmarchen; Anna, d. of Iaroslav X 1. k. Henry I o f France (+  1060) 2. 

Raoul II, ct. of Crespy & Valois (+  1071); Iaropolk, s. of Iziaslav of Kiev (+  1078) X  Cunigundis, d. o f O tto, ct. 

of Orlamiinde (c. 1073); Praxedis, d. of Vsevolod (+  1093) X 1. Henry, marg. of Nordmark (+  1087) 2. Henry IV, 

Western Emp. (+  1106); d. of Iaropolk-Peter of Vladimir-Volynsk X Gunther, ct. o f Kavernburg. (For relations with 

Scandinavia and Western Europe see Vernadsky, K ievan  R ussia, 332-47).

59 .Besides Harald of Norway, him self no mean skald, other named persons with poetic associations to visit R us’ 

during Iaroslav’s reign were Sigvat the Skald and his royal patron, O laf II of Norway. Olaf was well-known for his 

patronage of poets and, according to a verse which Snorri attributes to  Sigvat, made them go into battle with shields 

to  obtain first-hand information ( H eim skringla, III, 18-19). Also see Schlauch, op. c it., 101-105.

60 Schlauch, op. cit., 124.

6  ̂ See Perejda op. cit.-, Barker, op. cit.
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from Beowulf\ its heroic credentials are not in any doubt. Its suitability for comparison with 
the Slovo lies in the fact th a t it is also a more or less contemporary account of an historical 
battle  between the English and the Danes, and displays to  a  certain degree a more Christian 
and ‘national’ character. As texts go, the Chanson de Roland is early (c. 1100), but it already 
manifests a strongly partisan Christian spirit, inspired no doubt by the Crusades which by then 
were well under way; yet it also retains many of the ideas and conventions which characterise 
the literary heroic ethos, especially in the first part which deals with Roland, a popular subject 
of earlier songs celebrating his short-lived career. One of the features the Roland episode shares 
with the Slovo, and also with Beowulf is the seemingly unresolveable conflict between old and 
new ideas, which may be seen as central to the tragic course events take.62 The second part, 
the so-called ‘Baligant Episode’ in which Charlemagne and the Saracen giant king, Baligant, 
do battle, is quite different both in style and temperament; many scholars now agree, however, 
th a t this much more overtly Christian episode is a later interpolation and th a t Roland’s death is 
the culminating point in the main poem.63 The early years of the thirteenth century produced 
El poema de mio Cid (sometimes called El cantar de mio Cid), the only survivor of medieval 
Spanish epic in near-complete form, and the German Nibelungenlied (c. 1200). While the Cid 
echoes certain themes inherent in the Chanson de Roland and yields some useful analogies for 
the present study, there are many striking differences between it and its European fellows, some 
of which were noted in the brief descriptions given earlier (supra, 16). Its happy resolution, 
in which the wrongly accused hero exonerates himself, is more typical of the romance genre, 
while, more significantly, the Cid’s character, his humanity and the detailed accounts of his 
personal life, diminish his impact as an heroic warrior.64 Like its Spanish contemporary, the 
Nibelungenlied has one foot firmly entrenched in romance, with its predilection for magic, 
personal detail, love and wooing scenes and domestic squabbling, but, lacking the former’s 
optimism, it is a dark and tragic tale. Its subject—the destruction of the Burgundian kings, 
the Nibelungs—is an ancient one, like th a t of Beowulf and the Chanson de Roland, and is 
also preserved in an expanded old Norse cycle. As a revival of an old story, it preserves many 
aspects of the Germanic heroic ethos, and so despite numerous references to Christian concepts 
and worship, it generally reflects a more pagan world view. Among the earliest Norse Edda, 
dating from the late ninth century, are AtlakviSa (which recounts the Burgundians’ visit to 
Atli and their subsequent destruction) and HamSismdl (a later episode in the Niflung cycle). 
A later retelling of the former, Ailamdl (12th century), retains many heroic echoes, but its 
apparent bookish nature, its attention to detail, its insights into the characters’ personal lives 
(as witnessed in the lengthy exchange of m utual recriminations between Atli and GuSrun), 
as well as its elaborate imagery and symbolism make it more a ‘post-heroic’ story.65 One 
conspicuous feature of the Edda, distinguishing them  from other European epics, including

62 It could be argued that Roland’s death and the destruction of his warriors is attributable to his attem pt to 

live up to the ideals o f the old-style hero and his consequent inability to  adapt to the demands of his own society. See 

A. Renoir, ‘The heroic oath in Beowulf, the Chanson de R oland  and the N ibelungenlied’, in S. B. Greenfield, ed., 

S tu d ies in OE L itera ture in H onour of A rth u r G. Brodeur, NY, 1973, 237—66 (esp. 252-3) [hereafter Studies in OE  

L itera tu re ].

63 R. Bowen, ‘The dreams of Charlemagne’, M edium  Aevum , 23, 1954, 34-40; D. D . R. Owen, ‘Charlemagne’s 

dreams, Baligant and Turoldus’, Z eitsch rift fu r  rom anische Philologie, 87, 1971, 197-208. W . W . Kibler, ‘Roland’s 

pride’, Sym posium , 26, 1972, 155—6; J. de Vries, H eroic Song and H eroic Legend, 32—3; For a balanced debate see, J. 

R. A llen, ‘Du nouveau sur l ’authenticit£ de l ’6pisode de B aligant’, B ulletin  de la soci€ t6  Rencesvals  (6th International 

Congress, Aix-en-Provence, 1973), A ctes, 1974, 149—56.

6 4 See Bowra, op. c it., 249.

65 Its style and prose-like elements may be attributed to the growing dominance of the prose saga as an artistic 

form (U . Dronke, ed. & trans., The P oetic  Edda, I: H eroic Poem s, Oxford, 1969, 106.)
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the Slovo, is the absence of any Christian colouring and hence any conflict of ideals. Any 
mythological allusions derive from a rich tradition of mythological poetry treating the Norse 
gods, their relationships with one another and their dealings with the world of men. Although 
the gods have ceased to exercise any direct influence over the affairs of men in the heroic tales, 
the mythological poems furnish much helpful evidence for clarifying the relationship between 
mythology and the man-centred universe.

Also included among these heroic works, should be the Waltharius, a Latin verse epic of 
tenth-century German provenance. Owing to  its self-conscious bookishness and its pervasive 
sense of parody, it is often dismissed from serious studies of medieval epic. But its subject 
m atter is old, enjoying widespread popularity, and illustrates, even through parody, the heroic 
tradition surrounding its central hero.66

W ith the exception of the Cid, the above works offer an abundance of m aterial which could 
help to  shed light on the artistic nature of the Slovo. These represent the most complete works 
of heroic literature; other sources furnishing additional clues are the many surviving fragments 
of heroic works. The oldest is the Gododdin and its accompanying lays, the gorchenau, com
posed in Scotland around 600. These poems are heroic in character, although they are not 
narratives, but a mixture of eulogy and panegyric celebrating a number of heroes killed in 
battle or sometimes the army as a whole. Other incomplete works include the Anglo-Saxon 
Fight at Finnsburg (8th century) and the Wald ere fragments (8th or 10th centuries), and the 
Old High German Hildebrandslied (7th or 8th centuries).

A certain amount of useful information for this study has also been obtained from sources 
other than early literary epic. The geographical situation of Rus’ in itself invites us to take 
into account the oral traditions of its neighbours, the Finns, the South Slavs and the peoples of 
Central Asia. Other im portant sources of both east and west include histories (notably those of 
Tacitus, Saxo Grammaticus and Snorri Sturluson), chronicles (Western European, Byzantine 
and Arabic), Icelandic prose sagas, the French chansons de geste, early German romances, and 
Anglo-Saxon elegies, historical poems and religious verse.

A study such as this, which is forced to  cast its net so wide, is bound to  unearth many 
tem pting avenues for digression and further exploration. The constraints of time and space, 
however, dictate against attem pts to resolve every question th a t may present itself. The aim, 
therefore, is not to define epic, nor to  resolve the problem of the origins of early Russian 
literature, but to ascertain through its literary content and expression the Slovo's place in the 
context of a European heroic tradition. At the same time, it is hoped th a t some of these findings 
will help to answer on literary grounds certain doubts expressed by the Slovo’s detractors.

66 The legend of Walther has also survived in MHG, AS, ON and Polish. All but the W altharius are brief or 

fragmentary in their present form. For all extant versions see M. D. Learned, ed., The Saga of W alther of A quitaine, 

W estport, Conn., 1970.
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Chapter One

Slovo o polku Igoreve  and the Heroic Ideal in Kievan Rus’

a. T he heroic ethos in th e  early literary  sources o f  R u s’

Before examining the literary treatm ent of heroism in the Slovo, an attem pt must be made to 
reconstruct from the few secular sources available a picture of the heroic ideal in Rus’ prior 
to  the late twelfth century, to determine whether there existed a  concept of heroism along the 
lines of the Western European ideal.1

The only available source for the reigns of the early Varangian princes of R us’ is the Povest ’ 
vremennykh let which, although not completed in its present form until around 1118, is based 
on earlier chronicles, legends and songs. The early section describes how in the first century of 
Varangian rule the Kievan princes Oleg, Igor, Igor’s wife Ol’ga and their son Sviatoslav brought 
various East Slavonic tribes under their sway. Nevertheless, the accounts covering the careers of 
the first three rulers emphasize, not m artial excellence nor the pursuit of honour, bu t cunning, 
foresight2 and the quest for tribute. Oleg and O l’ga in particular are characterised by their 
extraordinary wisdom rather than by heroic epithets. For instance, upon Oleg’s return from a 
successful attack on the Greeks in 907 the people of Kiev are said to  praise him, but instead of 
glorifying him for his military achievements, they make much of his vatic qualities ( I  pro^zvasha 
Olga veshchii—PVL, 31, 11. 23-4). In Ol’ga’s case, much detail is devoted to  the ingenious 
m ethods she employs in avenging her husband’s death on the Drevliany in 945 and 946 (54-8). 
This quality of cunning is translated into a thirst for wisdom following her conversion.3 On 
the military front, although the reigns of Oleg and Igor are marked by incessant campaigns, 
the princes seem to be motivated to action more by the promise of m aterial gain than by the 
desire for glory and honour:

B ce 5Ke jtbto [945] peKorna ApyHciraa MropeBH: «oTpon,i Cbbhbjii>3kh h30^buhch 
cyTt opy^KteM'B h nopTbi, a mm Ha3H; iiohah, KHJixce, c HaMH b a&hb, a* h tm 
AoCyAeniH n m u». [M] nocnyma h x i  Hropb, HRe b J^epeBa b a&hb, h npnMbiuiJi June 
kt» nepBoft a&hh, [h] HacHJisme hmi> h MysKH ero; B03beMaB'b a&hb, noHAe bt> rpaA'b 
CBOft.

(53,11. 13-18)

The tone of the chronicle changes, however, in its treatm ent of Sviatoslav, who ruled from 
964-972 and may be regarded as the last Kievan leader in the pagan heroic tradition. Arabic, 
Greek and Scandinavian accounts of the Rus’ as warriors in this period describe them  in the 
light of the Germanic heroic ideal, emphasizing their m artial fury, fearlessness, m utual loyalty,

1 As summarized in the Introduction, supra, 14ff.

2 Although for all his vatic wisdom and precautions, Oleg is unable to prevent the unheroic death foretold to him  

in 912. The quality o f cunning is not particularly respected or admired in heroic literature. B. V. Sapunov believes 

this to  hold true also for the period in which the Slovo  was written, and that this is why the portrait o f Vseslav 

deviates from the conventional style o f portraying princes ( ‘Vseslav Polotskii v S P ’, T O D R L , 17, 1961, 75—6).

3 But not before the chronicler permits himself one last anecdote which reflects som e of her old shrewdness. 

W hen, after her baptism , the Greek emperor asks her to marry him, she points out that, as he has baptized her (that 

is, acted as her sponsor), and called her his ‘daughter’, it would be unlawful for him to  marry her. The emperor replies 

with apparent admiration: 'perekliukala m ta esi, O l’g a ’ (60, 1. 8 ).
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reckless daring, scorn for death and th irst for glory above all else. 4 Such descriptions closely 
tally with what is known of the heroic tradition of the north as it is reflected in literature, 
and the impressive portrait of Sviatoslav th a t emerges testifies to  his parity with any great 
Scandinavian leader. The portrayal of Sviatoslav in the Povest* vremennykh let, which looks 
as if it might have been lifted straight out of an heroic panegyric, reinforces this picture of a 
great chieftain who shares the hardships of the heroic life with his retinue, never tarrying too 
long in one place when there are battles to be fought elsewhere. The entry for the year 964 
reads:

Kh&3k> CBXTOCJiaBy BT>3pacTi>mK> h B'B3My3KaBinio, Hana boh coBKynJiHTH MHorn 
h xpaSpti, h jieriKO xoah, aKH nafiivyc'fc, bo&hu MHorn TBopsme. Xoah bo3t> 
no co6b He B03sine, h e  KOTtna, h e  mbct> Baps, ho noTOHKy H3pB3aBi> KOHHHy 
jih, sBBpHHy jih hjih roBSAHHy Ha yrjiexT> HcneKij s^sm e, h e  uiaTpa HMsme, ho 
noA'BKnaA'B nocTJiaBi. h cbajio b rojioBaxi>; Taxoxce h npoHHH boh ero bch 6sx y .
[M] nocMJiame kt» CTpaHaMi>, m aro jis : «xohk> Ha bbi h th » . M HAe Ha Oicy pmcy h 
Ha Bojiry, n  HajTB3e B sth h h , h  pene BsTHHeMT,: «KOMy a^hb AaeTe?» ohh me pB- 
rna: «Ko3apoMi> no mBJisry o t t ,  pana AaeMT»».

B jibto 6473 [965]. HAe CBSTocjiaBi* Ha Ko3apni...
(63,11. 14-24)

He proceeds to defeat the Khazars, the Danube Bulgars and the Pechenegs, then, in 971, he 
advances against the Greeks. Leo Diaconus, the Greek historian present during Sviatoslav’s 
campaign against the Greeks in Bulgaria in this year, describes the madness with which the 
Russians fought, a fury th a t shocked the Greeks. Their leader encouraged them  to fight 
against heavy odds, exhorting them  to recall the valour of their forefathers, and to  win or else 
die gloriously, rather than return home as fugitives. 5 The PVL  corroborates this account in 
the entry for 971. Here, when Sviatoslav’s forces suffer a reversal in their battle  against the 
Bulgarians, their prince addresses them  with the words:

«yxce HaMT> cAe nacTu; noTsmeM'i. Myxc&CKH, CpaTts h APyxcHHo!»
(68,11. 13-14)

Emerging apparently victorious from this battle, the Russians proceed next against the 
Greeks.6 Finding themselves once again hard-pressed, they are exhorted by Sviatoslav thus:

«yxee h&mi> hbksmo ch abth, Boneio h HeBoneio c t s th  npoTHBy; a& He nocpaMHMi> 
3eMJZB PyCKHB, HO JISXCeMT, KOCTBMH [Ty], MepTBUH 60 CpaMa He EMaMl, aiAe JIH 
nodBTHeM'B, CpaMT> EMBM'B; HH HMaM'B y&BXCaTH, HO CTaHeM'B KpBHKO, a3T> me
npeAi> BaMH noHAy: ante moh rnaBa JisLmen, to  npoMucjiHTe co6ok>.»

(69, 11. 1-5)

4 Davidson, op. cit., 109—14; 137—47.

5
Leonis diaconi Caloensis h isto riae  Itbrt decern, C. B. Hase, ed., Corpus scrip to ru m  h isto riae  B yzan tin ae, II, 

Bonn, 1828, Bks 8 Sc 9 (esp. 150ff.); Davidson, pp. c it., 113-14.

6 In the P V L  Sviatoslav’s second campaign in Bulgaria is so contaminated with legendary accretions as to 

disguise entirely his ultim ate defeat. See S. H. Cross Sc O. P. Sherbowitz-W etzor, The R ussian  P rim a ry  Chronicle,

Cambridge, Mass., 1973, 241, n. 72.
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His words to  his retinue reveal a  man who fears nothing but dishonour, and who regards his 
companions as equals.7 They in their tu rn  make a reciprocal vow saying in true comitatus 
fashion th a t where he falls, they will fall with him  (69, 11. 5-6).

In the manner of many heroes, Sviatoslav began his heroic career early, in 946, when, as 
a child, he accompanied Ol’ga and her troops on a campaign against the Drevliany and cast 
the first spear as a signal for the battle to commence (56, 11. 21-2). W hen he grew older and 
was on the threshold of his valiant career, his mother urged him to convert to  Christianity, a 
suggestion he greeted with vehement refusal:

«Kaico a3i> xomo hht> 3aKOHi> npHHTH eAHHi>? a Apyxciraa [Moa] ceMy cmb&thch
HaHHyTb*.

(62,11. 11-12)

The new Christian faith would have been hard to reconcile with all th a t is known about 
Sviatoslav. Unlike his predecessors, he shunned tributes of riches and finery, preferring weapons 
and other military accoutrements, and for this reason gained a reputation for fierceness (69, 11. 
16-44).

One explanation for the more ‘heroic’ rendering of Sviatoslav and his campaigns in the 
PVL  may be th a t by the time native chroniclers began to record the history of Rus’ from 
legends and songs, both oral and written, (around the middle of the eleventh century when 
literacy would have been more widespread), the lays praising the exploits of Sviatoslav, the 
father of ‘Saint’ Vladimir, would still have been more or less fresh in the memories of the 
people. On the other hand, by th a t time much less would have been remembered about the 
reigns of the earlier princes, and so the chroniclers would have had to rely upon non-Russian 
sources, legend and possibly half-forgotten m yth.8

W ith the death of Sviatoslav, the last truly pagan prince, comes a marked change in the 
chronicle’s accounts of battles. Gone is the hero of Scandinavian descent who, together with 
his devoted bodyguard, builds up vast armies with the help of Slav and Pecheneg allies. W ith 
the reign of Vladimir begins a decline in Varangian influence, which was now by and large 
confined to  mercenary service for the rulers of Kiev, Novgorod and other Russian towns.9

One of the consequences of Vladimir’s consolidation of Rus’ with Kiev a t its centre, to 
gether w ith the simultaneous growth of Christianity, was the degeneration of the comitatus 
along similar lines to  those noted by A. T . H atto in his study of German heroic literature, and 
by M. J . Swanton.10 Although the princes of Rus’ continued to  m aintain an elite bodyguard, 
or druzhina, the spirit that existed between Sviatoslav and his retinue appears to have all but 
evaporated. In the first place, after its treatm ent of Sviatoslav, the PVL  ceases to portray

For a more detailed discussion of exhortation as a literary convention, see infra, Ch. 5f. (Heroic speech). 

Likhachev believes such speeches reflected traditional war oratory ( ‘U stnye istoki khudozhestvennoi sistemy Slova’, in 

idem , ‘S P ’ i kul'tura ego vrem eni, L., 1978, 150—1 [hereafter ‘S P ’ i ku l’tura].
g

On the sources for the chronicle accounts of the Kievan princes before Vladimir, see A. S. Orlov, G eroicheskie 

tem y drevnei russkoi literatury, M -L, 1945, 8-11; D. S. Likhachev, Chelovek v literature drevnei Rusi, M -L, 1958, 

70—1 [henceforth Chelovek]; idem , Velikoe nasledie, M., 1975, 22—34; 53ff.

9
Davidson, op. cit., 148—9. As noted in the Introduction, however, dynastic and personal links with Scandinavia 

persisted for som e tim e yet.

See Introduction, 16-17. For a more general view of the evolution of the sta te  in medieval Europe (particularly 

in France and England), see J. R. Strayer, On the O rigins o f the M odern S tate, Princeton, 1970, 9ff. (according to 

Strayer, by th e  year 1000 it would have been hard to find anything like a state in Europe, apart from Byz.; nor, up 

until that tim e, was Western Europe really Christian (15)).
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the princes addressing their warriors. At the same time, the relations between Vladimir and 
Iaroslav and their former allies lack any sign of m utual loyalty and affection. This is borne out 
by the chronicle account of Vladimir’s march on Kiev in 980 with his Varangian allies against 
his brother Iaropolk. Since they were instrum ental in taking the city the Varangians claimed 
it as theirs and demanded tribute which Vladimir refused to pay. Selecting the few he deemed 
to  be ‘good’, ‘wise’ and ‘brave’ to  remain in his service, he allowed the rest to  depart for Tsar- 
grad (Constantinople), sending the Byzantine emperor advance warning th a t they could prove 
troublesome if allowed to remain together in one place, together with a request th a t they be 
forbidden to return to Rus’ (77, 11. 6-17).

It is hardly surprising, then, that Vladimir and his son, Iaroslav, should have received such 
a bad press in Icelandic saga literature. W ith the decline in Varangian influence in Rus’, which 
by then was mainly Slavic in organisation and policy, came an increased interest on the part 
of Icelandic writers of saga in the affairs of Rus’ during the reigns of Vladimir and Iaroslav 
(978-1054), as many stories connected with their courts were carried back to Scandinavia 
by mercenaries who had served under them . Valdimar and Jarisleif, as they are called, are 
portrayed as mean and ineffectual, able to  m aintain power only through the assistance of 
Scandinavian warriors who had come to  GarSariki (R us’) seeking fame and fortune.11 It is 
only natural th a t the Scandinavian warriors, whose relations with foreign princes stood upon 
a strictly business-like footing, and who felt th a t their efforts went insufficiently rewarded, 
should have lacked any feelings of loyalty towards their employers; furthermore, in depicting 
the Kievan princes as weak or indecisive, they enhanced their own status as heroes.

While Iaroslav did not always acquit himself in the Norse sagas, his brother Mstislav 
emerges as a more popular figure. Although he is portrayed as a  Christian in the P V L , his 
personal qualities belong to the older heroic tradition far more than the cautious Iaroslav. 12 
He is virtually the last m ilitary figure in the Chronicle to be portrayed in heroic language, with 
all the necessary heroic qualities concentrated in him: courage, a fine manly bearing, and a 
deep love for his retainers.

Eb xce MtcTucjiaBT, ae6ejit. tbjiomb, uepMem. jmn.eM't, BejiHKtiMa oHHMa, xpa- 
6opT> Ha paTH, m hjiocthbt,, /HoCame ApyxcnHy no Bejimcy, hmbhbh He iUAUHme, hh  
iih tkh , hh  'BflfiHhsi/ 6paHHiue.

(146,1. 23/147, 11. 1-3)

This affection for his retainers is expressed earlier in M stislav’s own words when, following his 
battle with Iaroslav, he surveys the dead on the battlefield and is relieved to find none of his 
retainers among them:

«kto ceMy He paAB? ce JiexcHTB C>BBepsHHHT>, a ce Bapsn>, a ApyxcHHa cboh n$- 
jia».

(145, 11. 7-8)

11 See esp. B ja rn a r Saga Hitdcelakappa, ch. 4 (for the tale of the Icelandic hero Bjorn at Vladim ir’s court, 

in which Vladimir is portrayed as cowardly and indecisive) and E y m u n d a rp d ttr  H rin gsson ar  llS ff . (which gives a 

distorted but still recognizable account of court life and the enmity between Iaroslav and his brothers). A lso T hidrek’s 

Saga, which relates how the hero Thidrek slew King Valdimar of Holmgard (Novgorod) (E. R. Haymes, trans., The 

Saga of Thidrek of B ern, NY—London, 1988, 312). See also Davidson, op. c it., 153—63; Cross, ‘La tradition islandaise 

de Saint Vladimir’, esp. 138-9; idem  , ‘Yaroslav the W ise in Norse tradition’, 186—9.

12 Davidson, op. c it, 157—62 (It should be noted that in her section on the dynastic links with Scandinavia, Dr. 

Davidson confuses this M stislav with the son of Monomakh); Orlov, op. cit., 17—18 (on M stislav as one of the more 

interesting chronicle characters, and as a suitable subject for heroic song).
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His most famous adventure, also recollected in the Slovo, is his wrestling match in 1022 with 
the giant Rededia, prince of the Kasogians (PVL, 143, 11. 3-20).13 Mstislav’s clash with his 
brother Iaroslav also receives heroic treatm ent; the elevated language in which it is couched 
captures the spirit of heroic song:14

(h noceMi, HacTynn McTHCJiamb co Apyxuraoio CBoeio h Hana cbhh Bapurn]; h 
Jbictb CBHa CHJiHa, hko nocBBTsuie MOJioHbs, 6jiein;aiiieTi>cx opy^cte, n 6b rpo3a 
Bejimca h CBHa chjihb h  cTpanraa.

(144, 11. 21-2/145, 11. 1-2)

Interestingly enough, the description of the battle between Iaroslav and his other brother, 
Sviatopolk, earlier in 1019, is likewise expressed in a manner typical of m ilitary accounts:15

.. .B'BcxoAxni.K) cojiHn,io, h ccTymmiacH o6oh, 6bictb CBHa 3Jia, sxa xce He Gtuia 
b PycH, h aa pyxu eMmoHe cenaxycs, h ccTynamacn tphxcau , hko no yAOJiteMb 
KpOBH TeiAH...

(141,11. 7-10)

T hat these passages differ both in style and in mood from the matter-of-fact, often didactic, 
tone usually adopted by the chronicler in his battle descriptions, suggests they may be echoes of 
contemporary heroic poems treating the conflicts between Iaroslav and his brothers. Normally, 
the internecine feuds which were to ravage Rus’ would have elicited stern disapproval from the 
chronicler. These rare glorifications of battles between brothers, however, may be attributed to 
two factors: first, the overall popularity of Mstislav (cf. n. 13) and his subsequent acceptance

13 W restling m atches are a common feature in Northern literature and folklore (cf. F . Klaeber, B eow ulf and the 

F ight at Finnsburg, Lexington, M ass., 1950, xiii—xxi). In his victory over the giant Grendel, Beowulf uses no weapon, 

but is forced to use a powerful sword on Grendel’s dam, a more formidable foe (ib id ., 11. 745-819; 1441—1569). The 

Icelandic hero Grettir (d. 1031) was also renowned for his wrestling contests. G rettissaga  (c. 1300) relates two such 

adventures: 1. in which Grettir slays the shepherd Gl&mr (who is haunting a farm after being killed by an evil spirit) in 

a mighty struggle, which ends when Grettir finishes Gl&mr off w ith his sword (Ch. 32-5). 2. in which Grettir grapples 

with a troll-wife whom he also finally stabs with his sword (Ch. 64 -5 ), in P. Foote, ed., Sc G. A. Hight, trans., The 

Saga of G re ttir  the Strong, L ondon-N Y , 1968, 86—100; 170-75. For further analogues to M stislav’s wrestling match, 

see Davidson, op. c it., 155. Other examples o f single combat without weapons may be found in the P V L  under the 

year 992, as well as in the youthful career o f the Byz. hero Digenis Akritas who, in preparation for the warrior’s life, 

wrestles w ith bears (V . D . Kuz’mina, ed., D evgenievo deian ie (D eian ie  prezhnikh vrem en khrabrykh chelovek), M., 

1962, 144).

14 W hile there is an actual storm taking place dunng the battle, the images of thunder and lightening are used 

metaphorically to convey the scene of battle. Storm metaphors for the clash o f weapons are widely used in heroic 

literature, and are especially abundant in the SP. See A. S. Orlov, ‘Ob osobennostiakh formy russkikh voinskikh 

povestei (konchaia XVII v .) ’, C hteniia v im peratorakom  obahcheatve is to r ii i  d revn ostei rossiiskikh p r i M oskovskom  

u n iversite te , 203, IV, iii, M., 1902, 13—15 (G rom  i m oln iia , bleak oruzhiio) [henceforth 'Ob osobennostiakh formy’]. 

See also infra, Ch. 5d., 193-4.

15 ibid., 11-12 ('Sostupiahasia . . .t byat’ a echo z la ’)\ 12 ( ‘Za ruki em liushche sia  sechakh  u ’); 21-2  ( ‘K r o v ’ lilaa' 

po udoliam , kak rek a ’, e tc.). The so-called ‘military ta les’ and traces of them in chronicle accounts sure quite separate 

from the heroic literary genre, although, as Antony Stokes points out, it is difficult to  place them within any single 

fixed genre ( ‘W hat is a voinakaia p o vea t’V , C anadian and A m erican  Slavic Studiea, 13, 1979, 33 -51 ). The military 

tales mix elem ents from Byz. translated works and the Russian heroic song tradition, although their use of combat 

formulae is fairly prosaic.
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of Iaroslav’s authority, and secondly, the legitimacy of Iaroslav’s battle  with Sviatopolk on the 
grounds th a t the latter was a thoroughly iniquitous character on whom Iaroslav was exacting 
revenge for engineering the deaths of their saintly brothers, Boris and Gleb.

From the time Iaroslav became sole ruler of Rus’ (1037-9) until 1110, the year at which the 
PovesV vremennykh let ends, military campaigns consisted mainly of internecine wars: even 
when the ‘elder princes’ formed alliances against the Polovtsy in the 1090’s, the minor princes 
continued the feuds. Such wars, apart from rare exceptions such as those mentioned above, 
would have made poor subjects for heroic treatm ent, since the bonds of kinship constituted one 
of the most im portant bases for the heroic ethos. Although the concepts of honour and glory 
continue to play a part in the campaigns against the Polovtsy (beginning around 1061), the 
princes themselves have forfeited their individuality and are practically indistinguishable. The 
most notable change in the chronicle’s portrayal of princes comes after the death of Iaroslav. 
Whereas the earlier princes are characterised and distinguished by their deeds, the later princes, 
more or less following Byzantine models of ideal Christian rulers, come to  be characterised by 
more abstract qualities outside the sphere of military action. From now on, the glorification 
of princes goes beyond personal eulogy; praise is rendered to them as representatives of Rus’ 
and her institutions. 16

In the reign of Iaroslav a new brand of hero emerges who is to have a significant impact on 
later m ilitary tales: the hero-martyr. Following the death of Vladimir in 1015, Sviatopolk, the 
aforementioned brother of Iaroslav, ascended the throne of Kiev and immediately proceeded to 
eliminate the competition, beginning with his universally loved brothers, Boris of Rostov and 
Gleb of Murom. Leaning heavily on the Psalms and the story of Cain, the chronicler relates 
how Sviatopolk betrayed them  and had them  murdered. Boris and Gleb embody and exalt the 
ideal of brotherly love, not only in their love for one another, but in their unwavering loyalty to 
the elder brother who betrays them. Rather than raise his hand against a brother, Boris prays, 
then lays down meekly to  await his assassins (129,11. 13ff.). They were subsequently canonized, 
and their story became so popular th a t their cult soon became widespread throughout Rus’.
It is a little ironic th a t these heroes of non-resistance should have become patron saints of 
warriors, particularly in ‘holy wars’ against pagans and Roman Catholics. Although, strictly 
speaking, they had not laid down their heads for the Orthodox Church, they nevertheless came 
to be associated with dying for the Faith and the Russian land, and were repeatedly held up 
as models for princes in the course of Russia’s kin-slaying history.17

For the period between the death of Iaroslav (1054) and the late twelfth century, there 
are no surviving native texts corresponding to the heroic lay. Beginning in the middle of the 
eleventh century, however, several secular works based on military themes were translated into 01J 
Russian from the Greek: the History o f the Jewish War, Digenis Akritas and the Alexandria.
The Jewish War, which tells of the struggle of the Jews against the Romans from 4 B.C. to 
73 A.D., was to influence Russian military narrative well into the seventeenth century, with its 
dram atic style and elaborate images relating to military themes. 18 The Alexandria , one of a 
number of retellings in both east and west of the life and exploits of Alexander of Macedon, is 
believed to have been in circulation in R us’ in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Alexander, 
remarkable for his successful exploits and prowess, is further distinguished by such abstract

18 Likhachev, Chelovek, 27ff., 72—3; idem , Velikoe nasledie, 36-7 .

17 The story of Boris and Gleb may be found in the C htenie o B orise  i Glebe and the Skazanie o B orise  

i Glebe (D . I. Abramovich, ed., Z hitiia  sviatykh m uchenikov B orisa  i Gleba in L. Muller, ed., D ie altrussischen  

hagiographischen Erzahlungen  und liturgischen D ich tvngen  uber die heiligen B oris und Gleb, Munich, 1967).

18 See N. A . Meshcherskii, Is to r iia  iudeiskoi voiny Iosifa  F laviia  v drevnerusskom  perevode, M -L, 1958, 97—115 

[henceforth Is to riia  iudeiskoi voiny]; E. V. Barsov, ‘S P ’ kak khudozhestvennyi pam ia tn ik  K ievsk o i druzhinnoi Rusi,

I, M ., 1887, 213-72. The following phrases from Josephus, for example, find close parallels in the Slovo  (44, 11. 9—11): 

‘sharpen your spirits in vengeance’ (331) and 'girding his mind with strength’ (322).
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qualities as wisdom, mercy and a th irst for knowledge.19 The same applies to Digenis. The old 
Russian text, Devgenievo deianie, goes back to  a lost Byzantine romance of the ten th  century 
based on the struggle between Byzantium and the Saracens, and was translated not later than 
the twelfth or thirteenth centuries. Devgenii is a  hero in the mould of Alexander, only more 
emphasis still is placed on his piety. All his gifts and successes he attribu tes to God’s grace, 
although overt divine assistance is still absent here. W ith the emphasis placed on qualities of 
mind and on piety, these two Greek heroes, while retaining youthful and enterprising spirits, 
also epitomise the ideal ruler.

While the tales of Alexander and Devgenii celebrate heroic qualities and employ fairly 
standard heroic m etaphor, they are, in the final analysis, romances, with their stress on qual
ities of mind and soul outside the sphere of heroic characterisation, their love interest, their 
hyperbole, their delight in subterfuge and their quixotic qualities in general. Although it is 
generally agreed th a t certain features contained in these works as well as in the History o f the 
Jewish War are reflected in the Slovo, this holds much more true for the m ilitary tales of the 
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.20

While no indigenously Russian heroic lays survive from the long years between Iaroslav’s 
death and Igor’s campaign, a fairly comprehensive description of the ideal warrior-ruler for the 
late eleventh, early twelfth centuries is preserved in the Pouchenie of Vladimir Monomakh, 
who ruled Kiev from 1113-1125. The work, which appears in the Chronicle entry for 1096, is 
the first Russian ‘autobiography’ and the only ‘Mirror for Princes’. 21 In it, Monomakh not 
only instructs his children in m atters of decorum, Christian virtue and plain prudence, he also 
seizes the opportunity to recount his numerous hunting expeditions and military campaigns, 
particularly his successes against the Polovtsy: A vsekh putii 80 i 3 velikikh, a proka ne 
ispomniu menshikh (146). The relatively conventional picture invoked by Monomakh is th a t of 
an energetic warrior and statesm an of courage and honour, whose love of hunting and danger 
is tempered by wisdom, good statesmanship and humility. W hat is particularly noticeable 
here, is the absence of any ideology relating to the comitatus. Although he regularly joined 
forces with other princes in his campaigns, Monomakh exhibits more a tendency to  undertake 
everything himself, than a chieftain’s trust in and deference towards the retainers who serve 
him. He warns his sons not to depend upon their captains, and adds:

Exce 6luio tb o p h th  OTpoxy MoeMy, to  caM ecMb CTBopHjn>R)&Jia, Ha boHhhb, h Ha 
JIOBBX'fc, HOHfc H ReHb, Ha 3HOIO H Ha 3HMB, He Rag CoGb yHOKOg. Ha HOCaRHHKH He 
spg, hh Ha 6hphhh, caM TBopmn. h to  Gbijio HaRotm.

(148)

The virtue of such an approach lies in Monomakh’s unwillingness to  rule by proxy, and in his 
desire to share in the hardships and ordeals borne by the men who served in his campaigns (in 
much the same fashion as his ancestor Sviatoslav). It also has the purely practical advantage of

19 V. Istrin, ‘A leksandriia  pervoi redakstsii’, A leksandriia  russkikh khronografov (Issledovan ie i tek s t) , M .( 1893,

16, 19.

20 For stylistic features and loci com m unes see Orlov, ‘Ob osobennostiakh formy’, passim-, H. Y. Prochazka, 

M ilita ry  P rose N arra tives in O R L: The Problem  o f Genre, PhD dissert., London, 1978, passim  (esp. 70-1; 260-  

312); Is to riia  iudeiskoi voiny, 97ff. W hile there is no love interest in the m ilitary tales, the heroes nevertheless 

resemble Alexander and Digenis in their deep piety and trust in G od’s grace. Comparable characters are wholly 

absent in the Slovo.

21 The text used here is found in A. S. Orlov, V ladim ir M onom akh, M -L, 1946. References will be designated  

by page numbers in the body of this work. For a summary of the P ouchenie  with commentary and references, see 

Fennell’s article in, Fennell & Stokes, eds, E arly R ussian  L iterature, 64-9; also Likhachev, Velikoe nasledie, 111-31.
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ensuring th a t things get done to  his satisfaction. On the other hand, his reluctance to  delegate 
indicates fairly conclusively th a t the heroic ideal of m utual loyalty and trust between a prince 
and his retainers has no real hold in Kievan Rus’ by this time. This, it has been suggested, may 
be accounted for by the complexities of the Russian vassalage system, which allowed members 
of the druzhina to  transfer their allegiance from one prince to another without being reviled as 
traitors, since their loyalty went first to  the grand prince of Kiev, and to  his dynastic offshoots 
only second.22 Under these circumstances there would have been little scope for the cultivation 
of strong personal loyalties and emotional ties between a prince and his retainers. While this 
particular hierarchy of loyalties and freedom of mobility for retainers may have been peculiar 
to  R us’, the relegation of personal loyalties to  a position secondary to  th a t of fealty towards 
the central figure of authority parallels a similar process in the West, as will be noted in due 
course.

* * *

W hat emerges from these earliest sources, meagre though they be, is evidence for the existence 
in early Kievan Rus’, until the death of Iaroslav, of heroism more or less on a Germanic 
model. This concept embraces ideas concerning the comitatus as well as self-sufficiency, military 
enterprise, personal honour, single combat, courage in the face of overwhelming odds, leaders 
sharing in the austerities of the heroic life, and a preference for weapons above riches. In 
the earliest m ilitary accounts of the Povest’ vremennykh let, campaigns, especially individual 
battles, are seen as the culminating points in the historical narrative process, in which the 
exploits of individuals, usually princes, are emphasised. The chronicler, despite w hat his own 
views may be, does not subordinate the narrative to  Christian speculation and didacticism, 
bu t chooses his moments for religious reflection. Prayers by leaders before battle are used with 
discretion, and there is not as yet any kind of divine intervention, however indirect. 23

Beginning in the reign of Vladimir, Varangian influence begins to  decline dramatically 
and, whether as a direct consequence of this, or of the changing political structure of Rus’, so 
too  does the concept of the comitatus, even though the chronicle also states, under the entry for 
996, th a t Vladimir was fond of his followers, th a t he consulted them  on m atters of government 
and war, and th a t he was sensible to  the fact th a t a good retinue was beyond price (123, 11. 
20-2/124, 11. 1-3). Nevertheless, the decline in the earlier concept of the druzhina begins 
here and continues into the reign of Vladimir Monomakh. In the reign of Iaroslav emerge the 
concepts of the Christian hero-martyr and the ‘Defender of the Faith’ through the cult of Boris 
and Gleb. Translations of Greek military tales, whose heroes are characterised principally by 
their piety, had also begun to circulate in Rus’ around th a t time. Despite these new Christian 
influences, however, notions relating to personal heroism and honour must still have had some

22 V. O. Kliuchevskii, K urs russkoi istorii, I, M., 1937, 197—8; see also D. S. Likhachev, 'Nekotorye voprosy 

ideologii feodalov v literature XI—XIII vekov’, T O D R L , 10, 1954, 82ff.

23 Likhachev, Velikoe nasledie, 50-2. On the them e of divine intervention in the m ilitary tales, see Orlov, ‘Ob 

osobennostiakh formy’, 37-49 (Pom oshch nebesnoi sily). For a discussion of divine intervention in the later military 

tales, see Prochazka, op. cit., 222—32 (In her discussion of the Slovo  Dr. Prochazka interprets the omens there as 

belonging to the category of divine intervention. As will be noted in Ch. 2, omens such as these have their roots in 

pre-Christian tradition.)
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currency if the Slovo is at all representative of the kind of poetry th a t was current among the 
nobility in late twelfth-century Rus’.

b . H e ro ism  in  th e  S lo vo  o po lku  Igoreve

The heroes of the Slovo are characterised exclusively by their actions, which are expressed 
solely through military feats. In this respect they conform to one of the universal criteria 
for protagonists of heroic poetry, since their internal lives, th a t is, their reason, emotions and 
appetites, are subordinated to  the single-minded pursuit of honour through personal risk in 
battle. All thought and speech on their part is strictly directed to the conflict at hand. Such 
is the setting when the narrative unfolds, revealing Igor from the inside out, driven by a single

24purpose: "

IIoHHeM't 3Ke, 6paTHe, hobbctb chk> ott> CTaparo BnaRHMepa p,o HLiHBiiraxro Hrop- 
x, Hxce HCTxray yMt kpbiiocthk) CBoeio n noocTpn cepAAa CBoero MyxcecTBOMi>} 
Hanjn>HHBCx paraaro  Ayxa, HaBe^e cboh xpa6pux nniKU Ha 3eMJiio IIojioErBn,bKyio 
3a seMJiio Pyctxyio.

(44,11. 8-12)

This burning eagerness and longing for victory in battle  takes him over to the extent th a t he 
appears to  be unconscious of the omen, the solar eclipse which forebodes disaster for him and 
his warriors (44, 11. 17-19). However, since Igor is shown to be mindful of the eclipse in the 
Laurentian and Hypatian chronicle accounts of the campaign,25 it may be supposed that he 
is also meant to be aware of it in the Slovo when he is said to observe the shadow it casts 
over his troops; but his warlike spirit obliges him to  forge ahead despite the obvious danger. 
Knowledge of the portent not only enhances the dram a of the narrative, it also underlines the 
heroic quality of self-sufficiency in the heroes. Undaunted by the omen, then, Igor addresses 
his troops: 26

«BpaTHe h APy^KHHo! nynfi xct> 6m noTXTy 6mth, Hexce nojioHeny 6mth, a Bcx,n,eMT», 
SpaTue, Ha cboh 6pi>3MX komohh p,a no3pHMi> CHHero ,ZJoHy....Xoiu,y 6o... icon we 
npnjioMHTH KOHen,b hojix nojiOBeu;Karo, ct> b&mh, PycHH,H, xomy rjiaBy cboio 
npHXOHCHTH, a J I I 0 6 0  HCHHTH UiejIOMOMB JXOHy».

(44,11. 15-21)

Since the princely exhortation to his followers is, like the heroic boast, one of the principal 
devices through which the heroic spirit reveals itself, its contents tend to  reflect a more or less 
universal standard. Analogous sentiments may be observed in the Chanson de Roland. Note 
especially the rallying words of the warrior-archbishop, Turpin, to the other peers when they 
find themselves surrounded by a great Saracen host: 27

24 All quotations and references to  the Slovo  will be taken from L. A. Dm itriev & D. S. Likhachev, eds, Slovo  

o polku Igoreve, L., 1967, and will be designated by page and line numbers in the body of th is work. (The line 

numbering is my own, its purpose being to  facilitate the location of references on any given page).

25 Polnoe sobranie russkikh letopisei, I ( Laurentian Chronicle), L., 1926, col., 396: II ( H ypatian  Chronicle), M., 

1962, col. 638 [henceforth Laur. and H yp.]. All references to  these chronicles will be designated in the body of the 

tex t by column numbers.

25 On the hero’s defiance of omens, see infra, Ch. 2, 107 (also Ch. 5, 157-8). For a more detailed examination  

of heroic speech, see infra, Ch. 5f.

27 The text and translation of the CAR is taken from G. J. Brault, The Song o f  Roland: A n A n a ly tica l E dition , 

II, University Park, Pa.— London, 1978. All references will be designated by line or la isse  numbers in the body of this 

work.
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‘Seignors barons, n ’en alez mespensant!
Pur Deu vos pri que ne seiez fuiant,
Que nuls prozdom malvaisement n ’en chant.
Asez est mielz que moerjum cum batant.’

[‘My lord barons, don’t harbour base thoughts!
For G od’s sake I beg you not to flee,
So th a t no worthy individual sing bad songs about it.
It is much better th a t we should die fighting.’]

(11. 1472 [1515]—1475 [1518])

Just as Igor considers death to  be preferable to shame (in this case, th a t of capture), so also 
does Roland. On Oliver’s pointing out th a t the pagans far outnum ber the Franks, he replies:

‘Mis talenz en est graigne.
Ne placet Damnedeu ne ses angles 
Que ja  pur mei perdet sa valur France!
Melz voeill murir que huntage me venget.’

[‘My determ ination is greater because of it.
May it not please the Lord God nor his angels 
T hat France lose its worth on my account!
I ’d rather die than be disgraced.’]

(11. 1088-91)

The same qualities of single-mindedness and courage in accepting death as the only alternative 
to  victory befitting a hero is also expressed by Beowulf when he vows to  undertake the task of 
ridding Heorot of Grendel’s unwelcome attentions: 28

‘Ic J>aet hogode, )>a ic on holm gestah, 
saebat gesaet mid m inra secga gedriht,
J>aet ic anunga eowra leoda
willan geworhte, oJ>3e on wael crunge
feondgrapum faest. Ic gefremman sceal
eorlic ellen, o]>5e endedaeg
on Jjisse meoduhealle minne gebidan!’

[‘I had this in mind at the time I embarked,
Entered the ship with my company of men,
T hat I should assuredly accomplish the yearning 
Of all your people, or else be destroyed 
In a fiend’s stranglehold. Bravery of chivalry 
I shall follow to  victory, or else in this mead-hall 
Suffer the close of my living days.]

(11. 632-8)

Speeches like these encapsulate all th a t needs to be known about the hero. It may be said 
th a t, to an audience well-versed in heroic convention, they merely confirm what the audience 
already knows and expects.

Having disclosed all th a t is necessary to  establish his courage, self-sufficiency and enter
prising spirit, Igor steps into his ‘golden stirrup ’ and all but disappears from the action until his 
escape from captivity. The author devotes no space to Igor’s prowess in the field, but reserves 
it instead for his brother Vsevolod:

All references to  Beowulf are taken from the third edition of F. Klaeber, ed., B eow ulf and the F ight a t  

Finnsburg, and will be designated by line numbers in the body o f this work. The translations are my own.
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£pi> Type Bccbojioab! Ctohhih Ha 6opoHH, npum eniH Ha boh CTpknaMH, rpeMJie- 
uih o niejioMM Menu xapanyxcHbiMH. KaMO, Typi>, nocKOHsme, cbohmt, 3JiaTi»iMT> 
menoMOMi> nocFBHHBa«,—raMO JiexcaTb noraHMH rojioBM nojioBen,Kbi«. riocKena- 
hbi caSjiHMH KajieHMMH mejioMti OBapcKUH ott» Te6e, iIpT> Type BceBonoAe! Kan 
paHBi, Aopora 6paTHe, 3a6biBi> hth h xcnBOTa, h rp a^a  HptHHroBa othh 3JiaTa 
CTOJia, h cboh mhjibih xoth, KpacHbiH FjtbGobhbi, cBbinax h oGbmaji!

(47 , 11. 26- 30/ 48 , 11. 1- 4 )

The author presents a portrait of the ideal warrior displaying his manly prowess by fighting 
furiously in the thick of battle. Vsevolod is depicted on a  larger than  human scale as the 
embodiment of his whole force, the men of Kursk, whom he describes thus:

. . .4CCBBAOMH KT>MeTH: HOAl> Tpy6aMH HOBHTH, nOAT> meJIOMBI BT>3JieJTBHHBI, KOHeH,b 
KOnHH B'bCKp'bMJieHH, HyTH HMl BBAOMH, HpyTM HMT* 3HaeMH, Jiyn,H y  HHXT. 
HanpHHceHH, Tyjin OTBopeHH, ca6jin H3i>ocTpeHH, caMH cxanioTb, hkbi cbphh 
BH'bH.H BT> nOJIB, HIIiyHH Ce6e HTH, a KHH3K) CUaHB.>

(46,11. 5-10)

The author’s exaggerated claim th a t the men of Kursk were born to heroism and nurtured 
on warfare recalls other heroes, particularly in Central Asian epic, who, from the start, can 
be identified as extraordinary men whose physical development and m artial qualities are not 
those of ordinary beings.29 This portrayal also shows th a t for them  life was on a permanent 
war footing. The praise of Vsevolod, then, may be interpreted metaphorically as a panegyric 
also to his men, for the actions of his druzhina are seen to  be concentrated in him .30 In reality 
he has only one sword and one bow, and cannot be in every place at once, but the Slovo speaks 
of ‘raining arrows’, ‘thundering swords’ and ‘infidel heads’ lying everywhere in his wake. The 
concentration of the druzhina’s actions, or even those of an entire army, into the actions of one 
prince is found elsewhere in the Slovo. Of Sviatoslav of Kiev it is said:

...SHUieTb npHTpenam, cbohmh chjibhbimh mrbKbi h  xapajiyxcHUMH Menu; Hac- 
Tynn Ha seMJiio lIojiOBen,KyK>, npHTOHTa x jiim h  h  n p y ru , BSMyTH pbkh h  03epu, 
HccyuiH h o to k h  h  6ojiot3. A noraHaro KoCsxa H3T, Jiyxy Mopn, o t t .  xceuB3Hi>ixi> 
BeJIHKHXT, HJI'BKOB'B riOJIOBen,KHXl>, HKO BHXpT>, BUTOpHCe...

(50, 1-6)

The author addresses Grand Prince Vsevolod of Suzdal’ and Yaroslav ‘Osmomysl” of Galicia 
in the same vein (51,11. 31-4/52, 11. 1-2; 52, 11. 9-17).

The culmination of this kind of concentration may be found in the legendary character, 
Evpatii Kolovrat, in the Povest ’ o razorenii Riazani Baiyern, a m ilitary tale relating the brave 
bu t hopeless defence of Riazan’ by the princes of Rus’ against the Tatars in 1237. On seeing the 
devastation wrought upon Riazan’, Evpatii gathers together a modest force and pursues the 
Tatars. He and his men are annihilated, but not until Evpatii performs a series of remarkable 
feats of courage and prowess. When the battle begins there is no mention of his men; Evpatii 
emerges as the sole avenger, fighting with such fury th a t he must keep exchanging his dulled

29 Chadwick & Zhirmunsky, op. c it., 155-7; Bowra, op. cit., 94-5 . Both Digenis and Alexander o f M acedon start 

their careers as prodigies, performing feats of valour by the age o f fourteen. The bylina  hero, Volkh Vseslavich is also 

a born warrior who, soon after his birth, demands to be swaddled in armour and begins his military career in earnest 

at the age o f twelve (Danilov, 6).

30 See Likhachev, Chelovek, 74-5 .
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swords for new ones. He fights a duel with the Tatar champion, Khostovrul, whom he chops 
in half, and is only killed himself when the Tatars resort to  firing their siege guns at him .31

In Likhachev’s view, Evpatii Kolovrat, whose image comprehends all the qualities of his 
druzhina, is the first bogatyr of Russian literature. This figure developed later into the bylina 
bogatyr who in time came to be portrayed as a single hero without an army fighting against a 
huge enemy force.32

A similar phenomenon, th a t is the attribution of qualities and actions pertaining to an 
entire army to a single hero, may be perceived in the Chanson de Roland. The battle  between 
the French rearguard and the Saracen army is described in two successive series of single 
combats between the Twelve Peers and their opposite numbers among the Saracens. A part 
from general allusions to the battle raging between the forces and to  the many casualties 
on both sides, no mention is made of the rest of the warriors who make up the rearguard. 
Not only does the business of fighting appear to rest with the Twelve Peers, b u t the damage 
they inflict on their opponents takes on super-human proportions: shields and spears are 
shattered with ease, armour splits and flies apart, bones ju t  out, organs and entrails burst 
forth, swords slice down through helmets, bodies, and saddles until they break the horses’ 
spines (11. 1188-1395; 1483[1526]-1609[1652]). Pagan victories over the French are naturally 
much less spectacular than the revenge taken by the la tter for fallen friends. In the end only 
three of the heroes remain— Roland, Oliver and Archbishop Turpin—who, terrible injuries 
notwithstanding, continue to dispatch their enemies in great numbers until the Saracens flee, 
leaving the heroes to die from their wounds (2146 ff). Earlier the three are portrayed thus:

Dur sunt li colps e li caples est grefs,
Mult grant dulor i ad de chrestiens.
Ki puis vei'st Rollant e Oliver 
De lur espees e ferir e capler!
Li arcevesque i fiert de sun espiet.
Cels qu’il unt mort, ben les poet horn preiser:
II est escrit es cartres e es brefe,
Qo dit la Geste, plus de .1111. milliers.

[The blows are hard and the fighting is heavy,
The Christians suffer very heavy losses.
One could see then Roland and Oliver 
Striking and slashing with their swords!
The Archbishop strikes with his spear.
We have a good idea of the number they killed:
I t  is written in the documents and records.
The Chronicle says th a t there were more tnan  4000.1

(11. 1678- 85)

The poet’s description of Roland in the fray closely resembles the portra it of Vsevolod in the 
Slovo:

Li quens Rollant par mi le champ chevalchet,
Tient Durendal, ki ben trenchet e taillet,

31 In V. P. Adrianova-Peretts, ed., Voinskie povesti drevnei R usi, M—L, 1949, 9 -19 ( Volokolam skii spisok, 13-14) 

[henceforth P R R B ]. All subsequent references will be taken from this edition.

32 Chelovek, 75. In his study, ‘Literature o f the Tatar period (13th to  15th centuries)’, John Fennell dem onstrates 

that the P R R B  is, as most scholars agree, a compilatory work spanning nearly three centuries, concluding that the 

religious colouring is out of place for the first half o f the 13th c., and that E vpatii’s hyperbolised exploits, together with 

the universality of the slaughter, have a popular folkloric ring, and are therefore more likely to  be later interpolations 

(Fennell &c Stokes, op. cit., 90—2). On the folkloric origins o f Evpatii, see B. N. Putilov, ‘Pesnia o Evpatii K olovrate’, 

T O D R L , 11, 1955, 118-39.
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Des Sarrazins lur fait mult grant damage.
Ki lui vei'st l ’un geter m ort su l’altre,
Li sane tuz clers gesir par cele place!

[Count Roland rides in the middle of the field,
He holds Durendal, which cuts and hacks well,
He causes great harm  to the Saracens.
One could see him dispatching his adversaries, piles of them,
And the bright blood m profusion in th a t place!]

(11. 1338-42)

This device of depicting the hero as the embodiment of a collective force may be seen as a 
kind of substitute for single combat which, in early heroic poetry as well as later, was regarded 
as the most effective means by which a hero could display his ability. M stislav’s conflict with 
Rededia was apparently such a popular story th a t the author of the Slovo includes it among 
the eulogies of Boian (44, 11. 2-4). He also recalls how Iziaslav of Polotsk, deserted by his 
brothers, fought ‘alone’ against the Lithuanians, ‘clanging with sharp swords’ against their 
helmets (53, 11. 7-19). Again, as in the passage devoted to  Vsevolod, the plural form ‘swords’
( mechi) suggests th a t he was supported by his retainers, but in portraying him thus alone, the
author accentuates his heroism in the face of overwhelming odds and glorifies his tragic fall. It 
also reinforces the fundamental notion th a t heroes must face their doom alone (as do Beowulf, 
Roland, HamSir and Sprli in HamBismal and Rudiger in Nibelungenlied, to  name but a few).

Returning to  Vsevolod, it may be asked why he and not Igor is held up as the conventional 
epic ideal, the hero whose ‘single com bat’ against terrible odds is depicted in the most elevated 
terms. The answer may lie in the author’s apparently ambivalent a ttitude towards his heroes, 
Igor in particular. Although he endows Igor with heroic qualities from the start, tactfully 
excluding any mention of Igor’s historical alliance with the Polovtsy in 1180, to eulogize him 
in the same exuberant manner as he does Vsevolod would have seemed inappropriate since 
he is also obliged to  condemn his rashness. It is true th a t he censures Vsevolod together 
with his brother but, as he makes clear from the beginning of the narrative through Igor’s 
exhortation, it is Igor who is the instigator of the venture and therefore responsible for its 
failure. The au thor’s portrayal of Vsevolod tallies closely with what is revealed about him  in 
the Hypatian Chronicle account of the campaign of 1185. Besides declaring him the boldest 
and manliest of the Ol’govichi (col. 642), it imputes no direct blame to  him for the exploit and 
its consequences.33 W hat must partly exonerate him from blame in the au thor’s eyes is that 
he accompanies Igor through brotherly tenderness by which he affirms their common interest:

«Oahhi> Cpan., oahht, cbbtt. chbtjimh—tm , Hropio! 06a ecBB CB.HT'tcjiaB-
jihhh!>

(46, 11. 1-3)

And so, while censuring Vsevolod along with Igor, the author also suppresses his role in the 
defeat in order to  invest him  with an aura of heroism in this fatal campaign. Consequently, 
Igor’s heroic qualities of mind combined with Vsevolod’s physical courage and prowess produce 
a complete heroic figure.

In the same way th a t the heroes of the Slovo, past and present, a t times embody the sum 
of the qualities pertaining to their individual armies, so they also incorporate what the author 
sees as the heroism of all R us’, past and present. T hat the Slovo betrays certain national

33 This portrait remains consistent until V sevolod’s death in 1196, under which year the H yp . not only describes 

his funeral and the lamentation his death inspired, but also praises his valour, goodness and love for all, judging him  

once again to be the best of the O l’govichi (col. 696).
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aspirations, at least on the part of the author, is self-evident;34 and th a t Rus’ may be viewed 
on one level as the ‘hero’ of the Slovo, as some scholars believe, is supported by the fact th a t 
the work does not limit itself to the figures and events of 1185, but embraces the entire history 
of Rus’ from its foundation— ‘from Vladimir of old to  Igor of our tim e’ (44, 11. 8 -9).35 In the 
events th a t comprise this history, furthermore, it is all of Rus’—flora, fauna, cities and the 
cosmos—th at sorrows, fears and rejoices.36 In a sense, then, the individual heroes are only 
microcosms of the nation’s bravery and aspirations (as well as its problems and failings).

The precise meaning of R u s’or Russkaia zemlia here continues to  be mooted by scholars. 
It suffices to  say at this point th a t contrary to the apparently narrow geographical and political 
understanding of the term  in the late twelfth century, the author of the Slovo invests it with a 
broader ethnic significance. 37 For him Russkaia zemlia is not limited by the boundaries of the 
Kievan lands or the closest surrounding principalities, but includes all the Russian lands where 
there are Russian people, as far as the Don, the Donets, the Danube and even Tm utorokan’, 
which by then had long been in Polovtsian lands. His understanding of the term , then, is not 
territorial so much as dynastic, with all the princes and people as inheritors of the legacy of 
the Riurikids. In calling the heroes by the name Rusichi he encourages the audience to note 
the tribal or clan connotations. They are also termed Ruskyia p l”ky (47, 1. 23) and Ruskiie 
synove (54, 1. 4), reinforcing the idea th a t the fate of Rus’, the underlying theme of the 
Slovo, is inextricably linked with and embodied in the fate of her ‘warriors’ and ‘sons’, of the 
participants in Igor’s expedition. Their defeat prophesies disaster for Rus’, which is personified 
and to which the author twice addresses this warning (which on both occasions follows a bad 
omen): 0  Ruskaia zemlia! Uzhe za shelomianem” esi! (46, 1. 24; 47, 1. 18).

Parallels may again be observed in Western heroic literature. While the earliest poems 
tend to treat individual heroes in the context of the tribe or clan, by around the tenth and 
eleventh centuries, the concept of the heroic nation begins to emerge in European heroic poetry.

The Battle o f Brunanburh is strictly speaking a military account which relates, not many 
years after the event, the victory of the English forces under the command of iEthelstan and 
his brother Edmund over the Danish invaders in 937. This was seen as a military climax in a 
movement by Alfred the Great and his immediate successors to free the West Saxon kingdom 
from the threat of Viking conquest. While the poem contains many heroic features, it is more 
a royal panegyric, and betrays strong national feeling, a natural consequence after long years 
of humiliation a t the hands of the Viking raiders. Practically no space is given to individual 
achievement here, rather, all the participants in this battle  are identified by nationality (Scots, 
Norsemen, West Saxons, Angles); in addition, reference is made to  Wesseaxena land.38.

This tendency to portray the heroism of a nation as a whole may be discerned also in 
the Battle o f Maldon, although it is presented somewhat differently here. In the first place,

34 The phrase R usskaia zem lia  appears 21 times (4 ,1 . 12; 46, 1. 24; 47, 1. 18; 48, 11. 19, 28; 49, 11. 5, 17, 20, 26, 27, 

29; 51, 1. 3; 52, 11. 7, 16; 53, 11. 5, 23; 54, 1. 15; 55, 11. 10, 25; 56, 11. 17, 18-19). The words ruskii and R usich i appear 

8 tim es (44, 1. 2 0 -Rusitsr, 46, 1. 27—Rusichi; 47, 1. 2 3 -R uskyia  p l”ky; 49 ,1 . 4-R usich i; 49, 1. 21—zheny Ruskiia\ 50, 1. 

10—Ruskago zla ta ; 51, \\.7-8r-R uskym ” z la to m ”\ 54, 1. 4-R u sk ikh ” syn o v”). These words acquire greater force when 

taken in conjunction with the author’s political message of the need for a unified R us’.

35 See Orlov, G eroicheskie tem y, 36; Osetrov, M ir Igorevoi pesni, 71; Likhachev, ‘V zashchitu S P ’, Voprosy 

H teratury, 1984, no. 12, 95.

36 On the personification of nature see infra, Ch. 2c., passim  and Ch. 5c.,172-3; 176.

37 • •Likhachev, ‘Nekotorye voprosy’, 84-6; idem , ‘Istoricheskie l politicheskie predstavlem ia avtora S P ’,, in idem,

‘S P ’ i ku l’tura, 126-7; A. N. Robinson, ‘Russkaia zem lia v S P ’, TO D R L, 31, 1976, passim . Robinson argues that 

the author’s appeal to  all the princes o f R us’ constitutes poetic hyperbole w ithout any real political m otive, since the 

princes o f Southern Rus’ could easily have handled the Polovtsian threat on their own (124).
QO

In A. Campbell, The B a ttle  o f Brunanburh, London, 1938, 1. 59
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the characters axe identified less by their nationality than by name and pedigree, and are 
distinguished individually by their brave words and actions. Secondly, the central theme of 
the poem is absolute and overriding loyalty to  one’s lord coupled with heroic resistance on 
his behalf, a them e also echoed in the Slovo, bu t not in Brunanburh. Although the focus 
of this devotion is Bryhtno8 , ealdorman of Essex and one of the top men in England, who is 
responsible for taking the fatal decision th a t leads to defeat, the poet devotes as much attention 
to the courage and valour of his personal retinue, some of whom originate from as far away 
as Mercia and Northumbria. Of particular interest and contrary to  common practice in heroic 
literature, is the exaltation of the rank-and-file soldier. Here the ‘common churl’ (u n o m t ceorl) 
Dunnere, personifying as it were the entire English nation, exhorts his fellow warriors to avenge 
their lord’s death .39 Although the tone of Maldon is patriotic and its characters take pride 
in the lands of their b irth ,40 national intolerance towards the Vikings and hostility towards 
their paganism is, as in the Slovo, relatively underplayed, and it is not propagandists in the 
same way as Brunanburh.41 Both works, however, were composed at a time when England 
was under constant threat from a foreign invader, an England th a t was now organised from 
scattered tribal units into centralised kingdoms. Under such circumstances it was natural for 
the English to identify themselves in national terms, and to  begin to  unite against foreign 
threat. Such a situation is not unlike th a t of R us’ in the twelfth century, and this is reflected 
in the Slovo.

The Chanson de Roland was also composed in its extant form under such conditions. The 
‘valiant Franks’,42 under Charlemagne, the ruler o f ‘fair France’ (11. 116; 1054; 1064, etc.) and 
defender of Christendom, are waging war against the Saracens in Spain. The Twelve Peers, 
the ‘ flower of fair France’ (11. 2431; 2455), while also expected to consider their personal glory, 
strive on behalf of Charlemagne and France. Ganelon’s treason against his kinsmen is the more 
serious since it spells destruction for the whole of France (1. 835). To Roland the honour and 
glory of France are closely linked to  family honour. He refuses to sound the horn and summon 
help, he says, lest he bring disgrace upon France (11. 1062-4); on other occasions he and Oliver 
express concern lest his actions betray her glory and bring shame upon her (11. 1090; 1734). 
Prior to his death, Roland recalls in true heroic fashion all the successes achieved by him with 
his sword Durendal, but while he is justifiably proud of his record, he nevertheless claims to 
have done these things selflessly for Charlemagne and for France, and closes his speech invoking 
God to  preserve France from shame (11. 2316-37).

While the Chanson de Roland provides many opportunities for the individual to accrue 
personal honour in battle, it also portrays heroism on a more abstract national level. In the 
first part, which trea ts the battle at Roncevaux, Roland emerges as the principal hero; but in 
the second, in which Charlemagne, the ‘defender of Christendom ’, does battle with the larger- 
than-life Baligant, the personification of heathendom and G od’s enemy, it may be said th a t the 
real hero there is Christianity and, by implication, its defender, France, whose representative 
is Charlemagne 43

It remains puzzling th a t a French poem of the late eleventh to  early twelfth centuries 
should betray such a highly patriotic tone and theme; th a t concepts of ‘fair’ and ‘holy’ France 
should gain currency at a time when personal loyalty to  one’s lord was the prevailing ethic in

9 Q
In E. V. K. Dobbie, ed., The Anglo-Saxon P o etic  Records, VI, The M in o r A nglo-Saxon P oem s, N Y , 1942, II. 

114—23 [henceforth A S P R \. All future references to M aldon  will be designated by line numbers.

40 See 11. 216-24; 265-7.

41 For more on this point see infra, Ch. 2, 53ff. W here personal heroism is the main concern, religious differences 

are not usually the prime motivation for fighting.

49 1. 789. Cf. ‘khrabrii R u sich i’.

43 See Introduction, n.63.
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feudal France.44 As D. J . A. Ross observes, the Roland poet had ‘a  more uncommon vision 
in th a t he saw the state as an entity and an abstract idea in an age of warring individualists 
precariously held together by a feudal bond’. 45 The same holds true for the author of the 
Slovo and his assessment of the Russian princes’ separatist policies. His view of Russkaia zemlia 
transcends its contemporary political-territorial definition, and acquires ethnic, dynastic and 
even metaphysical or spiritual connotations. This more abstract and emotive understanding of 
the term  becomes more widespread during the Tatar period and later. 46 However, as it would 
be some time before Russkaia zemlia became inextricably coupled with vera khrist’ianskaia, 
any ‘spiritual’ quality th a t the author may be said to be injecting into his understanding of 
the term  may possibly have its roots in the pre-Christian and folkloric concept of zemlia-m at’ 
(M other Earth), which in turn  is linked to  the pagan concept of the clan. 47 In his appeal 
for unity and allegiance to  the prince of Kiev on the part of all the principalities of Rus’— 
even those more remote and therefore not directly threatened by the Polovtsy—the author is 
reminding them  of their common ancestry and origins at a time th a t is especially politically 
precarious.48

As Maldon and Roland testify, however, patriotism  and national identity need not detract 
from an individual’s pursuit of personal honour and j^eroic acclaim. On the contrary, poems 
of this kind may furnish plenty of scope for heroic iujtiative. As C. M. Bowra says, ‘national 
pride is a legitimate pleasure, and heroic poetry cannot fail at times to  promote i t ’. 49 It is not 
therefore required for the heroes of the Slovo to sacrifice personal considerations altogether in 
favour of some kind of ‘higher’ external goal, but to synchronize their aims with the interests 
of Rus’.

Honour (chest9) and glory (slava) are the concepts which motivate heroic action. In the 
Slovo these concepts are also closely finked with the themes of Ruskaia zemlia and loyalty to 
central authority, as they axe also with the notions of ‘fair’ France and loyalty to  Charlemagne 
in the Chanson de Roland. 50

From the start the author establishes what he considers to  be the prime motive for the 
campaign in Igor’s address to  his troops, in which the latter stresses the heroic ideal of honour: 
th a t death is preferable to capture. 51 As the Russians prepare to do battle, the author says 
on two occasions th a t they do so— ishchuchi sebe chti, a kniaziu slave (46, 11. 9-10; 28). Igor’s 
commitment to personal honour is also emphasised in the Hypatian Chronicle account:

44 See Brault, The Song o f Jioland, I: In troduction  and C om m entary, 16-17. ‘France’ in the sense o f Charle

m agne’s empire occurs 170 times, although individuals are identified by their regions. E. A. Kantorowicz observes 

that while notions o f the ‘fatherland’ (p a tria ) existed in the earlier Middle Ages, when a warrior’s self-sacrifice was 

personal and individual rather them public, they tended to  be expressed in formalised phrases and did not really reflect 

any kind of medieval ‘patriotism ’ until the 12th and 13th cc. Since he incorrectly puts the com position of the CdR  

as late as 1170, however, his claims for its strong patriotism are contradictory ('P ro  p a tria  m ori in medieval political 

thought’, A m erican  H istorical R eview , 56, no. 3, 1951, 476-82).

45 op. c it., 125.

46 D. S. Likhachev, N a tsio n a l’noe sam osoznanie drevnei R usi: Ocherki iz  oblasti russkoi litera tu ry X I -X V II  

vv., M -L, 1945, 70ff.

47  See V. L. Komarovich, ‘K ul’t roda i zemli v kniazheskoi srede X I-X III v v .’, T O D R L , 16, I960, 84-104.

48 See infra, Ch. 2, 82-4 , 89, on the invocation of ancestors at critical moments.

49 op. c it., 30.

50 In ORL ‘honour’ and ‘glory’ are very rarely treated outside the patriotic ideal. See, however, H yp., cols 407-8; 

427. For the interrelation of these concepts see, H. Y. Prochazka, ‘On the concepts o f patriotism, loyalty and honour 

in the old Russian military accounts’, SEER, 63, no. 4, 1985, 481-497.

51 For this convention in heroic speech see Ch. 5f., 200-01.
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«oxce hbi 6oyAeTb He 6hbhc« bo3Bopoththch, to copoMi> He 6oyAeTb noymeH CMep- 
TH....ce B on , chjioio CBoeio bo3jio3khjit> Ha Bparu Hama nofniAoy, a Ha Hac necTb 
h cnaBa ce xce &hahxom,b iiojikh I1ojiobbii;i>khh».

(cols 639; 640)

In the Slovo, Sviatoslav of Kiev, commonly regarded as the mouthpiece of the author, re
proaches Igor and Vsevolod in his zlato slovo for jeopardizing the welfare of Rus’ for their own 
aims, thus placing her honour at stake:

PaHO ecTa Han ana IIojioBeAKyio seMJiio Menn rbbjihth, a ceGh cjiaBbi HCKaTH. Ht» 
HenecTHO OAOJTBCTe, HenecTHO 60 KpoBb noraHyio npojraxcTe. Baio xpaSpas cepA- 
n,a bt> HcecTon,eMrb xapany3eB cxoBaHa, a bt> 6yecTH 3aKajieHa.. jV yxce He BHxcAy 
BJiacTH CHJitHaro, h 6oraTaro, h mhotoboh 6paTa Moero RpocnaBa...Hrb pexocTe: 
«MyncaHMBCx, npeAHioio cnaBy caMH hoxhthm'b, a saAHioio cx caMH hoabjihm'i>.»

(51,11. 12-24)

They have brought disgrace upon themselves and upon all their kin, he says, and so, by 
implication, upon all the Russian princes with whom Igor and Vsevolod have dynastic ties. 
Likhachev interprets this passage as meaning th a t the author of the Slovo places no value 
on attem pts to gain personal honour. 52 The author, however, does not restrict himself 
to expression through Sviatoslav, but speaks through all th a t is worthy in every hero. He 
does, after all, define Igor and Vsevolod in heroic terms, whereas Sviatoslav’s prudence and 
didacticism prevent his attaining any real heroic stature. 53 The author does not perhaps 
altogether condemn the idea of personal honour, but feels th a t the princes’ heroism has been 
squandered on a rash venture. The quest for personal honour has its place, and that, within 
the context of the nation’s interests. A secure and prosperous Rus’ invites glory which she in 
tu rn  reflects on her heroes and their clans.

There exists a kind of hierarchy of honour which depends upon the hero obeying certain 
rules for its equilibrium. Personal, family and national honour are all interdependent and a fine 
balance among them  must be maintained and reinforced. Although Roland fights for France 
and Christendom, he is always mindful of his personal honour and glory as well as th a t of his 
family. It is he who summarizes this notion of tri-partite  honour. W hen the Saracens first 
move to attack the rearguard and Oliver sees how hopelessly outnum bered the Franks are, he 
urges Roland twice to sound the oliphant, to  summon back Charlemagne and his army. On 
both  occasions Roland refuses:

‘Jo  fereie <jue fols!
En dulce France en perdreie mun los.
Sempres ferrai de Durendal granz colps.

Ne placet Damnedeu 
Que mi parent pur mei seient blasmet 
Ne France dulce ja  cheet en viltet!’

{‘I would be behaving like a fool! 
would lose my name in fair France.

52 ‘Istoricheskii i politicheskii krugozor avtora S P ’, in V. P. Adrianova-Peretts, ed., ‘S P ’: sbom ik  issledovan ii t 

sta te i, M -L, 1950 [hereafter ‘S P ’: sbom ik], 125-6.

53 Rather like the figure of Oliver in the CdR, whose caution and prudence render him that much less heroic 

than Roland, who prefers to  court danger. Likewise, in the first section, Charlemagne is seen to  tire o f the war in 

Spain, and to  be seeking ways o f making peace with the Saracens, a decision Roland hotly opposes. On the decline of 

Charlemagne’s status in the chansons de geste, see Ch. 4, 146—7.
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I shall immediately strike great blows with Durendal!

May it not please the Lord God
T hat my kinsmen incur reproaches on my account,
Or th a t fair France should ever fall into disgrace.’]

(11. 1053-5; 1062-4)

Here Roland places his personal honour first, but it is less a question of whose honour has 
priority than how to preserve the honour of all three at once. In one sense, Igor and Vsevolod 
may be seen as disrupting this harmony through an initiative from which no one gains. On the 
other hand, Igor’s return to  Rus’ from captivity is welcomed with great rejoicing. His stop in 
Kiev prior to returning to Novgorod-Seversk (an episode inserted by the author of the Slovo) is 
significant in th a t it is a symbolic confirmation of fealty to  the Grand Prince of Rus’. Balance 
and order are then restored, and the work ends on a  note of hope:

CojiHn,e c b b th ta h  Ha He6ecB—Hropb kh«3b bt» PycKon 3cmjih. /Jbbhe ĥ noioT't 
Ha /fyHan—b sio tcs  rojiocn npe3i> Mope ao  KneBa. Hropb 'BReT'b no EopHHeBy kt> 
cbhtbh EoropoAHAH riHporomeH. CTpaHbi pa a h , rpaAH Becenn.

(56, 11. 18-21)

R oland’s seemingly rash and vainglorious decision may be seen as having been the only option 
open to him. Seeing Charlemagne tem pted to accept a life of peace, he feels duty-bound to 
preserve his lord’s and France’s honour from such an inglorious fate. Knowing th a t Ganelon 
has betrayed them, Roland decides to sacrifice his life and the lives of the ‘flower of France’ in 
a sure bid to  spur Charlemagne back into action. In this way he ensures the im mortal glory, 
not only of his king and country, but of the Twelve Peers with himself at their head. 54

Affection and nostalgia for one’s homeland are expressed in a  variety of ways in most 
heroic epics, even in a work as early as Beowulfj in which both Danes and Geats manifest a 
certain ethnic or national self-awareness, although its principal ethos is more one of personal 
ra ther than public loyalty. This awareness is first dem onstrated in the opening lines of the 
poem, in which the author recollects the deeds and valour of the ‘spear-Danes’ (gar-Dena), 
then proceeds to  relate the story of the founding of the illustrious Danish dynasty. As will 
be seen in the next chapter, the national sentiments expressed in the Slovo also carry strong 
dynastic associations, possibly linked to pre-Christian notions concerning the earth  as a sacred 
force in itself. 55

While the Slovo is widely regarded as a  strongly patriotic work, a closer reading reveals th a t 
in th is respect, as in others, there exists an ambivalent relationship between the author and his 
own work. Here is yet another example of the underlying conflict noted earlier between writers 
of heroic literature and their material. It soon becomes apparent th a t any ‘patriotism ’ here is 
expressed in the author’s voice. Not once does the much-invoked name of Rus’ escape the lips of 
the protagonists. They speak of honour and glory in purely personal and ‘feudal’ terms, while 
their concerns are confined to local and dynastic m atters, such as Vsevolod’s apparent sense of 
local pride in his warriors (46, 11. 1-10), and the desire to reclaim Tm utorokan’ for Chernigov.

54 See L. S. Crist, ‘A propos de la desm esure  dans la C dR ’, O lifant, 1, no. 4, 1974, 17—18. W. W . Kibler sees 

R oland’s ‘pride’ as ‘wholly legitim ate and warranted’ in the light of the feudal ethic, which by no means conformed 

to  the Christian ethic ( ‘Roland’s pride’, Sym posium , 26, 1972, 147—60).

55 This idea is carried to the limit by Boris Gasparov who, adopting a mythological view o f the Slovo, argues that 

the author is entirely independent of contemporary political ideas, and that for him R us’ represents the whole living 

world, while the ‘unknown land’ of the Polovtsy (46, 1. 15) represents the ‘Other W orld’ ( P oetika  ‘S P ’, Vienna, 1984, 

141—9). See also Ch. 3, infra, 132-3.
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In a sense, his characters have a life of their own. The author, meanwhile, is effectively removed 
from his tale to the vantage point of a spectator, albeit an interested one. Interpreting events as 
he surveys their course, he assumes the role of commentator, introducing ideals and aspirations 
obviously not shared by the work’s heroes. However, once the m ajor disaster anticipated by the 
Slovo’s author actually comes to pass in the form of the T atar invasions, this ambivalence on 
the Russian au thor’s part towards his subject vanishes forever, to  be superseded by Christian 
conviction and a singleness of purpose between writer and subject.

c. T h e  h e ro ic  id ea l in  R u ss ia n  l i te r a tu r e  o f  th e  1 3 th  a n d  1 4 th  ce n tu r ie s

By the time of the Slovo’s composition, Kiev had already ceased to be anything more 
than perhaps the cultural and spiritual centre of R us’, with power already beginning to  shift 
north-east to Vladimir-Suzdal, as well as to R iazan’ and Murom;56 Novgorod and Pskov were 
semi-independent republics, and the western lands of Galich and Volyn’ tended to be absorbed 
in their own affairs. In the century and a half th a t followed, these lands continued
to produce literature without creating new genres, while literature in the south Kievan empire 
proper dwindled down to nothing; meanwhile, w ith the exception of the west Russian lands, 
cultural contact between Rus’ and the W est seems to have evaporated. During this period, 
Russian literature turns in on itself, borrowing less and less from outside sources and developing 
existing genres. Sermons and rhetorical literature in general, which relied on the Byzantine 
model, took second place to chronicle-writing and to  the two genres which flourished alongside 
and often within it—the military tale (voinskaia povest*) and vitae (semi-secular biographies 
and hagiographies of various kinds). 57 In the thirteenth century m ilitary activity was directed 
against the Swedes and Germans in the north-west, while in the south-west Hungary and 
Poland vied for control over Gahch-Volyn’. The m ilitary exploits of particular interest here, 
however, are described in north-eastern literature concerning battles against the Tatars. The 
first Tatar invasion in 1223-4 is documented in the tale of the Battle on the River Kalka. It 
is an im partial and unemotional account of a military disaster brought upon Rus’ by God ‘for 
our sins’. 58 The Russians do not consider the possibility of defeat, nor do they invoke divine 
assistance. Very little attention is given to personalities and isolated events. The author is more 
interested in the overall picture of the battle as it relates to the pattern  of Russian history. The 
individual hero, admired primarily for his outstanding courage and m artial prowess, appears 
to  have vanished. The people of Rus’ are afraid, the princes fight hard bu t without hope, and 
most of them  are killed. Increasingly, divine support rather than human strength and military 
skill will be recognised as an indispensable factor for success in battle.

The first clash of the main Tatar force with the Russian principalities in 1237 is described 
in the Povest’ o razorenii Riazani Batyem , a highly emotional and dram atic presentation 
compared with the Kalka tale, in which time and events are distorted and exaggerated in order 
to  move the audience. It is generally accepted th a t this work is a fusion of three centuries, 
and th a t features such as the religious chauvinism of both sides, the pathos and the general 
emotional treatm ent do not belong to the original layer of the Povest’. 59 Heroism appears 
to  exist on two levels here, although the first turns out to be merely a particularization of 
the second. Heroism on an individual level is represented by the princes themselves who, 
besides being noble and pious, fight valiantly and face their doom with great courage. Evpatii 
Kolovrat slays thousands of Tatars practically single-handedly before being killed, earning the

V L f t
cf. ‘Great Prince’ Vsevolod of Vladimir-Suzdal in the Slovo  (51, 11. 31—4 /5 2 , 11.1—2).

5 7 Fennell, ‘Literature of the Tatar period’, 80—1.

58 In A . N. Nasonov, ed., N ovgorodskaia pervaia  le to p is ’ starshego i m ladshego izvodov (S in o d a l’n yi sp isok), 

M -L , 1950, 61-3.

59 See supra , n.32.
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adm iration of Batu himself who laments and praises him  after his death (14). These episodes, 
however, do not signal a return to the concept of personal heroism.

The work opens with Grand Prince Iurii of R iazan’ securing a coalition of princes from 
Murom, Kolmna and Pronsk, without the much-needed cooperation of the Grand Prince of 
Vladimir. These are shown to put up a spirited resistance on an individual level, but they 
merely do what any other prince would have done under the circumstances. Although Evpatii 
is portrayed in heroic terms through the stock theme of single combat, this epic treatm ent is 
taken a  step further, rendering him a personification of bravery described solely in terms of 
his courage. It is significant th a t the princes and people of R iazan’ are seen to die together 
‘in communion’ in defense of their city. Recurring Eucharistic images also reinforce the idea 
of m artyrdom  in defense of the Faith: za sviatyia bozhiia tserkvi, i za veru khrist’ianskuiu 
( 11) 6° 'j'hg predominant theme here is the heroism of the princes and the people of Riazan’ in 
particular and of Rus’ in general in their uncompromising attitude on a collective level towards 
the enemy. The warriors and their individual feats only translate this ideal from the general 
to  the particular.

The Zhitie Aleksandra Nevskogo is based on the life of the warrior-saint Alexander Nevskii, 
prince of Novgorod and Grand Prince of Vladimir. W ritten in the 1280’s, it recounts two 
decisive victories for Novgorod a t the Battle on the Neva (1240) and the B attle on the Ice 
(1242) over the Swedes and the Teutonic Order respectively, whose invasions coincided with 
those of the Tatars in the south. Alexander is portrayed as a deeply pious ruler, a conventional 
defender of the Faith, but also as a valiant warrior. However, the few secular passages in 
this work are entirely typical of early chronicle battle accounts in their use of conventional 
phraseology and formulae, although one of the more unusual features is the relatively lengthy 
description of feats of valour performed by ordinary people at the battle  on the Neva.61

As T atar domination began to weaken in the fourteenth century, the Russians, for the 
first time in a century and a half, were able to defeat the Tatar forces at Kulikovo Field 
in 1380. The Zadonshchina is probably the most artistic treatm ent of this moral victory. 
Nevertheless, Grand Prince Dmitrii Donskoi of Moscow embodies the, by now, conventional 
virtues of a Christian ruler and warrior along the lines of Nevskii, and the motivation of the 
work is primarily patriotic—the glorification of the land of Rus’ and her Orthodox Faith. 
Although there is less religious flavouring here,62 the idea of an inextricably united land and 
faith is very strong. Dmitrii and his brother Vladimir are portrayed as justified in the defense 
of their patrim ony against those wishing to enslave it, in contrast to  the policy of aggression 
adopted by Igor and Vsevolod in their attem pt to regain control over territory already lost. 
Consequently, the Zadonshchina may be seen not so much as a slavish im itation of the Slovo, 
as many believe, but as a  kind of ‘answer’ to  it. By consciously im itating the la tte r’s style, 
but reversing the imagery and its application, the author of Zadonshchina presents an ideal 
outcome of the events in the Slovo, signalling the end of sorrow and suffering for Rus’, of which

66 See infra, Ch. 5e., for a more detailed discussion of this imagery.

61 In V . Mansikka, ed., Zhitie A leksandra Nevskogo: razhor redaktsii i tekst, (Pam iatniki drevnei p is’mennosti 

i iskusstva, ISO), SPb., 1913 ( Spisok pervon ach al’noi redaktsii, 1—10) [henceforth ZhAN]. For the feats o f 6 ordinary 

men (who are named and identified by place o f origin), see 4 -5 . A similar catalogue of individuals going into battle, 

as well as the concept o f the valour of the rank-and-file, may also be found in M aldon. The following conventional 

battle formulae, which appear on p. 6 o f  the text (during the B a ttle  on the Ice), may be found in Orlov’s study, ‘Ob 

osobennostiakh form y’, with a list of all the OR works in which they appear: 1. warriors are instilled with courage 

and the hearts of lions (29) 2. the breaking of lances and the clashing o f swords (13) 3. blood flowing everywhere over 

the (in this case) ice (21-2). This tale abounds in miracles and instances of divine intervention.

62 V. P. Adrianova-Peretts suggests that the prayers in the Zadonshchina  are later interpolations by copyists 

attem pting to  bring the work stylistically into line with M uscovite writing ( Voinskie p ovesti drevnei Rusi, 162-3).
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the Slovo was thought to  signal the beginning. 63 By now, then, the inevitability of tragedy 
in relation to heroism has been dispensed with.

d . T h e  w ages o f  h e ro ism : th e  h e ro ’s fa ll

It is tragedy which characterises the m ajority of earlier heroic songs and lays. Heroes usually 
die as a consequence of the heroic decisions they have been forced to  take by the prevailing 
heroic ethic. It stands to  reason th a t if they subscribe to  a certain code of living, then they 
m ust see th a t life through to its inevitable conclusion. It is perhaps inaccurate to  define the 
hero’s death as tragedy, since it is not meant to  evoke emotion in any Aristotelian sense.64 
R ather, it should be viewed as a sacrifice to his ideal of manhood, which dictates th a t a man 
who lives by violence cannot escape the doom th a t awaits him. Poetry th a t contains the fewest 
C hristian embellishments, such as the heroic Edda and Beowulf, holds the darkest view of m an’s 
place in the world and of his hopeless struggle against fate and his own m ortality.65 The irony 
of the heroic life is th a t it is fulfilled only by an heroic death. Bowra confirms that, ‘ such 
an outlook seems on the whole to exist in aristocratic societies, perhaps because they are not 
quite easy about the heroic ideal and feel that, great though its rewards are, it demands a price 
which is no less great, and th a t in the last resort the hero fulfills his destiny by meeting his 
doom when circumstances arise which he challenges but is unable to  defeat’. 66 Since pagan 
warriors in particular entertained no hope of eternal fife in Paradise, and life and war in this 
world were everything, they naturally sought to win the kind of honour and glory th a t would 
gain them  immortality at least in the minds of succeeding generations.

This preoccupation with glory after death finds expression in the last words of dying 
heroes, through which they provide the outlines for their own eulogies by recounting their own 
qualities and successes.67 The ultim ate aim of the heroic life is summarized best by Beowulf 
himself:

‘wyrce se }>e mote 
domes aer deaj>e; J>aet biS drihtguman 
unlifgendum aefter selest.’.

[‘let him who can 
achieve glory before.death: for th a t is best 
to  the retainer after his death .’]

(11. 1387b-89)

Although Beowulf’s death brings catastrophe to his people in the form of attacks by enemy 
tribes hitherto subdued by Beowulf in his capacity as king, it cannot be said th a t he dies in 
vain if, in his capacity as hero, he has obeyed the call to  honour. 68 It must be remembered 
th a t since heroes court disaster with open eyes, the common expression used to  describe the

63 See Likhachev, N a tsio n a l’noe sam osoznan ie, 76—7.

64 See Bowra, op. c it., 75—7.

65 See J. R. R. Tolkien, ‘The monsters and the critics’, in L. E. Nicholson, ed., An A nthology of ‘B eow ulf ’ 

C ritic ism , Notre Dam e-London, 1963, 67 -8  [henceforth Anthology]; C. Moorman, ‘T he essential paganism of B eow u lf’, 

M LQ , 1967, 3-18.

66 op. cit., 118-9.

67 CdR, 11. 2303-34; Beo., 11. 2732-43.

68 On the other hand, Adrien Bonjour finds his death vain and tragic ( ‘The B eow u lf-poet and the tragic m use’, 

in S. B . Greenfield, ed., Studies in O E L iterature in H onor of A rth u r G. Brodeur, NY, 1973, 129—35 (esp. 133) 

[henceforth Studies in O E  Literature].
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source of fateful decisions— ‘heroic excess’ ( desmesure, ubermuot, ofermod)—should be applied 
with caution.69 The nature rather than the degree of ‘pride’ in individuals of such heroic 
stature as Beowulf, Roland, Byrhtno3, Hagen and Kriemhild, may be seen as quite legitimate 
and warranted within the context of Germanic and also feudal societies. 70

Another drawback to  the obedience of the heroic code of honour is th a t it usually proves 
catastrophic for the people for whom princes are otherwise expected to secure peace and 
prosperity. 71 Herein lies the paradox at the core of heroic society—if a hero be a prince or 
king, then to succeed in his office he must act with prudence and wisdom, qualities which go 
against the heroic grain. We may admire Hro3gar for these qualities, but he does his reputation 
no good in hiring a foreign hero to  rid the Danes of Grendel, a task for which he knows he has 
grown too old. As John Leyerle observes, ‘The greater the hero, the more likely his tendency 
to  imprudent action as King. The three battles with the monsters, the central episodes in the 
poem, reveal a pattern  in which Beowulf’s pre-eminence as a hero leads to the destruction of 
the Geats when he becomes king’.72

Much of the aforementioned fits in closely with the problem of heroism in the Slovo (al
though the heroes’ ‘fall’ means capture, not death), and may explain in part the au thor’s 
apparent ambivalence in his portrayal of Igor, Vsevolod and others. Sviatoslav disparages 
them  for their obedience to  the call of honour,73 but, having charged them  with bringing dis
honour upon themselves and Rus’, he goes on to  acknowledge their valour: ‘vaiu khrabraia 
serdtsa v” zhesioisem” kharaluze skovana, a v ” buesti zakalena’ (51, 11. 14-16). T hat the au
thor takes a firm fine on what he sees as heroic excess or vainglory, however, is evinced by his 
account of the death of Boris Viacheslavich a t the battle  of Nezhatina Niva (1078):

Eopnca xce BjmecjiaBHjrana cnaBa Ha cyA'B npHBeAe, h Ha KaHHHy 3ejieHy na- 
nonoMy nocTJia...xpa6pa h MnaAa KHH3H.

(48,11. 11-13)

This caveat follows hard on the heels of the epic portrayal of Vsevolod.
I t  may, of course, be argued th a t the Slovo loses much of its heroic impact because its 

central hero, in accordance with historical fact, survives and returns to  Rus’. In this respect it 
does not appear to  conform wholly to the kind of subject m atter normally favoured by singers 
and writers of heroic epic. Such a departure from convention notwithstanding, death in the

69 See R. W. V. E lliott, ‘ByrhtnofJ and Hildebrand: a study in heroic technique’ in Stu dies in  O E  L itera tu re , 

59 (W hen Hildebrand is forced to  slay his own son in com bat, and when ByrhtnoO decides to forfeit his advantage by 

allowing the Vikings to cross over onto the mainland, it is because they are provoked into only one solution befitting  

a warrior under the circumstances: to  give battle. ByrhtnoO’s men never even question his m otives); Bowra, op. cit., 

122-7.

70 Kibler, op. c it., 150—1; Crist, op. c it., 11—15. The view that Roland and ByrhtnofJ were foolish said guilty of 

the sin of pride is put forward by J. D. Bessinger, ( ‘M aldon  and the Oldfsdrdpa: an historical caveat’) and A. Renoir, 

( ‘T he heroic oath in B eo., the CdR  and the N ibel.’), in Studies in OE L iterature, 30—1 & 253—6. For a view of Hagen 

and other heroes of the Nibel. as weak, vain and full o f uberm uot, see J. K. Bos took, ‘The m essage o f the Nibel.', 

M L R , 55, 1960, 200-12.

71 See J. Leyerle, ‘Beowulf the hero and the king’, M edium  ASvum, 34, no. 2, 1965, 89—102.

72 ibid., 89. A lthough Beowulf is old when he tackles the dragon, he nevertheless insists upon confonting him 

alone (11. 2532b-35a).

73 . . . . .It should be recalled that, having been unable to participate m the previous cam paign against the Polovsty

after his earlier successes, Igor felt his honour to be at stake, and this probably m otivated him to  embark on this 

particular venture (H yp ., col. 637).
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Slovo is ever-present in a broader temporal and universal context; it overshadows the earlier 
internecine feuds of the heroes’ ancestors, taking young princes such as Iziaslav and Rosislav, 
and it overwhelms the present and the whole of Rus’— people, towns and nature itself. Its 
metaphorical presence permeates much of the imagery as in, for instance, Sviatoslav’s dream 
and the boyars’ reply to it (in which they describe the fall of the princes in term s of suns 
and moons being eclipsed and ‘pillars’ being extinguished (50, 11. 28-9/51, 11. 1-2)). The 
author, therefore, may be said to interpret Igor’s capture and imprisonment metaphorically, 
symbolising through him the present destruction of R us’ and the ultim ate ‘dea th ’ he foresees 
for her and her heroes. Boris Gasparov sees a parallel between the eclipse of the sun a t the 
beginning and the ‘eclipse’ of the prince in his sojourn in the darkness of the ‘O ther World’.74 
Both the sun and Igor eventually resurrect at the end of the work, however, making this demise 
only temporary.

This sudden happy turn  of events sits somewhat uncomfortably with the rest of the work, 
since it conflicts not only with historical reality (Rus’ suffered terribly under the ensuing 
Polovtsian raids and had little to rejoice over), but also with the au thor’s aesthetic purpose 
(he is after all describing w hat he considers to be a catastrophe with potentially even more 
terrible repercussions). Since this final section describing Igor’s victorious return to  Rus’ is at 
odds with the general tone and imagery of the Slovo, not only in this respect, bu t in others 
(as will be observed in the course of this work), the possibility of a slightly later interpolation 
or reworking here cannot be ruled out altogether.75

*  *  *

While the Slovo deviates from the traditional pattern  of European heroic epic in some respects, 
such as the heavily tendentious tone adopted by its author, the survival of the central hero 
and the uncharacteristic ‘happy ending’, it shares with its European counterparts a common 
conception of the hero. However much the author may censure the brand of heroism he is 
describing, he is nevertheless able to  endow his protagonists with genuine heroic qualities.

Like Beowulf and Roland, Igor serves an inner direction which irresistibly drives him to 
act heroically. It is through his actions th a t the playing out of fate (whose presence is signalled 
by the eclipse), and m an’s struggle against it may be perceived. It is this strained relationship 
between the hero and fate th a t sets him apart from the warrior-saint who, being a manifestation 
of divine purpose, acts in harmony with divine Providence. The Christian author, more a t ease

74 op. cit., 20.

75 That the epilogue to the Slovo  com es as a surprise, proving an embarrassment to  the work’s early com mentators, 

is noted by Mazon, who finds the crusading sentim ents at the end out of keeping with the ‘pagan’ poem (Le Slovo 

d'Igor, 171-2). Even among those who accept the Slovo  as a genuine 12th c. work, the question occasionally arises 

w hether Igor’s escape and the Christian sentiment at the end might not have been added to  the main body of the 

Slovo  once Igor, or possibly his son Vladimir, had returned to R us1. For a discussion on these views, see A. A. Gorskii, 

‘Problema daty sozdaniia S P ’, in D. S. Likhachev, ed., Issledovaniia  'SP', L., 1986, 36—7 [henceforth Issledovaniid\. 

For a more recent argument for the organic unity o f the Slovo, see D. S. Likhachev, ‘Protiv diletantizm a v izuchenii 

S P ’, Issledovaniia, 183-96 (the sam e article is in Voprosy literatury, 1984, no. 12, 80-99, under the title, ‘V  zashchitu  

S P ’). T his is directed against what Likhachev calls A. N ik itin ’s ‘vivisection’ o f the Slovo  in a series o f three articles 

for N o vyi m ir  (1984, nos 5-7).
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with a saintly subject, is able to focus attention on such a prince’s qualities of mind, on his 
ju s t and merciful reign, and on the miracles th a t either attend it or appear after his death.

The problem th a t relatively early Christian poets faced in writing heroic tales, was in 
effecting some kind of reconciliation between the two diametrically opposed parts of society— 
the Christian and the heroic.76 As a result, there is often an antithesis in the poet’s handling 
of his hero. Byrhtnoth and Roland, for instance, while portrayed in unambiguous heroic terms, 
are later seen to die Christian, almost saintly, deaths. A similar kind of antithesis, as already 
observed, also exists in the mind of the author of the Slovo. Like the poets of Beowulf, Maldon 
and the Chanson de Roland, he sees heroic society as essentially flawed.77 While the qualities 
of courage, manliness and personal drive may be worthy ones, the quality of resoluteness that 
accompanies them  is often transformed into what in Christian term s looks like vainglory and 
recklessness. From the point of view of the heroes, however, there is no other course for them  
to take; they are obliged to  see through their heroic calling despite the obvious dangers.

While the author of the Slovo is able to depict Igor and Vsevolod as embodiments of the 
heroic nature in which there is much to  admire, he also shows th a t in his view the old heroic 
ethos is no longer a viable solution to  the problems besetting R us’. He does not, however, 
completely reject the heroic outlook, but urges a more sober revision of i t .78 This ability to 
accommodate such a conflict of interests is not shared by everyone, however. In the view of 
V. I. Abaev, it is difficult to find anyone less heroic than  Igor; he is in fact an anti-hero whose 
only claim to  glory is a great defeat; he betrays his former allies, the Polovtsy, endangers the 
lives of his people, and returns from prison alone, leaving everyone else either dead or captive. 
According to Abaev, the au thor’s praise of Igor and his celebration of the prince’s return  to  Rus’ 
is merely an attem pt to  quell any potential anti-princely feeling. 79 Abaev attribu tes princely 
aggression in general, and Igor’s behaviour in particular, to the Viking legacy of a cruel and 
barbarous tem peram ent which continued to  be passed down the princely line, bringing grief 
to  the Russian people. Norman rule, he alleges, coarsened and brutalised an otherwise gentle 
and peace-loving people: ‘Ono iskazalo litso russkogo naroda, naroda po prirode svoei dobrogo, 
miroliubivogo i trudoliubivogo, m en’she vsego sklonnogo k voennym avantiuram. ’ Consequently, 
it is hard to say who was Rus’s greatest enemy—the Polovtsian invaders or the Russian princes 
for whom war was a  ‘profession’.80 This extraordinary view, which carries Slavophilism to the 
extreme, demonstrates the dangers of interpreting the past from a late twentieth century 
standpoint and measuring it subjectively against current ideologies. In order to  come to any 
objective understanding of it, heroic society must be judged on its own terms, or a t least on 
the term s of the writers through whom we make its acquaintance. Any judgem ent must be

T6 See B. F. Hupp6, ‘The concept of the hero in the early M iddle A ges’, in N. T . Burns & C. 3T. Reagan, eds, 

C oncepts o f the Hero in the M iddle Ages and the R enaissance , London, 1976, 9. See also Ch. 2 of this work which 

deals with this problem in greater depth.

77 For a detailed exam ination o f this theme, see L. Georgianna, 'Hrethel’s sorrow and the lim itations of heroic 

action in B eow u lf’, Speculum, 62, 1987, 829—50.

78 See H atto, ‘Medieval German’, 182—4 (In his analysis of the medieval German poem  K udrun  (c. 1240), H atto  

interprets the eponymous heroine sis a ‘m odern’ figure who strives for peace and reconciliation in place of military 

solutions for settling scores. She stands in sharp contrast to the character W ate, an admirable leftover from the Heroic 

Age. In placing W ate and his martial qualities and solutions alongside Kudrun, the author does not condemn the 

former; he sees sim ply that W ate’s ways must yield to  a more practical way of life guided by Christian hope.

79 ‘Zhanrovye istoki SP  v svete sravnitel’nogo fo l’klora’, Izves tiia  iugo-osetinskogo nau ch n o-issledova tel’skogo 

in s titu ta  A N  GSSR, 27, Tbilisi, 1985, 102-3. A s regards this latter point, Abaev ignores the obvious fact that a poet 

has som e choice in his subject m atter. If he had felt Igor’s campaign to be potentially politically explosive, no doubt 

he would have avoided it and opted for a  safer subject.

80 ib id ., 104.
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made on the premise th a t war was indeed the profession of princes, as Abaev so disapprovingly 
observes, or one of them  at any ra te .81 While the author of the Slovo may deplore the princes’ 
actions both in this instance and in the past, and yearn for a strong, peaceful and prosperous 
Rus’, he is not making pacifist propaganda. His panegyrics to Sviatoslav of Kiev and the other 
grand princes of Rus’ celebrate their ferocity and military successes. 82 Nor is the glorification 
of m artial qualities restricted to the Slovo (which in Abaev’s view reflects the interests of the 
‘Norm an’ aristocracy), for it also figures largely in the chronicles and the m ilitary tales, most 
notably in the Zadonshchina where, as it happens, these qualities pay off. War was as much a 
‘profession’ for the princes of the Povest’ o razorenii Riazani Batyem  and the Zadonshchina, 
then, as it was for the princes of the Slovo. The difference lies in what is perceived to  be a 
‘ju s t’ cause ending in victory or m artyrdom  and a ‘vainglorious’ one ending in defeat. Had the 
Russians been victorious in 1185, perhaps Igor would have been praised for his great ‘daring’. 
It is easy to censure a defeat.

The hero’s calling and his love of arms are epitomised by HroSgar’s messenger when, 
having met Beowulf and his Geats on their arrival in Denmark, he eyes their splendid weapons 
and accoutrements, and pays them  the highest compliment a hero could receive:

‘Hwanon ferigeaS ge faette scyldas,
f raege syrcan, ond grimhelmas,

eresceafta heap?

.. .Ne seah ic el}>eodige 
J>us manige men modiglicran.
Wen’ ic Jsaet ge for wlenco, nalles for wraecsiSum, 
ac for higej>rymmum HroSgar sohton.’

[‘Whence do you come bearing your gold-plated shields, 
grey-mailed shirts and visored helmets, 
a m ultitude of spears?

Never have I seen 
so many foreign men look so gallant.
I should think th a t daring, not exile,
but greatness of spirit, has made you seek out HroSgar.’]

(Beo. 11. 333-9)

loc. cit.

See infra, Ch. 4b. (The royal patriarch).
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Chapter Two

Religion and the Heroic World View

One of the grounds on which the sceptics disputed the authenticity of the Slovo was what they 
considered to  be its ‘pagan’ character. Mazon argued th a t the work manifests a  pantheistic 
paganism that was alien to twelfth-century Rus’; th a t prince Igor is rendered impossibly pagan; 
th a t the euhemeristic features are without precedent; and th a t the au thor’s view of nature 
reflects pre-Romantic notions.1 This line of argument was taken up by Zimin, who insisted 
th a t it is unexpected to  find a work so steeped in paganism in a period when the Church was 
still struggling with the relics of heathenism. Why, he asks, was the Slovo not numbered among 
the books officially proscribed by the Church?2 The work’s defenders, however, argued th a t 
owing to both the fortuitous disappearance and the deliberate suppression by clerics of secular 
literature our knowledge of twelfth-century Russian literature is scant,3 although research has 
shown at least th a t paganism and religious ‘dualism ’ (dvoeverie) were widespread even among 
the noble houses of twelfth-century Rus’.4 Roman Jakobson adds th a t pagan features such 
as those found in the Slovo were common in Icelandic and Byzantine literature of the same 
period, and th a t they were euhemeristic in na tu re .5 Citing Jan  de Vries, he alleges th a t this 
‘neo-paganism’ was part of a literary trend th a t swept across Europe towards the second half 
of the twelfth century, and th a t the Slovo is typical of this trend. According to de Vries, 
mythological motifs were avoided in skaldic verse of the eleventh century, bu t later, when 
paganism no longer posed a threat to the Church, they were adm itted into literature where 
they intermingled with Christian motifs.6 While there is no concrete evidence to support this 
theory’s application to the Slovo, it need not be ruled out altogether. W hat it demonstrates 
in any case is th a t the use of pagan images and motifs in literature of the Christian period is 
a fairly early phenomenon, and not a practice first adopted in the late eighteenth century. To 
understand better the religious character of the Slovo it is necessary to  examine the way in 
which other writers of early epic tackle the problem of reconciling (or not) traditional heroic 
themes with the not always accommodating Christian tradition.

Although the non-Russian texts under scrutiny here represent some of the earliest extant 
works of heroic literature, the proportion of pagan and Christian motifs contained in them  
varies dramatically. As might be expected, the highest proportion of pre-Christian elements

1 Le Slovo d ’Igor, 43, 105.

2 ‘Kogda bylo napisano Slovo?’, 143-4; 'Obsuzhdenie odnoi kontseptsii o  vremeni sozdanua SP, Voprosy istorii, 

1964, no. 9, 129, 137. The struggle of the Church against paganism will be discussed further in this chapter.

3 See Likhachev, ‘The authenticity of the S P ’, 42.

4
See B. V. Sapunov, ‘Iaroslavna i drevnerusskoe iazychestvo’, S P —X II, 321-9; V. L. Komarovich, ‘K ul’t roda 

i zemli v kniazheskoi srede X I-X III v v .’, T O D R L , 16, 1960, .84—104; Anichkov, op. c it., p a ss im ; B. A. Rybakov, 

‘Iazycheskoe mirovozzrenie russkogo srednevekov’ia’, Voprosy isto r ii, 1974, no. 1, 3-30; idem , ‘Rusalii i bog Simargl- 

Pereplut’, Sovetska ia  arkheologiia, 1967, no. 2, passim  (esp. 94, 116); Robinson, ‘O zakonomernostiakh razvitiia  

vostochnoslavianskogo eposa v rannefeodal’nyi period’, 178-224; R. Zguta, R ussian  M instrels: A H isto ry  o f the 

‘Skom orokh i’, Oxford, 1978, 7 ff.

5
In Gr^goire, et al., La G este du prin ce Ig o r’, 351 ff.

6 ‘The puzzles of the Igor’ Tale’, 57 (citing J. P. M. L. de Vries, De Skaldenkenningen m e t m ythologischen  

Inhoud, Haarlem, 1934).
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are found in works composed nearer the threshold on either side between the Heroic Age and 
the Christian era, or earlier, such as Beowulf and the earlier Edda.7 The Chanson de Roland, 
the Nibelungenlied, the Waltharius and the Battle o f Maldon, on the other hand, were written 
long after France, Germany and England had been christianised. All bu t the latter, however, 
are based on much older heroic stories and so, while traditional themes have been embroidered 
upon to  some extent, with new ideas and motifs being introduced in the course of time, these 
works retain to varying degrees the spirit of the earlier heroic ethos. Despite the fact th a t the 
Battle o f Maldon is based on a contemporary ten th  century event and its heroes are fighting 
a pagan enemy, it is essentially an austerely heroic poem  and lacks the crusading spirit with 
which the Chanson de Roland is suffused. The latter is based on earlier poetic treatm ents of an 
unremarkable historical event perfunctorily recounted by Einhard between 814 and 821 in his 
Vita Karoli Magni. In 778, while travelling through the Pyrenees on his return from a military 
expedition in Spain, Charlemagne’s baggage train  and rearguard were ambushed by Basques 
who, like the Franks, also happened to be Christians. We are informed simply that, among 
others, Roland, lord of the Breton Marches, was killed in the attack.8 W ith the emergence 
in France of religious chauvinism inspired by the Crusades, this kernel of historical fact was 
eventually elaborated into a lengthy poem centred on the struggle between the Franks and the 
Saracens, detailing countless battles and heroic speeches.

W hen the Slovo was composed shortly after the events of 1185, Russian Christianity was 
officially around two hundred years old. Although Princess O l’ga (regent 945-62) had espoused 
Christianity some time earlier, her decision did not affect more than a small m inority of her 
subjects in Kiev and possibly in some of the larger towns of Rus’. It certainly made no 
impression on her son Sviatoslav, who remained a pagan until his death in 972, nor upon her 
grandson Vladimir in the earlier part of his reign, during which Kievan R us’ experienced a 
pagan revival. Only when Vladimir eventually received baptism  from Byzantium in 988 did 
C hristianity become the official religion of Rus’.9 Despite two centuries of official Christianity, 
however, pagan practices were still apparently commonplace in Rus’, not only among the rural

7
English Christianity wets established ca. 640, approximately 100 years after Beo. is believed to  have been 

w ritten. This dating is partially based on the fact that the Christian poet, Caedmon was writing in 660 (Chadwick, 

The H eroic Age, 55). Most scholars now agree that Beo. was written in the first half o f the 8 th c., although it  must 

have existed in som e form in pre-Christian times, as it is unlikely that a poem which praises the Danes could have 

been written after the start of the second series of Danish invasions towards the end of the 8 th c. (Klaeber, op. cit., 

cvii; F. P. Magoun, ‘The oral-formulaic character of AS narrative p oetry’, in Nicholson, Anthology, 204; D. W hitelock, 

The A udience o f ‘B e o w u lf, Oxford, 1967, 29). Chadwick believes that the description o f the cremation ceremonies in 

B eow u lf  could have been composed no later than 630 or 640, as they must date from a tim e when such practices were 

remembered but no longer engaged in (op. cit., 55).The conversion o f Norway, together w ith that o f the Russians, the  

B altic  Slavs, the Poles, the Hungarians and the Danes, took place in the late 10th c. (Turville-Petre, The H eroic Age 

o f Scandinavia, 130 ff.). The conversion o f Iceland is documented in N jalssaga  as having taken place in the year 1000, 

although paganism had been more or less on the decline throughout the 10th c. (M. M agnusson & H. P&lsson, trans., 

N ja l’s Saga, Harmondsworth, 1971, 1, 19 [hereafter N ja l’s Sagd\. For an account o f this and its effects, see Chs 100-05  

(216—25)). The com position of AtlakviBa  and HarriHismdl dates from around the end o f the 9th to the beginning of 

the 10th cc., although the lost prototypes from which they were copied cannot have predated the beginning of the 

13th c. (Dronke, op. c it., xi-xii; 42-45).

8 G. H. Pertz, ed., Einhardi V ita K aro li Im peratoris, in M on u m en ta  G erm aniae h istorica . S crip tores, II, 

Berlin, 1829, 447-8.

Q
Vernadsky, K ieva n  R u s ’, 48-70; J. Meyendorff, B yzan tiu m  and the R ise o f R ussia , Cambridge, 1981, 4 ff. See 

also F. Dvornik, The S lavs: T heir E arly H isto ry  and C iviliza tion , B oston, 1959, 204—6. The conversion of Vladimir 

and R us’ is recounted in the P V L  under the  years 988-9.
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population as might be anticipated, but within the ranks of the aristocracy itself.10 Pre- 
Christian notions relating to  the poetic art may also be discerned in the figure of Boian, an 
apparently well-known bard of the early twelfth century whom the author of the Slovo invokes. 
As for placing battles with pagan foes into any kind of religious context, this has no more place 
in the Slovo than  it does in Maldon.11

Prior to examining the ways in which Christianity and paganism operate in the Slovo, 
it would be useful to summarize some of the prevailing ideas concerning the evolution of the 
heroic ideal in literature and the social, mythological and psychological factors th a t attended 
it.

The ‘Heroic Age’ in literature may be said to  begin when m an’s ideas about himself 
change; when fear of and helpless subjugation to powerful external forces are replaced by self- 
reliance, self-esteem and an appreciation of one’s own potential for greatness through personal 
endeavour.

The evolution of m an’s concept of the world around him in Homeric and early Northern 
poetry has been the subject of investigation by H. V. Routh. He m aintains th a t in both cases 
there was a tendency at first towards a fairly benign and narrow form of animism which at 
length gave way to ‘gigantism’, a belief in forces infinitely more powerful than mortals, govern
ing a world in which men saw themselves as ‘a hostile settlem ent surrounded by supernatural 
enemies’.12 It was a t this stage th a t the creation myths took shape and, in the case of Northern 
literature, the belief th a t this violent and chaotic creation will one day perish.13 There fol
lowed a period of what Routh calls ‘spiritual equilibrium’, in which a doctrine of Fate began to 
crystallise as a bulwark against fear. Humans, finding themselves equal to their destinies, thus 
regained their self-confidence. ‘The first step was to  imagine some consistent and dependable 
power, no empirical system of sorcery, but an established part of the spiritual, which could be 
relied upon to  oppose or limit the malignity of the superhum an’.14 The ‘doctrine of Fate’ or 
‘personal Life Spirit’ was naturally reserved for the warrior class when it was engaged in some 
great enterprise, since only such men could have invented and embraced such a creed.15 In the 
post-Homeric age of Hesiod there was a reaction against the idea of hero-gods as friends and 
allies, and men ceased to have dealings with them; while in Northern literature Fate began to 
develop a dark side, resulting in the belief th a t elves and dwarves also wielded the power of 
Fate in opposition to the Noras (the ‘official’ Fates) and were malevolent towards men. From 
this belief grew the ‘doctrine of evil’, and Fate soon became a ‘a  burden from which the victim 
cannot escape’.16 A natural consequence of this distrust of the unseen world was a return to 
self-sufficiency and the rise of the hero who discarded religion altogether because he neither 
feared nor needed it .17 A new sense of certainty and foreknowledge was proffered to  man 
with the advent of Christianity, but its gifts were conditional on m an’s recognition of his own 
worthlessness and dependency.18

10 See supra, n.4.

11 All these points will receive fuller treatment in the course of th is chapter.

12 God, Man and E pic P oetry, 2 vols, Cambridge, 1927 (I, 58-61; II, 26-8 . The quotation is from II, 28).

13 ibid., II, 28.

14 ibid., I, 63-8; II, 32-4 . The passage cited is in I, 63.

15 In the case of Homeric heroes, they must be either god-born or god-favoured to  have their life-spans marked 

out by E^ite (ib id ., I, 68).

16 ibid., II, 38-52.

17 ibid., II, 64-7.

18 ibid., II, 73. Since m ost secular ideas and activities contravened Christian teaching, it is scarcely surprising

that dvoeverie  continued to flourish even among the warrior classes in R us’ for som e time. For a breakdown of Russian

religious development into four stages, see Rybakov, ‘Iazycheskoe mirovozzrenie...’, 10.
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A similar view is held by V. Ia. Propp, although it is expressed in an obviously Marxist 
context of social change. Propp maintains th a t heroic literature grew out of myth, not through 
any evolutionary process, bu t through a rejection of the latter and its ideology around the 
time communal tribal rule was on the decline and a class society had begun to emerge. The 
heroic epic often relies on borrowings from mythological themes and images (such as dragons) 
in order to reinforce its repudiation of the laws and notions supposedly governing the world of 
this earlier society. The hero of primitive m yth is a man who sees himself as both the creation 
and the subordinate of the same natural forces against which he is forced to  struggle and 
which he attem pts to  m anipulate to his advantage. In the course of social development, the 
idea of subservience begins to disappear and stories of active strife between men and various 
personifications of nature (such as gods and spirits) begin to  emerge. The tendency of these 
stories is to destroy the myths and make way for the creation of a new poetic form: the heroic

19epic.
Bowra sees this kind of development in narrative poetry as undergoing three stages. In 

the first, which he terms the ‘shamanistic stage’, the chief character is normally a magician, 
with magic as his means of achieving success. The next stage of development produces heroic 
poetry in which both gods and men take part. This type of poetry may still be regarded as 
shamanistic, but it is not untouched by the new spirit of the ‘man-centred universe’, which has 
by now penetrated narrative, and also appears separately in panegyric and lament. This stage 
branches off to form the third: the poetry of the gods and the poetry of men. Heroic poetry, 
as defined by Bowra, comprehends all of the second and the second half of the third stages. It 
is composed with the conviction th a t its characters belong to a superior class of men set apart 
in a strange and distant past.20

Following a not altogether dissimilar pattern  to  Bowra’s, P. F. Fisher sees the possibility 
of classifying epic narrative according to the way the trials of the hero are presented. The 
first class has barely emerged from its source in m yth and legend, and represents the universal 
trials of a race or tribe (c/. Hebraic writings or the Edda, which describe human experience 
from creation through destruction to  renewal); the second category includes the trials of the 
hero as the incarnation of his race or tribe, and is therefore tribal or national in its emphasis 
(c/. the Mahabharata, the JEneid, the Vglsungasaga or the Niebelungenlied); the third and 
final category is the most individualistic, emphasising the trials of the hero as the central and 
dominating figure (cf. the Ramayana, the Iliad and Beowulf). All these stages, Fisher believes, 
feature the underlying struggle between the divine, the natural and the demonic within the 
field of the hero’s experience.21

While these views may differ in some m atters of detail, the general consensus appears to 
be th a t the heroic ethos is the product of a change in m an’s response to  the world around him. 
Rejecting domination by external forces, he turns inward on his own resources. Whilst perhaps 
continuing to to be aware of forces more powerful than himself, he neither opposes nor invokes 
them , choosing instead to  act despite them  and to  resign himself to  his destiny while, at the 
same time, striving to atta in  divine honours. As noted in Chapter One, the ideal th a t places 
man at the centre of things drives the hero to act in the face of great danger according to  the

1 Q R usskii geroicheskii epos, M ., 1958, 32ff. See also B. N. Putilov, B yliny, L., 1957, 26 ff.

20 op. c it., 5-25 . W hile the bulk of heroic literature glorifies heroes of old legend, th e  celebration of contemporary 

heroes and events by no means disqualifies a work from this category, as M aldon, which Bowra includes in his study, 

dem onstrates. H. M. Chadwick takes Bowra’s theory a step further, subdividing heroic literature itself into four stages: 

(1) court poetry of the Heroic Age (panegyrics and lam ents celebrating living men) (2 ) epic rind narrative poem s based 

on the above (3) popular poetry of the 8 th c. onwards (incl. ballads & biographical sketches) (4) MHG poem s of the 

12th c. onwards in which heroic them es have been revived (such a revival did not occur in England, for exam ple) (op. 

cit., 94-100).

21 ‘The trials of the epic hero in B eow u lf’, P M L A , 73, 1958, 172.
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dictates of the heroic code, but often at the cost of his other obligations. In the twilight years 
of heroic poetry, whence many of the texts used here originate, poets begin to  discern flaws 
and sometimes irreconcilable contradictions in heroic society. While the arrival of Christianity 
heralded new hope, certainty and courage, it demanded in turn the kind of obedience, humility 
and self-sacrifice th a t were wholly alien to  the heroic imagination. It also brought with it a 
revised concept of heroism. This was developed best perhaps in the English A rthurian cycles 
of the thirteenth to  fifteenth centuries, in which the hero knight undergoes spiritual testing 
to  determine whether he fully understands the meaning of the ethos he represents and his 
attendant obligations to  it. The prevailing theme of memento mori emphasises th a t while 
earthly acclaim for knightly virtue and prowess is a desirable thing in itself, m an’s actions in 
the end are subject to God’s judgem ent.22

a . C h r is t ia n ity

The religious tone of the Slovo is markedly different to th a t of the chronicle accounts of Igor’s 
campaign. The Hypatian Chronicle depicts Igor as a traditional Christian prince who perceives 
his struggle against the pagan Polovtsy as a Christian duty:

Hropb xce MOJiBxmeTb CBHTOcjiaBjno Moy^ceBn: « He Aan Eon> Ha noraHtrB <b3ax 
cjj oTpeiu;H: noraHU ecTb bchmb HaMi> o6enb Bopon>!»

(col. 637)

A traditional Christian interpretation is also ascribed to  the solar eclipse, which is supposed to 
disclose G od’s will. In the Laurentian Chronicle it is represented as a  fearful omen from God 
to  men:

CTpauiHo 6b bhrbth hcjiobbkomTj sHaMeHbe Boxcbe.
(col. 396)

This reading of the eclipse is less explicit in the Hypatian Chronicle. Nevertheless, it is recog
nised as an unfavourable sign by the boyars, and as an omen by Igor who, having acknowledged 
it as such, proceeds to expound on the mysterious ways of God and his signs (col. 638). Igor’s 
behaviour throughout this account is characterised by piety and penitence, while practically 
every speech and action is suffused with a sense of G od’s will. The same sententious overtones, 
supported by biblical analogues, may be discerned in the Laurentian Chronicle (cols 398-99). 
No value is placed on personal attributes or m artial achievement in these accounts. The entire 
event is seen, not as a military encounter in which the protagonists display their abilities, but 
as some kind of grandiose m etaphor for the will of God.23

22 See, for example, R. A. Waldron, ed., S ir  G awain and the Green K night, London, 1971; R. J. Gates, ed., The 

A w n tyrs off A rthure a t the T e m e  W athelyne, Philadelphia, I960; R. W. Ackerman, ‘Gawain’s shield: penitential 

doctrine in G aw ain and the Green K n ig h t’, Anglia, 76, 1958, 254-65.

23 A  prevalent notion in later chronicle accounts and in the military tales. The P V L  first attributes the Polovtsian  

incursions (which began in 1061) to  the sins of the Russians in the entry for the year 1068, at the height o f the 

internecine feuds (grekh” zhe radi nashikh”— 163, 1. 11). This notion is elaborated in the entry for 1093 (214, II. 18 

ff.). T he stock phrase za  grekhy nashi or grekh radi nashikh  takes root in the account o f the B attle on the River Kalka 

(N P L , 61 (2X); 63) and is further developed in the P R R B  (12 (2X); 13; 15). For an appraisal o f the presentation  

of the  characters in the chronicle accounts and in the Slovo, which em phasises the contrast between the moralising 

Christian tone of the former and the epic hyperbole of the latter, see V. P. Adrianova-Peretts, ‘SP  i ustnaia narodnaia 

p oeziia’ in idem , SP, M—L, 1950, 295-302 (T he sam e article is also found in idem , D revn eru sska ia  literatura  i f o l ’klor, 

L., 1974, 99-119).
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Unlike their chronicle counterparts, the heroes of the Slovo are not regulated by Christian 
symbol. While the solar eclipse here may be understood as an omen by the characters, the 
author and the audience, Igor cannot address himself to  God because he does not apparently 
regard the sun as an object of G od’s will but, as will be discussed later in this chapter, as 
something possessing a will of its own.24 The stated  concern of the Russians here is not to act 
in accordance with any cosmic will, nor to  overthrow the ‘ungodly’ pagans, bu t to seek honour 
for themselves and glory for their princes (46, 11. 9-10; 28).

In the military tales of the Tatar period, the quest for personal glory becomes closely 
associated with patriotic and Christian duty. The princes celebrated in the Zadonshchina 
are said to do battle— . .  .za zemliu R uss’kuiu t za veru kkr(i)stian’skuiu.25 While acclaim 
for m artial achievement on an individual basis still counts for something in this work, the 
warriors here and in other more conventional m ilitary tales are m otivated to take risks and 
make sacrifices primarily on behalf of ideals th a t lie outside themselves, to which they dutifully 
subordinate their personal ambitions. In the Povest’ o razorenii Riazani Batyem, the patriotism  
of the work is subordinated to its religious fervour; thus the princes’ motive for the defense of 
R iazan’ is said to  be— za sviatyia bozhiia tserkvi, i za veru khrist’ianskuiu (11, 18).

Patriotism  is far less conspicuous in the Slovo than  it is in the m ilitary tales of the Tatar 
period, while religious zeal (if we disregard the religious tag a t the end of the work) is altogether 
absent.26 As observed in Chapter One, although the characters of the Slovo exhibit some sense 
of regional identity and even ethnic origin (cf. Igor’s reference to  his men as rusichi—44,1. 21), 
the bulk of the patriotism  th a t characterises the work rests with the author, ju s t as Igor’s piety 
in the chronicle accounts may be attribu ted  to  clerical fancy and convention. As someone who 
was probably qlose to the events of 1185, the author would have found it difficult to ascribe to  
his characters any patriotic or religious sentiments which did not ring true. Furthermore, if, as 
suggested by his occasional invocations of Boian, he is drawing to  some extent on the earlier 
poetic tradition of th a t bard, then such sentiments would have conflicted with the earlier heroic 
aesthetic.27

Just as full-blown literary patriotism  was still in its embryonic stage in late twelfth century 
R us’, so too was the crusading Christian spirit. The Church in R us’ a t this time was as yet 
relatively young, and the Crusades, in which western nations had been participating for some 
years, had made no impression on th a t region. The ethnic and religious toleration enjoyed in 
R us’ at this time28 is characteristic on the whole of earlier heroic societies in which all men, 
regardless of national origins and religious proclivities, were judged on individual m erit. Eccle
siastical writings of this period, however, would suggest th a t the opposite were true. Among 
the canons of the early Russian Church inherited from Byzantium, for example, was one which

24 See A. N. Robinson, ‘Solnechnaia simbolika v S P ’, in O. A. Derzhavina, ed., ‘S P ’: pam ia tn ik i lite ra tvry  i 

iskusstva X I—X V II vekov, M., 1978, 40—2 [hereafter 'SP': pam iatn ik i],

25 Und. 535, 536, 537, 540; K B  548, 550; H ist. I  541, 542; Syn. 551, 553, 554. As noted in Ch. 1 supra, the 

quest for personal honour and glory is a fairly standard notion in earlier military accounts (cf. P V L , 69, 11. 1—5). In 

later m ilitary tales it is represented by stock phrases and is closely related to the patriotic ideal of R us’, wherein the 

attainm ent of personal honour reflects upon the honour and glory o f R us’ as well as her princes, past, present and 

future (see Likhachev, ‘Istoricheskii i politicheskii krugozor avtora S P ’, 32-6 .

26 Patriotism  in the sense of nationhood and pride of race is a much later concept not found in pre-Christian  

heroic literature (see supra, Ch. 1, 37—41).

27 On the possible influence of B oian’s poetry on the SP, see A. L. N ikitin, ‘Nasledie Boiana v SP. Son Sviatoslava’, 

in Derzhavina, ‘S P ’: pam iatn iki, 112-33.

28 Toleration, o f course, did not extend to pagan practices among the  Russians them selves, although such activities  

appear to  have been fairly widespread, especially outside urban centres (see Zguta, op. cit., 15; idem , ‘The pagan 

priests of early Russia: som e new insights’, Slavic Review , 33, 1974, 259-66).
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forbade Orthodox Christians to  eat with ‘heretics’, under which head came pagans, Jews and 
even Western Christians, although eating with the latter was not as strictly proscribed.29 His
torical evidence, on the other hand, demonstrates th a t in the Kievan period Rus’ was not given 
to  nationalistic seclusion and that, despite such prohibitions, matrim onial connections between 
Russian and non-Orthodox royal houses in Central and Western Europe were extremely com
mon. As for observing canonical prohibitions at home, ecclesiastical documentation testifies to 
the practice in Novgorod, where to tal conversion to Christianity took rather longer, of women 
indiscriminately bringing their children to  Catholic priests for prayer and, in the case of illness, 
to  pagan volkhvi, or sorcerers.30

Despite the fact th a t the Polovtsy are referred to  as pogani on twelve occasions in the 
Slovo,31 and once as deti besovi (47, 1. 23), there is no sense, other than in the closing
lines, th a t this conflict was seen, either by the participants in the action or the author, as 
having any religious basis.32 Although Rus’ had been subject to  a  series of relentless and 
devastating Polovtsian raids since 1061, this situation was further compounded by perpetual 
quarrels among the Russian princes themselves, during which many were not so fastidious th a t 
they did not often seek Polovtsian aid against their own kinsmen (a fact which testifies to the 
lack of all-Russian patriotism  among the ruling classes of the twelfth century). Traditionally, 
the O l’govichi of Chernigov allied themselves with the Polovtsy, while the Vseslavichi of Polotsk 
often recruited the help of the pagan Lithuanians in their disputes among themselves and with 
the Monomakhichi.33 The Polovtsy under Konchak took part in the internecine feuds of 1172 
{Hyp., cols 548-51). During a m ajor civil conflict in 1180, the Ol’govichi (including Igor and 
Sviatoslav of Kiev) enlisted the aid of khans Kobiak and Konchak, who were later to  become 
their enemies {Hyp., cols 621-4). It should be added th a t in the campaign of 1185, this time 
against the Polovtsy, the Russians used Turkic pagans from Chernigov as auxiliaries. Alliances 
of an even less successful nature were also attem pted through marriages between the ruling 
houses of the R us’ and the Polovtsy. Two of Monomakh’s and one of Oleg Sviatoslavich’s sons 
were married off to Polovtsian girls, while later, Igor’s own son Vladimir married Konchak’s 
daughter (in these unions, of course, baptism  of the bride would have been a precondition, 
and their offspring would also have been baptised and borne Russian names). Such military 
and dynastic relations with the Polovtsy, therefore, would have necessitated a certain amount 
of social intercourse, including the proscribed banqueting.34 It would be an exaggeration to 
say th a t the Russians and the Polovtsy enjoyed amicable relations even a t the best of times; 
w hat these historical facts demonstrate, however, is th a t the Russian nobility, which, officially 
speaking, would have been the first social class to embrace Christianity, shared none of the 
squeamishness betrayed by their ecclesiastical contemporaries towards peoples of other faiths.

OQ
G. P. Fedotov, The R ussian  R eligious M ind, I: K ievan  C h ristian ity , Belm ont, M ass., 1975, 186-9.

30 ibid., 189. T hat paganism and sorcery continued to  thrive in many Russian towns (incl. K iev) for some time 

may be observed in the P V L  entry for the year 1071 (to  which the entire entry is dedicated— 169—76) and 1092 (207—8); 

as well as other later chronicles (c /. H yp., 1114, cols 277-8). The volkhvi m ust have enjoyed considerable influence 

with the people, judging by the numerous chronicle accounts from the 11th c. describing uprisings of the heathen  

m asses at their instigation. The practice of consulting ‘sorcerers’ continued, though in muted form, until the Russian 

revolution, and still lingers on today.

31 46, 1. 29; 47, 11. 8 , 29; 49, 11. 16, 28; 50, 11. 4, 18, 26; 51, 1. 14; 52, 1. 16; 53, 1. 23; 56, 1. 25. Only 4 tim es does

the nam e ‘Polovtsy’ appear without this epithet.

32 In all cases but one it is the author who bestows these term s on the Polovtsy. The exception occurs in 

Sviatoslav’s account o f his dream (50, 1. 18), although no significance need be attached to  this since Sviatoslav acts 

as a kind of m outhpiece for the author.

33 See Robinson, ‘Solnechnaia simbolika. . . ’, 32-3 .

34 • ••Robinson, ‘O zakonomemostiakh razvitna. . . ’, 190, n.27; 200—1; Fedotov, op. cit, 199.
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This kind of religious toleration was furthermore reciprocated by the Polovtsy, among whom 
a  number of conversions undoubtedly took place (the Christian Ovlur is a case in point).35 
Also, while the conquest and even destruction of R us’ may be legitimately regarded as their 
objective by the author of the Slovo, he never suggests th a t the Polovtsy are bent on destroying 
Christendom in the way the Saracens of the Chanson de Roland appear to  be. In Fennell’s 
view, such a motive cannot even be ascribed to  the Tatars of the late thirteenth century. In his 
analysis of the Povest’ o razorenii Riazani Batyem  he states th a t while conventional prayers 
before battle and stock phrases such as ‘because of our sins’ and ‘for God’s holy churches 
and the Christian faith’ are in keeping with the spirit of the literature of this period, the 
determ ination to ‘uproot the Christian faith and to destroy the Christian churches to  their 
foundations’ imputed to  Batu, and the desire ‘to convert [Oleg] to his false fa ith ’ are entirely 
out of place a t a time when the Tatars offered every protection to Orthodox Christians, and 
when churchmen did not portray them  as anything other than ‘G od’s scourge’; these latter, he 
concludes, must be later interpolations.36 Halperin supports and expands this point, stressing 
the Mongols’ religious tolerance, which enabled the Russian Church to thrive, as well as the 
social, political, economic and cultural contacts enjoyed by the Russians and the Tatars.37

Not only does the author not view the conflict between the Russians and the Polovtsy 
in the Slovo as a religious war, he also does not share the traditional Christian view of the 
chroniclers with regard to the non-Christian enemies of Rus’. Nowhere does he allude to the 
Polovtsy as the scourge of God or to  their ‘godlessness’. The Hypatian Chronicle, on the other 
hand, denounces them  as the source of all evil, with special emphasis on their godlessness, 
accursedness and uncleanness.38 It would seem th a t the au tho r’s attitude to  the Polovtsy was 
shaped by two factors: the close and relatively relaxed contacts th a t at times existed between 
them  and the Russians (a sound reason if, as most scholars assume, he was a layman),39 and the 
capacity on the part of writers of heroic literature for admiring heroic qualities in the enemy. 
How significant, then, is his nomenclature for the Polovtsy? G. P. Fedotov suggests th a t the 
word pogani had by then changed its original sense of ‘heathen’ into ‘unclean’ or ‘im pure’ in the

35 See C. J. Halperin, R ussia  and the Golden H orde: The M ongol Im pact on R u ssian  H istory, London, 1985, 

10-20, on the many and regular m utually beneficial contacts between Rus' and her nomadic neighbours, in particular 

the Polovtsy. Halperin convincingly shows that early Russian bookmen inclined to what he terms an ‘ideology of 

silence’, whereby, owing to  their religious bias, they stressed the wars with the ‘pagans’, but glossed over their role in 

the Russian civil wars, and remained silent on the cooperation and close relations the two sides enjoyed. Occasionally, 

however, we get a glimpse o f what the Russians really thought about the Polovtsy. Halperin cites Monomakh who, 

in his Pouchenie, lists the Polovtsian princes whom he has defeated or killed by name, in the expectation that his 

readers would recognise them as men of political weight and military prowess ( P ouchen ie , 146 /8 ). Thus, for M onomakh 

the pagan enemy was neither undifferentiated nor dehumanised (Halperin, 16). Religious tolerance on the part of the  

Polovtsy, on the other hand, may be ascribed to  the fact that, unlike Christianity or Islam, sham anic religious tradition  

did not subscribe to proselytisation.

36 ‘Literature of the Tatar period’, 90. The passages alluded to are found in P R R B , 12; 13.

37 op. cit., 8, 24, 113. Russian churchmen showed their gratitude by continuing to  excoriate the M ongols in their 

writings and to uphold their ‘ideology of silence’ regarding less hostile relations (113—14).

3S See especially the entries for the years 1179, 1183 & 1184 (col. 612— bezbozhnii n ech is tii; col. 628— bezbozhnei\ 

col. 634— Poshel" biashe okan'nyi i bezbozhnyi i trek lia tyi K on ch ak” so m ’n o zh es tvo m ’ P o lo v e ts ’. . .). See also 

Adrianova-Peretts, ‘S P ’ t pam ia tn ik i russkoi litera tu ry X I—X III vekov, L., 1968, 82—3, on epithets for the Polovtsy  

in the chronicles.

90
See N. V. Sharleman’, ‘Iz real’nogo komentariia k S P ’, in I. I. Skliarevskii, et al., eds, ‘S P ’— 800 let, M., 1986, 

78-89 (passim ).
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physical or physiological sense, and th a t the term  was intended merely as a term  of abuse.40 
Contemptuous treatm ent of the enemy, however, is unusual in heroic literature, particularly 
if he acquits himself as well in the field as the Polovtsy do in the Slovo.41 Only cowardice 
or some other form of unworthy behaviour could conceivably evoke such disdain. The kind 
of scorn heaped on the Tatars which characterizes the Povest' o razorenii Riazani Batyem  
and, to  a much greater degree, the byliny treating the Tatar invasions (in which the enemy is 
portrayed as rude and loutish, and becomes the object of slapstick humour) is a much later 
phenomenon, dating from no earlier than the fifteenth century 42 Excepting one occasion, the 
author of the Slovo avoids the types of epithets applied to  the Polovtsy in the chronicles (such 
as ‘godless’ or ‘accursed’), or the still less flattering epithets bestowed on the Tatars by the 
bylina singers (such as ‘cur’). It is unlikely th a t the term  poganye here is intended to carry any 
moral implications, or to  serve as anything much more than  a term  of identification for the 
Polovtsy, who happen to  be pagan. It would have gained more force had the author identified 
the Russians as Christians, but they are designated simply as rusichi. In time, poganye became 
such a recurrent epithet for Russia’s non-Christian enemies th a t the Tatars of the byliny use it 
with reference to themselves, while khan Kalin invariably bears the unflattering epithet sobaka 
K alin-tsar’ even when addressed by his own people or when referring to  himself.43

Likewise, the au thor’s use of the phrase deti besovi appears to betray little more than  the 
influence of ecclesiastical writing, and should not be seen as a conscious expression of moral 
aversion on his part. A view shared by many churchmen held th a t the pagan gods were devils 
and th a t those who worshipped them  were their progeny;44 and yet the au thor’s attitude to 
the pagan gods of the Eastern Slavs elsewhere in the work strongly suggests th a t he inclined 
more to  the other prevailing view, the eukernerlrfcic. r\ot\or\ o^f cxS 3^ceS+orS .

The only place in the Slovo where the conflict between the Russians and the Polovtsy 
acquires a crusading element is in the concluding lines:

3 A p aB H , k h s 3h  h  a p y a c H H a , n o 6 a p a s  3 a  x p h c t b h h b i  H a  n o r a H b i s  u jt m c h ! K h s 3 cm t> 
c n a B a  a  Apy:»ciiHB. A m h h b .

(56 , 11. 24- 6)

As already noted in Chapter One, this sentiment is so out of keeping with the tone and imagery 
of the rest of the work th a t it would be reasonable to suspect th a t it does not belong to  the 
original work. It may have been appended by the author himself who, fearing ecclesiastical

40 op. cit., 317-18. Such is indeed the case for the evolution of the word into Ukrainian (pohanyi— ‘bad, 

poor’) and Serbo-Croat (pdhan— ‘unclean’). See M. Fasmer, E tim ologicheskii s lo v a r’ russkogo iazyka, III, M., 1971,

294. In early Russian writings, however, this term is used to  denote ‘pagans’ from as early as the 11th c., while its 

secondary meanings o f ‘unclean’, ‘unorthodox’, ‘foreign’ or ‘vulgar’ are, on the whole, restricted to  much later usage 

(I. I. Sreznevskii, M ateria ly  d lia  slovaria  drevnerusskogo iazyka po p is ’m en n ym  pam iatn ikam , II, SPb.,1895, cols 

1011-13).

41 For more on the enemy in heroic literature see infra, Ch. 4d.

42 Fennell, ‘Literature of the Tatar period’, 95-6 . See, for example, K a lin - tsa r '  (Danilov, 24). On the 30 or so 

byliny  on the subject o f Il’ia and K alin-tsar’, o -vn. = the

possible Turkic etym ology of this ep ithet, see R. O. Jakobson, ‘Sobaka Kalin Tsar” , Selected W ritings, IV: Slavic  

E p ic  S tudies, The Hague-Paris, 1966, 64-8l6>T (j‘AA- ' ^  f u b l i s k t i  UK^vr +U-pseuJoiufJH^ ,

43 See I l ’ia M urom ets i K a lin - tsa r '  (G il’ferding, II, 75). N ote especially the speeches o f the Tatars and Kalin (11. 

456-79).

44 Anichkov, op. cit., 105-26 ( ‘Dva vzgliada na iazychestvo u drevnerusskikh knizhnikov’). This view was also  

shared by some Western Christian apologists (see J. Seznec, La survivance des dieux an tiques, London, 1940, 20).
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proscription, wished to dilute the work’s otherwise ‘pagan’ character. Another explanation 
points to a later interpolator who, viewing this particular incident in the light of Russia’s later 
conflicts with the Tatars, interpreted it as a kind of holy war which anticipated the defense of 
Rus’ and Orthodox Christendom against the T atars.45

The natural discrepancy between what the Church officially dictated and what was in fact 
practised was not, of course, unique to  Rus’. In a famous letter to  the bishop of Lindisfarne 
in 797, Alcuin, the English scholar and missionary to  France, admonishes him  for condoning 
banquets a t which Christian priests were regaled with stories of pagan kings. ‘W h a t’, he 
asks, ‘has Ingeld to  do with C hrist? ’46 Alcuin’s anti-pagan zeal, however, cannot be regarded 
as representative of the views of contemporary English society a t large any more than  the 
strictures of early Russian chroniclers and homily writers against secular entertainm ent of all 
kinds reflected the secular life of Rus’ in the eleventh and twelfth centuries.47 The fact th a t 
English churchmen as well as laymen continued to  enjoy old tales recounting the exploits of 
pagan heroes as late as the close of the eighth century suggests th a t the general a ttitude towards 
the heathen on the part of the English clergy did not reflect Alcuin’s disdain.

Extensive missionary traffic between England and the Continent from the late seventh 
and throughout the eighth centuries brought numerous accounts of pagan practices to  Eng
land, since funerals such as those described in Beowulf and sacrifices to  idols persisted on the 
Continent even into the ninth century. While it is impossible to  trace the sources of Beowulf 
w ith any certainty, the story, together with the tales of Hygelac, HroSgar and Finn, probably 
reached the poet through travellers from missions in Frisia. It is also possible th a t stories of 
Sigemund and other Swedish tales spread to England through the Frisians themselves, who 
traded regularly with both England and Scandinavia.48

Alongside attitudes such as Alcuin’s, there existed also a t this early stage in England’s 
Christian history a kind of sym pathy th a t grew out of a sense of kinship between the English 
and their Germanic cousins on the Continent. Charles Donahue suggests th a t the Pelagian 
heresy, which held th a t heathens could attain  salvation through their own natural virtue, was 
more widespread than is commonly believed, and th a t the Beowulf-poet was affected by it. 
Such a  belief would have enabled Christians, for whom the idea of their noble and illustrious 
forebears suffering eternal punishment would have been disconcerting, to  continue to  hold them  
in high esteem .49 This notion was apparently shared not only by poets and free-thinkers, bu t 
also by some orthodox churchmen who openly conceded th a t virtue could indeed exist among 
pagans.50 In both England and Rus’, up to around two hundred years following the conversion 
of each nation respectively, there was a reluctance on the part of many clerics to  condemn

45 See supra, 45, n.75.

46 E. Duemmler, ed., M GH, E p is to la ru m lV , Epistolaz M erovingici e t K aro lin i JEvi, II, Berlin, 1895, 183. [Verba 

D ei legantur in sacerdo ta li convivio. Ib i decet lectorem  auderi, non c ith aristam ; serm ones patrum , non carm ina  

gen tilium . Q u id  H in ie ld u s  c u m  C h r is to ?  A ngusta est dom us: utrosque tenere non p o te r it. N on vuIt rex celestis  

cum  paganis et p erd itis  nom inetenus regibus com m unionem  habere; quia rex ille  txternus regnat in caelis, ille  

paganus perditus p lan g it in inferno.]

47 See P V L, 165, 11. 19-22 /166 , 11. 1-8; Anichkov, op. c it., 26-57  & 205-24.

48 L. D. Benson, ‘The pagein coloring of B eow ulf’, in R. P. Creed, ed., OE P oetry , Providence, 1967, 195—9.

49 ‘Beowulf, Ireland and the natural good’, Traditio , 7, 1949-51, passim . For a summary o f A ugustine’s and 

D ante’s ideas on salvation outside the Judaeo-Christian tradition, see 266, n.20.

50 See the Transla tio  Sancti A lexandri, which credits the Saxons with decency, good conduct and good laws (G.

H. Pertz, ed., M G H , S crip toru m  II, 675). Also B ede’s H istoria  ecclesiastica gen tis A nglorum , I, 34, in which he 

expresses a qualified admiration for the Bernician king, jECilfriC, and compares him with Saul (B. Colgrave & R. A. 

B. Mynors, eds, B e d e ’s E cclesiastica l H is to ry  o f the E nglish People, Oxford, 1979, 116 [henceforth, H ist, eccles.]). 

See also A. G. Brodeur, The A r t of 'B e o w u lf , LA—London, 1971, 216, on pagan heroes as noble m odels.
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out of hand and to abolish from living memory the pagan past. This is borne out by some 
early Russian writers. The chronicler’s patriotic feelings, for instance, not only prevented him 
from censuring the early princes of Rus’ for their paganism, but also inspired him to portray 
Sviatoslav in the most flattering and elevated terms. In his eulogy to  Vladimir in the Slovo 
o zakone i blagodati (c. 1037-1050), M etropolitan Ilarion praises not only the christianiser of 
R us’ bu t also his illustrious forebears, Igor and the ‘glorious’ Sviatoslav:

...nxce, bt> cBoa JiBTa BJiaAbiHecTByioiii;e, MyxcecTBOMi> xce h  x p a6oprbCTBOM'i> npo- 
cjiyrna bt> CTpaHaxi* MHoraxT>, h  no&B^aMH h  KpsnocTiio noMHHaioTCJi hbihb h  
cnoByTB. He bt> xy^B 60 h  neHBAOwm 3eMJiH BJianMHbCTBOBama, h t. bt> pycKB, axce 
BTBAOMa H CJIBIUIHMa eCTb BCBMH MeTBipbMH KOHn;H 3eMJIH.

His subsequent glorification of Rus’ in this passage calls for a panegyric to  all the rulers, pagan 
or Christian, who made her great and renowned.51

Even if the clergy of R us’ and England had wished to  suppress the glorious pagan past, 
they would have found it a formidable undertaking a t a time when stories extolling pagan heroes 
were still fresh in people’s memories and the focus of their entertainm ent and aspirations. Poets 
of this early period faced the still more daunting challenge of preserving the spirit and dignity of 
the old stories, while reconciling them  with their own beliefs and views on morality. Those who 
were able to view their own pagan past with tolerance and even admiration, however, were also 
capable of exercising the same respect (if a t times qualified) for a heathen enemy. This ability 
to  adapt earlier heroic tales, or a t least their style, to  the Christian ethos without forfeiting 
their spirit and rendering them  overtly ‘religious’ (and therefore unheroic) is manifested in a 
variety of works of different periods.

The Battle o f Maldon was w ritten a t a time when raids on England by the pagan Danes 
* - were an annual occuijbnce. The poem ’s heroes are self-avowed patriots and Christians;52 never

theless, apart from ByrhtnoS’s boast that, ‘It shall be the heathen host th a t falls in this fight’ 
(11. 54-5), the heathenness of the Danes is not stressed and they are dealt with honourably.53

51 Text from N. N. Rozov, ‘S inodal’nyi spisok sochinenii Ilarion a— russkogo pisatelia XI v .’, Slavia, 32, 1963, 

152—73 (passage cited from 163-4).

52 See, for instance, ByrhtnoO’s speech to the Danish messenger:

Brim m anna boda, abeod eft ongean,

sege J>inum leodum m iccle laj>re spell,

J>aet her stynt unforcuO eorl mid his werode,

J>e wile gealgean ef>el J>ysne,

•/Ejjelredes eard ealdres mines,

folc and foldan. Feallan sceolon

haej>ene aet hilde.

[Go, viking herald, answer back again,

Tell your men a much more hostile tale:

Here stands an earl undaunted with his troop,

One who intends to  save this fatherland,

Ethelred’s kingdom, and my liege lord’s land and people.

It shall be the heathen host that falls in fight.]

(11. 49-55)

T he dying ByrhtnoO and his retinue resort to  prayers, the latter pray that they may avenge their lord’s death  

(11. 146-8; 173-80; 262-^1).

53 To give them an even chance, ByrhtnoO allowed them to cross the causeway from Northey Is. to  the dry 

mainland before starting battle. They would otherwise have made easy targets for the English archers while crossing 

(11. 84 -95).
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In the Wattharius, a monastic work of the tenth century,54 Attila, the pagan scourge of 
Europe, is judged by the same criteria as the poem ’s Christian heroes, and is certainly the 
moral superior of the weak and cowardly Frankish king, Gunther. The poet lays emphasis on 
A ttila ’s preference for exacting tribu te peacefully from conquered nations, even though— Hie 
populus fortis viriute vigebat et arrnis ( ‘This strong people [the Huns] flourished by bravery and 
arm s’).55 He and his wife, Osperin, are furthermore distinguished by their kindness towards 
their young hostages:

A ttila Pannonias ingressus et urbe receptus 
exulibus pueris magnam exhibuit pietatem  
ac veluti proprios nutrire vivebat alumnos.

Virgo etiam  captiva deo praestante supremo, 
reginae vultum  placavit et auxit am orem ...

[Attila, having entered Pannonia and been received by th a t city, 
exhibited great kindness to  the exiled boys, and ordered th a t tney 
be brought up as his own fosterlings.. .The captive maiden also 
was, by the aid of the supreme God, pleasing to  the queen, and 
increasingly gained her love...]

(11. 96-8; 110-11)

The Nibelungenlied also treats the story of A ttila (Etzel) and the Burgundians, rendering 
the latter as Christians although historically they were not. Again, as in the Wattharius, the 
Huns’ paganism and the Burgundians’ Christianity is not emphasised here. The one scruple 
in regard to Etzel’s paganism, arises when he contemplates marriage to Kriemhild, the sister 
of Gunther. Doubt is expressed first by Etzel himself (st. 1145)56 and later by Kriemhild (st. 
1248; 1261), whose reservations are quickly overcome once she realises she can manipulate the 
arrangement to serve her private end—to avenge Siegfried’s death on her brothers.

At one point the religious differences between the two nations is alluded to  with remarkable, 
if somewhat naive, tolerance:

Si sungen ungeliche, daz da vil wol schein,
kristen unde neiden die waren nicht enein.

[But Christians and heathens sang mass differently, as was very 
evident—they were a t variance in this.]

(st. 1851, 11. 1-2)

54 H atto believes the W altharius to  have been written in the 10th c. and possibly even in the 9th ( The N ibelun

genlied, Harmondsworth, 1969, 370); de Vries places the work more specifically between 920-30 ( H eroic Song and 

H eroic Legend, 52).

55 A. K. Bate, ed., W altharius o f  Gasraldus, Reading 1978, 1. 6 (o f th e  text proper, following the introduction  

and dedication). See also 11. 68—70:

'Foedera plus cupio quam proelia m ittere vulgo.

Pace quidem Huni malunt regnare, sed armis 

inviti feriunt quos cem unt esse rebelles.’

[‘I desire treaties more than to  bring war unto a people. Indeed the Huns prefer to rule in peace, but sm ite 

with reluctance, using arms, those whom they regard as rebellious.’]

Hereafter, all references to this work will be designated in the body of the text;

55 H. de Boor, ed., Das N ibelungenlied (N ach  der Ausgabe von K a r l B artsch ), W iesbaden, 1979. TVanslation 

from H atto, The Nibelungenlied. All subsequent references will derive from these editions.
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Otherwise differences of faith are not remarked upon much. Etzel is portrayed as being as 
noble and honourable a knight as any Christian, with many Christians in his service. He 
also practises religious tolerance to the extent th a t he allows mass to  be said a t his court (st. 
1818ff.).

It may be said th a t since the Nibelungenlied was w ritten at a  tim e when paganism no 
longer posed a threat to Christianity, the poet had a freer hand in playing down his own faith 
and showing tolerance towards his pagan characters. He was, however, also writing towards the 
end of the Crusades (which ended with the sack of Constantinople in 1204) but the partisan 
tone which might be expected under the circumstances is avoided in this work. No doubt, by 
the time of the Fourth Crusade, public enthusiasm for these wars had worn pretty  thin.

Such is obviously not the case in the Chanson de Roland, which was composed and written 
at the s ta rt of the First Crusade (1095) by a poet apparently quite out of touch with the pagan 
past. It is scarcely surprising, then, to see the Christian Basques originally responsible for the 
attack on Charlemagne’s rearguard being substituted by ‘G od’s enemies’, the Saracens. As 
might be expected, the Franks hurl copious insults at their enemies, who are characterised as 
evil, treacherous and full of unbridled passion. Despite his religious bias, however, the poet 
cannot resist occasionally giving the Saracens their due:

Curant i vint Margariz de Sibilie,

Pur sa beltet dames li sunt amies,
Cele nel veit vers lui ne s ’esclargisset,
Quant ele le veit, ne poet muer ne riet.
N ’i ad paien de tel chevalerie.

Margariz est mult vaillant chevalers,
E bels e forz e isnels e legers.

Grandonie fut e prozdom e vaillant 
E vertuus e vassal cum batant.

[Margariz of Seville came rushing up,

The women love him for his beauty,
Not one of them sees him without becoming all aglow,
When she sees him she cannot help becoming all smiles.
No other pagan has such knightly qualities.

Margariz is a very worthy knight,
Well proportioned, strong, swift and agile.

Grandoine was reliable and worthy,
Strong and courageous in combat.]

(11. 955-60; 1311-12; 1593^)

W hen Baligant, the most dangerous fpe of all, enters the battlefield he is described thus:

La forcheiire ad asez grant li ber,
Graisles es flancs e larges les costez,
Gros ad le piz, belement est mollet,
Lees les espalles e le vis ad mult cler,
Fier le visage, le chef recercelet,
Tant par ert blancs cume flur en estet;
De vasselage est suvent esprovet.
Deus! quel baron, s ’oiist cnresti'entet!

e ?he brave man has a very large crotch, 
e is slender in the hips and wide in the side,

His chest is wide, it is handsomely moulded,
His shoulders are broad and his face is very clear,
His look is fierce, his head is covered with curls,
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It was pure white as a flower in summertime;
He has often proved his courage.
God! what a brave knight if only he were a Christian!]

(11. 3157-64)

While the poet may legitimately believe th a t Nos avum dreii, mais cist glutun unt tort (‘We 
are in the right and these wretches are in the wrong’—1. 1212), and th a t unless they convert 
they will come to a bad end, he does not portray the Saracens as grotesque, and is able to give 
them  credit as warriors.57

The Slovo is thus in line with most of its Western European counterparts in th a t it lacks 
any real Christian bias in its treatm ent of the enemy (even where such a bias exists, as in the 
Chanson de Roland, the enemy is accorded a certain adm iration and respect). It differs from 
the later military tales not only in this respect, but also in the absence of any references to 
the Bible, Christian prayer and ritual, the doctrine of Salvation, or the Russian Church as 
an institution. Also conspicuously absent are saints, religious visions, and reflections on the 
destiny of the soul.58 The only explicit evidence th a t the Slovo was w ritten in Christian times 
is provided by the nomenclature for the Polovtsy, the mention of three churches by nam e,59 
two direct references to God (54, 11. 13-14; 55, 1. 9), one nebulous reference to ‘judgem ent’ 
(48, 1. 12) and finally, the religious tag at the end.

The references to churches in the Slovo, like the nomenclature for the enemy, is probably 
more coincidental than deliberate. In this respect the work is more closely analogous to the 
Nibelungenlied, which lacks a Christian tone on a deeper level, but which abounds with pe
ripheral Christian elements. Churches and church services appear throughout the narrative: 
the fierce quarrel between Brunhild and Kriemhild, which sets off the train  of events leading 
to  Siegfried’s m urder and Kriemhild’s revenge, takes place in front of the cathedral; 60 later 
in the poem a church once again acts as the setting for further provocations and evil thoughts 
(st. 1859). The regular pious observances of the characters, then, have no visible effect on 
their behaviour or designs. The only instance where Christianity appears to play more than  a 
cosmetic role is in the scene in which Rudiger, a later im port into the story from the Christian 
‘chivalric’ age, must choose between his divided loyalties to  the Burgundians on the one hand 
and to  Kriemhild on the other, and dies a noble, blameless death. F irst the pagan Etzel, then 
Gunther and his brother Gernot, express the hope th a t God will reward him for his noble heart 
(chap. 37, st. 2165; 2177; 2184). Rudiger himself unloads his soul in prayer (st. 2154), but 
his death is not exactly in keeping with th a t of a Christian knight; his thoughts are not on 
heavenly rewards, nor does he ask for G od’s mercy. The poem  stands on the frontier between 
heroic epic and Christian romance, testifying to ‘the poetic greatness of this epic-writer th a t 
he was conscious of this frontier and left the pre-Christian heroic core untouched’.61 Here 
Christian forms are taken as a m atter of course and, like the paraphernalia in the Slovo, have 
no real function in the poem apart from the most incidental kind.

G od’s role in the Slovo is practically negligible. The first overt allusion comes in the 
passage dedicated to  Vseslav of Polotsk (d. 1101), who was probably a  pagan, and around 
whom many legends abound:

57 See Ross, op. c it., 87.

58 The princely martyrs, Boris and Gleb, are particularly favoured by the authors of the Zad. and the ZhAN.
cq

St. Sofia of Kiev (48, 11. 15-16); S t. Sofia o f Polotsk (54, 1. 9); Church o f the Holy M other of God of Pirogoshch  

(56, 11. 20-1).

6  ̂ See Ch. 14; Ch. 11, st. 716 describes the baptism  of Gunther, son of Siegfried and Kriemhild; Ch. 17, st. 

1039-40 describes Siegfried’s cathedral funeral.

61 de Boor, op. c it., xiv.
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ToMy BBLU,eH Eoahx h npi>Boe npnnBBicy, CMBicjieHun, pene: «Hh xtiTpy, he ro- 
pa3Ay, he nTnn,K) ropaany cy^a 6oxcHa He MHHyTn!*

(5411. 11-14)

The second reference follows Igor’s escape from captivity:

MropeBH KHA3K) S o n . nyTb Ka^ceTT> h3t> 3eMjm nojioBen,KOH Ha seMJiio PycKyio,
K h  o t h i o  s j i a T y  C T O Jiy .

(55, 11. 9-10)

While the third reference does not mention God explicitly, it may be said to  contain strong 
religious overtones depending on how it is interpreted.62 It alludes to  the death of prince Boris 
Viacheslavich, first cousin to Vladimir Monomakh and Oleg ‘Gorislavich’, who accompanied 
the latter and his Polovtsian allies on an ill-fated expedition to Chernigov where they were 
defeated by their uncles Iziaslav and Vsevolod at Nezhatina Niva: Boris was killed and Oleg fled 
to  Tm utorokan’ (P V L , 1078, 195, 11. 16ff). It is generally held th a t the author acknowledged 
Boris’ fate to be G od’s punishment for his vainglory:63

Bopnca ace BxnecjiaBHHa cnaBa Ha cyjifb npnBe,n,e, h Ha KaHHHy 3e;ieHy nanonoMy 
nocTJia sa o6n,o,y OnroBy, xpa6pa n Mjia.ua KHH3H.

(48,11. 11-13)

While the exact nature of God in the Slovo is somewhat obscure, what is certain is th a t he 
is seen as an active force. If the sud in the Boris episode is understood as ‘G od’s judgem ent’,64 
then in two of the three episodes cited above, his primary function is th a t of judge (a  role with 
which he is principally associated in old Russian literature), judging all men on equal terms, 
whether Christian or pagan. Nevertheless, G od’s role in the Slovo is set within certain limits. 
The first, somewhat general, reference to judgem ent follows the au thor’s comment that, for 
all his cunning, Vseslav also suffered, an implication perhaps th a t this was as a  consequence 
of G od’s judgement. It is not clear, however, whether the judgem ent comes before or after 
death. Such is also the case in the passage recalling the death of Boris; it is uncertain whether 
he died as a result of God’s judgement, or whether his actions and pride would be judged 
later. It is stated, after all, that his untimely death was caused by his quest for glory and 
Oleg’s ‘offense’. The sud” to which these are said to have to  have brought him, then, could 
be interpreted more readily as ‘fa te’ or ‘doom’. Finally, in showing Igor the road back to R us’ 
following the prince’s escape, in which he had already enlisted the tem poral help of Ovlur, 
God merely participates in a fait accompli. Nowhere, then, does he m anipulate the course of

62 T hese  references Eire no t chronological, as th e  second follows th e  th ird . T h e  o rd e r  in which th ey  are  given is 

m ean t sim ply to  d istingu ish  betw een th e  m ore exp licit references from  th e  m ore Eimbiguous one.

63 See Dmitriev & Likhachev, eds, SP, 490n.; Adrianova-Peretts, ‘S P ’ i pam ia tn ik i russkoi litera tu ry  X I -X II  

vekov, 102-3; P V L ., 195, 11. 16-17. A somewhat different interpretation of the term ‘judgem ent’ will be discussed in 

the course of this chapter.

64 T he term su d ” here could mestn either ‘judgem ent’ or ‘fa te /d estin y ’ (both in any event mean ‘death’). As will 

be observed, the distinction between Christian Providence Etnd pagan Fate is not always clear-cut. In Beowulf, God 

and w yrd  are distinct, but it is the latter which appears to  govern m en’s lives.
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events, nor are the consequences of any actions ever attribu ted  to him .65 More significant still 
is th a t none of the references to God, just as none of the references to R us’, is  made by the 
characters themselves.

Divine activity is similarly restricted for the most part in Western European heroic liter
ature. At one extreme, we have the heroic Ed da in which the Christian God is never alluded 
to, while in N jal’s Saga, which devotes considerable space to the christianisation of Iceland, 
life carries on at much the same level of treachery and violence as it did prior to  conversion. 
Because it would undermine the hero’s self-reliance and therefore detract from his glory, divine 
intervention, if it exists at all, must be restricted to  events outside the sphere of heroic action. 
For this reason the Norse gods of the Edda do not, on the whole, take p art in m en’s affairs and 
are confined to  poems dedicated exclusively to  their own activities.

This rule is consistently observed by all, even the earliest, writers of heroic literature. 
While the characters in the Iliad, for instance, appear at first to  be subject to the whims of 
the gods, it soon becomes evident that, when confronted with the demands of heroism, the 
protagonists are left to control their own destinies. The gods’ sphere of influence is reserved for 
persons or situations which are not heroic: examples include Aphrodite whisking her cowardly 
favourite, Paris, off the battlefield to  safety,66 and Athene contriving to break the truce between 
the Trojans and the Achaeans by instructing Pandarus to  shoot Menelaus, then shielding the 
latter (Bk IV, 78-80). W hen the story turns to  actual fighting, however, the heroes are left to 
prove their m ettle, with Athene and Ares adopting their metaphorical aspects and flitting to 
and fro inspiring the combatants with m artial fury (Bks IV, 88-91; V, 92). Likewise, Achilles’ 
decision to  leave the battlefield and later to re-enter it to  avenge his friend, Patroclus, is made 
independently (Bks I k, XVIII).67

Of the later European epics, it is in the Chanson de Roland th a t divine intervention is 
featured to  a more remarkable degree. God’s messenger, Gabriel, is especially active but, like 
the gods of the Iliad, restricts himself to the periphery of the action, helping to carry Roland’s 
soul to Paradise ( laisse 176), introducing visions into Charlemagne’s th ird  dream ( laisses 186— 
7) and exhorting Charlemagne to  prepare for the next fight ( laisse 291). He is also sent to 
Charlemagne by God, who— ne voli qu’il seit mort ne vencut ( ‘does not wish him to be killed 
or vanquished’—1. 3609), when the emperor is engaged in fierce combat with Baligant, to 
inspire him with strength and courage in the way Athene and Ares inspire the warriors of the 
Iliad. On only one occasion is God actually seen to direct the action—when he halts the sun’s 
course in order to  help Charlemagne overtake the fleeing Saracens and avenge the destruction 
of the ‘flower of France’ (11. 2458ff.).

All instances of divine participation in the Chanson de Roland are confined to  events 
following Roland’s death, leaving the original tale of Roncevaux relatively free of external

65 It should be recalled that neither Igor nor the author sees the solar eclipse as an expression of G od’s will. The 

author is thus relieved of having to lay additional blame on Igor for disobedience towards God, which would force him  

to  qualify still further his praise of the heroes.

66 E. V. Rieu, trans., H om er: The Iliad, Harmondsworth, 1978, Bk III, 73-4.

67 The ancient Greeks, as a rule, did not believe that the capricious and unpredictable gods controlled the world 

or set lim its to  human achievement. Rather, they were seen as em bodim ents of the many forms chance or luck might 

take and were blamed for or credited with any unexpected outcome o f a given action (J. B. Hainsworth, ‘Ancient 

Greek’, in H atto, Traditions, 28-9; Bowra, op. cit., 89). The supernatural likewise does not figure much in the purely 

heroic literature of the Turkic peoples of Central Asia. It is quite exceptional for a hero to  gain the upper hand in 

battle  through supernatural means, or by subterfuge; magical elements, where they occur, are incidental to  the action  

(Chadwick & Zhirmunsky, op. cit., 28, 89, 94, 128—9, 151; G. F. Cushing, ‘Ob Ugrian (Vogul and O styak)’ in Hatto, 

T radition s, 221-2; H atto, ‘Kirghiz: mid 19th century’, Traditions, 311).
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influence.68 The Roland section is nevertheless profoundly influenced by the crusading spirit, 
w ith its emphasis on the Saracens as G od’s enemies and the space it devotes to  the prowess 
of the warrior-priest, Turpin.69 The poet also portrays Roland’s death as th a t of a traditional 
Christian knight who acknowledges his sins and humbles himself in prayer ( laisse 175). Earlier, 
however, when Roland makes his fatal but heroic decision not to summon help, divine help is 
withheld, leaving him, like Achilles, to  make his choice alone. Having made his penance, he 
then devotes rather more words to reminiscences of past glory and conquests, and delivers a 
lengthy eulogy to  his sword Durendal ( laisses 171-3), concluding with another short prayer 
(11. 2384-8). It is as if Roland’s heroic self-sufficiency has been extended to  his faith, thus 
obviating the need for direct divine assistance. In this respect Roland is very different from 
the kind of warrior-saint represented by Alexander Nevskii, whose chief characteristic is piety 
and who receives direct help from God in b a ttle (ghAN, 3-5). While the character of the living 
Roland epitomises more the ideal of secular heroism, the poet manages to  portray his death 
as th a t of both a pre-Christian hero and a Christian m artyr, depicting the (almost) perfect 
fulfillment of both ideals simultaneously without really detracting from either.

It is in the second part of the Chanson de Roland th a t the Christian God really makes his 
presence felt. Whereas the Roland section is localised in time, geography and quasi-historical 
fact, when Charlemagne enters the fight ‘uncloaked’, as it were, the story takes on broader 
allegorical proportions. The confrontation between Charlemagne, the champion of Christianity, 
and Baligant, Emir of Babylon, becomes a struggle between good and evil, Holy Jerusalem  and 
Babylon, Christ and Anti-Christ. The theme of this episode, therefore, cries out for marks of 
divine favour, although these are limited to admonition and encouragement, and Charlemagne’s 
trium ph springs ultim ately from his faith, courage and prowess. Thus divine intervention never 
really alters the course of events in this work: Roland and his warriors die defeated, and it 
is certain th a t one way or another Charlemagne would have defeated the Saracens no m atter 
where the sun stood in the heavens.70

The problem of accommodating the literary heroic ethos to  C hristianity in the Slovo 
possibly has its closest parallels in Beowulf. Consequently, it is worth devoting some attention 
to  this, as yet, unresolved, debate.

Practically all scholars now concur th a t Beowulf was originally completed in pre-Christian 
times, but there are nearly as many theories as to what happened to this work in the eighth 
century as there are Beowulf scholars. Bodies of opinion relative to  its religious character may 
be divided roughly into four categories. A small proportion of scholars consider the poem to 
be in some way virtually steeped in Christianity.71 Others view it as a traditional work edited

68 A  possible exception is the supernatural darkness -with foretells R oland’s death (11. 1431ff.). W hile this 

phenomenon is not explicitly attributed to God, the general tendency of the poem  suggests that it might be construed  

as G od’s omen.

69 Analogous figures may be found in the Z adonshchina  and the C id  in the persons o f the warrior-monk Peres vet, 

and the warrior-bishop Jerdnimo. P eresvet’s 'victory or death ’ speech will be discussed at a later stage (Ch. 5f., 201). 

Like Peresvet and Turpin, Jerdnimo also easily reconciles his warlike fervour with his religious office. Prior to battle  

against the Moors, the bishop says m ass, absolves those about to  die facing the enemy, then requests the honour of 

striking the first blow (I. Michael, ed .,T h e P oem  of the Cid, Manchester, 1975, 11. 1699—1710). The presence of these 

figures in their respective works reinforces the sense o f these conflicts as holy wars.

70 T his view is shared by Bowra, who sees the supernatural darkness announcing Roland’s death and the halting  

of the  sun’s course as episodes based on Biblical precedents (op. c it.) , 85. See also Ross, op. c it., 90.

71 Klaeber, op. c it., xlvm -li; R. W . Chambers, Beowulf: A n In troduction, Cambridge, 1921, 121-7; W hitelock, 

op. cit., esp. 4 & 21 (Pagan rites were far enough in the past for the poet to  write about them  com fortably and with 

detachm ent (12)); H. L. Rogers, ‘B eow ulf’s three great fights’, in Nicholson, Anthology, 233-56 (Rogers allows that 

the p oet may not have regarded Beowulf as either Christian or pagan, but that he detached him self from the stories 

and characters, using them  els much as possible to  convey his own Christian philosophy (253)); A. Cabaniss, 'Beo. and
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for a Christian audience, thus containing many ambiguities but also a C hristian outlook on 
the pagan past, causing the poet and his audience to  regard the pagan heroes’ struggles as 
admirable bu t quite hopeless, since they could not look forward to  salvation as a reward for 
their endeavours.72 A third group sees the work as essentially pagan, though containing some 
Christian ideas. Many opinions within this group overlap with those of the second, but the 
emphasis here is on the poem ’s paganism and on the view th a t the marriage of pagan and 
Christian ideas here is not an altogether successful one. The general conclusion is th a t these 
vague fragments of Christian sentiment or doctrine here do nothing to  alleviate the prevailing 
sense of doom, tragedy and regret.73 Finally, there are those scholars who believe variously th a t

the liturgy’, in Anthology, 223-32 (An expansion on Klaeber’s view  of Beowulf as a  Christ figure whose struggle with  

Grendel’s dam echoes the Harrowing of Hell, the Flood, the Creation and Baptism  (223-7 ). Elaborate parallels Eire 

drawn between nearly every passage in Beo. and the Scriptures); M. B . McNamee, 'Beo.— and allegory o f Salvation?’, 

in A nthology, 331—52 (M cNamee reiterates the idea o f Beowulf as a Saviour sent by God, adding that the whole poem  

reflects not only the OT, but also N T  theology, and that B eow ulf’s IsLst hours closely parallel C hrist’s (348)). The 

view that Beo. is a ‘Christian’ poem is generally restricted to  earlier scholeirship.

72 Bowra, op. cit., 30 (The poet stands on the threshold between the heroic and Christian views, hard-pressed 

to reconcile the two, although he manages to  adopt a moralising tone); L. L. Schiicking, ‘The ideal of kingship in 

B e o .’, in Anthology, 40—1 (D espite the work’s heathen characteristics, Beowulf Eind HroBgar conform to  the Church 

Fathers’ ideEil of kingship); K. Sisam, The S tructure o f ‘B e o w u lf , Oxford, 1966, 72ff. (T he poet was not resdly 

concerned with either Christianity or pagEinism: Beowulf is a pagan hero driven by pagan m otives, while HroSgar’s 

speeches, although reflecting som e Christian elem ents since they are not governed by pagan tradition, do not express 

any characteristically Christian doctrine (78)); E. G. Stanley, 'Heethenra H yht in B eo .’, in Greenfield, Stu dies in OE  

L itera tu re, 136-51 (T he poet is deliberately vague in presenting the two veUue systems: secular Eind m onastic. Beowulf 

and HroCgar ar shown to possess virtues and a nebulous piety, but no system  of faith. T he story is pessim istic showing 

that life without fEuth is a life w ithout hope. Even virtuous pagans cannot be ensured salvation, and the p oet’s silence 

on the afterlife may be seen as an indirect condemnation of heroic society. He wished to  present e u i  heroic idesil that 

was still attractive to  a Christian audience but insufficient because it was pagan); Brodeur, The A r t  o f ‘B eo w u lf’, 

182ff. (A lthough Christianity is deeply engrained in the fabric of B eo., the hero does not represent a Saviour or a 

self-sacrificing king. The moral virtues are Christian and the social virtues are pagan; these complement rather than  

oppose one another).

73 A. Bonjour, 'The Beowulf-poet Eind the tragic m use’, in Greenfield, Stu dies  in O E  L iterature, 129ff. (The poet 

is sin orthodox Christian writing a tragedy in which B eow ulf’s death is seen as a death in vain, showing that for the 

pagan all joy is earthly. He Etllays the tragedy slightly by hinting at Beow ulf’s SEilvation and by reiterating the idea 

that God controls Fate); C. MoormEm, ‘The essentisil paganism of B eo .’, M LQ , 28, 1967, 3 -13  (T he tone, langusige and 

outlook are essentially pagan; the Christian elem ents, peripheral or superficiEd. T he poem  ends with a  sense of doom, 

showing the ‘unyielding, though profitless, struggle o f man agsunst the forces o f a  malevolent nature’ (6 ). The audience 

is still very close to  its pagan heritage); Routh, op. c it., II, 64-80 (B eo . is not a  Christian work, but 'typifies the lEwt 

phase o f pagan sentim ent before or while the whole world gave way to  ChristiEinity’; it is nevertheless independent 

of religion, em phasising self-sufficiency (65)); H. M. Chadwick, op. cit, 29—54 (T he poet hswl little direct knowledge 

of ChristiEuiity, but was familiar with some religious poem s, hence the  similsunty between Caedmon’s  Hymn and the 

scop’s Creation song. It is a pagan work revised in Christian tim es but, as the Christian elem ents Eire underplayed, 

the original story remEiins unaffected); Tolkien, op. c it., 51-103 (There is no confusion between Christianity Eind 

psigEinism, rather the shift to  ChristiEinity is incom plete, which is why the view of Eternal Life does not change the 

pEigEin view of defeat. W hile the poet suppresses ChristiEin elem ents Eind draws on the tradition of a noble pagan past, 

pagEin deities are also om itted both because they were regsuxied by ChristiEins e is  evil inventions, Eind because they  

Eire not essential to  the theme. There is not enough Christian hope to  Eilleviate the intense regret and tragedy); F . 

A. Blackburn, ‘The Christifiui coloring of B eo .’, in Anthology, 1 -23  (A  m onastic copyist with no poetic skills added 

the Christian allusions himself, which would account for their colourlessness. Since he was restricted by the nature 

of the poem  to making only slight alterations, he w e i s  unable to include references to Christ, the N T  or ecclesiastical 

practices and doctrines. Written in 1897, this article represents a more extrem e view).
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the poet resolved his dilemma to some degree by placing his characters outside Christianity 
and paganism .74 All but the most extreme of these views m erit serious consideration.

It is generally agreed th a t Beowulf is an old tale (or collection of tales) edited for a Christian 
audience. The poet, therefore, cannot and does not draw in pagan mythology, but he is also 
prevented from rendering his heroes, whom he evidently admires, as Christians because they 
are pagans upholding the ideals of a pre-Christian society. His compromise is to present them  
as noble monotheists of an indeterminate kind who, while lacking any clear-cut theology or 
form of worship, often express sentiments which reflect Christian teaching. Since he must also 
preserve the heroic ethos around which the work revolves, however, it is inevitable th a t the 
characters’ attitudes will occasionally conflict with Christian ideas. Beowulf, for instance, may 
thank  God for the strength to overpower Grendel and be conscious of divine Grace (11. 1270-3); 
he may even grieve for having unwittingly incurred G od’s w rath (11. 2327-32); bu t he is also 
conscious of the inexorability of Fate, and there is no doubt th a t for him  there is no fate worse 
than  death, th a t he gives up his life against his will:

Ne waes J>aet e5e si3,
J>aet maera maga EcgSeowes 
grundwong bone ofgyfan wolde; 
sceolde [oier] willan wic eordian 
elles hwergen, swa sceal aeghwylc mon 
alaetan laendagas.

SJnpleasant was th a t journey, 
e illustrious son of EcgSeow, 

was to  give up the earthly field; 
against nis will he had to inhabit 
a dwelling-place elsewhere; so shall every man 
leaving his transitory days.]

(11. 2586b.-91a.)

Given th a t his heroes are worthy and have not had the opportunity to know God, it is possible 
th a t, as Donahue and Benson believe, the poet has indeed subconsciously consigned them  to 
some kind of Pelagian ‘Third C ity’ inhabited by virtuous non-Christians who predated the 
New Covenant (see n.74). It would perhaps be more productive (and here is where the above 
concept proves tem pting, for it resolves many apparent dichotomies) to trea t Beowulf more 
as an expression of secular values. Heroic poetry is about actions and decisions men take 
alone regardless of the faith to which they may subscribe; its very nature precludes excessive 
preoccupation with a  better life after death and supernatural interference of any kind.

Beowulf contains approximately seventy ‘C hristian’ references which, apart from mentions 
of ‘heaven’, are not explicitly derived from the New Testam ent. Neither are there any overt

74 Donahue, op. cit., passim , esp. n.55 (It is not a ‘pagan work patched with scraps of Christian doctrine’ (269). 

T he poet sees his good characters as neither saved nor damned, but as belonging to  th e  'Third C ity’, an idea later 

developed by D ante ( In ferno, Canto IV ), where virtuous pagans do not suffer, but are cut off from knowing God); 

B enson, op. c it., passim  (Beo. is a celebration of the ideal Gmc warrior and a statem ent on Christian morality 

(200). Reiterating Donahue’s views, Benson adds that throughout the  8 th c. the dominant a ttitude of English 

Christians towards the Gmc pagans was one of interest, sym pathy and even admiration); M. P. H am ilton, 'The 

religious principle in B eo.', in Anthology, esp. 107-11 (T he poet resolves the problem of fusing the old culture with  

the new by representing his noble characters as intelligent m onotheists, loyal to  one God, rather like OT characters, 

and avoiding references to  Christian worship, thus reflecting the Augustinian view that virtuous pagans are also 

eligible for Grace); M. E. Goldsmith, ‘The Christian perspective in B eo., in A nthology, esp. 377-85 (W hile the work 

is fundam entally Christian and the poet derived much from Scripture, Caedmon and the Latin Fathers, he could not 

render his characters excessively Christian because they lived before Christ; he sees them  instead as living under the 

Old Covenant).
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allusions to Christian worship or doctrine, although it may be said th a t the la tter is implicit 
in places such as HroSgar’s sermon. While God is invoked on numerous occasions, there are no 
references to the other persons of the Trinity, saints or angels. The four recognisable biblical 
references are derived from the early part of Genesis;75 allusions to God refer to  his judgement, 
grace, help, control and rewards, showing that, like God in the Slovo, he is seen as an active 
force. The various titles by which the poet denotes God reinforce this image: Anwalda (‘Ruler’,
1. 1272); Metod (‘Ordainer of Fate’ (derived from ON), eleven times); Rvedend (‘R uler’, 1. 1555); 
Scyppend (‘C reator’, 1. 106); Wealdend (‘W ielder’/ ‘Ruler’, eleven times); Wuldur-cyning (‘King 
of Glory’, 1. 2795). Although Beowulf acknowledges G od’s help on three occasions (11. 1270-3; 
1658-61; 2794-8) and is said by W iglaf to have gone into G od’s keeping (1. 3109—a cryptic hint 
a t his salvation?), there is nothing more explicit to suggest th a t Beowulf dies a Christian death 
in the m anner of Roland or even ByrhtnoS. Despite rendering thanks to God for enabling him 
to  gain the dragon’s hoard for his people, his eyes tu rn  not heavenward to his eternal reward, 
bu t earthward to  the treasure he has ju st won (11. 2747ff.), to his blameless reign and former 
glory (11. 2732fF.), to  his more recent conquests, to his impending illustrious funeral and to his 
own posterity (11. 2799-2808). Ambiguous allusions to  his help notwithstanding, God is never 
seen to take a  direct part in the poem ’s action, and his ‘assistance’ is only recognised after 
the fact. In addition to this, while Grendel and his dam are explicitly identified as G od’s foes 
(11. 711; 786; 811), nowhere is any mention made of G od’s friends: Beowulf is certainly not 
conceived as G od’s champion, except perhaps in the most indirect sense in th a t he vanquishes 
G od’s enemies.

Possibly the most conspicuous illustration of Christian ideology in Beowulf is the poet’s 
tirade against the Danes’ pagan practices early on in the poem (11. 175-88). It is quite
possible th a t this rather unsym pathetic passage may have been aimed at those of the poet’s 
contemporaries who, instead of relying solely upon God, continued to  resort to  pagan rites 
as an added safeguard against malignant forces.76 Tolkien suggests th a t this passage is an 
interpolation, added some time after the Danish invasions began in earnest in 835 by a poet 
wishing to  discredit the Danes’ paganism, and th a t it would have given him satisfaction to 
think of the invaders as hellhound.77 W hatever the explanation, it expresses a sentiment very 
much out of keeping with the prevailing tone of the work; for although the characters do not 
otherwise address Scandinavian deities or take part in pagan worship, the funerals of Scyld and 
Beowulf are described not only with tolerance but with great dignity and care. And while the 
question of Beowulf’s salvation remains open, it is nevertheless inconceivable th a t the poet, 
after lavishing such praise and affection on his hero, should then consign him to the Christian 
hell.

Many of the concepts and images in Beowulf th a t are sometimes given Christian inter
pretations may ju s t as easily have their origins in pre-Christian times, since a good deal of 
Christian iconography and ideas has close parallels in pagan beliefs. The so-called ‘allegory of 
salvation’ th a t some scholars discern in Beowulf’s ‘sacrifice’, for example, is analogous to the 
Germanic concept of sacral kingship. Early European civilisations, in particular the Swedes, 
tended to  regard their kings as semi-divine, or at least as links between this world and the 
‘Other W orld’; these would be sacrificed from time to time, especially when advanced age had 
begun to sap their ‘divine’ powers, in order to  ensure fertile crops and the general well-being

75 T he first is a summary o f the Creation story (11. 92ff.); the next two allude to the story of Cain and Abel 

(11. 107ff., 1261ff.); the last recalls the Flood (11. 1689ff.). On the OT digressions see A. Bonjour, The D igressions  

in ‘B eo w u lf’, Oxford, 1965, 64-6 [hereafter D igressions]. Chadwick perceives two additional biblical echoes which 

originate in the N T, the first based on Ephesians  6:16 (11. 1745ff), and the second recalling the Day of Judgement (1. 

3069) (op. c it., 47). These, however, are too obscure to  have been consciously conceived by the poet.

76 W hitelock, op. c it., 78-9.

77 op. c it., 79 (n.26).
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of their people.78 Beowulf’s descent into Grendel’s mere and his victorious re-emergence may 
strongly suggest C hrist’s harrowing of hell, his Resurrection and the sacram ent of baptism, 
b u t it also has analogues in Celtic tradition, in which the ‘O ther W orld’ is sometimes located 
in lakes and other bodies of water, as well as early Northern poetry, where lakes are frequently 
associated with the habitations of other-worldly m onsters.79 It would be wrong, of course, to 
imagine th a t the Christian poet, when writing B e o w u lfforgot where his religious allegiance 
lay; on the other hand, it would be nonsense to m aintain th a t he consciously set out to write 
an allegorical ‘life of C hrist’. No doubt he adhered to his story as he knew it, although the 
coincidental Germanic-Christian parallels contained in it probably did not escape him alto
gether.

The peculiarities of religious colouring in Beowulf are closely paralleled in the Slovo. Al
though both works were executed by Christians, albeit in a relatively early period, they lack 
on the whole genuine Christian elements; God is regarded as an active force, bu t is neither 
appealed to nor given an active role in the narrative; pagan gods also have no place in the 
action; real animosity towards pagans is largely absent; and the ideals with which the authors 
prim arily concern themselves are secular.

The main difference between the two works in this respect is th a t, while Beowulf is a 
pagan and cannot therefore be expected to display Christian piety, Igor is a  Christian who 
nevertheless on no occasion either addresses God or (save for his stopover a t the church near 
Borichev on his return—56, 11. 20-1) acknowledges him in any way. The problem confronting 
the author is this: if Igor is seen to  pray at the outset and then ignore G od’s omen (the eclipse), 
his defeat could be interpreted as a  punishment for his vanity and disobedience, as it is in the 
chronicle account.80 The outcome would then be predetermined by an external force infinitely 
more powerful than Igor and his troops. It is one thing to  fight and lose against impossible 
odds, but when those odds are fixed in advance and controlled by an omnipotent being, the 
hero is robbed of the self-determination th a t is central to the heroic ideal. Thus, the heroes 
of the Slovo must be seen to bring about success or failure through independent choice and 
action.

For the Christian writer of heroic literature, faced with the choice of relegating his heroes 
to  a  postion of subservience, since he cannot portray them  openly defying God in the way the 
older heroes opposed the pagan deities, the alternative is to secularise his work as much as 
possible. His religious proclivities may then be disclosed in more subtle ways within the fabric 
of the  work through style and imagery. A number of investigations have been made into the 
stylistic parallels between the Slovo and the Scriptures as well as native Russian and translated

78 B elief in the divinity of kings is universal and one of the oldest religious concepts. See E. O. G. Turville-Petre, 

M yth  and Religion o f the N orth, London, 1964, 190ff. [henceforth M yth  and Religion\\ M. Eliade, M yth  and R eality, 

NY—London, 1963, 39ff.; J. de Vries, ‘Das Konigtum bei den Germ anen’, Steculum, 7, 1956, 293ff. (on sacral kingship 

and the belief that the king was the source of well-being and therefore responsible for good or bad harvests). The  

deification of kings is not, of course, a strictly European phenomenon. On the deification o f supreme rulers in Egypt 

and M esopotam ia, see H. Frankfort, K ingship  and the Gods: A S tu dy of N ear E a stern  R elig ion  as the In tegration  

o f S ocie ty  and N ature, Chicago, 1948, passim', F . D vom ik, E arly C hristian  and B yza n tin e  P o litica l Philisophy: 

O rigins and Background, I, W ashington, 1966, 4ff.

79 H. R. Patch, The O ther W orld, Cambridge, M ass., 1950, 47; J. Speirs, M edieva l E nglish P oetry: The Non- 

Chaucerian T radition , London, 1966, 255; Gasparov, op. c it., 130 (on rivers e ls  boundaries between this and the 

Other World). For survivals in Rus’ o f pagan rites involving water, see A. H. Krappe, ‘La chute du paganism e & K iev’, 

R evue des €tudes slaves, 18, 1937, 212—17. N ote also the connection between the dragon and a river in the bylina, 

D obryn ia  i zm e i  (G il’ferding II, 157, 11. 30ff.)

80 H yp., cols 642—4. The presence o f God is so  pervasive in this account that even the wounding of Igor is 

attributed to divine purpose (col. 641).
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ecclesiastical and didactic literature,81 it has been found that, like its secular predecessors and 
contemporaries, such as the chronicles and the writings of Monomakh, the Slovo contains many 
echoes of the Psalms. The Slovo differs in th a t these parallels are stylistic, subtly woven into 
the fabric of the work, ra ther than  explicit; direct or indirect citations are absent here.82 In 
this period the Bible in its entirety was unavailable in Rus’, but the Psalter, regarded as the 
most sublime example of religious lyric, was widely known owing to  its extensive liturgical use 
and the monastic practice of reading it in full every day 83 Besides echoing certain sacred texts, 
the Slovo also shares some of its imagery with a number of contemporary or near-contemporary 
works on sacred subjects.84 It would appear, then, th a t the author of the Slovo relies on several 
literary traditions: the heroic style of Boian, chronicle writing and ecclesiastical writing. The 
question is, which of these styles prevails. Kuskov believes that when the author says: Nachati 
zhe sia t ”i pesni po bylinam” sego vremeni, a ne po zamyskleniiu Boianiu (43, 11. 3-4), he 
may mean th a t he intends to  employ the style of Christian writings used by and familiar to 
his educated contemporaries.85 An opposing view is put forward by Valentina Dynnik, who
believes th a t the opening lines sure corrupt and therefore wrongly interpreted. According to her
reconstruction of this passage, the au thor’s intention is not to narrate his story in the modern 
style, but to  tell a modern tale in ‘old words’. I t is only fitting, therefore, th a t he should fall 
back on the style of Boian. Dynnik argues that the usual interpretation of this passage (that 
the author rejects Boian’s style in favour of a more contemporary one) does not fit in with the 
au th o r’s reverential invocations of Boian; the author, conscious of the fact th a t he is writing 
an epic, must adopt a fitting traditional style, and turns to Boian as his authority.86 This 
argument is given weight by the fact th a t medieval writers always leaned heavily on tradition,

81 See Adraianova-Peretts, ‘S P ’ « pam ia tn ik i russkoi literatury, 3-44; V. V. Kuskov, ‘Sviaz’ poeticheskoi 

obraznoeti S P  s pamiatnikami tserkovnoi i didakticheskoi p is’m ennosti X I-X II vv .', in Derzhavina, ‘S P ’: pa m ia t

niki, 69-86; I. P. Eremin, ‘Zhanrovaia priroda S P ’, in idem , L itera tura  drevnei Rusi, M -L, 1966, 152ff.; M et. Ilarion 

(O hienko), 'Slovo pro Ihoriv pok h id ’: L ite ra tu m a  m onohrafiia, 2nd. ed., W innipeg, 1967, 99ff.

82 For parallels between the Slovo and the Psalm s see Kuskov, op. c it., 79ff.

83 Fedotov, op. c it., 39ff.

84 Compare the following:

B o ia n ” zhe, bratie, ne 10 soko lov” na stado lebedei pushchashe, 

n ” svo ia  veshchia  p r” s ty  n a  zh iv a ia  s tr u n y  v ” sk la d a sh e . . .

{S P , 44, 11. 4 -6 )

and

V ospoem ”, druzhino, pesm i d n e s’, a plach otlozhim , u tesh im sia: 

udari reche D a v id ” v gusli, v ” zIozh i p e r s ty  sv o a  n a  

z h iv y ia  s tr u n y . . .

(S lo v o  A d a m a  v a  a d e  lc’ L azariu , in G. A. Kushelev-Bezborodko, ed., P am ia tn ik i 

sta r in n o i russkoi literatury, SPb., 1862, 11.)

B oian" . . .rastekash etsia  m ysliiu  po drevu, se ry m ” 

v" lkom ” po zem li, sh izym ” orlo m ” pod” oblaky.

(SP , 43, 11. 6 -7 )

and
. . .le ta i m y s l’iu pod nebesem , iako orel (Z h itie  M akariia  R im sk o g o );

. . .po leta i m ysliiu  svoeiu, iaky  orel po vozdukhu  (P o u c h e n ie  K ir illa  fllo so fa )

(In Kuskov, op. cit, 78.)

85 op. c it., 75. Eremin perceives a close relationship between the Slovo  and oratorical works (op. cit., passim ).

86 op. c it., 56—7.
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writing in the style demanded by the genre.87 T hat the Slovo possesses the characteristics 
inherent in heroic literature will be dem onstrated further in the course of this study.

In England of the eighth century, as in R us’ of the twelfth, much of Scripture would have 
been made available to laymen as well as clerics through vernacular works such as apocrypha, 
vitds, homilies and versifications of biblical events (c/. Caedmon’s Hymn o f Creation on which 
the Creation song in Beowulf is believed to  be based (11. 92ff.); the Dream o f the Rood, a 
contemplative lyric on the Crucifixion (before 750); Andreas and the Fate o f the Apostles; 
Exodus', Daniel', and Judith). A considerable number of the latter are based on Old Testament 
them es.88 Although the Beowulf-poet confines himself to  Old Testament allusions (since his 
characters live outside the New Covenant), his work also contains some C hristian echoes. 
Through the medium of popular sermons, his audience would have been familiar not only with 
the Bible, but also with the teachings of Bede and Alcuin, as well as the principal doctrines of 
Augustine and Gregory which find their way into HroSgar’s sermon.89 Thus, as in the Slovo, 
reflections of the Christian tradition in Beowulf axe oblique. In the case of explicit references 
to  biblical events (with the exception of the Creation song performed by HroSgar’s scop), these 
originate with the poet as commentator in the same way as the allusions to  God in the Slovo 
come from the author (HroSgar, for instance, denies any knowledge of Grendel’s pedigree, 
which descends from Cain—1. 1355). Beowulf, then, is an uneven blend of secular and religious 
values, in which the former is explicit and the latter, implicit.

Occasionally these values may coincide. The most obvious theme shared by Christian and 
heroic poetry is th a t of loyalty to  kin and overlord. It features prominently in the Iliad, Beowulf, 
Maldon, Waltharius, the Nibelungenlied, and the Chanson de Roland, the most ‘C hristian’ of 
the works under discussion here. In the Slovo, emphasis is placed on the loyalty between 
the brothers, Igor and Vsevolod (46, 11. 1-3; 48, 1.30/49, 1. 1), which, in the light of the 
internecine history of Kievan Rus’, cannot be dismissed as mere cliche. Their dereliction of 
duty to  their sovereign prince and ‘elder’, Sviatoslav, in undertaking a hazardous expedition 
w ithout deferring to  him or seeking counsel from the rest of the princes, is amply illustrated 
in Sviatoslav’s Zlato slovo. I t is not difficult to  see how a code th a t was otherwise established 
to  m aintain social order and cohesion should have found confirmation in Christian notions 
of obedience to hierarchy, and vice versa. This, like the theme of pride, is expanded and 
elaborated upon in the later Middle Ages in more overtly Christian term s.90

Pride is the subject of universal condemnation in Scripture and ecclesiastical teaching,91 
bu t it can also be a component of the heroic character, in many instances leading to the

87 See D. S. Likhachev, P oetika  drevnerusskoi literatury, M ., 1979, 95 [hereafter P oetika ]. See Eremin, op. cit, 

on th e  difficulty of placing the Slovo  within a fixed genre. H. Prochazka, while noting its peculiarities, places the Slovo  

among the military tales, primarily on the criterion that it is based on real historical events and not on 'imaginary 

cam paigns’ ( M ilita ry  P rose N arra tive  in ORL: The P roblem  o f G enre, 12, 18—20 (esp. 18)). Her assumption that 

heroic epic may be based on ‘fictitious’ events, however, is erroneous, in that they are usually based on som e kernel of 

truth and were true insofar as the poets and audiences believed them to be so.

88 T his may be due to the fact that (a) the OT is more historical and less theologically com plex than the NT, 

and would therefore have had a greater appeal for new converts, and (b) the O T contains more conventionally ‘heroic’ 

them es and characters like Judith and Daniel, which may have attracted poets long submerged in the heroic tradition.

W hitelock, op. c it., 3ff.; G oldsm ith, op. c it., 381—3.

90 In S G G K , trow the  in the secular sense becomes entwined with Christian ideals, so that the concept is seen also 

on a spiritual plane. This religious aspect of ‘fealty’, far from contradicting the temporal, or ‘courtly’, m eaning of the 

term, actually fulfills it , showing the latter to be hollow and meaningless w ithout this other dimension.

91 See Luke 1:51; ZhAN, 8 (which invokes the words of Isaiah concerning God favouring princes who are humble 

and munificent). Humility, as epitomised by Boris and Gleb, was considered to  be the essential qualification for 

sanctity. Pride was generally regarded as the root of all sin and the most spiritually deadly, becom ing a favourite 

subject among English poets of the 14th and 15th cc. See, for instance, SG G K , The A w n tyrs off Arthure, The 

P a rlem en t of the Thre Ages and S om er Soneday.
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hero’s fall.92 Early Russian chroniclers, who subscribe to the notion th a t God controls the 
outcome of events, frequently draw contrasts between reliance on divine assistance and reliance 
on hum an and m ilitary might. They consistently dem onstrate how the lack of tru st in God 
and over-confidence in one’s own abilities lead to disaster. A good example is the contrast 
between Andrei Bogoliubskii who, during his campaign against the Rostislavichi, relies solely 
on the might of his army, and Mstislav, who puts his fate in G od’s hands (Hyp., cols 572-3). 
The dangers of pride are also recognised and condemned by such exalted laymen as Vladimir 
Monomakh, who writes the following in his Pouchenie:

0  BJia^biHHi^e 6oropoAnnle! otohmh ot yfioraro cepAAa Moero ropAOCTb h CyecTb,
Aa He B't3HoimocH cyeTOio MHpa cero b nycToniHBM'b ceMb ^chtbh . (132)

In his letter to his cousin Oleg, in which he urges the cessation to  vengeance and hostilities, 
the same emphasis is placed on humility and on the vanity and transitory nature of worldly 
glory:

A m u  hto ecMU, neJioBBAH rpum ra h jihch? /jHecb xchbh, a yTpo MepTBH, AHect b
cnaBB h bt. hth , a sayTpa bt. rpoGs h 6ec naMHTH, hhh coGpaHbe Harne pasABJi&Tb.

(156/8)

While the sentiments M onom akh expresses may not necessarily have applied to  all his actions, 
these passages nevertheless testify to  the kinds of ideas current among educated laymen of the 
eleventh century, and his writings may well have been known to the author of the Slovo. While 
the latter admires the self-confidence, courage and prowess of his heroes, he also condemns the 
kind of reckless pride th a t leads to  unnecessary grief, as witnessed in the internecine feuds th a t 
brought death to  Boris Viacheslavich (48,11. 5ff.) and in Igor’s present defeat which Sviatoslav 
laments (N n rekoste: ‘Muzhaimesia sami: predniuiu slavu sami pokhitim ”, a zadniuiu sia sami 
p o d e l im —51, 11. 22-4).

Overweening pride is a them e also accorded attention by the Beowulf-poet. Sviatoslav’s 
warning against the wages of pride are echoed by HroSgar in his sermon to Beowulf (\\. 1725ff.). 
While his words are heeded to  the extent th a t Beowulf manages to reign the Geats wisely and 
protect them  for fifty years, the hero’s self-confidence overtakes him  in the end and he dies 
fighting the dragon.

While this them e also receives attention in the Chanson de Roland and the Waltharius,93 
the Nibelungenlied and the Edda are entirely free of moralising in this respect.

Moral statem ents on excessive pride are not, however, confined to literature of the Chris
tian  period. It is quite obvious th a t Homer places no value on vengeance at a high price for 
a personal affront. When, in the first book of the Iliad, Achilles is ordered by Agamemnon to 
surrender his concubine, he retires from the battlefield to sulk, thereby causing many heroes, 
including his dearest friend, Patroclus, to  fall.94 Nor is he alone a t fault in this respect—all the

92 According to  Rieu, the moralising tone of Homer signals the end of the Heroic Age (Iliad , 17ff.).

93 On this subject in the C dR , see Crist, op. c it. and Kibler, op. cit.. For an exam ple of th is them e in the  

W alth ., see 11. 569ff.

94 In the W alth., written in the classical style o f Vergil, Hagen is seen to do the sam e thing: his pride wounded 

when Gunther calls him a coward for wishing to come to  an agreement with W alther, he goes to  sit and watch the  

Franks get massacred (11. 628ff.).
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central characters of the Iliad, including Patroclus and Hector, are guilty of the hubris which 
leads to  their destruction.

Generally speaking, in early heroic literature excessive pride and reliance on m ilitary might 
alone are characteristic of the enemy. These vices are usually expressed through boasting, a 
sure signal th a t the enemy will end up eating their words. Heroes boast at their peril.95

Christianity is accommodated in heroic literature to the extent th a t it does not play a 
decisive role in the action. As a result, poets, such as the authors of the Slovo and Beowulf, 
tend to  avoid drawing in allusions to the New Testament, as these would be more likely to 
conflict with the world view they are attem pting to portray. There exists, nevertheless, a 
certain amount of overlap between heroic and Christian views on ethical m atters.

b . T h e  g o d s

W hat especially distinguishes the Slovo from its Western European counterparts is its appar
ently pagan character, which is reinforced by the presence of a number of m ajor East Slavonic 
pagan divinities: Veles (or Volos) (who is not numbered among the gods of V ladim ir’s pan
theon in the chronicle entry for 980), Stribog, Dazhbog and Kkors, as well as the enigmatic 
Troian and Div. Such explicit references to  actual pagan gods are virtually non-existent in 
heroic literature of the early Christian period.

W hat makes this aspect of the Slovo so elusive is the real poverty of reliable sources on the 
pagan beliefs and practices of the Eastern Slavs, resulting in a wealth of theory and speculation 
on the subject. While many features of early pagan belief and ritual were preserved in East 
Slavonic folklore, as well as in later ecclesiastical and literary sources, and continued to be 
practised into this century, it is the later and relatively short-lived m anifestation of animist 
belief in Rus’, culminating in Vladimir’s pantheon, th a t seems most to lack consistent and 
conclusive documentation. Such sources as exist are seldom accurate or informative, being for 
the most part the work of clerics. Sporadic references to  the gods appear in the chronicles and 
other writings in the course of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, but these, on the whole, fail 
to  shed much light on their origins and na tu re .96 A certain amount of information on Slavonic 
pre-Christian beliefs and divinities may be culled from foreign sources, but as most of these 
are either German or Scandinavian, they tend to  focus on the Western Slavs, the Polabians 
in particular.97 Furthermore, the later the source, the more likely it is to  contain derivative 
rather than  first-hand m aterial.

95 See W. E. Harkins, 'La m illanteria nelle byline russe’, R icerche slav istiche, 13, 1965, 41-56.

96 See V. J. Mansikka, D ie R eligion  der O stslaven , I (Q u ellen ), Helsinki, 1922, passim ; Anichkov, op. c it., 308— 

28; M et. Ilarion (Ohienko), D o k h ry stiia n s’ki viruvannia  u kra in s’koho narodu, W innipeg, 1965, 362ff. See also the 

12th c. apocryphal work, K hozhden ie B ogoroditsy po m ukam , in L. A. Dm itriev Sc D . S. Likhachev, eds, P am ia tn ik i 

litera tu ry  drevnei R usi: X II  vek, M., 1980, 168/9  (the gods worshipped in life by a group now in perdition are Troian, 

K h’rs, Veles and Perun). The 12th c. tract, Slovo o tom , kako pervoe poganii verovali v ’ ido ly  i treby im" klali, 

tells of how the ‘godless’ worshipped various m anifestations of nature as well as certain gods (Peren, Khurs, Mokosh, 

Dazhbog, Pereplut, Svarozhits), and lesser beings such as vily  (in N. S. Tikhonravov, ‘Slova i poucheniia napravlennyia 

protiv iazycheskikh verovanii i obriadov’, L etop isi russkoi litera tu ry  i drevnosti, 4, M., 1862, 107-10).

97 Thietm ar, bp. o f Merseberg (975-1018), included in his Chronicon  a history of the Polabian Slavs from 912- 

1018, devoting som e attention to West Slavonic idolatry; Adam of Bremen (fl. 1076), whose G esta  H am m aburgensis 

ecclesitu pon tificum  is frequently cited by Slavic m ythologists, also based his observations on the Polabians and the 

gods of the West Slavs; the ‘Three L ives’ o f O tto  von Bamberg (1060-1139) features the W est Slavs, particularly in the 

region of Stettin; Helmold of Bosau (c. 1120—70) has contributed substantially to  our knowledge o f the gods and rituals 

of the Polabian Slavs through his Chronica Slavorum ; Saxo Grammaticus (c. 1150-1204) devotes space in his G esta  

D anorum  to  detailed descriptions o f pagan worship among the Slavs at Arcona. For a general survey o f these writers, 

see M. T . Znayenko, The Gods of the A n cien t Slavs: T atishchev and the B eginnings of S lavic M ythology, Columbus, 

1980, 29-32. For analyses and interpretations o f these sources, see L. L^ger, La m ythologie slave, Paris, 1901 (Ch. 1); 

A. Bruckner, ‘M ythologische T hesen’, A rch iv fu r  slavische Philologie, 40, 1925, 1-22; idem , M ito logia  slow ianska,
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The earliest references to  the pagan gods of Rus’ appeal in the P ovest* vremennykh let 
in three tenth-century accounts of treaties sealed between the Greeks and the ear best Russian 
princes, Oleg, Igor and Sviatoslav, in 907, 945 and 971:

...h MyjKH ero no PycKOMy 3aicoHy KJiamacH opy»cteMT> cbohmt,, h riepyHOMT,, 
6orOMT> CBOHM'b, H BoJIOCOMTj. CKOTbeM'B 6orOMT>, H yTBepAHUia MHpTj.

(31, 11. 13-15)

Ain,e jih xce k to  o tt .  khb3b hjih jhoahA PycKixi>, jih xpecTexH'B, hjih He xpecT- 
enHTj, npecTynHTb ce, exce ecTb nncaHO Ha xapaTBH ceft, SyAeTt aoctohh,b cbohmt»

I opyncbeMb yMpeTH, h a* 6y^eTb(jOTrb Bora h ott» IlepyHa, hko npecTynn cboio 
^ KJiHTBy....3ayTpa npn3Ba ktropt cjim, h npHAe Ha xojim'b, KAe cToarne IlepyH'b,

[h] noKJiaAoma opy^cbe CBoe, h iahtbi, h 30jioto, h xoah Idropb potb h jiioah e- 
ro , ejiHKO n o ra H u x i Pycw; a xpecTeaHyio Pycb BOAHiua potb b n,epKBH CBXTaro 
IdjIBH...

(52, 11. 7-11; 1. 21/53, 11. 1 ^ )

...aiu,e jih ott» raxii caMBXi> npe^cepeneHBixT. [He] c'bxpaHHM'b, a3T» xce n co mhoio 
h noAo mhoio, a* HMBeMT. KJiHTBy ott> Bora, bt> HeroHce BBpyeM'b b IlepyHa h bt> 
Bonoca, CKOTbH Bora...

(71,11. 22—4/72, 1. 1)

In the chronicle entry for 980, a short description of Vladimir’s pantheon in Kiev is given:

M Hana khhxchth BojioAHMepT, bt, KneBB ^ a h h i, h nocTaBH KyMnpu Ha xojiMy bhb 
ABopa TepeMHaro: IlepyHa ApcBBHa, a rnaBy ero cpefipeHy, a yci> 3JiaTT>, h  Xi>pca, 
/{axci>6ora, h CTpn6ora h CHMaptrjia h  Mokouib. [kl] xepaxy hm i, HapHHiome x 
6o ru , [h] npHBOJKaxy cbihh cbox h A'bu^PH, h  ncpnxy Gbcom'b...

(77,11. 17-21)

Despite the chronicler’s claims there is very little evidence supporting the existence of any 
systematic pantheon in Kievan Rus’. He is unable to give a more accurate account of pagan 
beliefs because his own knowledge in this regard must have been genuinely limited. A check 
on the diffusion of pagan beliefs after 988 would have restricted any detailed understanding of 
these beliefs and practices to pagan priests and initiates who began to  practise clandestinely 
at this tim e.98

It is difficult to assess how much better acquainted the Christian, though probably secular, 
author of the Slovo would have been with pagan mythology than the chronicler and other 
literary clerics. How much did he depend on w ritten sources and how much upon his own 
first-hand knowledge or experience? It is highly improbable th a t he himself was a practising 
pagan, but he may have had easier access to those who were than any churchman might have 
done. Moreover, he probably had connections with the princely court where he may have 
witnessed and perhaps even engaged in ‘dual worship’ (dvoeverie).99 The widespread practice 
of dvoeverie is well documented, but two examples here will suffice. From the eleventh to  the

Krakow, 1918; Mansikka, op. c it., passim . One notable exception to the above is the 6th c. Byzantine historian, 

Procopius, whose D e hello G otthico  gives the earliest and m ost detailed account of the Antes and the Sclaveni. He 

states that they believed in a single thunder or sky god, to  whom live sacrifices were made. Some scholars believe he 

is referring to Perun; others, like Bruckner, express reservations on the reliability of Procopius’ assertions (see L€ger, 

op. c it., 32).

98 See Zguta, R ussian  M instrels, esp. 15; idem , ‘The pagan priests o f early R ussia’, passim . This was especially 

true of urban areas. In country areas, where social change takes root more gradually, paganism continued to flourish 

until relatively recently.

QQ See supra, n.4.
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early thirteenth centuries Russian women (including noblewomen) continued to observe the 
festival of Rusalii, wearing proscribed bracelets bearing pagan symbols, such as the Tree of 
Life, horses, solar images, and bear’s teeth and claws.100 In the same period, pagan amulets 
continued to be transported to  the south from the forests of Iaroslavl’ and Riazan’ in the north, 
where religious dualism flourished much longer.101

The Slovo names four gods who also feature in the Povest’ vremennykh le t  Veles, whom 
the chronicler identifies as the god of cattle ( skotyi bog), is declared the ancestor of the vatic 
poet, Boian (44,1. 29); the winds are called ‘Stribog’s grandsons’ (47,1. 19); the Ol’govichi and 
the Russians in general are nominated as grandsons of the sun god, Dazhbog (48,11. 17-18; 49,
11. 9-10); and, in the passage relating to the werewolf activities of Vseslav of Polotsk, Khors, 
believed to be some kind of sun god as well, makes an appearance (54, 11. 6- 8). All bu t Veles 
were apparently adm itted to Vladimir’s ‘pantheon’.

Like the Christian God, the pagan deities in the Slovo are confined to positions outside 
the sphere of human prowess and endeavour. W ith the exception of Khors, these gods have 
been relegated by the author to the rank of ‘ancestors’. Since the veneration of clan ancestors 
constituted what was probably the deepest stratum  of Russian pagan beliefs, their role here is 
neither purely literal nor literary.

Mazon alleged th a t when the author of the Slovo called Boian the ‘grandson of Veles’, he 
was overcome by a flight of poetic fancy very similar to th a t which endowed eighteenth-century 
poets with the title of ‘sons of Apollo’, the Greek and Roman god of flocks and poetry.102 The 
term  vnuk, however, suggests something quite different to ‘son’; it distances the relationship 
and, in the older sense of the term, can extend its meaning to  denote any ‘descendant’.103 In 
defining his characters thus the author testifies to the existence and possibly even the prevalence 
of a  gens religion that must have continued to  flourish in Rus’ throughout the twelfth century 
until, in the case of the nobility, the Mongol occupation in the first quarter of the thirteenth 
century.104

Ample testimony to the existence of ancestor cults among the Russian nobility as well as 
the masses may be found in a variety of chronicles and denunciatory ecclesiastical writings of the 
twelfth century and earlier, and in folklore.105 Among the Slovo’s ecclesiastical contemporaries

100 Robinson, ‘Solnechnaia simbolika. . 19; Rybakov, ‘Rusalii i bog Simargl-Pereplut’, 94ff.; Zguta, op. c it., 5ff.; 

Sapunov, op. c it., 325. The fertility festival of Rusalii was closely linked with ancestor worship in its early stages 

(Zguta, 5 -6 ). One of the practices at this festival involved the wearing by women of very long, wing-like sleeves, 

normally fastened at the wrist by bracelets adorned with pagan sym bols, which were unfastened and waved about 

loosely in the course of ritual dancing (Rybakov, 95).

101 Sapunov, op. cit., 325. The chronicles relate how, for som e tim e in the north, women were in the habit of 

consulting sorcerers or medicine men ( volkhvy). See supra, 54.

102 Le Slovo d ’Igor, 372-3.

103 Likhachev, ‘S P  i osobennosti russkoi srednevekovoi literatury’, 311.

104 N o doubt the invaders’ own paganism would have reinforced the nobility’s allegiance to  their Christian faith. 

A nother contributing factor to  the dem ise of ancestor worship among the nobility would be the loss o f ancestral lands; 

the earth cult, it will be seen, was integrally linked to  the ancestor cult. See Sapunov, ‘Vseslav Polotskii v S P ’, 81-2, 

on th e  dem ise of dvoeverie  under the ‘Tatar Yoke’. Also, N. Andreyev, 'Pagan and Christian elem ents in old R ussia’, 

S lavic R eview , 21, 1962, 19—20.

105 See supra, n.4; Likhachev, 'S P  i osobennosti. . . ’, 310-13; Sapunov, op. c it., 324—7. Ancestor cults, like the 

belief in spirits and magic, survived long after Christianity became the official religion of Scandinavia, especially in the 

rural areas (H. M. Chadwick, op. c it., 414). Chthonic and hero worship continued long after the gods were virtually 

abandoned, and there is evidence for the existence of a cult of the dead in Christian Norway, Iceland and Ireland (ibid, 

398). For a comprehensive view of attitudes to ancestors and ‘origins’ among ‘prim itive’ peoples, see M. Eliade, op. 

cit., ch. 2, esp. 34ff.
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which describe the worship of gods, prayers to  dead kinsmen and offerings made to  the latter 
at ‘unofficial’ funerary feasts, are Slovo o tom, kako pervoe pogani sushche iazytsi klanialisia 
idolom and Slovo o nekoego khristoliubtsa. These, among others, denounce the ‘secondary’ 
funeral repast or wake which, unlike the perm itted customary wake held immediately following 
the death of a relative, was not officially sanctioned by the Church, although churchmen must 
have been well aware of its widespread practice.106

Contemporary chronicles also provide evidence for the practice by members of the nobility 
of invoking ancestors. The Laurentian Chronicle entry for 1169, for example, relates how the 
dead Iurii Dolgorukii intervened to save his son, Mikhailo, from death (col. 360). While on 
the one hand this kind of intercession reflects the Christian belief in the mediation of saints or, 
more broadly speaking, the righteous dead, it also has its origins in pagan ancestor worship. 
The Laurentian Chronicle yields a number of examples, from the late twelfth century until 
as late as 1294, of people receiving aid through the intervention of ancestors—none of whom 
had. been canonized. Additional references may be found in parallel chronicles such as the 
Radziwill Chronicle of the late twelfth century and the much later Moscow Chronicle.107 These 
accounts refer, of course, to the nobility, and become especially noticeable in the period when 
disagreements concerning the lawful foundations of princely authority were intensified (around 
the time of the reforms of Andrei Bogoliubskii (d. 1174)).108

Awareness of ancestral continuity is manifested further in the early custom of bestowing 
ancestral names on children and of dedicating the child’s first hairs to a particular ancestor 
from whom the family hoped to receive favour or assistance. It also penetrated into secular 
life and influenced early Russian legislature connected with land inheritance.109

Returning to  the Slovo, there are others besides the O l’govichi who are assessed in the 
light of their ancestors’ reputations. Sviatoslav of Kiev recalls how Iaroslav of Chernigov and 
his Turkic allies were entrusted with the perpetuation of their forefathers’ glory: zvoniachi 
v” pradedniuiu slavu (51, 11. 21-2). Iziaslav Vasil’kovich likewise upheld the reputation of 
his great-grandfather, Vseslav of Polotsk, when he perished valiantly in battle against the 
Lithuanians:110

106 See Komarovich, op. cit., 87—8. N ote the following passage: To s u t ’ idolosluzhiteli, izhe s ta v ia t trapezu  

rozh ian itsam . . .izhe m olia tsia  ognevi pod ovinom , vilam , M okosh ’i, Sim u, R ’glu, P erunu, Volosu sk o t’iu bogu, 

K horsu , R o d u , R o z h a n its ia m  t vsem  proklia tym  bogom ikh. . .izhe s ta v ia t’ lishe k u t’ia , iny trapezy zakon’nogo 

obeda, izhe n aretsaetsia  bezzakon’naia trapeza, m en im aiia  R o d u  i R o z h a n its ia m  v prognevanie bogu (S lo v o  o  

n e k o e g o  k h r is to liu b tsa  in ib id ., 88 .) These are Russian adaptations of Byz. tracts of the 11th—12th cc. For a 

m ore detailed account o f works condemning this and other practices, see Anichkov, op. c it., Chs 1-4; M et. Ilarion 

(O hienko), D o k h rystiia n s’ki viruvann ia  ukra in s’koho narodu, 367—76 (these also contain texts). For the complete 

tex ts  in all their variants, see Tikhonravov, op. cit..

1 0 7 See Komarovich, op. c it., 87—9.

108 ibid., 89. See also Ilarion’s invocation of Vladimir, the ‘ancestor’ of princes, whom he exhorts to  rise up and 

look upon his works and progeny ( Slovo o zakone i blagodati, in Rozov, 169). For a summary of the dynastic struggles 

following the death of Monomakh’s son, M stislav (d. 1132), see Vernadsky, K ieva n  R ussia , 210-11; Dvornik, The 

Slavs: T heir E arly H isto ry  and C iviliza tion , 215—16.

109 Komarovich, op. cit., 89-90. Komarovich adds that among the princes o f Kievan R us’ the sacral tie rarely 

went beyond the grandfather, hence Igor and Vsevolod sue defined as Ol’govichi ( O l’govo khorobroe gnezdo— 47, 1. 

6 ).

110 The word p r itr e p a t’ is usually translated as ‘cut dow n /off’, thus conveying the impression that Iziaslav tarnished  

his great-grandfather’s glory. In early usage, however, this word apparently had a dual meaning: 'to cut down’ had 

somehow invoked the meaning ‘to caress’, and the word, with its contradictory meanings was often used for poetic  

effect. Since the author’s allusion to  Iziaslav’s courageous action cannot be intended as a condem nation, he must mean 

that Iziaslav ‘upheld’, rather than ‘tram pled’ Vseslav’s reputation (53, 11. 15—19). See Dm itriev & Likhachev, eds, SP, 

512—13, n. On arguments for both interpretations, see Adrianova-Peretts, ‘S P ’ i pam ia tn ik i russkoi litera tury, 157.
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EaHHT, yue H3fiCJiaBT>, CMHT, BaCHJIBKOB'B, H03B0HH CBOHMH OCTptlMH MeHH o rnejio- 
mbi JIhtobckhh, npHTpena cjiaBy A'BAy CBoeMy BcecnaBy, a caMi> hoat* hp'bjichbimh 
irh tb i na KpoBasda TpaBB npHTpenam, JIhtobckbimh mchh.

(53, 9-13)

One of the principal concerns of the Slovo is the shadow Igor and Vsevolod have cast upon 
the good reputations of their ancestors and kinsmen, its precedents and consequences. They 
have neglected their duty as princes to secure the safety of their people and to protect the 
reputation of their clan.111 The Germans, Venetians, Greeks and Moravians are said to  sing of 
Sviatoslav’s victories over the Polovtsy, but to  curse and reproach Igor for forfeiting national 
security and his kinsman’s glory (50, 11. 7-13).

The ancestral cult in its narrowest form was simultaneously closely linked with the more 
broadly-based ‘clan cult’ or ‘cult of the Forefather’. The figure of the founder of any clan or 
dynasty is both remote and nearly always semi-legendary, but a t the same time ever-present as 
an exemplum to his descendants. Riurik, traditionally regarded as the first prince of Rus’,112 
was also seen as the forefather of all succeeding generations of Russian princes.113 But it is 
his kinsman and successor, Oleg (ruled c. 880-913) who, having unified various Russian tribes 
into a  federation and established himself in Kiev, is more often looked upon as the first ruler 
of all Rus’. Many legends surround this prince’s life which have close parallels in the Norse 
saga of 0 3 3 .114 By the time his fife came to be recorded in the Povest ’ vremennykh let, Oleg, 
with his legendary vatic qualities, had come to be known as the progenitor of Russian princes 
even though his successor, Igor, is traditionally held to be not his but Riurik’s son.115

In the case of Rus’ the cult of the forefather also takes on more broadly national overtones. 
W hen the author of the Slovo speaks of russkata zemlia he sees it in term s of a group of 
principalities ruled by princes sharing a common ancestry dating back to Vladimir (44, 11. 8-  
9), and perhaps even further still to Oleg and Riurik, the first princes of Rus’. In his appeal 
for princely unity, then, the author is not proposing th a t the princes surrender inherited local 
authority and prestige in favour of a centralised government in Kiev, bu t th a t they and their 
clans co-operate and join forces against the common foe, putting an end to indifference and 
internal strife on the grounds th a t they are already united through the sacral bonds of kinship 
and ancestry.116

111 In the Iliad, VI (122), Glaucus declares that a hero is obliged to  surpass all others and to avoid disgracing his 

ancestors’ hard-won glory.

112 He actually ruled in Novgorod (P V L , 860-20). See Vernadsky, K ievan  R ussia , 22.

113 Komarovich, op. cit., 91; D vom ik, The Slavs: T heir E arly H isto ry  and C ivilza tion , 197. See also Eliade, op. 

cit., 6ff. (on mythical ancestors).

114 Vernadsky, K ieva n  R ussia, 22ff. For Oleg’s campaigns against neighbouring tribes, see P V L , 860-2.

115 See Komarovich, op. c it., 91ff., on Oleg as the focus of a princely ancestral cult. Komarovich sees parallels 

between Oleg and his namesake O l’ga, Igor’s wife, who in her career as regent also attem pted to bring insubordinate 

tribes to  heel (P V L , 945—7). Like him, she is noted for her cunning and is also the subject o f legends with Scandinavian 

parallels (in fact, the Norse name Helgi, from which theirs derives, translates as ‘vatic’, ‘far-seeing’, ‘h oly’— or veshchii). 

O leg’s apocryphal reputation for vatic wisdom in itself invests succeeding Russian princes with a  sacral quality (c/. 

Vernadsky, K ievan  R ussia, 22).

116 National unity in the S P  lacks the stronger political overtones o f the Zad., in which Dmitrii Donskoi is praised 

for his political wisdom and for his role as unifier and autocrat. The SP, on the other hand retains many echoes of 

pagan ancestral worship. Like O l’govichi and Vseslavichi, the form R usich i (found nowhere else on OR literature) 

is characteristic of tribal names indicating descent from a legendary ancestor (see Likhachev, 'S P  i esteticheskie 

predstavleniia ego vremeni’, 56; A. V. Solov’ev, ‘Rusichi i Rusovichi’, in S P -X II , 278ff. (esp. 281)). On M onomakh’s 

view  on inheritance from Riurik and the division o f land among peers, see Likachev, Velikoe nasledie, 117ff. The 

Russians, therefore, are viewed more in the sense of a closely-knit tribe, than as a modern political entity.
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Given the improbability of literal belief in the pagan gods on the part of the author and 
his audience, and the absence of aimless embellishments in early medieval literature, it may be 
asked how the gods, particularly Dazhbog and Yeles, fit into the general scheme of the Slovo. 
They are excluded from the affairs of both the present and the relatively recent past, which 
are solely m an’s domain, and are instead relegated to  an even more distant and mystical epoch 
than the reign of vatic Oleg. In allocating the role of ancestors to  Dazhbog and Veles, the 
author may simply be carrying through to  yet another level the principles of what appears to 
have been a fairly flexible gens cult in Kievan Rus’.

The concept of euhemerism, which explains the m ortal origins of the gods, derives its 
name from Euhemerus (c. 300 B.C.), a Messinian who alleged th a t the traditional deities had 
once been ordinary men and women who had died like everyone else bu t who, for a variety 
of reasons, were posthumously deified.117 His theory finds support in other classical authors, 
such as Aristotle and Pliny, who recognised in men a divine element th a t would destine some 
for eternal life.118 Even the orthodox pagan view acknowledged the existence within the ranks 
of the gods deified men, like Hercules, Castor and Pollux, and Romulus who, at the end of a 
great life and despite their mortal origins, passed away to join the gods and became one of 
their number. The early Church Fathers naturally seized upon these views in their struggle 
against persistent pagan worship and, with a few strategic alterations, turned them  to their 
own advantage. Accepting the premise th a t these gods had mortal origins, many clerics went 
on to  suggest th a t their deification never took place and th a t they were simply dead men upon 
whom divine worship had been falsely bestowed. This view eventually comprehended not only 
those gods believed to be of m ortal origin, but all pagan deities.119 Early Christian writers such 
as Isidore of Seville (7th c.) and Petrus Comestor (fl. c. 1160), while recognizing the existence 
of superior, gifted and venerable men among pagans, attem pted to explain pagan mythology 
as an exaggeration of these m en’s virtues and wisdom. Both maintain th a t those whom the 
hum an imagination fashioned into gods were men endowed with exceptional gifts which they 
shared with mankind: Zoroaster discovered the art of magic; Isis gave the Egyptians writing; 
Prom etheus was called the ‘creator of mankind’ because he was the first to  make statues, or 
perhaps he instructed the ignorant, and so on. As discoverers, inventors and instructors they 
became culture heroes, the ancestors of civilisation.120

Kings or founders of cities and tribes were, according to  the Church Fathers, also prime 
candidates for deification.121 Lactantius (260-330), in his Divin<e Institutiones, explains how 
primitive peoples were wont to  exalt the king for his excellence or because of the benefits he 
bestowed upon them , thus enabling them  to a tta in  civilisation. It would be natural, then, after 
the passing of their king, for his people to construct a likeness of him from which they could 
derive consolation and inspiration. In time, however, their devotion to  his merits would have 
developed into worship of his memory, whereby the people showed their gratitude and possibly 
inspired succeeding kings also to rule well.122 According to Jordanes (c. 550), the Ostrogoths

117 Seznec, op. c it., 13ff.; J. D . Cook, ‘Euhemerism: a medieval interpretation o f classical paganism ’, Speculum, 2 

1927, 397; Routh, op. c it., I, 68ff. (on Greek and Roman heroes who, as the centres o f cu lts, enjoyed divine honours, 

and were regarded by various tribes as ancestors of reigning families).

118 A Stoic view (Seznec, op. cit., 13-14).

119 Cooke, op. c it., 398ff. (a  summary of patristic views on the human origins o f the gods). See also Seznec, op. 

c it., 16ff.

120 Seznec, op. cit., 16-19; Cooke, op. c it., 402. George Cushing notes that the practice of deifying heroes was 

also common in Ob Ugrian heroic poetry (op . cit., 212).

121 See supra, n.78.

122 Cooke, op. c it., 400-02.
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of southeastern Europe, among other peoples, came to regard victorious leaders as divine and 
themselves as semi-divine.123

The theory supporting the historical basis of pagan myths is perhaps best reflected in the 
Gesta Danorum, completed in the early part of the thirteenth century by the Danish priest 
and historian, Saxo Grammaticus. Towards the beginning of his work he writes of the ‘wizard’ 
OSinn who, he says, was falsely believed to  be a god throughout Europe.124 Later in his 
narrative he settles the question of the gods’ origins thus:

At one time certain individuals, initiated into the magic arts, namely Thor. Odin and 
a number of others who were skilled at conjuring up marvellous illusions, clouded the 
minds of simple men and began to appropriate tne exalted rank of godhead. Norway. 
Sweden and Denmark were ensnared in a groundless conviction, urged to a devoted 
worship of these frauds and infected by their gross imposture. The results of their 
deceptions spread, so th a t all other realms came to  revere some kind of divine power 
in them, believing they were gods. They rendered solemn prayers to  these wizards 
and paid respect to an impious heresy wnich should have gone to  true religion.

(Bk VI, 170-1)

It appears, however, that kings and chieftains were especially susceptible to becoming centres 
of cults such as this. Saxo relates the tale of the Danish king, Haldan II, who was highly 
praised for a particularly clever and valorous feat during a  battle against the Swedes: seeing 
his line begin to give way, he climbed onto a cliff and prised up a number of boulders which 
rolled down into the enemy’s lines:

For this reason he began to  be held in such esteem by the Swedes th a t he was believed 
to  be the son of Thor, accorded divine honours by the people and judged worthy of 
public libations.

(Bk VII, 203)

Snorri Sturluson also subscribes to the euhemeristic view of the Scandinavian gods. The 
Ynglinga Saga relates how the chieftain, OSinn, conquered many kingdoms in Asia (Asaland) 
before going west and establishing himself in Sweden, to  which he brought laws originally in 
force in Asaland. He was a skin-changer besides, and this as well as his ability to commune 
with the dead point to  his having been a kind of shaman. After him, NjorSr, traditionally the 
god of wealth and the sea, and a priest under 05inn, became sovereign of the Swedes, and 
was succeeded by his son, Freyr, also called Yngve, who founded the race of the Ynglings (the 
Swedish kings). Freyr’s reign was marked by such unparalleled prosperity th a t th a t when he 
died, his men kept his death a secret from his people for three years, continuing to bring the 
tribu te  money to  his burial mound to ensure th a t peace and prosperity continued.125

123 Turville-Petre, M yth and Religion, 190-1; de Vnes, ‘Das Konigtum bei den Germanen’, 295.

124 H. E. Davidson, ed., Saxo G ram m aticus: H istory  o f the D anes, I (T ext), Cam bridge-Totowa, 1979, Bk I, 25-6  

[henceforth, Saxo]. Further textual references will be designated by book and /or page no. in the body of this work.

T he name W oden/W otan, another form of Odin/O Sinn, derives from the OHG wuot, meaning 'possessed, m ad’ 

(J. G. C. Anderson, C orn elii T aciti de origine et situ  G erm anorum , Oxford, 1938, 74n. [hereafter G erm ania]). This 

points to  the possibility that, among the continental Gmc peoples Woden was originally conceived as a shaman, or 

m aster o f magic, before becoming the god of wind and storm. For Gmc shamanic techniques see M. Eliade, Sham anism : 

A rchaic Techniques of E cstasy , Princeton, 1964, 379ff.; H. R. E. Davidson, Gods and M yths o f N orthern  Europe, 

Harmondsworth, 1981, 141ff. [henceforth Gods and M yths].

125 H eim skringla, I, chs 3 -10  (11-24). It is worth noting that Vladimir’s death in 1015 was said to have been kept 

secret by his followers; although the chronicler does not state for how long, the context suggests a fairly long time 

(P V L , 127). In 1097 the death of M stislav, son of Sviatopolk, was concealed by his followers, but only for three days.
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The notion th a t the gods were originally mortal founders of dynasties and, by implication, 
of whole nations, is expressed by Bede in 731. He writes of the brothers Hengist and Horsa, 
leaders of the Anglian tribes th a t invaded Britain:

Erant autem  filii Uictgisli, cuius pater U itta, cuius pater Uecta. cuius pater Uoden, 
de cuius stirpe m ultarum  provinciarum regium genus originem auxit.

[They were the sons of Wihtgisl, son of W itta, son of Wecta, son of Woden, from 
whose stock the royal families of many kingdoms claimed their descent.]

(Hist, eccles., I, 15, p. 30)

The Historia Brittonum , a compilation of old and new m aterials revised several times, but 
first assembled by Nennius in the first half of the ninth century, contains m anuscripts which 
preserve the genealogies for Bernicia, Kent, East Anglia, Mercia and Deira. These generally 
begin with Woden, although there is also a genealogy for Hengist and Horsa, going a step 
further back to G eata.126

Most of the genealogical lists in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle stop at Woden, bu t in the 
course of time, genealogies begin to extend beyond him to the gods Geat or Frealaf.127 Woden’s 
‘ancestors’ appear to  be a later interpolation. Once he had been traditionally established in 
royal genealogies over a long period, the need would arise to  render a pedigree still more 
impressive by extending it. According to Kenneth Sisam, ‘The motives for such an elaboration 
were comparatively innocent: flattery of a ruling house, emulation of the long lines th a t joined 
the other English kings to Woden, or the desire to  find a place for distinguished names that 
were remembered in no other pedigree or Liber Viiee. Materials were always a t hand, because 
a true series of royal fathers and sons would contain only some of the great hereditary kings, 
and would exclude most of the tribal gods and heroes, as well as unattached names from the 
common stock of legend. Old names are the stuff from which fictitious pedigrees are made, and 
must not be regarded as evidence of genuineness’.128 Eventually, the composition of genealogies 
became so artificial as to  include biblical names (Seth, Noah, Lamech and Adam) at the head 
of the Scandinavian gods.129 While such genealogical claims must have been taken more 
symbolically than literally, it will be seen th a t the traditional view of kings as descendants of 
the gods was to lend rulers a sacral quality th a t endured to  varying degrees until comparatively 
recent tim es.130

120 K. Sisam, ‘Anglo-Saxon royal genealogies’, Proceedings o f the B ritish  A cadem y , 39, 1953, 292-4. Geat or 

G eata may be regarded as the eponymous ancestor of the G eats o f SW Sweden, to  whom Beowulf belonged (314).

127 ibid., 298 (Frealaf may be a variation o f Freyr, the ON god of fertility who was worshipped together with OCinn 

at Upsalla).

128 ibid., 305-6 /308 . Sisam suggests that, possibly, the reason why all AS kingdoms for which genealogies have 

been preserved go back to  Woden is because many o f the founders of English kingdoms were not kings by heredity, and 

so the earlier parts of their pedigrees would have been fictions of the 7th and 8th cc., absorbing gods and legendary 

tribal heroes into the royal line (326). T his may have been a leftover practice which IWritus observed in the tradition 

of heredity among the Gmc tribes c. 98 A. D .. They believed themselves to  be descended from the god Tuisto, from 

his son Mannus (the first man?), and from the latter’s three sons, who becam e eponymous ancestors for the three 

principal Gmc tribes (G erm an ia , 2).

129 * •Sisam, ‘AS royal genealogies’, 320-1. Chroniclers also go in for this kind of ‘pre-history’: the P V L  begins

with the sons of Noah after the Flood; the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle (P a rk er Chronicle) contains a genealogical preface 

beginning in the year of Christ’s Nativity, when Cerdic and Cynric, descendents o f W oden, first conquer W essex (G. 

N. Garmonsway, trans., The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, London, 1984, 2).

130 de Vries, 'D e is  Konigtum bei den Germanen” , 296; Eliade, M yth and R eality, 41n.
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Prior to considering how these Northern European views131 on the divine ancestries of 
kings may be applied to the Slovo, it is necessary, first of all, to observe how and to what 
extent these ideas manifest themselves in other early heroic works. T hat the literary sources 
available should be of English and Scandinavian provenance is not surprising since Christianity 
was established much later in Scandinavia, while the English, although christianised centuries 
earlier, continued to  rely for some time on Scandinavian legends. Consequently, these sources 
lack any positive Christian character. The Chanson de Roland and the Nibelungenlied, being 
so much later, have more or less lost touch with the pre-Christian heroic world in this respect, 
although they show an understanding of the secular heroic ethos.132

In the Edda the gods, bu t never the heroes, are sometimes the objects of ridicule.133 Thor 
in particular seems to be singled out for this kind of treatm ent, as in the Harbarftzlidft, in 
which his intellect is represented as being inversely proportional to his physical strength .134 
It is doubtful whether this disrespectful approach to the gods is the result of interpolations 
on the part of thirteenth-century Christian scribes, since there is absolutely nothing else in 
these works th a t might suggest this kind of tampering. Also, it would not explain why, in 
the Lokasenna, the insolent and mischievous god, Loki, exposes the weaknesses, failings and 
caprices of all the other gods except Thor (Neckel, 96-110). Futhermore, this a ttitude does 
not extend to the Norse heroes who, while almost as incompatible with Christian ideas as the 
gods, are invariably praised for their courage, strength and fealty. In Lokasenna, Loki himself 
places mortal heroic virtue above the gods:

‘Sniallr ertu \ sessi, scalattu sva gora,

Bragi, beccscrautu8r;
vega pu gacc, ef }>u vrei3r ser,

hyggz vaetr hvatr fyrir.’

[Loud talk but little meaning,

131 These views are not, of course, exclusive to Europe, for they were and, among certain peoples still are, 

widespread (see Eliade, M yth and Reality, 39ff.).

132 In the Nibel. mythological motifs reappear, but have been almost com pletely stripped of their original sig

nificance. According to Prof. Hatto, they are played down in medieval German epic as a point of style ( ‘Medieval 

German’, Traditions, 192-3). Note, for instance: (a) the magical source o f Siegfried’s strength (st. 100); (b ) the cloak 

which renders its wearer invisible (Ch. 7); (c) the prophetic nixes or water-nymphs (st. 1533ff.). The giants and the 

dragon reputedly vanquished by Siegfried also appear in Gmc mythology as well as in Beo., and continued to inspire 

folk literature for som e time. In the Nibel., unlike in Beo., they are mentioned coincidentally and serve mainly to  

em phasise Siegfried’s extraordinary strength, but are insignificant in themselves (for the significance of the monsters 

and the dragon in B eo., see W hitelock, op. cit., 76ff.; R. E. Kaske, ‘The E otenas  in B eo .’, in O E  P oetry , 285—310; 

idem , ‘Sapien tia  et F ortitudo as the controlling theme of B eo.’, in Anthology, 269—310; H. L. Rogers, ‘Beow ulf’s three 

great fights’, in Anthology, 233—56). The kinds of folkloric elements mentioned above may be found in the byliny, 

where heroes of unusual, sometimes supernatural, origin fight monsters and perform impossible feats. Beowulf, on the 

other hand, is unusually, but not unnaturally, strong.

133 According to  Turville-Petre, heroic lays are probably an older class o f poems than those about the gods ( Origins 

o f Icelandic L iterature, Oxford, 1953, 8 ; 15ff). There is no evidence to  indicate that mythological lays like those of 

the E dda  were known among Gmc tribes outside Scandinavia. Those which survive originated in Norway and Iceland 

(ib id ., 15; Davidson, Gods and M yths, 65).

134 In G. Neckel, ed., Edda: D ie  L ieder des Codex Regius, I (2nd ed., H. K uhn), Heidelberg, 1962, 78—87 

[henceforth Neckel]. See also Prym skviO a, in which Thor is disguised as FYigg in bridal clothes, and Loki as his 

handmaid (111-15). All translations o f the Edda, apart from the four contained in Dronke’s collection, will be derived 

from P. Terry, trans., P oem s of the Vikings, Indianapolis, 1969.
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Bragi, jewel of the benches!
Why don’t you fight if you’re so furious?
Heroes don’t hold back.]

(st. 15)

This is not to say th a t because they told humorous tales about their gods the early Scandina
vians had ceased to believe in them —their reluctance in abandoning their old beliefs proves the 
contrary—but it is patently clear th a t the poets, at any rate, and probably the ruling warrior 
class as well, harboured few illusions about them. Disenchantment may have led a growing 
number of men—Vikings, wanderers and outlaws—to eschew the gods and all their works and 
to  tru st solely in their own resources.135 Certainly, the gods could not be relied upon if, like 
men, they too were governed by Fate, and could bring about the destruction of the world by 
their actions.

The gods play no part whatsoever in the heroic Edda, and in later works such as Atlamal 
and Gvftrunarhvgt, which date from the twelfth century, even casual references to  them  are 
entirely absent.136 Allusions to  the gods as well as to  spirits, however, may be found in 
Atlakvixia and HamZismal, both of which are thought to be two of the oldest surviving Germanic 
poems.137

Four such references are found in A tlakv^a. In two instances geographical features are 
endowed with divine associations. In st. 27/5-8, the Rhine is said to  be the ‘god-sprung river’ 
which rules the inheritance of the Niflungar. This passage, according to Ursula Dronke, may 
be alluding to the divine origins of the Niflung family whose treasure, currently sitting at the 
bottom  of the Rhine, would have been inherited from their eponymous ancestor, Niflung.138 
Later, in st. 30/5-8, it is said th a t the oath taken and subsequently broken by Atli was 
pledged—

at sol inni su5rhg>llo 
ok at Sigtys bergi, 
hplkvi hvflbeSiar 
ok at hringi Ullar.

[by the sun southward-curving 
and by 0 3 in n ’s crag, 
by the steed of sleep’s pillows 
and by Ullr’s ring.]

Here the names of 03inn and Ullr are invoked in the context of oath-taking. Like water, 
hills or mounds were regarded as sacred, and in Norse sources and Old English place-names 
they were usually associated with 03inn (W oden).139 Hills, particularly burial mounds, as 
customary repositories of the dead, were naturally associated with the ‘Other W orld’ and 
chthonic worship; as god of the dead and the underworld as well as oaths, 03 inn  would have 
been seen as the protector of mounds. As to Ullr, it has been suggested th a t for a period he

1 ̂
See Turville-Petre, M yth and Religion, 264-8.

136 They contain numerous references to ‘doom ’ or ‘fate’, however, which will receive separate treatment later.

137 All four poem s are taken from Dronke, ed. & trans, op. c it.. All citations and translations will be taken from 

these parallel texts.

138 ibid., 61-2n.. As noted supra (n.79), in Gmc and Celtic m ythology any body of water, be it a river, lake, sea 

or well, was considered sacred. W hile Celtic tradition held that the ‘Other W orld’ lay beneath the waves, in Norse 

tradition the lower world was thought to be surrounded by a river spanned by a bridge (Patch, op. c it., 47, 60-1).

139 Dronke, op. cit., 64n.; Patch, op. cit., 47.
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was to some people, if not chief god, at least the god of law and stability and, like 03inn, a 
sky god.140 It has been further proposed th a t Ullr was to  03inn a kind of ‘alter-ego’, a deputy 

r who supplanted 03inn as king when th a t capricious god was in disgLce.141 In any event, A tli’s 
oath was sworn not only upon the sun, the marriage bed and 03 inn  himself, bu t also upon the 
sacred ring of Ullr lest OSinn prove false. Not to honour an oath thus guaranteed would have 
been an extremely serious offence, and only the worst could follow.

The remaining two allusions to pagan divinities in AtlakviSa, although much less explicit 
than those mentioned above, provide a somewhat clearer picture of literary heroic attitudes 
in pre-Christian Scandinavia towards the gods. S tanza 29/6 contains the kenning, sigtiva, a 
genitive plural meaning more or less, ‘heroes of trium ph’. This term  is always used elsewhere 
with reference to the gods, especially 03inn, but in this somewhat corrupt passage Dronke takes 
it to refer to Gu3run’s brothers, Hpgni and Gunnarr. The word appears at the very climax of 
the poem: Hpgni has had his heart cut out and dies amid his own heroic laughter, while Gunnarr 
is about to be hurled into a snake-pit where he too will acquit himself heroically. At the same 
time, their sister, Gu5run, heaps curses upon Atli for breaking his oath and prepares to exact 
the most hideous revenge. For all three siblings, then, this section, beginning with Hpgni’s 
death and ending with the curses th a t signal GuSrun’s revenge, represents the most crucial, 
the most tragic, yet the most glorious moment in their heroic lives. Since Norse tradition held 
th a t men were god-descended and th a t great royal houses traced their descent from the sons 
of OSinn,142 it would be natural for the poets to  recall, with the simple term, sigtwar, the 
‘divine’ origins of the Burgundian kings when they are at the climax of their lives and their 
actions surpass those of ordinary mortals.143 The situation demands the superiority of courage 
and will th a t has been their inheritance; no prayers are rendered up, no assistance invoked. 
All th a t they require to meet the occasion they already possess through their distinguished 
origins. When great men take the stage, the gods retreat into the distance and into the past 
where they belong.

The final and possibly most ambiguous reference of this kind here is contained in the 
phrase reifa gigld rggnis (‘to  render a lord his due’—st. 34/4). This refers to GuSrun’s offering 
Atli a  gilded ale-cup before inviting him to dine in his hall where, unbeknownst to him, his sons 
comprise the main course. Since the word Rggnir (‘Lord’) is normally a proper name for 03inn, 
and since the oath-breaking Atli cannot be considered heroic, it may be as Dronke suggests, 
th a t the term  is nothing more than ‘the poet’s predilection for heightened diction’.144 But 
with the added invocation of Ullr to clinch the oath in st. 30/5-8, the earlier implication that 
03inn, renowned for his treachery and lawlessness, cannot be trusted, adds a new dimension to 
this passage.145 The poet here may be attem pting to establish a parallel between the faithless

1 4fl
Turville-Petre, M yth and Religion, 184.

141 Dronke, op. cit., 65n.; Turville-Petre, ‘The cult of Othinn in Iceland’, idem , N ine N orse S tudies  ( Viking 

S ocie ty  fo r  N orthern  Research, Text Series, 5), London, 1972, 14ff. See also Saxo, Bk VI, 78.

142 See supra, 77—9.

143 Dronke, op. c it., 63n. N ote that in st 3 0 /6  S ig tys bergi is understood as 'OHinn’s crag’. Som ething along the 

sam e lines occurs in the early Russian chronicles; whereas in Norse literature a hero’s divine origins are invoked at the 

m ost critical moment of his destiny, in the Russian chronicles a prince’s ancestors are invoked (D. S. Likhachev, 'SP  i 

esteticheskie predstavleniia ego vremeni’, in idem , ‘S P ’ i ku l’tura, L., 1978, 55-6).

144 op. c it., 68n.

145 See Turville-Petre, ‘The cult of O th in n .. .’, loc. cit.. The lawless and, as the etymology of his name suggests, 

the furious OSinn was often seen as the antithesis of justice who frequently supported evil and undeserving characters 

while perm itting those who trusted in him to perish. This capricious side of OSinn is unveiled by Loki in Lokasenna: 

‘Be quiet, Odin! You never cou ld / decide a fight fairly./I know how often you have allow ed/the weaker man to win!’ 

(st. 22). Another story tells of Harald Finehair, ruler of Norway from the mid-9th c., who overthrew traditional law by
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Atli and the equally faithless OSinn, modelling the king closely upon his lawless ‘ancestor’ god. 
The entire stanza—GuSrun’s proffering the ale-cup to  Atli and her invitation to  partake of 
‘young beasts gone to the shades’—all recall pagan oblations and acts of sacrifice, particularly 
of the human kind, consecrated to  the gods in their temples. To model Atli upon OSinn in 
this way, therefore, is to reinforce the fact th a t the latter was not a t all times and to all men 
the most popular of the gods.146

To recapitulate briefly, three out of the four allusions to Norse deities in AtlakvtSa suggest 
th a t, far from playing active roles in the heroic poems, the gods maintain only an indirect 
presence as ancestors of kings and heroes like the Niflungar. Even the unscrupulous Atli, by 
virtue of his kingship, is entitled to  a divine pedigree, and to  him OSinn in his most pernicious 
persona is assigned. In this and in the remaining reference dealing with A tli’s four-fold oath, 
there is also a clear indication th a t by the time this early poem had been conceived, OSinn 
had begun to be viewed with distrust.

On three occasions the Hamftismdl also recollects the divine origins of royal persons. The 
sons of GuSrun, HamSir and Sprli,are first called gcftbomir (‘the god-descended’) shortly after 
they have slain their taunting half-brother, Erpr, and are preparing to continue on their heroic 
quest for vengeance on Iprmunrekkr (Ermanaric), king of the Goths, for the murder of their 
sister, Svanhildr (st. 16/3). The epithet here is well-timed. Just as in Atlakvifta the divine 
heritage of the Burgundians is invoked a t the moment when they face the most critical trial of 
their lives, so the divine descent of the HamSir and Sprli is recalled a t a similar critical point; 
for, unknown to them, their action marks a turning point in their fortunes, and the injudicious 
killing of Erpr, whose help they sorely miss a t their last battle, seals their doom.

Later, Iprmunrekkr jeeringly calls them goSbom Giuka (‘the divine breed of Giuki [their 
grandfather]’—st. 21/7), thus mocking the pretensions of their clan, particularly of their 
grandfather, to divine descent, and indicating perhaps th a t the Norse of the late ninth century 
had already begun to  take such genealogical claims less seriously.

Iprmunrekkr himself enjoys the epithet, regenkunngi (st. 25/2), which is usually inter
preted as ‘of the race of the divine powers’. In this case, however, it may also be taken to 
mean ‘one with a powerful cunning/insight’, the association of regin with magic and a certain 
vatic wisdom being an ancient one.147 As a  descendant of a great royal line, he too would 
trace his ancestry to  the gods which, in turn, would be invoked at the moment of ‘superhuman 
control’: in this instance, the moment he orders his men to  stone the brothers after swords 
and spears have proved ineffective. At the same time he would be regarded as ‘cunning’ or 
‘inspired’, in th a t he hit upon precisely the means by which to destroy his opponents. All 
this is undertaken while he is dying, having been dismembered by the heroes (st. 24/7-10).

introducing a centralised autocracy, thus forcing many of the land-owning aristocracy to  flee to  Iceland and elsewhere, 

had once in his youth been a guest o f OSinn (ib id ., 16). Shortly sifter the middle o f the 10th c., the unknown author of 

E irih sm dl celebrated the death and reception by OSinn into Valhalla (Valhgl) of Haraid’s favoured son, Eirik Bloodaxe  

(d. 966), onetim e ruler o f Jorvik (York) (H. M. Chadwick, op. c it., 15). Eirik was the ideal chosen hero of OSinn, 

for he ruthlessly displayed his contempt for the bonds and duties of kinship by slaying his brothers (Turville-Petre, 

'The cult of O thinn. . . ’, 16—17). The god’s reputation for setting kinsman against kins mein is reiterated by D ag in 

HelgakvUSa H undingsbana gnnor. ‘Odin alone has worked this evil:/he carried runes o f strife am ong close kin’ (Neckel, 

150-61, st. 34). Saxo also relates how OSinn, ‘through his deep artifice’, created strife between once close kinsmen, 

Harald W artooth and his nephew Ring (Hring), which culminated in the battle of Br&valla (Bk VI, 232).

146 As head god of the Norwegian aristocracy and hence of the unpopular Harald Finehair (supra, n.145), to 

whom many Icelanders had lost their lands, OSinn was not popular and little  worshipped in Iceland (where the 

E dda  happened to  be preserved). The Icelanders were more inclined to  worship Thor (Turville-Petre, ‘The cult of 

O thinn. . . ’, passim ).

147 Dronke, op. cit., 236—7n.
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According to Germanic belief, a dying man gains a sudden magical force of knowledge, for at 
the moment of death certain latent magical powers in the human personality are released and 
activated.148 Although it was generally held th a t this extraordinary foresight was im parted by 
OSinn, the god of the dead,149 any apparently occult wisdom in this scene clearly comes from 
Iprmunrekkr himself, and only quite indirectly from any external auxiliary.

Hamftismal contains an additional five passages th a t allude to spirits or to  divinities of a 
lower order. It is generally thought th a t belief in these lower beings or hidden forces—elves, 
trolls, guardian spirits, fate, to name but a few—was older and more primitive than belief in 
the gods, as well as considerably more persistent.150 It will be found th a t it is this form of 
belief, rather than  belief in anthropomorphic gods within a formal mythological framework, 
th a t, to  varying degrees, plays a more integral role in the Slovo and its northern counterparts.

The first such passage in Hamftismdl introduces the poem and foretells the tragedy that 
is to  come:

Sprutto a tai 
tregnar ISir, 
groeti alfa 
in glystpmo.

[There sprouted on the threshold 
sorrowful tasks, 
the source of elves’ tears 
dry of joy.]

In Northern tradition elves were tutelary spirits of the home, revered by every family, not unlike 
the Russian domovoi. Here, presumably, the spirits of GuSrun’s house mourn the extinction 
of her line, Giuki’s fine, th a t is to be fulfilled through the deaths of her sons.151

A malevolent female spirit, an ogress, appears on the periphery of the action at the murder 
of E rpr (st. 15/4) at which, knowing its consequences, she is delighted. Later, ju st prior to 
their defeat, HamSir sees his action as evil and regrettable, and blames the disir for spurring 
him on to kill (st. 28/6).152 It was, however, lack of judgem ent and an excess of heroic pride 
th a t led the heroes to kill their taunting half-brother, and it is unlikely th a t the poet meant 
his audience to take HamSir’s excuse at face value.

The last two examples refer to  the Noras, or Fates, who determine the course of life 
and whose judicial aspect distinguishes them  from other fatal spirit-women, the disir and the 
valkyrjur, although they too are said to be controlled by OSinn.153 The first reference is to 
grey nom a  (‘the curs of the Noras’—st. 29/3): wolves also known as the dogs or hounds of

148 F. Strom, On the Sacral O rigins o f the G erm anic D eath P en alties , Stockholm, 1942, Ch. 6 , esp. 244ff. The  

legend which tells o f how OSinn restored the sight of the blinded Danes in the thick of battle (they were led by their 

king, Jarmerik, who was also dismembered), is told by Saxo, Bk VIII, 258. It was OSinn who also taught the Danes 

how to stone their enemies.

1 4Q Turville-Petre, M yth and Religion, 41ff.

150 Turville-Petre, ‘The cult of O thinn. . . ’, 4; Routh, op. cit., II, 25ff.; Rybakov, ‘Iazycheskoe m irovozzrenie.. . ’,

8ff.

151 Dronke, op. cit., 225n.; Turville-Petre, M yth  and Religion, 230ff. (According to Turville-Petre, elves, which 

were associated with both death and fertility, were regarded as having two aspects: the so-called 'light elves’ were 

beautiful and benevolent, the ‘dark elves’, hideous and wicked).

1 KO
See Dronke, op. c it., 237n.

153 ibid., 238-9nn.

(St. 1/1^1)
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OSinn.154 In this passage, HamSir expresses the hope th a t he and Sprli will not blame one 
another for their defeat, tearing at each other like the wolves of the Fates. In the next stanza, 
having taken stock of the situation, he concludes:

Kveld lifir maSr ekki 
eptir kviS norna.

[No man outlives the evening 
after the Norns’ decree.]

(st. 30/7-8)

In HarrvSismdl the supernatural again fails to  influence heroic action directly. The Norns, 
however, while not actually affecting the course of events, since the heroes have brought their 
own downfall upon themselves, exercise control over the heroes’ lifespan; and because men 
know th a t they cannot escape the end which the Norns have decreed for them , this awareness 
enables them  to display their most noble qualities, particularly courage. The function and 
significance of this complex and elusive force will be discussed in more detail later in this 
chapter with a view to discovering whether the notion of such a force exists in the Slovo.

One last example bearing out the view th a t the gods in heroic literature serve a primarily 
genealogical function is Beowulf. At first sight the gods axe conspicuously absent, although 
monsters and various malignant spirits pervade the work, until it is recalled th a t the names 
Sceaf, Scyld and Beow(ulf) appear with some regularity in Anglo-Saxon and Danish genealogies 
in company with the usual gods and other legendary or semi-legendary figures.155 The poem 
is introduced with an elaborate genealogy of Danish kings, headed by the illustrious, though 
mysterious, Scyld Scefing and ending with HroSgar (11. 4-63). Scyld (Skjold) was generally 
regarded in Germanic tradition as the eponymous ancestor of the Danish kings, known also 
as the Scyldingas (Skjoldungar)—in the same way as Freyr (Yngve) was the founder of the 
Swedish royal line, the Ynglingar— and was praised both for his law-making as well as his 
m artial qualities.156 The mysterious arrival and glorious passing of Scyld are nowhere to be 
found outside Beowulf. The poem tells of how he was sent from the unknown and returned 
there once his mission had been accomplished, thus signifying a potentially divine nature.157 
Similar tales of a mysterious arrival are narrated in English chronicles, where it is undertaken 
by Sceaf, father of Scyld and the legendary progenitor of the West Saxon kings.158 According 
to  some scholars, Sceaf was, in ancient tradition, a  god-sent mythical king to whom the North 
German tribes attributed the introduction of agriculture and princely rule.159

The Beowulf poem thus links both the English and the Scandinavian traditions, with 
Scyld taking on the mission originally designated to Sceaf and fulfilling the duties befitting a 
tribal progenitor. As founder of the Danish (Scylding) dynasty, he introduced the institution 
of kingship, and his reign was distinguished by remarkable prosperity.160

154 On the beasts of OSinn, see Turville-Petre, M yth  and Religion, 57ff.
i e e

Sisam, ‘AS royal genealogies’, 315ff., 321, 339ff.

156 See Saxo, Bk 1, 15.

157 See Patch, op. cit., 47. Scyld’s ship funeral marks his passage to the Other World, the land of the dead, over 

the sea. Since that is also where he came from, the implication is that his origins must be divine.

158 Klaeber, op. cit., 123; Sisam, ‘AS royal genealogies’, 313 n.4, 314ff. (Sceaf was also the legendary ruler of the 

Langobards).

159 Klaeber, loc. cit.. To the pagan English, the sheaf was a popular religious sym bol whose associations with  

fertility are self-evident.

160 The peace and plenty enjoyed by the Danes under Scyld is a more general development of Sceaf's literal 

introduction o f agriculture to  the North Germans.
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Scyld’s son, Beowulf, is likewise an unhistorical figure who is also found among the an
cestors of Woden in Anglo-Saxon and Norse genealogies under the name Beow (Beo/Beaw). 
The agricultural associations of his nam e161 taken together with those of Sceaf reinforce tra
ditional beliefs concerning the introduction of agriculture and, by means of this peaceful and 
settled occupation, also civilisation, realised here by Scyld (whose very name designates him 
as protector). I t would seem th a t Beow, a divinity worshipped by the Anglo-Saxons, had 
somehow become confused with the historical Beowulf, nephew of Hygelac, and transformed 
into the mortal hero of the present poem, whose reign was also characterised by peace and 
prosperity.162 He is unlike his deified Swedish counterpart, Freyr, however, in th a t the benefits 
he had amassed on behalf of his people were not to outlive him.

It is conceivable th a t the Beowulf-poet was unaware of Scyld’s and Beow’s mythical iden
tities, and th a t the tradition of this Danish genealogy predates the work in its present form. 
In any case, he may have viewed these men simply as ancestors of a special kind, who were 
subject to death like everyone else, but who belonged to  a strange and glorious past.163

If  Rus’ ever possessed any tales of the gods, no traces have survived in w ritten form, and 
it is uncertain how much, if anything, people in twelfth century Rus’ even knew about them. 
While the nobility may have continued to  practise certain pagan rites long after conversion, 
they were nevertheless Christians to whom the artificial and short-lived pantheon of Vladimir 
was long dead and probably forgotten. W hat little they may have known about the gods would 
have been circulated orally. In the countryside old traditions continued, on the whole, to  be 
practised and passed down as before, virtually, though not altogether, untouched either by the 
pantheon or by Christianity; in the towns the volkhvy, practising under cover, continued to act 
as custodians of pre-Christian belief and ritual.164

I t  is difficult to assess how much the author knew or understood about the Russian pagan 
gods and their functions. He certainly does not accord them  the same integral part in the action 
of the Slovo th a t he gives to nature. Instead, the gods, with the exception of Div, have been 
distanced, even formalised. As will be seen in due course, however, they, in particular Dazhbog 
and Veles, were not assigned to  their ancestral roles at random. Like the gods in northern 
heroic lays, they were not im portant in themselves nor were they invoked as auxiliaries, but 
they nevertheless continued to  represent something th a t wielded enough influence over the 
poetic imagination to  be remembered, however indirectly or occasionally.

Prior to analysing the author’s motives, conscious or otherwise, in treating the gods as he 
does, an attem pt must be made to establish what may have been his general understanding of 
them . It is quite apparent th a t he did not subscribe to the primarily ecclesiastical opinion th a t 
the gods were devils, but inclined more to  the euhemeristic view, espoused in the ffypatian 
Chronicle entry for the year 1114 (278-9), of the gods as legendary ancestors, great founders 
or inventus, and therefore prototypes for all subsequent human action.165

161 Klaeber believes Beow or Beaw to be derived from the pre-Gmc root *bhu-, from which stem s the OE word 

btian ( ‘to  dwell’, ‘cultivate land’, ‘grow’) , * x * iv \

162 Klaeber, loc. cit.

163 On specifically genealogical poem s tracing the descent of various Scandinavian rulers from the gods, see H. M. 

Chadwick, op. cit., 15—16.

164 Zguta, R ussian  M instrels, 6ff.; idem , ‘The pagan priests o f early R ussia’, passim .

165 See Eliade, M yth  and R eality, 34ff. In his discussion of ‘prim itive’ m yth, Eliade states that the gods, who 

created men, were conceived as ‘ancestors’ upon whom men endeavoured to model themselves. Im itating one’s father 

and grandfather, then, would be the same as im itating the Ancestors and would produce the sam e results (34). While 

the author of the S P  does not present or regard the ancestor-gods as mythological realities, he does, all the same, 

adhere to the principle o f ‘origins’ throughout his work.
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I t would not be unreasonable to suppose that by 1114 the Russian Church, like many 
Western ecclesiastics, had found the euhemeristic approach to be more effective in its struggle 
against paganism. Close on the heels of a passage which tells how the people of the Ladoga 
region still relied on volkhvy during crises, the Russian chronicler explains the origins of the 
sun gods, Dazhbog and Svarog, as well as the introduction of kingship, law, and consequently, 
civilisation into Egypt, using a genealogical tale th a t may have been, to a greater or lesser 
degree, widespread:166

nona nBcapncTBOBaTH nepBoe MecTpoM'B ott> po^a XaMOBa. IIo HeMt EpeMHH, 
no HeMi> $>eocTa nxce h CoBapora Hapeicoina ErynTSHe. LfBcaptcTByiomio ceMy 
OeocTB bt> BpeMH QBcapcTBa ero, cnaAoma kjtbu^b ct> HeSetiB, [h] Hana KOBaTH 
opyxcne npk»ce 60 Toro najinn,aMH n KaMeHneM't bwoxycs. T b  m e  <PeocTa saicoHT> 
oycTaBH xceHaMi> sa eAHHi> Myms nocaraTH h x o a h th  roBeioiAH, a nxce npeJno6u  
Â Biomn xasHHTH noBejTBBame cero paAH npo3Bame h 6on> CBapor...

(col. 278)

The chronicler proceeds to demonstrate how this law secured order, for it left men in no doubt 
as to the paternity of their children. Having explained th a t transgressions of these monogamy 
laws were punishable by burning in ovens, he continues:

cero paAH npo3Bama h CBaporoM't, h 6naxcnma h ErynTSHe. H no ceMi> nhcap- 
CTBOBa cbihb ero, HMeHeM'B ObJiHtAe, eroxce HapnmoTb R ajKtSon*.... Ci>JiH'i>n;e 
ABcapt, chht. CBaporoBX, erne ecTB ^axcb6orvi>, Gb 60 Myxcb CHJieHB.. .M He x o ts  
oTbn,a CBoero saxoHa pacunaTH, CBapoxca.

(col. 279)

Consequently Dazhbog was also highly revered for establishing pure living throughout the 
land.167

This chronicle entry reveals striking parallels with certain concepts inherent in heroic 
literature and other writings of the early European Middle Ages, particularly in England and 
Scandinavia, concerning the origins of the gods and the notion of sacral kingship.

The chronicler begins this tale with a legendary genealogy of Egyptian kings descending 
from Noah’s son Ham, thus lending it historical credence and a certain amount of respectability, 
in the way Anglo-Saxon genealogists pressed into service figures from Genesis to  act as ancestors 
for the ‘divine’ kings Freyr, Woden, Geat and so on.

The third king, Feost (Svarog), is to  the Egyptians what Scyld in Beowulf is to the 
Danes; as civiliser, law-maker and general benefactor to his people, he emerges as a national 
or dynastic progenitor, the ‘father’ of the newly civilised nation, and conforms to the type of 
ruler regarded by writers like Saxo and Snorri as ripe for deification and mythologizing. He led 
the Egyptians out of the Stone Age with the introduction of the forging of m etal weapons and, 
by implication, tools; th a t is, both the means to procure a prosperous life in peacetime, and 
the means to defend it from foes. W ith the institution of monogamy, Feost also reinforced the 
social order, punishing by fire those who transgressed. For these reasons, says the chronicler, 
‘he was called the god, Svarog’, and thus Svarog, the fire or sun god, became the idol under 
which Feost the king was worshipped and ‘blessed’ by the Egyptians.

166 O n  I D a z h b o g  came to  b e v ? i t h  the 

sm ith Hephaestus,j^the Greek god of fire, and H elios, the Greek sun god, see Bruckner, M itologia  slowianska, 50ff.; 

Mansikka, op. cit., 71ff., Robinson, ‘Solnechanaia sim bolika.. . ’, 21.

167 A parallel version of this account is found in the later K hlebnikovskii Chronicle (See Mansikka, op. cit., 66.)



After him came his son, Dazhbog, whom the people called the ‘Sun’, and therefore wor
shipped as the offspring of a deity. Like Beowulf, the son of Scyld, Dazhbog carried on his 
fa ther’s achievements and was praised in particular for upholding th a t law which turned Egypt 
towards a pure way of life. Although the chronicler describes him as a mighty man (muzh ’ 
silen”), Dazhbog came to be worshipped as the son of the ‘Sky’, as the god of light, a divine 
‘Provider’.168

How Egypt came to be the setting is easily explained. After the Flood, in which the old 
social order together with most of its inhabitants was destroyed, and the division of tongues 
at Babel, Noah’s three sons are said to have headed for different parts of the world to found 
nations. According to tradition, Ham’s lot included North Africa.169 For the chronicler Egypt 
would have represented not only one of the greatest civilisations to ensue after the Flood, but 
also the centre of a flourishing sun cult, whose kings were closely associated with the sun, if 
not actually personifications of it.170 The first rulers, then, of what was probably regarded as 
the first kingdom could have been viewed as forefathers, the progenitors of successive princes 
everywhere.171

The flexibility of the gens religion in twelfth-century Rus’ is shown in the Slovo through the 
au tho r’s handling of the genealogical concept outside the sphere of blood kinship, and assigning 
the god, Dazhbog, as the ‘forebear’ of a clan and, in a broader sense, a whole nation.172 That 
the gods were no longer believed to be divine by the author is irrelevant; what is im portant 
is th a t these hero-kings came to be worshipped as gods, and thus retained the distinction of 
being held up as archetypes for specific virtues and modes of behaviour.

T he first mention of ‘Dazhbog’s grandsons’ (Dazhd’bozha, vnuka) in the Slovo appears in 
an historical digression relating the bitter feuds inspired by Oleg Sviatoslavich and their tragic 
consequences:

Torfla npn 0ji3b TopHcJiaBJiHHH CBxiueTCH n pacTHmeTb yco6nn,aMH, nornbameTi. 
3KH3Hb 4 a^Ai»-Eo^ca BHyxa, wh khxxchx'b KpaMOJiaxT, Br£n,H HejiOBincoMb ckp&th- 
macb.

(48,11. 16-19)

168 M ost scholars interpret the etymology of Dazhbog as being rooted in the words d a t’ ( ‘to give) and bog ( ‘god’). 

See Bruckner, M itologia slowianska, 59; Mansikka, op. c it., 73, 283. For a different interpretation, see A. Afanas’ev, 

P oetichesk ie  vozzren iia  si avian na prirodu, I, M., 1865, 65.

169 See P V L, 1—2. The opening section on the history of the sons of Noah is derived from the Chronicle o f the 

Byzantine historian, Georgius Hamartolus, which dates from the 9th c. (See Cross Sc Sherbowi tz- W etzor, op. cit., 

23-4).

170 See Frankfort, op. cit., 148ff; Dvom ik, E arly C hristian  and B yzan tin e  P o litica l Philosophy, I, 10 (in the 

fourth Egyptian Dynasty, the king came to be thought of as a man chosen by the sun god to reign over his subjects). 

For more ideas on the close association o f princes with the sun, see Gasparov, op. c it., 98ff. The Russian chronicler 

probably acquired his undoubtedly limited familiarity with Egyptian history from Greek chroniclera, who in turn 

would have relied on the writings of the Alexandrian Greeks for their information.

171 See Likhachev, ‘SP  i osob en n osti.. .’, 312, who interprets Feost as the progenitor of an entire generation 

of god-princes, for whom Svarog and Dazhbog sire idols. A lso Robinson, 'Zakonomernosti razvitiia srednevekovogo 

geroicheskogo eposa i simbolika S P ’, 158.

172 Anichkov believes that Dazhbog, Veles and Khors were tribal gods included in the pantheon by Vladimir in 

his bid to unify all the Russian tribes, Dazhbog being a deified chieftain of Chernigovan Rus’ in which the O l’govichi 

ruled. He sees the use of their names in the light of a nom en gen tis, and believes that they once belonged to prominent 

men of different regions (op . c it., ch. 14). Khors and Div are also thought to be pagan Iranian tribal names of the 

Russian north (Robinson, ‘Zakonomernosti razvitiia. . .’, 158). Their sym bolic value, however, is too  complex for them  

to be dismissed simply as names of clans.
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The other reference comes shortly after this passage, when the author returns to the present, 
to  Igor’s retreat, and a general indictment of the princes of Rus’ and their unwillingness to 
co-operate:

Yxce 6 0 , 6 paTHe, HeBecenax roAHHa BT>CTana, yxce nycTMHH cm iy npHKpwjia. 
B'tcTana o6nAa bt> cmiaxT, Eoxca BHyxa, BCTymuia abb010 Ha 3eMJiio Tpoa-
hk>, BT>cnjiecKajia JieCeAHHtiMH kpbijibi Ha chhbmi> Mope y RoHy njiemyHH, yoyjsja. 
xcnpH# BpeMeHa.

(49,11. 8-12)

Here Dazhbog, the forefather of princes, is more specifically assigned to the clan of the 
Ol’govichi, and more indirectly to the people of Rus’ as a  whole, who rely upon princes (in 
these instances on the successes of the O l’govichi) for their fortune, prosperity and their very 
survival as a nation.173 Like the gods in the Edda, his name is invoked at what the author 
perceives to  be the most critical moments in the careers of both Oleg and Igor.

It may be asked how it is that Dazhbog appears to  have supplanted Perun as patron god 
of the princely warrior class, not only in the Slovo, but in the chronicle as well. Perun, like 
the Norse god, OSinn, was the god of the ruling class in Varangian Rus’:174 he was the object 
of oaths in treaties with the Greeks throughout the tenth century and was later elevated by 
Vladimir to  the head of all the Russian tribal gods in his ‘pantheon’. It is often thought, 
however, th a t Perun was not so much an indigenous Russian god as a foreign im port of the 
Varangian, probably Swedish, princes who founded the Kievan dynasty, and that he bears a 
strong resemblance to Thor,175 although in some respects, as the god of oaths, storm  and the

173 See Robinson, ‘Solnechnaiia simbolika. . . ’, 13fF.; idem , ‘Zakonomernosti razvitiia. . 153-7 (Robinson suggests

that Dazhbog the sun god is assigned to the O l’govichi because the sun cult was closely linked to  the fortunes of the 

clan. He cites twelve instances in the chronicles between 1076-1176 of solar eclipses which he believes to be interrelated 

with thirteen deaths in the house of Riurik, including five Kievan princes, all ancestors o f Igor Sviatoelavich. Hence Igor 

and Vsevolod, as well as the author, who was probably close to that family, would have understood the significance 

of the eclipse in 1185. He adds that by the tim e the Slovo  was written, Dazhbog was no longer the subject of a 

cult, but not yet a mere artistic device ( ‘Zakonomernosti ra zv it iia .. .’, 159)). Since the sun is certainly one of the 

dom inating images o f the work, there may be substance in Robinson’s theory; on the other hand, since the chronicles 

abound in battles and solar eclipses, the likelihood that a prince will d ie somewhere in the region of an eclipse is 

great. Furthermore, the princes were all interrelated, and there is almost no-one whose death actually coincides with 

an eclipse.

174
See Anichkov, op. cit., 315—23.

175 The following is a selection of the arguments surrounding the origins of Perun: The name o f P erun , traditionally 

the god of thunder and lightening, corresponds to  the Lith. Perkunas  and the Sanskr. P arja n ya  (Vernadsky, K ievan  

R ussia, 54); Bruckner argues for the Slavonic origins o f Perun, although he sees him as possibly a defunct Slavonic 

deity whose cult was reawakened through the influence of Thor for a short period before he was once again forgotten 

( M itologia slowianska, 44ff.); Afanas’ev sees Perun as a fertility god and a counterpart of both Thor and OSinn (op. 

c it., I, 136-7, 432); Jakobson points out that there is not one Slavonic land where traces o f Perun’s cult may not be 

found, and that his name is found in one form or another among Baltic, Scandinavian, Indian, Greek, Celtic, Gothic, 

Latin and Albanian languages ( ‘Voprosy sravnitel’noi indoevropeiskoi mifologii v svete slavianskikh pokazanii’, A kta  

sjezdu 2. VI M ezin drodn i sjezd  slavistu  v Praze, 1968, 630—1);. Perun did not appear as head god among the Russians 

until as late as the 9th or 10th cc. (Rybakov, ‘Iazycheskoe mirovozzrenie. . . ’, 17); S. Roiniecki, holds the Normanist 

view that the cult o f Perun was strongly influenced by the cult o f Thor that it is difficult to  see where Thor ended and 

Perun began ( ‘Perun und Thor’, A rchiv fu r  slavische Philologie, 23, 1901, 520). Others who perceive a connection  

between Perun and Thor include: Znayenko, op. cit., 84-6; N. K. Chadwick, The Beginnings o f R ussian  H istory, 

Cambridge, 1966, 84-5; Turville-Petre, M yth  and Religion, 95-6; Cross Sc Sherbowitz-W etzor, op. cit., 226 n.55.
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aristocracy, he also resembles the sky god, OSinn. While scholars cannot agree on the extent 
of his ‘foreignness’, it is clear from the evidence of w ritten sources th a t once links between Rus’ 
and Scandianvia became more tenuous, and despite Vladimir’s attem pts to  establish cults of 
Perun in Kiev and Novgorod, Perun, who was never really a god of the populace, was the 
first to surrender his central position among the gods and to take a more subsidiary role. 
If, indeed, Perun was an ancient Slavonic god revived in Rus’ with the introduction of the 
Scandinavian Thor, then his later substitution by Dazhbog was probably the consequence of a 
natura l imaginative process.

To trace this process it is necessary to  look a t the emergence of fertility gods as central 
figures in Norse mythology. It was in Norway, which directed its adventurism westward, that 
the cult of OSinn endured longest. His primacy, even supremacy, among the Scandinavian gods 
is recorded in Icelandic mythological lays which were probably Norwegian in origin.176 His cult, 
however, is virtually unknown in Iceland, to which many Norwegian chieftains fled after their 
lands had been confiscated by Harald Finehair in around 885. The Icelanders naturally rejected 
the patron of tyrants and inclined more to  Thor, also a sky god,177 considered to be the noblest 
and most powerful of them all, and an upholder of order against chaos.178

Due to the absence of a unified system of dogma in pre-Christian Scandinavia, the gods 
tended to  be many-sided figures, their functions or spheres of influence not always strictly 
confined or separate. It is not difficult to see how one role might invoke more than one chain 
of associations. OSinn himself is a good example of such a process. As the ‘fa ther’ of gods 
and men who also played a  large part in m an’s creation, and as leader of the Wild Hunt,179 
he would have been venerated as the head god, the sky god and the god of storm. The prince 
of gods, in turn , would have been adopted as the god of princes and as the patron of their 
principal occupation, war.180 His role as god of war would then extend to  the dead, and thus 
he also became the god of the ‘Other World’ which the dead inhabit. His position with regard 
to the ‘Other World’ would have made him the object of oaths, as well as the m aster of magic 
and secret knowledge, who communed with the Ancestors. As custodian of vatic wisdom, he 
takes on the role of supreme shaman who, in a state of ecstasy, can change shape and enter the 
world of mysteries and occult wisdom. When he stole the runes from the giant, Suttung, he 
also became master of poetry.181 To depart on another tack, OSinn as sky god and therefore 
‘husband’ of the Earth (Frigg) may have been regarded at some stage as a fertility god. It 
will be observed how this tendency of the Norse gods to  overlap in their offices and even to 
supplant one another in them  is also reflected in Russian pre-Christian mythology.

To the Icelanders, for whom the most records survive, Thor, the protector of this world 
(Midgarxi) and defender of AsgarxS, came to represent stability and law, upholding order in 
the face of chaos,182 and presenting a clear contrast to the amoral OSinn, among whose chief

1 7fl See Davidson, The Viking R oad to  B yzan tiu m , 300-12 (Ch. 3, ‘Odin in the E ast’).

177 Davidson, Gods and M yths, 73—5, 84ff.; Turville-Petre, ‘The cult of O thinn. . .’, 15—17; idem , The H eroic Age 

of Scandinavia, 102ff.

1 7 A Turville-Petre, M yth and Religion, 75ff.; idem , ‘The cult of O th in n .. . ’, 6—7.

1 7Q Turville-Petre, ‘The cult of O thinn. . . ’, 55, 61.

180 ibid., 50ff., 118-19; Davidson, Gods and M yths, 50ff. Saxo confirms the practice of dedicating the souls o f dead 

warriors to  OSinn (Bk VII, 204; Bk VIII, 243).

181 For OSinn’s role as priest, shaman and god of poetry and the dead, see Davidson, Gods and M yths, 141ff.; 

as god of poetry and patron of poets, see Turville-Petre, ‘The cult o f OSinn. . . ’,9; as god of occult wisdom, ibid., 

13; as god of war and the dead, and how he stole the runes, idem , M yth and Religion, 35ff. Eliade points out that 

the sham anic tradition is centred around the legendary figure of the ‘Terrible Sovereign’ [which OSinn certainly was] 

( Sham anism , 379ff.).

182 Turville-Petre, M yth  and Religion, 85ff.
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preoccupations were the promotion of strife among kinsmen and the betrayal of favourites.183 
Thor, called the ‘Thunderer’, was a sky god and a war god like OSinn, but he was also the 
enemy of evil, usually represented in mythological lays as giants.184 It was not long before this 
protector of men, this ruler of the storms and rains th a t nourished the soil and its crops, came 
to  be venerated as a fertility god, especially in Sweden which, like Iceland, was an agrarian 
country.185 As the pagan age drew to a close, Thor rose in eminence not only in Iceland and in 
Sweden, where he appears to have overshadowed the fertility god Freyr, but also in Denmark 
and even in Norway.186

Although much less is known of Perun than of Thor, there is little doubt th a t he was chief 
god and patron of the warrior class and th a t, as sky god who, like OSinn and Thor ‘marries’ 
the E arth  and impregnates her, he would also have served as a fertility god a t some stage.187 
By 1114, however, Perun had been overshadowed by another sky god, Svarog, whose name, 
like those of Rod and Veles, is absent from the chronicle account of Vladimir’s pagan revival, 
possibly because, like them, he was an older, more indigenously Russian god than  Perun. His 
idol, together with R od’s and Veles’s, may already have stood in Kiev, to which Vladimir 
simply added the others.188 Svarog introduced m etal weapons and social order which his son, 
Dazhbog, perpetuated in a place where the sun cult, next to the ancestor cult, predominated.189 
The comparatively recent (or recently revived) cult of Perun, then, must have given way to 
what was probably the older cult of Dazhbog, which was closely linked to  ancestor and earth  
cults. Dazhbog, the ‘Sun’, was the source of stability (through law), fertility, prosperity and, 
therefore, culture. And since Rus’, like Sweden, also relied upon agriculture, it would be 
natu ra l for the fertility god to hold a central position in the devotions of the people. But how 
Dazhbog came to represent specifically the princely warrior class as their ancestor in the Slovo 
may be explained to some degree if he is compared with his Scandinavian counterparts, Freyr 
and Baldr, and their broad spectrum of roles.

The Vanir consisted of various fertility gods whose worshippers were close to  the earth  
and the ancestors who rested both there and in the sea; among them  were Freyr, his sister

183 See supra, n.145.

184 Turville-Petre, M yth and Religion, 75ff., 92. Poem s in which Thor does battle w ith giants are: HymiskviXia 

(Neckel, 88-95) and P rym skviS a  (Neckel, 111—15). He also quells the insolent Loki and restores tranquility at the  

end of Lokasenna.

185 Turville-Petre, M yth and Religion, 9a-4.

186 ibid., 92ff. By the tim e Adam of Bremen came to  record Swedish paganism (c. 1070), OSinn and PVeyr had 

been supplanted by Thor, who had become the god of crops. He was the chief god of the Norse invaders o f Ireland, 

Normandy and England, and, having overshadowed Freyr, was also the principal god of the Swedes, whose movements 

were directed to lands east of the Baltic, particularly R us’. See also Davidson, Gods and M yths, 84ff.; Turville-Petre, 

The H eroic Age o f Scandinavia, 59.

187 Afanas’ev, op. c it., I, 244-63, 126ff., 136-8 (A fanas’ev also discusses the relationships between the other ‘sky’ 

gods (Svarog, Sviatovit, D iv) and the earth); Rybakov, ‘Iazycheskoe mirovozzrenie. . . ’, 11—12 (Rybakov argues for 

the central place in Russian pre-Christian religion of the fertility god, Rod  (meaning ‘clan’, ‘genus’, ‘origin’, from the 

verb ro d it’— ‘to give birth’), an agricultural sky god occupying an intermediate position between the early animism  

of the nomads and the aristocratic cult of Perun, whose own cult was functionally close to  that o f Rod. He adds that 

the Russian emphasis on belief in the after-life and in ancestor cults merged with the idea of the fertility o f the Earth, 

where the dead are buried (13)). For a more detailed view of the link between ancestor and earth cults, see the latter 

article, 17; Komarovich, op. cit., passim , esp. 97ff.

188 Rybakov, ‘Iazycheskoe m irovozzrenie.. . ’, 12, 16. (Rybakov maintains that originally Rod was not merely a 

household deity, but the god of all nature).



and female counterpart, Freyja, and their father, NjorSr, the god of wealth who was mainly 
associated with the sea and ships.190 The cult of Freyr (Saxo’s Frothi III), also called Yngve, 
was extremely widespread in Sweden prior to his eclipse by Thor. It is generally accepted that 
he was the god of sunshine and fertility, and thus for the Swedes, who depended heavily on 
crops, he would have become the most im portant of all divinities; and because sowing and 
harvesting depend also upon peace and political stability, he also came to be known as the god 
of peace.191 As head god, the responsibility for securing this peace and prosperity rested with 
him and so, paradoxically, he became a warrior and defender as well, a role substantiated in 
literary sources, where he is called ‘protector of the gods’ and ‘lord of the .®sir’, and is said to  
rule armies and the hosts of the gods.192 Thus even more paradoxically does the god of life 
and plenty become the god of war and death .193

Baldr, nicknamed ‘the Good’, son of OSinn and fairest of all the gods, who met his death 
in an accident contrived by Loki,194 was also venerated as a  god of the sun and of fertility, 
although his cult was somewhat overshadowed by Freyr’s, and little is known about it.195 
Because a good ruler must ensure his people’s prosperity, Baldr became a fertility god who 
had, as all good rulers must, warlike qualities as well.196

If Dazhbog was a fertility god who was also the father of princes, and thus the head god, 
he too might be expected to have possessed m artial qualities. Even when stripped of his divine 
status he remained an archetype for princes. Like Thor, Sceaf and Scyld, he secured prosperity 
for his people through law and good government: what the sun was to  crops, he was to his 
people, with a sacral duty to  ensure by every means th a t they grew and prospered.

Not only is the notion of rulers as sole custodians of their people’s welfare universal,197 
but it persisted in Europe well after the Middle Ages. Among early cultures in general and

190 Davidson, Gods and M yths, 126. The m ale god NjorSr is thought to have developed out o f the earth goddess 

Nerthus, said by Tacitus to  have been worshipped by Gmc tribes on the Continent in the 1st c. A. D. ( G erm ania , 

40). Both he and Freyr are found in Scandinavian genealogies.

191 Turville-Petre, M yth and Religion, 174-5. In the late pagan period he became chief god of the Vanir, with the  

centre o f his cult for som e time in Uppsalla (172).

192 ibid., 175. See Lokasenna, (st. 35). It was in Sweden that paganism endured longest after the general 

acceptance o f Christianity in western Scandinavia (Davidson, The Viking R oad to B yzan tiu m , 317).

193 His female counterpart, Freyja, also represents the recurring cycle of fertility, birth and death in her role as 

fertility goddess and goddess o f war and death (Turville-Petre, M yth  and R eligion, 177).

194 For the story of Baldr see Snorri’s G yfaginning  (F . Jdnsson, ed., E dda Snorra Sturlusonar, Reykjavik, 1907, 

Ch. 49, 88-94); B aldrs draum ar (Neckel), 277-9; Saxo, Bk III, 75 (w hose account differs greatly from Snorri’s). For 

summaries of the tale see Turville-Petre, M yth  and Religion, 106-8; Davidson, Gods and M yths, 182—9.

195 Turville-Petre, M yth and Religion, 117.

196 loc. cit, de Vries, ‘Das Konigtum bei den Germanen’, 291ff. (On the duties and powers of early Gmc kings). 

The idea that a king must be not only a good administrator in public affairs but a com petent leader in wars on behalf 

of his people’s security is also found in Beo.. The ‘good’ rule of HroCgar brought prosperity to  the Danes (manifested  

through the splendid Heorot) but, in his old age he lacked the necessary m ilitary qualities to rid them  of Grendel 

who threatened that prosperity. It may also be said that Beowulf, unable to  survive the fight w ith the dragon, had 

also becom e too old to rule effectively. These two aspects of the kingly office, the peaceful and the martial, are more 

generally represented by the Vanir (fertility gods) and the ,®sir (gods of war) respectively in the Gmc pantheon (de 

Vries, 'Das Konigtum . . . ’, 296).

197 Frankfort, op. c it., 150 (T he coronation of a new Pharoah in Egypt ‘can be regarded as the creation of a new 

epoch after a dangerous interruption of the harmony between society and nature— a situation which partakes of the 

quality o f the creation of the universe’.) This is how the new age of Svarog is viewed in the P V L. See also Eliade, 

M yth  and R eality, 39—41.
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Germanic peoples in particular, the king was seen not simply as an adm inistrator, but as the 
very source of well-being: of good harvests from both land and sea, and of success in war. He 
stands in locum, deorum, bridging the worlds of gods and men. There was no title of honour 
greater for a king than that of arscell (ON, meaning roughly, ‘harvest-blessed’).198

The failure of a harvest or a military defeat may have resulted in hardship for the people, 
but it frequently m eant death to the unlucky king. Many were either killed or deposed for these 
reasons, or because they were growing old and losing their divine powers.199 Sometimes the 
people did not wait for the effects of an ageing king’s waning powers to set in, bu t performed 
a kind of ritual murder before his beneficial faculties could be exhausted.200 If a king enjoyed 
a particularly beneficial reign, its effects continued to  manifest themselves after his demise, 
prompting his people to continue to make sacrifices to  him, as in the case of the Swedish king, 
Freyr. It is this kind of veneration th a t postulates a religious, but in no way magical, idea that 
his powers are tied up with the race from which he springs, originating w ith the Ancestors, 
believed to  be gods, and flowing down through the generations.201 In agrarian Sweden, where 
Freyr was the progenitor of the royal line, belief in sacral kingship was far more widespread and 
deeply rooted than in Norway,202 thus giving reasonable cause to  suppose th a t a t least some 
of these concepts relating to kingship were conveyed to  R us’ in the course of the ninth century, 
and possibly even earlier. If (and it is possible) such ideas already existed among the Slavonic 
tribes there, then they would have been reinforced by the Swedish nobility which founded the 
Kievan dynasty.

T hat a prince’s duties are closely linked with those of a fertility god is made fairly clear by 
the author of the Slovo—in his use of Dazhbog, in the solar imagery th a t prevades the work, in 
his extensive use of natural imagery to underline the tragic consequences of Igor’s expedition 
and, above all, in his general political message. In creating, through feuds inspired by vanity 
and avarice, the kind of political instability th a t invites pagan incursions, and in undertaking 
a hazardous campaign unaided, the past and present princes of the Slovo, particularly the 
Ol’govichi, have plainly forsaken their sacral obligations.203

In the passages cited above where Dazhbog has been invoked, emphasis is also placed on 
death, desolation and especially forfeited ‘prosperity’. The first alludes to the feuds ‘sown’ by 
Oleg Sviatoslavich:

198 de Vries, ‘Das K on ig tu m .. 293; D vom ik, E arly C hristian  and B yzan tin e  P o litica l Philosophy, I, 13 (on

Egyptian kings as givers of life, the authors of fertility in fields and cattle, and the source o f joy and blessings). For 

the medieval Russian concept of princes as protectors and benefactors of their people, see Likhachev, Chelovek, 36, 

43ff. (th is idea continues until quite late (c /. H yp. 1289), but in tim e takes on a Christian aspect). The prince’s 

obligation to bestow gifts on his retainers contains echoes of his former sacral role.

199 ibid., 293-4; H. M. Chadwick, op. c it., 367 (for examples o f Burgundian kings who were deposed on account 

of famine. This practice was unknown in England); Turville-Petre, M yth  and R eligion, 191-2; Ynglinga Saga  in 

H eim skringla I, Ch. 15, 30-31 (on the Swedish king, Dom ald, who was killed because o f bad harvests).

200 de Vries, ‘D as K onigtum . . . ’, 294. See also Ynglinga Saga, Ch. 25 (2 2 -3 ), which tells how the Swedish king, 

On or Ane, concluded a pact with OSinn when he turned 60 years old. The terms stated  that he would sacrifice one of 

his sons to  OSinn every ten years, thereby securing for him self another ten-year term. Here the roles are transposed: 

instead of the father dying and his son taking over, the father imbues him self with his son’s Iife-force and absorbs his 

power through ritual sacrifice).

901
de Vries, ‘Das K onigtum . . . ’, 295.

202 Turville-Petre, M yth and Religion, 192.

203 U sobitsa k n iazem ” na poganyia pogybe, rekosta bo bra t” bratu: ‘se moe, a to  m oe zh e ’. I  nachasha kniazi pro 

m aloe ‘se velikoe’ m l”v iti, a sam i na sebe kramolu kovati, a poganii s ” vsekh” s tra n ” prikhozhdakhu s ” pobedami 

na zem liu  Ruskuiu  (49, 12-17).
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...nornCameTb hch3HI> /^a^cAt-BojKa BHyxa bt> khhxchxt. KpaMOJiaxi. beu,h nejioBB 
-KOMI. CKpaTHIIiaCB.

(48, 11.17-19)

In juxtaposing the peaceful agrarian image of sowing with the internecine feuds and their 
consequences, the author achieves a dramatic, almost surrealistic, effect, which he uses to 
highlight the failure of the princes, ‘descendants’ of the Sun, the Life-Giver, in their foremost 
obligation to  their people.204

The section bridging this reference to  Dazhbog to the second describes the declining welfare 
of R us’ from the time of Oleg’s wars to the present moment of Igor’s defeat through the images 
of agriculture and wealth. Because Oleg’s feuds caused such widespread desolation, halting the 
cultivation of crops, the only ones attending feasts in those days were the scavenging ravens 
and jackdaws converging on the fields of conflict where crops should have grown:205

Tor^a no PycKon seMJin pbtko paTaeBB KHKaxyTB, ht» nacTO BpaHn rpaaxyTb, Tpy- 
nna ce&B a rajinn,H cboio pesm. roBopxxyri.: x o tx tb  noneTBTH Ha yeAne.

(48,11. 19-22)

So it was in the time of Igor’s campaign. Following an impressionistic description of the battle 
preceding Igor’s retreat in which the weapons are endowed with the attributes of storm  (wind, 
thunder and lightening—48, 23-6),206 the author once again invokes an image of fecundity in 
order to underline the fact th a t the opposite is the case:

HpT>Ha seMJix uojifh k o h m tli, koctbm h 6buia nocBjma, a KpoBnio nojibHHa.
(48, 11. 26-7)

On the third day Igor’s banners fall and he is separated from his brother Vsevolod on the 
banks of the Kaiala (48, 11. 29-30/49, 11. 1-3). Once again a military disaster is marked by a 
metaphorical feast, to which the Russians have ‘invited’ the Polovtsy as their guests:207

...Ty KpoBaBaro BHHa He AOCTa, Ty niipi. AOKOHHama xpa6pnn PycHHHi CBaTM 
nonoHina, a caMH noneroma aa 3eMJiio Pycxyio.

(49, 11. 3-5)

Another dimension is added to this image by the word svaty (literally, ‘matchmakers’) used 
to  designate the ‘guests’.208 It invests the m etaphor with a special poignancy, since marriage

204 See J. Besharov, Im agery o f the Igor' Tale in the L ight o f B yzan tin o -S lavic  P o e tic  Theory, Leiden, 1956. 

The device, using two dissimilar or opposing things to reveal a similarity, thus conveying the image in a startling way, 

is known in Greek as catachresis (64). See Gasparov, op. c it., 19ff. on agricultural im ages o f death and resurrection 

in the SP.

205 This image has parallels in the Zad. ( K B , 550; Syn., 554). For more on the Beasts of B attle, see infra, Ch. 5c.

205 See infra, Ch. 5d. on weapon imagery.

9H7 For the ‘battle-feast’ m otif in ORL, see infra, Ch. 5e.

208 See V. Ia. Propp, ‘The Russian folk lyric’, in R. Reeder, trans. & ed., D ow n Along the M oth er Volga, 

Philadelphia, 1975, 19-20 on the role o f matchmakers in traditional wedding ritual. On wedding imagery in the Slovo 

see R. Mann, Lances Sing: A S tudy of the Igor Tale, Columbus, 1989, 38-72; idem , ‘Svadebnye m otivy v SP', 

T O D R L , 38, 1985, 514-19.
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and the wedding feast normally denote expectations of joy in prosperity and fertility. The 
image of the Russians ‘lying down’ could be taken simply as a metaphor for what banqueters 
customarily do following an elaborate and plentiful feast; but in the context of a wedding 
feast, it becomes a macabre caricature of the wedding night after the feast, when the long 
and many rituals of courtship and marriage culminate in the ultim ate fertility ritual. Once 
the Russians have ‘retired’ from the ‘banquet’, all of nature is robbed of its vitality: Nichit ’ 
trava zhaloshchami, a drevo s tugoiu k” zemli preklonilos’ (49, 11. 6-8). The images of fertility 
th a t encompass the climax of this narrative culminate in the second explicit reference to  the 
dwindling prosperity of Rus’ with the simultaneous invocation of Dazhbog in his ancestral 
office, where Injury (Obida), as a swan-maiden, creates upheaval and disperses the times of 
plenty (49, 11. 8-12).

A close parallel to the theme of lost prosperity, marked by a macabre feast for carrion 
birds and beasts, is also found in Beowulf. Here the circumstances leading up to this image are 
comparable to those of the Slovo. When Beowulf the hero-king, the wilgeofa (‘giver of joys’—1. 
2900), faces the dragon alone and perishes after slaying him, he forfeits at th a t moment all that 
he has secured for the Geats in the course of his long and prosperous reign. His death signals 
the collapse of order; for, where once no enemy dared approach the Geats, now the Franks, 
the Frisians and the Swedes, upon learning of Beowulf’s death, would recollect old scores and 
disregard their tenuous treaties with his people (11. 2910b.fF.):

ForSon sceall gar wesan 
monig morgenceald mundum bewunden,
haefen on handa, nalles hearpan sweg 
wigend weccean, ac se wonna hrefn
fus ofer faegum fela reordian,
earne secgan, hu him aet aete speow,
J>enden he wiS wulf wael reafode.

[Therefore shall many a spear, morning-cold, 
be grasped in hands, brandished in fists; 
neither shall the harp sound rouse the warrior; 
bu t the black raven, eager above the doomed,
shall speak of much, shall say to the eagle,
how he fared at the feast, when he contended 
with the wolf in plundering the slain .1

(11. 3021b.-27)

Given the widespread nature of these ideas concerning sacral kingship, and th a t throughout 
the Slovo, the ceaseless activity of nature is closely enmeshed with the lives and actions of men, 
it may be suggested th a t the author also perceives a mystical dimension to  the princely office. 
In the case of the Ol’govichi who are represented by Dazhbog, it is the sun, whose properties are 
functionally close to the duties of sovereigns, th a t monitors the princes’ actions and fortunes. 
At the outset of the campaign the sun sends ominous warnings to  Igor in the form of an eclipse; 
later it shines benevolently on his return to Rus’ from captivity (56, 11. 18-19).209 When the
princes fail in their office, the consequences could not be more bleak than if the sun were to
leave the heavens. In both Beowulf and the Slovo the ideal of emulating the Ancestors has
broken down.210 In a sense, Beowulf and the Ol’govichi may be seen as antRh&ses to  the

209 See A fanas’ev, op. cit, I, 68 (According to evidence gleaned from Slavonic folklore, the sun also acted the role 

of ‘punisher’, initially of darkness and cold, but later of ‘moral wrongs’. It is possible that this latter aspect may have 

taken root in R us’ by this time, since, in her lam ent, Iaroslavna reproaches the sun for parching Igor and his m en}  

This notion could not have been very advanced, however, since in the Slovo, the sun remains in the background, as a 

kind of chorus, and not as an independent judge.

210 On ancestors as prototypes, see infra, Ch. 3d.
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id ea ls  represented by the fertility god-kings, Scyld and Dazhbog. In the Slovo’s case, this 
collapse began in the time of Oleg Sviatoslavich, who set his grandson Igor a poor example 
when he neglected to  model himself on his ancestral prototype, and thus set his own precedent, 
which his descendents were doomed to re-enact nearly a  century later.

T hat the Russian nobility continued for some time to  take part in fertility rituals demon
strates that the princes still, to some extent, closely associated themselves with their forebears, 
and with the prosperity of the land and its people. The choice of Dazhbog and all th a t he sig
nifies as their ‘ancestral model’ was not, then, an arbitrary one on the au thor’s part, although 
it is unlikely th a t he was quite as self-conscious about his imagery as such a detailed analysis 
as this might imply.

In some respects Veles (Volos), the ancestor of Boian and the god of cattle (skotii bog 
(PVL, 907, 971)), is a more perplexing figure than Dazhbog. Some scholars have attem pted 
to  resolve the apparent anomaly of a cattle god acting as the ancestor of a celebrated poet by 
interpreting Veles to be a general fertility god, possibly derived from or influenced by Freyr 
or Thor.211 Nora Chadwick pursues the Scandinavian connection further with the suggestion 
th a t skotii bog is a loan word from Old Norse skattr, meaning tribu te money—the sort of free 
tribu te money taken from the Swedes by Freyr when he was ‘temple priest’— and th a t skot 
may therefore be taken to mean both ‘cattle’ and ‘money’, and later ‘wealth’ in general.212 
Taking the idea th a t Veles represented wealth a step further, it is easy to  see how this could 
have become associated with the nobility, their patronage of the arts, and the notion th a t at 
some stage Veles had been raised from his nomadic status to the level of culture god,213 or, 
more broadly speaking, a type of fertility god. Still others discard the notion th a t Veles was a 
cattle god at all, judging his epithet to  be the product of misunderstanding on the part of the 
chronicler who confused Veles with Saint Vlas (Blaise), the protector of herds and flocks.214

Possibly the most interesting interpretation of Veles is given by Roman Jakobson who, 
using etymological evidence, establishes him  as a chthonic god. 215 This idea is upheld by 
Rybakov in his interpretation of a certain cosmological drawing in which a horned figure, whom 
he takes to be Veles, is depicted supporting the earth from below, suggesting th a t he is a god 
of the underworld.216 Jakobson believes the name Veles to  be derived from the Indo-European

211 Nora Chadwick believes Volos to  be derived from the Norse fetish, Volsi, which was represented by the genitalia  

of a horse, and that he is therefore a fertility god corresponding to  Freyr, whose cult had associations with the horse 

cult, although oxen were also sacrificed to him ( The Beginnings of R u ssian  H is to ry , Cambridge, 1966, 86ff.). The 

majority o f scholars do not subscribe to  this idea, taking the conventional view that Volos was the Russian god of cattle 

and wealth. This view is restated and developed by Roman Jakobson in 'The Slavic god Veles” and his Indo-European 

cognates’, S elected W ritings, VII: C ontributions to Com parative M ythologyt S tudies  in  L ingusitics and Philology, 

1 9 7 2 -8 2  (ed. S. Rudy), Berlin-N Y -A m sterdam , 1985, 33-48.

212 A logical conclusion, since up until the 19th century Russian (and no doubt other) peasants measured their 

w ealth in cattle. For a similar view of Veles see Anichkov, op. c it., 337. He also construes his original role as the god 

of the Russian nation, and so when Oleg (907) and Sviatoslav (971) swear by him, they swear on behalf o f the entire 

nation as well as by their princely houses (311-13).

213 See N. K. Chadwick, op. c it., 87—9 (Chadwick takes the Ynglinga Saga  as her Scandinavian source— ch. 12).

214 Mansikka, op. cit, 34, 40; A. Bruckner, ‘M ythologische T hesen’, A rch iv fu r  slavische Philologie, 40, 1925, 8 ; 

idem , M itologia slow ianska, 74—7; A fanas’ev, op. c it., I, 94ff.

215 'Voprosy sravnitel’noi indoevropeiskoi m ifologii. . .’, 631-3.

216 'Iazycheskoe m irovozzrenie.. .’, 16—17; Iazychestvo  drevnykh slavian, M ., 1981, 427 (Rybakov sees him as a 

fertility god with a cult much older than Perun’s, linked to  the fertility of the earth, ca ttle  said cornfields, as well 

as ancestor worship. His idol is believed to be located on the site  o f the temples o f the Novgorod merchants. See 

also Iazychestvo  drevnykh slavian, 462ff., for a study of his place in the tri-partite universe). See also Bruckner, 

M ito log ia  slow ianska, 8 3 -7  (U sing evidence based on Lithuanian sources, Bruckner concludes that Veles is the god of 

the underworld or Other World across the water where the souls o f ancestors go).
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root * wel, signifying ‘sight’ and ‘vision’ in the sense of ‘prophecy’, ‘poetry’ and ‘magic’. He 
claims, furthermore, th a t this root, with its attendant body of meanings, is also found among 
Baltic deities, as well as in old Celtic terminology pertaining to the interconnected concepts of 
music, poetry, prophecy and magic, and also to the prophets and wizards who possessed these 
gifts and powers.217 If this be the case, then Veles may be interpreted as the god of poets, 
notably of the earliest, shamanic sort.

Before continuing it would be worthwhile to reiterate briefly the functions of shamans in 
early cultures.218 Shamanism has been defined as ‘the most representative mystical experience 
of archaic societies’,219 practised using much the same techniques all over Asia, the Americas, 
Oceania and among Indo-European peoples. The sham an is at once a combination of magician, 
healer, medicine man, visionary, priest, psychopomp, mystic and poet, who attem pts to restore 
communication between Earth and the O ther World (both Heaven and Hell) by passing out of 
his body while in a state of ecstasy and undertaking journeys through the cosmic regions. The 
first step he takes to achieve this state is to appeal to auxiliary spirits, usually those of animals, 
with whom he communicates in a secret language, often copying their cries, especially those of 
birds. Sometimes he wears a costume in the likeness of a particular animal, often feathers or a 
mask, and imitates their behaviour. Shamans were often thought to change their shapes into 
those of the animals they invoked, and to  ‘travel’ through the cosmos thus, in a  manner similar 
to  OSinn.220 The second step preparatory to the mystical journey involves drum -beating and 
dancing, until the shaman has worked himself into a trance, real or simulated, during which 
his soul leaves his body and flies through the air, or descends into the underworld. Celestial 
ascent was contrived by means of a tree or post, symbolising to a great many cultures the 
Cosmic Tree or Pillar, which stands at the centre of the World where it connects Heaven and 
Earth and represents the constant regeneration of the universe. By the magic of his drum, his 
spirit flies around this Tree.221 In undertaking such journeys, the shaman is able to  see into 
the future, and to  interpret past and present events; he discovers the roots of illnesses and also 
answers to  spiritual questions through his communion with the cosmos and with the dead.

It is the poetic aspect of the shaman th a t pertains most to  this study. As the specialist 
in incantation, the shaman selects the appropriate words and their combinations set to  the 
right kinds of rhythm s by which to invoke a particular spirit and to perform miracles. It is not 
ju s t the spiritual intent behind the incantation th a t achieves the effect, but the inherent magic 
in the words themselves and their groupings; for it was widely believed that words had the

217 ‘Voprosy sravnitel’noi indoevropeiskoi mifologii. . . ’, 631-3; idem , 'The Slavic god Veles” and his Indo-European 

cognates’, 41.

218 T he following definition is derived from Eliade, M yths, Dream s and M ysteries, NY -London, 1975, 61-122 

and idem , Sham anism , passim  (the latter work covers the entire phenomenon of shamanism in the light of the 

general history of religions. It also contains an exhaustive bibliography on the subject). See also Davidson, Gods and 

M yths, 117-19, 141ff.; idem , The Viking R oad to B yzan tium , 283ff. (Ch. 2, The Role o f the Shaman); Chadwick 8*. 

Zhirmunsky, op. cit., 96-141; 234ff.

219 Eliade, M yths, D ream s and M ysteries, 61.

220 See Snorri’s Ynglinga Saga, chs 7, 18, for an account o f OSinn’s ability to  change shape at will (H eim skringla, 

I). Among the Celts, the f ili ( ‘p oet’) ate raw bu ll’s flesh, drank the blood, and slept wrapped in the hide; during 

sleep invisible ‘friends’ gave him answers to questions which were troubling him (Eliade, Sham anism , 382). Shamans 

were also believed to fight one another in the shapes o f bulls or eagles (ib id ., 381; Davidson, The Viking R oad to  

B yzan tiu m , 294).

221 See H dvdm al (Neckel, 17—44), st. 138ff., where, to  acquire knowledge of runes, OSinn spends nine days and 

nights hanging from a tree, probably Yggdrasil, the Scandinavian ‘Cosmic Tree’.
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power to kill or to protect from death.222 OSinn’s runes were used not for literary composition, 
records or laws, but exclusively by priests for the working of spells, and continued to  be closely 
associated with occult beliefs of the Norsemen from the second century until their conversion 
to  Christianity.223

Thus poetry, the mastery of words, is closely related to  the world of spirits and ancestors, 
to  nature and the world of birds and beasts, and ultimately also to fertility,224 for the shaman, 
through his incantations and interpretations, works towards the enlightenment and well-being 
of the people, and has intimate links with the Cosmic Tree which symbolises regeneration. As a 
god of the underworld, Veles emerges as a many-sided figure, but primarily as a  shamanic one, 
represented perhaps in the form of his auxiliary spirit, the bull, and the prototype or Ancestor 
of poets who, through their poetic vision, not only entertain and inform, bu t also interpret, 
prophesy and enlighten. Here is what the author of the Slovo writes of Veles’ protege Boian:

Bohht, 6 0  bbiii,hh , am,e KOMy xoTsuie itbchi, tbophth, to pacTBKameTcx mbicjihso 
no ApeBy, CBpuM'b bt>jikomt> no 3eMJin, uiH3biM'i> opjioMT. boat* oGjiaicu...

0  Eojme, cojiobhh) CTaparo BpeMeira! A 6 w tb i cna njn»KBi ymeKOTajn., cxana, 
cjiaBHio, no MWCJieHy ApcBy, JieTax yMOMT, noA^b oGjiaKti, CBHBas cjiaBbi 0 6 a nojiti 
cero BpeMeHn, pmn,a bt> Tpony Tpoxmo Mpeci. hojix Ha ro p u .

(43, 11. 5-7; 44,11. 22-5)

A number of things in these passages point to Boian’s shamanic nature. First, he is said 
to  be veshchii (vatic, prophetic), and apparently seeks out wisdom and inspiration for his 
songs through various shamanic devices. It is not he but his mysU or v m ’ (mind, spirit) 
th a t soars over the Tree (Cosmic Tree, perhaps?)225 and across the sky in the shapes of 
nightingales and eagles, or traverses the land far and wide in the shape of a wolf. Through the 
use of verbs such as ushchekotal (chirped, trilled) and skacha (leaped) the author establishes a 
metaphorical connection between him and those creatures. Boian can also travel into the past 
where he gathers knowledge which he then ties in with the present, thus uniting in a  sense all 
human events in illo tempore, viewing and presenting them  as a consolidated whole outside 
the constraints of human history and memory. In bringing together the past and the present 
in this way, he endows them  with a greater clarity and significance.226

222 See Afanas’ev, op. cit., I, 404-12, on the magical properties o f language, and how words denoting speaking, 

telling and knowing in many languages, incl. Russian, possess, influence or derive from auxiliary meanings related to  

magic. On poetry as a gift bestowed by the gods, see ibid., 401ff.; Turville-Petre, ‘Dreams in Icelandic Literature’, 

N ine N orse Studies, London, 1972, 41 (Turville-Petre also notes that it was thought to be a gift from the dead, thus 

reinforcing the poetic art’s chthonic associations). The concept of poetry as a divine gift makes its way into Christian 

legend through the story of Caedmon. W hile still following a secular occupation, Caedmon would attend feasts which 

were followed by people taking turns singing. Unable to  sing himself, he would always leave at this juncture. One 

night a man in a dream orders him to sing; when he does so, he sings his famous Hymn o f Creation. From then on, 

he becomes famous for his versification of Scripture. (Bede, H ist, eccles., IV, 2).

223 Turville-Petre, O rigins o f Icelandic L iterature, 17; idem , The H eroic Age of Scandinavia, 20-3  (T he earliest 

Russian poets were probably also former cult leaders. See Zguta, R ussian  M instrels, xiii).

224 The chain of associations between fertility, the earth and the sun, on the one hand, and death, ancestors and 

the Other World on the other, has been noted supra, 90.

225 On the symbolism of the Tree and its possible analogues in the ON mythological Cosmic Tree, Yggdrasil, see 

Sharypkin, ’Boian v SP  i poeziia skal’dov’, 18—19.

226 On poets as seers and prophets in oral and literary tradition, see A . C. Spearing, M edieval D ream  P oetry, 

Cambridge, 1976, 6—7.
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The author no doubt also considers himself to  some degree the inheritor of Boian’s art, 
the legacy of Veles. He invests the expedition of Igor, its dramatic consequences and the 
apathy of the princes with a profounder degree of foreboding when he places them  in sharp 
relief against parallel or contrasting events in the past, in the time of Igor’s ancestor, Oleg. 
He evidently senses an obligation to analyse and expound upon events to  illustrate the gravity 
of the present situation through historical precedents. There exists, therefore, this connection 
between himself and Boian, although the author relegates the latter to  a distant, more magical 
(perhaps happier) time.227

The other personnage in the Slovo with shamanistic associations is Vseslav of Polotsk (d. 
1101):

Ha ceABMOMi> bbu$  Tpoaira Bpixce Bcecjiam* xcpeGnn o wbbhd;k) ceGfe mo6y. T i n  
KJiioKaMH noRnpicH o kohh h ckohh k i  rpaay KweBy, h ROTReca CTpyxcneMi 
3JiaTa CTona KneBCKaro. Ckohh o t i h h x i jhotbimi SBBpeMi bt> hjtbhohh H3i Kb- 
jia-rpaRa, oGbchch chhb Mtrjra, yTpixce bbshh c Tpn KycBi: otboph BpaTa HoBy- 
rp a a y , pa3inH6e cnaBy HpocnaBy, ckohh bjiikom i ro HeMnrn c i  /JyRyTKOBi,.

BcecjiaBi khb3b JHOReMi cyRHine, KHX3eMi rpaRBi pHRxrne, a caMi b i  hohb bjii- 
kom i pwcKame: H3i  KueBa AopncKame ro K ypi TMyTopoxaHH, BejiHKOMy X p i-  
cobh bjiikom i nyTB npepucKaine. ToMy b i  IlonoTCicB nosBOHHina sayTpeHioio 
paHO y CBHTBIK CocJjeH B l KOJIOKOJIBI, a OHl B'h KtieETB 3BOHI CJIBIUia. AlUfi H BB— 
ma Ayuia bt» AP'taa tbjbb, h i  nacTO Gbabi CTpaAame. ToMy BBmen B oh h i h npiBoe  
npniiBBKy, CMBicjieHBiH, pene: «Hh XBiTpy, hh ropa3Ay, hh h thaio  ropa3Ay cyAa 
6oxcna He MHHyTHl»

(53, U. 25-32; 54,11. 5-14)

Under the year 1044, the PVL  alludes to Vseslav’s enchanted birth, and tells how he was born 
with a caul which magicians instructed his mother to bind upon him. He later became the 
subject of two byliny where his ability to change shape brought him victory over his enemies. 

y  As  Volkh Vseslav’evich (most likely a contraction of volkhj^ he, like the Vseslav of the chronicle, 
had a miraculous birth and later, through the transformation of himself and his army into ants, 
conquered the Indian kingdom.228 The other bylina relates his encounter as Vol’ga with the 
peasant hero Mikula Selianovich, and contains echoes of the passage in the Slovo describing 
Boian’s method of composition:229

rioxoTejiocx BojiBrn a* MHoro MyApocTeU:
IIJy K O fl-p H G o K ) XOAHTB BoJIBrH BO CHH HX M O pS X ,
IlTHn;elt-cokojiom jieT&TB Bojibrn hoa oGojiokh,
BoJIKOM H pBICKSTB BO HHCTBIX HOJIHX.

Vseslav’s animal persona in the Slovo is the wolf (or ‘fierce beast’) and the verb repeatedly 
assigned to his movements is ‘leap’.230 Like Boian, he is also said to have a vatic spirit. 
Describing Vseslav’s supernatural nocturnal activities, the author writes th a t, travelling at 
an extraordinary speed between Polotsk and Kiev, he (or more precisely his spirit in a wolf’s 
shape) crossed the path of great Khors’, one of the gods of Vladimir’s pantheon, generally held

> 227 . . .  .The juxtaposition of past and present events in heroic poetry will be discussed infra  Ch. 3.

| 228
i See Volkh V seslav’evich  (Danilov, 6, 11. 1—21; 152ff.) In some variants of this bylina  he is called Vol’ga.

i  229 Vol’ga i M ikula, (G il’ferding, II, 73, 11. 6 -9 ). For a detailed study of Vseslav in Russian literary tradition see 

Jakobson & Szeftel, ‘The Vseslav epos’, in R. O. Jakobson & E. J. Simmons, eds, R ussian  E pic Studies, 13-86.

1 230 See HelgakviRa H undingsbana in fy rr i  (Neckel, 130-9), in which the hero, Helgi, enjoys a charmed birth and

I youth, and is also the friend of wolves.
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to  be another very ancient Slavonic solar deity,231 whose name is probably derived from the 
Persian word for ‘sun’.232 He is not the same kind of sun god as Dazhbog for he appears to 
traverse his course at night. A. L. Nikitin and G. Iu. Filippovskii suggest th a t, rather than 
being the giver of heat and light, Khors’ represents the sun in its nocturnal course, and is 
associated with the older and still strongly chthonic beliefs th a t continued to flourish in the 
north, in both Chernigov and Polotsk, together with wizardry and other pagan cults. K u r’ 
Tmutorokania, therefore, might apply to some kind of underworld in the ocean, to which 
the ‘dying’ sun was believed to retire when it set in the evening, and from which it always 
‘resurrected’.233 If Vseslav’s movements may be interpreted as shamanic, then this passage 
illustrates his spirit’s flight through the Other World in company with the sun. Robinson takes 
Khors’ to  be the ‘ancestor’ of the Vseslavichi in the way Dazhbog is to the Ol’govichi; thus 
the author would have established a genealogical link between the two clans (whose heads had 
been allies) through the Sun, the ‘god’ of all princely houses.234 However, despite Vseslav’s 
supernatural associations, he is subject in the end to to  the same laws th a t govern the other 
heroes of the Slovo. Although gifted with a vatic soul and a vigorous body, he falls victim to 
the consequences of his errors (54, 11. 10-11).235 His occult powers, unlike those of his bylina 
counterparts, did not extend to the realm of heroic military feats, for in th a t context he would 
have been judged on personal merit. Nor, according to Boian, did they avail him a t the time 
of death (54, 11. 12-14).236 In this way, while not registering disapproval of Vseslav’s occult 
activities, the author plays down their importance. Like Boian and Veles, Vseslav and Khors 
belong to  a strange, more pagan past, although Vseslav’s deeds as a prince and warrior remain 
closely linked with the present campaign.

231 Mansikka, op. cit., 285; Vernadsky, K ievan  R ussia, 51-6; Rybakov, Iazych estvo  drevnykh slavian, 432ff. 

Anichkov (op . cit., 341) rejects the general (and more probable) view, stating that, as the action takes place at night, 

Vseslav could hardly be crossing the sun’s path. He takes Khors’ to  be a nom en gentis and nom en loci o f Turkic 

origin, and believes that Vseslav is simply traversing the area in which the nomads worshipped Khors.

232 Robinson, ‘Zakonomernosti razvitiia. . .’, 158; K. G. Menges, Vostochnye elem en ty v  ‘S P ’, L., 207—8; Gr4goire, 

et a!., La geste  du P rin ce  Ig o r’, 355ff.; Rybakov, Iazychestvo  drevnykh slavian, 432ff.

233 ‘Khtonicheskie m otivy v legende o Vseslave Polotskom ’, in Derzhavina, ‘S P ’: pam iatn iki, 144—7 (see also Patch, 

op. c it., 47, on the underworld within bodies of water). This idea is reinforced by the m etaphor in the Boyars’ Reply 

which compares the princes with suns and moons which sink into the sea (50, 11. 2 8 -9 /5 1 ,1 . 1). The image of heavenly 

bodies setting is also a feature of folk lam ent, which has also found its way into literature (see the lam ents of Evdokia, 

wife o f  Dmitrii Donskoi, and the people of Russia in Slovo o zh itie  velikogo kniazia  D m itr iia  Ivanovicha, tsaria  

russkogo  in L. A. Dm itriev ic D. S. Likhachev, eds, P am ia tn ik i litera tu ry drevnei R usi: X lV -se re d in a  X V  veka, M., 

1981, 218-20, 222).

234 ‘Zakonomernosti razvitiia. . .’, 158. In 'Solnechnaia simbolika. . . ’ (35 -6 ), Robinson notes that among many 

nations the sun cult was closely linked to the wolf cult, particularly among the Scandinavians, the Germans and the 

Slavs.

235 In 1067 (P V L , 162-3) Vseslav was betrayed by the oath-breaker, Iziaslav o f Kiev and imprisoned. He acceded to 

the Kievan throne in 1068 only to be overthrown by Iziaslav and forced to flee (P V L , 167—9). He had taken Novgorod, 

the ancient city of Iaroslav, in 1067, and a struggle ensued with Iaroslav’s sons, which led to  the battle on the Nemiga 

in which Vseslav was defeated. As possibly the bard o f the house o f Chernigov, which was allied to the house of 

Polotsk, the author may have seen Vseslav as both a great and greatly wronged prince (On the author’s sym pathy for 

Vseslav, see Sapunov, ‘Vseslav Polotskii v S P ’, 77ff.).

23® W hat is meant by ‘clever bird’ here has never been satisfactorily explained. In this context, however, it is 

possible that the ‘bird’ may be meant to represent one of the more common shamanic auxiliary spirits, in which case 

these lines could read as follows: ‘Neither a crafty man, nor a clever man, nor even a clever wizard can bypass G od’s 

judgem ent’.
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Much less can be said on the functions of Troian, Div and Stribog in the Slovo. Troian 
gets four mentions: two in relation to his ‘age’ or ‘era’ (48, 1. 5; 53, 1.25), one with respect to 
his ‘road’ (44,1. 25), and one with reference to his ‘land’. Although his name is also mentioned 
in chronicles and in ecclesiastical works, he remains an enigma. A number of commentators 
favour the theory th a t he is in fact the Roman Emperor Trajan (527-117), whose history may 
have reached Rus’ through Greek sources; others believe he may be some unknown legendary 
progenitor of the Russian princely dynasty; still others think Troian may have been an alias 
for the first Sviatoslav, who sired three sons.237 Most, however, concur th a t he was a god. 
Vernadsky takes him for Svarog, suggesting th a t the name derives from the Ukrainian word, 
iroian (‘father of three sons or trip lets’), and citing examples of similar triads in Indo-European 
mythology.238 Another theory holds th a t he was a god of the ancient Slavs, possibly derived 
from a mythical hero in Serbian oral tradition who was born of a dragon, and who is referred 
to  as a god in other sources.239 W hat emerges in any case from the Slovo is th a t he is a passive 
figure like the other gods and, by viewing his era as the forerunner of the ages of Iaroslav and 
Oleg (48,11. 5-6), the author presents him also in the light of an ancestral model or progenitor. 
In this respect his association with ‘land’ may also be significant; his and the land’s antiquity 
(Vseslav’s story begins in the ‘seventh age of Troian’) lend the narrative a broader historical 
base from which to observe m en’s actions, thus removing the events somewhat from strictly 
tem poral restraints.

Div appears twice in the Slovo: first, just before Igor sets out to  do battle (zbisia D iv”, 
klichei” vr”khu dreva—46, 1. 14), then in the boyars’ account of the misfortunes befalling Rus 
following Igor’s defeat and Sviatoslav’s dream (uzhe vr”zhesa D iv ’ na zemliu—52, 1. 6). He 
is widely believed to  be some kind of supernatural bird, or a  spirit in the form of a bird, of 
Persian origin.240 It is not altogether clear whether he acts as a messenger to the Polovtsy, 
warning them  of Igor’s approach, whether he is a neutral bird or spirit of portent, or whether 
he is sympathetic to  the Russians, hurling himself to the ground in grief a t their defeat. This 
last view is supported by S. V. Shervinskii, who believes Div to  be a hoopoe, a natural rather 
than daemonic or mythical being, a messenger bird in Middle and Near Eastern tradition .241 
Robinson, however, believes Div’s function in the Slovo to go further than the symbolic, taking 
the traditional view th a t Div was a deity, and th a t he was the protector of Polovtsian lands 
and waters, entering Russian epic and the dvoeverie of the Slavs in general as a result of social, 
economical and political interchange, as well as intermarriage.242 The Slovo also witnesses 
through its imagery that other totems of the Polovtsy, Pechenegs and other Turkic tribes had 
penetrated into Rus’ and her culture. For example, the wolf was the centre of a flourishing 
cult among the Polovtsy, a kind of forefather who warned his descendants of success or fail
ure in battle.243 So too were the aurochs, to  whom Vsevolod is likened, and the swan, the 
personification of ‘Injury’ ( Obida), subjects of cults.244

237 See Osetrov, op. c it., 209-11 (see also V. Rzhiga, ‘S P  i drevnerusskoe iazychestvo’, Slavia, 12, 1933-4, 431). 

For possible associations with Bulgaria, see M. N. Tikhomirov, 'Boian i Troian ova zem lia’, in ‘S P ’: sbornik. 175—87.

238 K ievan  R ussia, 53.

239 Osetrov, op. c it., 211.

240 Menges, op. c it., 192—3 (M enges states that D iv is commonly regarded as a malevolent spirit related to  the 

Bulgarian word for ‘giant’).

241 ‘D iv v S P ’, in Derzhavina, ‘S P ’: pam iatn iki, 134—40.

242 ‘O zakonomernostiakh. . . ’, 215 (he probably entered the ranks of the common East Slavonic deities at a fairly 

late date, possibly even the 12th c.).

243 The wolf cult, however, appears to have been fairly widespread in many pre-Christian societies (see Sapunov, 

‘Vseslav Polotskii v S P ', 79; Jakobson 8c Szeftel, ‘The Vseslav epos’, 68).

244 The swan was an eponymous ancestor o f the Turkic ‘Swan Tribe’ of the North-W est (M enges, op. c it., 61, n.2).
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It is possible th a t Div may have had shamanic origins as well. Ju st as OSinn’s ravens, 
Huginn (Thought) and Munnin (Memory), may have represented in highly mythicized form 
two helping spirits of the shaman in the form of birds,245 so too might Div also have possessed 
chthonic qualities, acting as an ancestral protector of the Polovtsy or possibly even the Rus
sians. Although he is the only divinity in the Slovo not assigned to the past, he nevertheless 
makes no impact on the action itself, but moves along its periphery.

About Stribog still less is known for certain, except th a t he too is probably of Persian 
origin like Khors and Dazhbog.246 He appears in the PVL  for the year 980 as well as in a 
few later references,247 but while he is generally thought to  be the god of the sky, wind and 
possibly storms, there is no mention anywhere of his association with the wind apart from the 
Slovo:248 Se vetri, Stribozhi vnutsi, veiut” s ” moria strelami na khrabryia p l”ky Igorevy (47, 11. 
19-20). As the ‘ancestor’, not of any of the characters, but of a  natural phenomenon, Stribog 
in any case serves to reinforce the importance of genealogy in the work. The role of the wind 
in the Slovo becomes clearer, however, in Iaroslavna’s lament.

The portrayal of Igor’s consort Iaroslavna is more or less formalised in accordance with 
certain conventions. She is assigned the traditional feminine duty of lam entation249 at the 
traditional time (morning)250 and, following a preface in which she expresses her sorrow and 
desires, she addresses, also in a traditional manner, the three ‘lords’ (gospodiny) of nature—the 
‘great W ind’, the ‘glorious Dnepr’ and the ‘thrice-bright Sun’:251

Ha JXyHSM RpocjiaBHBiHi, rnac'b cjiuniHT't, ser3Hn;eK> HeaHaeMb paHO KuneTb: 
«nojieHK>, pene, 3er3nn;eK> no .ZfyiiaeBH, omohio 6e6p«HT> pyTcamb bt> Kaajrh psopB, 
yTpy KHH3K) KpoBaBBia ero pamu Ha HcecTonpBMTb ero tbjzb.>

HpocnaBHa paHO njianeTT, bi> IlyTHBJiB Ha aabpajiB, a pKynn: « 0  bbtpb, bbtph- 
jio! HeMy, rocnoAHHe, HacHJibHO BBeuiH? HeMy MtiHemn X hhobbckuh ctpbjikh Ha

245 Eliade, Sham anism , 381. The heroic poetry of the Astrakhan Turks abounds in bird imagery, and the communal 

soul of the tribe, represented by the shaman, is symbolised through the form of a bird (Chadwick and Zhirmunsky, 

op. c it., 236-7). Birds gifted with speech and credited with wisdom also take part in human affairs (ib id ., 236-7).

246 M enges, op. cit., 193-4; Rybakov, Iazychestvo  drevnykh slavian, 432ff. Jakobson believes the gods Dazhbog 

and Stribog to be interconnected, or twinned ( ‘Linguistic evidence in comparative m ythology’, in S elected W ritings, 

VII, 30-1).

247 See for example, Slovo o to m ' kako pervoe poganii verovali v ” idoly  i  treby im ” klali i im ena im " narekali. . ., 

in which Stribog is mentioned together with Dazhbog and Pereplut (Tikhonravov, 107-10.)

248 For his role as sky god see Rybakov, Iazychestvo  drevnykh slavian; A fanas’ev, op. cit., I, 320—1. See also 

Bruckner, M itologia slow ianska, 98^100; Anichkov, op. cit., 339-40 (Anichkov believes that Stribog, like Khors, is 

also a nom en gentis. and that Stribozhi vnu tsi does not define the winds, but is itself a vocative form).

249 See Lauri Honko, ‘Balto-Finnic lament poetry’, Studia Fennica, 17 (F innish  Folkloristics, 1), Helsinki, 1974,

10 - 1 1 .

250 F. Ia. Priima, ‘Vnimaia plachu Iaroslavny. . .’, R usskaia literatura, 1985, no. 4, 5. See also H am Sism dl (st.

1 /5 -8 ):

Ar um morgin

m anna b@lva

sutir hveriar 
sorg um kveykva.

[At early dawn every pain can be felt, 

for human ills kindle grief.]

See also Beo., 11. 1076-80, 2450—62; Dronke, op. cit., 225n.

251 Addressing natural phenomena in folk songs, verse and laments is a common practice among Slavonic peoples 

which has persisted into this century (see A fanas’ev, op. c it., I, passim  (esp. 65ff. [the sun]; 142ff. [the earth])).
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CBoeio HeTpyAHOio k p h jid ;k >  Ha Moea JiaA M  b o h ?  M ano j i h  t h  burneTT, r o p B  n o A 't  
o6jiaKM BBHTH, JieJIBIOHH KOpa6jIH pa3BBa?»

H p o c n a B H a  paH O  n jia n e T T , riy T H B Jiio  r o p o A y  H a  3 a 6 o p o jrB , a  p k v h h :  « 0  A n e -  
n p e  C jioB yT H A io! Tbi npo6H ;rc>  ecH  K aM eH H bia r o p b i  c k b o s tb  3eM Jiio n o jio B e n ,K y io .
Tbi j ie j r iu u r b  ecH  H a ce&B C B flT ocjiaB JiH  H o caA b i a o  m i 't i c y  K o b a ic o B a . Bi>3JiejTBH, 
ro c n o A H H e , mok> JiaA y  k t»  m h b , a  S b ix 'b  H e c j i a j i a  kt>  H eM y c;ie3T> H a  M o p e  p a H o .»

H p o c n a B H a  paH O  n j i a n e T i .  B'b IlyTH B JiB  H a  3a 6pajrre, a  p icyH H : cC H B TJioe h  T p e -  
CBBTJioe cji'bHUie! B c b m b  T e iu io  h  K pacH O  e c n ,  H eM y, ro c n o A H H e , n p o c T p e  ro p H H io io  
c b o k )  J iy n io  H a J ia^B  b o h ?  B'b i io j ib  6e3BOAHB xcax cA eio  h m b  j i y n n  C B n p a x c e , T y r o io
H M 'b  T y j iH  a a T M e .»

(54,11. 20-34/55, 11. 1-7)

Iaroslavna’s invocation of natural phenomena and the reproachful, sorrowful character of her 
questions have many analogues in Russian and other lament traditions.252 She does not address 
the highly anthropomorphic representatives of natural forces which constituted Vladimir’s 
pantheon, bu t what may be termed the ‘folk’ gods: those abstract, informal, flexible and 
ever-changing entities or powers to  whom people continued to pray for many centuries after 
conversion. In early medieval Rus’, all three aspects of nature to  which Iaroslavna addresses 
herself were centres of fairly widespread cults, particularly the sun, the source of life and well
being, and rivers (represented here by the Dnepr) which were relied upon by the warrior and 
merchant classes.253 At the same time as she rebukes them , Iaroslavna also acknowledges the 
greatness of these forces, reminding each of his gentler aspect.

It has been suggested th a t the author uses Iaroslavna as a kind of echo for his own feelings 
as well as those of all Rus’; th a t the feelings of the Russian captives are ascribed to and 
embodied by her.254 This is no doubt also the case, b u t a closer examination of her role and 
the lament ascribed to her reveals th a t she too is closely tied into the ‘mythological’ fabric of 
the Slovo. Jakobson believes th a t the tri-partite structure of Iaroslavna’s lament on all levels, 
with its structural parallels and the particular natural forces petitioned, reflects the tri-partite 
universe inherent in the cosmological traditions of Indo-European nations. This consists of 
three regions: the ‘upper sphere* of the Sky or Heaven, the ‘lower sphere’ which embodies the 
E arth , the Waters, and the regions below the Earth, and the ‘middle sphere’ which joins the 
two, to which the wind and the trees belong. In her lament Iaroslavna addresses each cosmic 
region through its corresponding representative: the wind of the middle plane, the Dnepr at the 
lower plane, and the sun in the upper stratum . Jakobson proceeds to draw parallels between 
this lament and the two ‘spiritual journeys’ of Boian. He notes th a t in all three instances 
the order of regions corresponds in beginning with the middle plane (Boian’s mind is said to 
soar up the Tree), and th a t the lament and the first reference to Boian’s communion with 
the cosmos (43, 11. 5-7) continue to run parallel through the lower and upper spheres, while 
in the second passage relating to  Boian the order of the last two planes is reversed (44, 11. 
22-5). He concludes that Iaroslavna may be a kind of vatic figure not unlike Boian.255 Such 
a proposition becomes more conceivable when Iaroslavna’s role is examined in the light of 
Scandinavian pre-Christian beliefs and practices.256

252 E. V. Barsov, P rich ita n ’ia sevem ago  kraia, I, M ., 1872, xii ff.; G. S. Vinogradov, ed., Ruaskie p lach i (prichi- 

ta n iia ), L., 1937, ix-x; Honko, op. cit., 11-13 (the lament is a world-wide phenomenon, although it died out some 

tim e ago in most European countries, persisting longer in Balto-Finnic, East Slavonic and SE European countries 

(14—17)). See infra, Ch. 5b. (Laments).

253 See Rzhiga, ‘S P  i drevnerusskoe iazychestvo’, 425-32; A fanas’ev, op. c it., I, 65ff.
OK4

E. I. Bobrova, ‘K novomu lstolkovannu plachu Iaroslavny’, T O D R L , 24, 1969, 37.

255 ‘K om pozitisiia i kosmologiia placha Iaroslavny’, TO D R L, 24, 1969, 32—4 (here Jakobson also gives a fairly 

detailed analysis to support his theory, and adds that such a tri-partite form adheres closely to the rules o f folklore).

256 Jakobson’s theory gains force when we consider the author’s choice of ancestral gods in relation to  these regions: 

D azhbog (Khors)— sky (upper region); Veles— underworld (lower region); Stribog— wind (middle region).
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In both Slavonic and Scandinavian cultures, the fertility of the earth  was essentially related 
to  women. In the first century of our era, Tacitus writes th a t Nerthus (id est Terra Mater) was 
venerated with great devotion by the Germanic tribes of the Continent (Germania, 40). It was 
thought th a t Njor8r, the Norse god of the sea, ships and fertility, was actually a development 
from this early Germanic goddess, thus making Freyr and other male gods a comparatively 
recent phenomenon in Germanic mythology.257 Most peoples, including the Slavs, conceived 
the E arth  as the maternal force and the Sky as the paternal force which, through rain and 
lightening bolts, impregnates the E arth .258 Tacitus demonstrates in the fourth book of his His
tories th a t the connection between women and divinations, including the gift of prophecy, had 
been established quite early among the Germanic peoples.259 In early Rus’ women too played 
a central part in pagan rituals, particularly during the fertility festival of Rusalii, and were 
regularly reviled by churchmen as ‘lovers of Satan’ and ‘consorts of demons’.260 The practice 
of lamentation, which was almost exclusively reserved for women, originated, furthermore, in 
the rites pertaining to the worship of the dead in ancestor cults.261

This fusion between fertility cults and cults of the dead is most discernible in the person 
of Freyja, sister to Freyr, and principal goddess of fertility, birth, war, death and the eternal 
cycle:

Njord’s daughter Freya was a priestess of the sacrifices and first taught the Asaland 
people [the ./Esir, to  whom 08inn, Thor and Loki belonged] the magic art, as it was 
in use and fashion among the Vanaland people [the Vamr].

(Ynglinga Saga, ch. 4, 13)

Freyja is associated with a type of magic called se*3r, by which she could foresee the future and
bring about death, illness and misfortune. This magic she taught to 03inn who also practised 

i i t .262

But after such witchcraft followed such weakness and anxiety, th a t it was not thought 
respectable for men to practise it; and therefore the priestesses were brought up in 
this art.

(Ynglinga Saga, ch. 7, 19)263

The seffikona (or vglva, spdkona), dressed in elaborate ritual costume, sits upon a high 
platform  or seat where she sings spells while conveying herself into a s tate  of ecstasy. During 
the trance her soul is thought to leave her body and adopt the shape of an animal or bird.

257 Davidson, Gods and M yths, 106. The Ynglinga Saga  ( H eim skringla  I, Ch. 9, 22) names NjorSr, former temple 

priest, as the first king of the Swedes after OSinn.

25S Afanas’ev, op. cit., I, 135-49; Komarovich, op. cit., 98; Rybakov, 'Iazycheskoe m irovozzrenie.. . ’, 9; Eliade, 

M yths, Dream s and M ysteries, ch. 7 ( ‘M other Earth and the Cosmic Hierogamies’), 155ff.

259 C. D . Fisher, ed., Cornelii T aciti h istoriarum  libri, Oxford, 1962, IV, 61. See also Davidson, Gods and M yths, 

121; Eliade, Sham anism , 385—6.

I 260 Rybakov, ‘Rusalii i bog Simargl’-Pereplut’, 95-6. Paganism is also believed to  have survived much longer

am ong women (Sapunov, ‘Iaroslavna i drevnerusskoe iazychestvo’, 329, n.20).

261 Honko, op. c it., 36ff.

| 262 In Lokasenna, OSinn is reproached for practising seiSr, which Loki considers to be unmanly (st. 24).

263 Translations from S. Laing, trans., Snorri S turlusson: H eim skringla, II: Sagas of the N orse  K in gs  (revised 

| w ith intro, and notes by P. Foote), NY, 1978, 9, 12.
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W ith information she has received during the seance, she answers questions usually concerning 
the coming season (whether there will be plenty) and the destinies of the young people present. 
On the whole, sevir appears to  have been a divination rite, and the vglva, a close cousin to 
shamans and shamankas.264 Freyja was known to take the form of a bird and to travel great 
distances in this shape; and since she was the goddess of human love and prosperity, she was 
mainly consulted on these m atters.265

Freyja as well as Frigg (the wife of 03 inn and a fertility goddess especially associated with 
childbirth) are also depicted as ‘weeping goddesses’, although why it is that Freyja weeps her 
‘golden tears’ is not quite clear. Frigg, however, mother of the gods’ darling Baldr, sheds tears 
for her dead son. It is possible th a t she and Freyja were aspects of the same divinity.266

W ithout suggesting that Iaroslavna was actually in any way associated with disreputable 
pagan practices, a parallel may nevertheless be drawn between her role in the Slovo and the 
chthonic fertility goddess Freyja and, to some extent, also Frigg.267 First, she is portrayed as a 
weeping wife standing, in the manner of Scandinavian vglvas, in a high place, on the city walls 
of P utiv l’, her son’s capital. From there she makes her lament in a style considered typical 
of pagan incantations.268 The passage especially suggestive of this is her preface which under 
closer scrutiny reveals more than mere poetic reverie:

IIojieHio...3er3Hn;eK) no /(yHaeBH, omohio 6e6psHT> pyicaBT> bt> Ka&jiB pBnp...
(54,11. 21-2)

Once again, through the instrum ental form (zegzitseiu), a character in the Slovo ‘assumes’ the 
form of another creature; if not in actual fact, then at least in a sense too poignant to be 
strictly metaphorical. The sleeve, her ‘bird’s wing’, which she proposes to dip in the waters of 
the Kaiala, brings to mind the long wing-like sleeves flapped by female dancers in the course 
of fertility rites, representing the ‘bird-maiden’, nymph or vila (a minor divinity or spirit of the 
fields and waters).269 Iaroslavna’s first words express her desire to become a cuckoo, a bird 
traditionally associated with mourning, to fly over a great distance, and to be near her husband 
both  in spirit and in ‘fact’ (since she cannot ‘fly’ to him, she can a t least be with him though her 
spirit embodied in the form of a bird). Thus, simple words expressing a desire become invested 
with much greater significance when spoken by someone with occult or mystical associations; 
such words may have resembled or been part of a  preliminary formula used to bring about 
animal transformation. Iaroslavna’s preface, that is, the shamanic summoning of the ‘auxiliary 
sp irit’, may also be seen as a preparation for her ‘spiritual journey’ to the three cosmic regions,

264 Eliade, Sham anism , 385—7; Davidson, Gods and M yths, 17-19.

265 Davidson, Gods and M yths, 117, 119.

266 ibid., 123. The ambivalent nature o f the fertility goddess in Scandinavia may be seen in the two distinct aspects 

of her cult as revealed in later sources. One aspect, represented by Frigg, was connected with marriage, family and 

childbirth, and was quite respectable. The other entailed certain practices, possibly connected with Freyja, which 

were recorded with abhorrence, and singled out from other pagan rites. Garbled accounts hint that even som e pagans 

were horrified by these practices.

267 See Rybakov, ‘Iazycheskoe mirovozzrenie. . 2 8  (One of the ancient functions o f Russian princesses, which 

persisted into later times, wets the opening of the fertility festival of Rusalii w ith a dance, in which they unfastened 

their sleeves so that they hung down to their feet, a practice much frowned-upon by the clergy).

268 Sapunov, ‘Iaroslavna i drevnerusskoe iazychestvo’, 321.

269 On the significance o f the long sleeves worn by women dancers during Rusalii, see Rybakov, 'Rusalii l bog  

Simargl’-Pereplut’, 95.
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the sort of journey the shaman undertakes when seeking answers to  dilemmas, favours for 
supplicants and cures for the sick. In her case, she seeks the deliverance of her husband and his 
men, and applies directly to the forces of nature. By transcending the human condition, she 
endeavours to restore in some measure through her journey the lost communion here between 
the Cosmos (the Other World) and the temporal world which humans inhabit; this is always 
the sham an’s chief objective.270 This parallel is further sustained by the fact th a t one of the 
principal themes of the Slovo centres around the disruption of universal order and natural 
harmony occasioned by this and past campaigns. The ‘why’s’ of Iaroslavna’s petition are in 
fact rhetorical, since the elements in their harsher aspects merely reflect the chaos incited by 
the Russians when they transgressed ‘natural’ law and neglected their obligations. Following 
Iaroslavna’s lament, a modicum of order does indeed seem to be restored: Igor escapes by way 
of the river Donets, from whom he receives encouragement and even approbation (55,11. 24-5), 
the sun shines benevolently upon Igor’s arrival in Rus’, and so m an’s ties with nature are once 
again restored, a t least for the time being.271

c. T h e cosm os

It is probably true th a t the author of the Slovo and his audience had no very detailed knowledge 
of the anthropomorphic pagan gods as such.272 He appears to  be much more in his element, 
however, with what these gods actually represent, with the older, more intangible, still recog- 
nisably animistic ideas concerning the cosmos in which men move. Like other early cultures, 
Rus’ tended to preserve a close affinity with the forces of nature, or more generally, the cosmos, 
a form of belief th a t both predated and outlived pantheons and formalised mythologies.273 Al
though nature and the chthonic world in the Slovo are closely interlinked with human life and 
affairs, even to the extent th a t the dead, the ancestors, are continually made to participate in 
the ‘present’, there is no sense, all the same, that nature ever really directs or imposes its will 
on those lives and affairs. For instance, the wind and the sun may be seen to ‘punish’ Igor, but 
only when he is being defeated, not when his decision to act is taken; nor do these elements 
dictate the defeat, they merely exacerbate it. And so, while heroic literature stresses m an’s 
independence and potential for greatness, there may nevertheless remain a sense of something 
outside himself and his sphere of action; something th a t moves alongside him, th a t judges, 
warns, punishes, weeps for and rejoices for him. This is nowhere so strongly portrayed as in 
the Slovo.

Heroic literature as a whole admits no gratuitous descriptions of nature. Since it is the 
au thor’s obligation to narrate events rather than describe conditions, nature becomes an active 
participant, but only alongside or behind m en’s actions. This does not mean th a t, like the

270 Eliade, M yths, D ream s and M ysteries, 61-6. See also Chadwick & Zhirmunsky, op. cit, 234ff., on the link 

between shamanism and poetry among Turkic peoples.

271
N ote the similarity between Igor’s movements before and during his flight and those of Boian and Vseslav: 

Ig o r’ sp i t”, Ig o r’ bdit", Ig o r’ m ysliiu  polia  m e r it” ot" velikago D onu do m alago D on tsa .. . .A  Igor' k n ia z’ poskochi 

go m a sta em "  k” trostiiu , i belym ” gogolem ” na vodu, v ”v r”zhesia na br”z ” kom on’ i skochi s ” nego bosym ” v l”kom ”, 

i poteche k" lugu D on tsa , i polete, sokolom ” pod” m ’glam i. . .K o li Ig o r’ soko lom ” polete, togda V lur” v l”k om ” 

poteche, tru sia  soboiu studenuiu r o s u .. . (55,11. 11—12, 16—19,20—22). See also Robinson, ‘Solnechnaia simbolika. . .’, 

3 7-8  for the view that what Vseslav did ‘literally’ (i. e. ‘run as a grey w olf’), the other characters o f the Slovo  do 

‘sym bolically’.

272 Among those who maintain that the gods were alien to the author are: Mansikka, op. c it., 2Slff.; Rzhiga, {SP  

i drevenerusskoe iazychestvo’, 23ff.

273 See Rybakov, ‘Iazycheskoe m irovozzrenie.. . ’, 29; Routh, op. cit., II, 26ff.; Turville-Petre, 'The cult of 

O thinn. . . ’, 4; Afanas’ev, op. cit., I, passim  (A fanas’ev dem onstrates throughout how the names and functions 

of d ivinities come, go and alter, but fundamental beliefs endure).
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gods, it holds back on the periphery; rather, it heightens the events and their significance, and 
elucidates them, investing them  with greater dramatic and lyrical dimensions. At times nature 
reflects the action so closely th a t it seems almost to  replace it: for instance, instead of giving 
his audience explicit notice of the arrival of the Polovtsy, the author allows his listeners to 
draw their own conclusions by describing first the ea rth ’s tremors, the muddied rivers, then as 
they get nearer, the clouds of dust, all caused by the thundering hooves (47, 11. 20-1). Besides 
disclosing the arrival of the Polovtsy here, the author also reveals the alarming speed, force, 
numbers and determination with which the Polovtsy come to join battle. Nature in the Slovo 
comprehends the entire cosmos, not just flora and fauna, bu t the sun, sky, rivers, seas, storms, 
night and men, both living and otherwise. Thus the repeated references to Russkaia zemlia are 
neither simply expressions of patriotic sentiment nor geographical detail, for they also invoke 
ancestry and genealogy, prosperity and misfortune, fertility and barrenness, the past and the 
present.

It has been observed that the most frequently recurring natural image in the Slovo is the 
sun. When a solar eclipse first warns Igor against undertaking his imprudent campaign, it 
appears th a t nature is against him (44, 11. 13ff.; 46, 11. 12ff.), since eclipses are universally 
recognised as ominous signs.274 When Igor chooses to  disregard the omen, however, the sun 
acquiesces in his decision, ceases to  interpose and, together with the rest of nature, merely 
reflects the events th a t ensue. The storm and chaos arising in the natural world act as a 
chorus on the fringe and echo the defeat to  come. Prior to  the first battle  which the Russians 
unexpectedly win, the omens are nevertheless bad:

CojiHn;e eMy t 'bmoio n y n . 3acTynauie, hoiab CTOHymn eMy rpo30K> iithhb yCyAH, 
CBHCT'B 3BBpHHT> B'BCTa, 36HC5I K^Me'TB BD'BXy ApeBa, BeJIHT'B HOCJiyiHaTH
seMjra He3Hae\fB...JWropi» kt> R ony  boh BeReTO. Vnce 6o 6babi ero  nacerB  hthai> 
no  Ay6HK>> bji'bh.h rposy  B'BcpoxcaTB no spyraMT,, opjra kjicktom t. Ha k o c th  sbbph 
30Byn», jihchah  6pemyTT> Ha Hp'tJieHtui iah tb i.

(46,11. 12-15, 20-3)

Before the second battle, which the Polovtsy win, the signs are still more ominous:

JXpyraro ahh  bcjimh paHO icpoBaBBia 3opn cbbt'b noBBAaioT'B, hp'bhbiji Tyns ct> 
Mops HAyrB, x o ts t 'b  npuKptiTH 4 cojiHn;a, a bt> hhx t. Tpenem,yTB chhhh mji'BHhh. 
Ebith rpoMy BejiHKOMy, h t th  aohcaio CTpBJiaMH ct. Rony BejiHKaro!

(47, 11. 11-15)

In this last section the author moves from a ‘realistic’ description of nature (th a t is, the storms, 
the cries of birds and beasts, and the red dawn) to  a metaphorical description in natural terms 
of the battle to ensue (the dust kicked up by hooves, the ‘lightning’ flashing from swords, the 
‘thundering’ of the hooves and the blows, the ‘raining’ arrows).

The eclipse recurs as an image later in the boyars’ response to Sviatoslav’s dream:

TeMHo 6o 6b bt> 3 a^hb: A&a cojihas noMBpxocTa, o6a fiarp&Hax CTjrtna noracocTa, 
n  bi> Mop® norpy3HCTa, n  ct> hhmh MonoAax MBCHAa, O nen , h CBHTT»cjiaBT», i vbmok> 
noBOJioKocTa.

(50,11. 28-9/51, 11. 1-2)

274 Prior to the defeat o f the English by the Normans in 1066, a celestial omen in the form of a com et appears and 

is interpreted as a portent (G. N. Garmonsway, ed. & trans., The A nglo-Saxon Chronicle, London-M elbourne, 1984, 

194-5).
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Besides reinforcing what the audience already knows to be the outcome of the confronta
tion, nature, together with the Russian women, the cities and the entire Russian land, also 
mourns the Russian defeat (49,11. 18-27). When, on the third day, Igor’s banners fall: N ichit’ 
trava zhaloshchami, a drevo s tugoiu k” zemli preklonilos’ (49, 11. 5-6). While nature is pow
erless to avert Igor’s defeat, it is nevertheless made to ‘aid’ Igor’s escape, in th a t it works with 
him  in the form of dark night and especially in the persona of the river Donets. T hat Igor is 
conscious of natu re’s close links to the lives of men is seen in his words to the Donets:

«0, /JoHHe! He Majia th bcjiiihhjj, JieJTBHBiny KHH3H Ha BJiT>Haxi>, CTJiaBiny eMy 
3ejiBHy TpaBy Ha cbohxt, cpebpeHMXT. 6pea®xi>, oABBaBiuy ero TenntiMH Mi>rjiaMH 
noA'fc cbhhk) seneHy ApeBy. CTpexcame e rorojieMT, Ha boab, hbhabmh Ha CTpynxi, 
HpBHHAI»MH Ha BeTpBXT>.»

(55,11. 26-30)

Immediately following this passage, however, the author recollects natu re’s dark side. The 
Stugna, he says, presented a cruel contrast to  the Donets when, during Monomakh’s wax against 
the  Polovtsy in 1093, his brother Rostislav was drowned as the Russians were retreating across 
it. Then, too, the flowers withered and the trees bowed earthward in their grief (55, 11. 34-5).

It is not only the author who sees men’s lives working in concert with nature; his characters 
are also aware of its omnipresence. When Igor defies the sun’s warning he understands fully 
the significance of his action, so th a t in the eyes of the author and his audience, his decision 
would make a dramatic impact. Consciousness of the world about them  is also reflected in 
the natural imagery contained in the characters’ speeches. In his ‘Golden W ord’ (Zlaio slovo), 
for instance, Sviatoslav of Kiev uses a genuine natural phenomenon—the moulting falcon’s 
protectiveness towards his nest—with which to reproach Igor’s ‘unnatural’ act in leaving his 
own ‘nest’ unprotected (51, 11. 25-6). Later, in their pursuit of the fleeing Igor, khans Gzak 
and Konchak converse in natural metaphors when deliberating on what action to take should 
the ‘falcon’ (Igor) fly to his ‘nest’ (Rus’ or Novgorod-Seversk): whether to shoot the ‘falconet’ 
(Igor’s son, Vladimir), still their captive, or to  ‘enmesh’ him in marriage with Konchak’s 
daughter (58, 11. 6-13).

In underlining the unity of purpose and action within nature and its close links with men, 
the author reinforces his own thesis: the need for unity among the princes and the unnatural 
character of their discord and apathy. All the characters in the Slovo, not only Boian and 
Vseslav, have close ties with the natural world: Igor and the Russian princes axe associated 
with falcons (44, 1. 27; 49, 1. 18; 50, 1. 24; 52, 1. 20; 53, 1. 2 (shestokriltsi—‘six-winged’)); 
the Polovtsy are likened to ravens, jackdaws or magpies (44, 1. 27; 47, 1. 8; 50, 11. 20-1; 
56, 1. 1); Ovlur, like Vseslav and Boian, runs as a wolf (55, 1. 21); Boian is compared to  a 
nightingale (44, 1. 22); Vsevolod’s epithet is ‘fierce aurochs’ and his warriors are ‘grey wolves’ 
(46, 1. 9; 47, 11. 26, 28); Iaroslavna laments like a sorrowful cuckoo (54, 11. 20, 21); while 
Igor and Vsevolod, and the younger princes, are likened to suns and moons respectively (50, 
11. 28-9; 51, 11. 1-2). Thus men, like the cosmos which they inhabit, must act in harmony, 
unite with one another as they are united with nature. The natural consequences arising out 
of m an’s failure to co-operate in this way is illustrated by the days during and following Oleg’s 
fratricidal wars: po Ruskoi zemli reiko rataeve kikakhut’. ..  (48, 11. 19-20).

Through his use of agriculture as an image for war and the desolation it brings, the 
author transcends familiar associations, revealing similarities in otherwise dissimilar things. 
He shows how agriculture, war, life and death are much less diametrically opposed than they 
might appear to  be, and th a t among these things exists an unexpected unity. One of the most 
poignant of such passages is the one relating the conflict in 1067 between Vseslav and the sons 
of Iaroslav on the Nemiga:
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Ha HeMHSB CHonti cTejHOTT, rojioBaMH, m o j i o t h t b  nenn xapanyxcHUMH, Ha t o a b  
XCHBOTT. KJia^yTT,, BBK)TT> Aymy OTT. TBJia. HeMH33 KpOBaBH 6pe3TB He 6oJIOrOMT> 
CflXyTb nOCBSHH, KOCBJIHH KOCTbMH PyCKHXT. CblHOB'b.

(54, 11. 1-4)

The impression of a vast, ever-present cosmos is further intensified by the author’s 
panoramic overview, not only of time and events, but of the entire natural world, as if from 
a great height.275 For instance, rivers that are geographically far apart are mentioned in one 
passage as though in one breath (55, 11. 24-38—the Donets and the Stugna). When the au
thor digresses in time, he just as easily changes location without forfeiting artistic unity. Like 
Vseslav himself, he ‘leaps’ from place to place in his narrative: from Kiev to  Belgorod, to 
Novgorod, then on to  the Nemiga near Minsk (53, 11. 25-32). Elsewhere:

3 6 h c h  A h b t> ,  KJiHMen> B p i> x y  A p eB a , b c j i h t t *  n o c n y iu a T H  seMJin H e3H ae\fB , B ji t> 3 b , 
h  IIoM opH K ), h  I T o c y jm io ,  h  C y p o x c y ,  h  K o p c y H io , h  Te&B, T b M y T o p a K aH b C K tm  

bn'BBam..
(46,11. 14-17)

The section following this passage heralds the Russian defeat in the second battle. Here the 
battle is made to  envelop the whole earth, the sky, the rivers and the sea: the winds blow the 
Polovtsy and their arrows in from the sea; the earth groans; clouds of dust billow over the wide 
prairie; rivers run turbulent and muddy (47, 11. 19-23).

In Scandinavian heroic literature natural imagery, particularly ‘pathetic fallacy’ is rarely 
found276 although the wolf and the raven, the beasts of 03inn, appear regularly as harbingers 
of war and death.277 The poetic view of nature in the Slovo, however, has more parallels 
in Beowulf than in any other heroic works. Near the beginning, fol^wing the account of the 
building of Heorot, the poet introduces his story with a description of the Danes revelling in 
their bright hall while the scop entertains them with a song of Creation, through which he 
delineates the vast and powerful cosmos in which men move:

275 On this device see Likhachev, ‘SP  i esteticheskie predstavleniia ego vrem eni’, 40—74. This subject is dealt with 

at length infra, Ch. 3.

276 Turville-Petre, M yth and Religion, 120. The prerequisite for Baldr’s release from Hel was that all creation  

weep for him. Because a single giantess refused, however, his death could not be reversed. The parallels between Baldr 

and Christ are quite evident (see Snorri, Gylfaginning, 88-94). In the D ream  of the Rood, the entire cosmos laments 

at the Crucifixion, at the death of God:

Itystro hsefdon 

bewrigen mid wolcnum Wealdendes hraew,

scirne sciman; sceadu forSeode

wann under wolcnum. Weop eal gesceaft,

cwiSdon Cyninges fyll. Crist waes on rode.

[Darkness had enveloped with clouds, 

the Lord’s corpse, the shining splendour.

Shadow came forth, dark beneath the clouds.

All creation wept, lamented the K ing’s death.

Christ was on the cross.]

(G . P. Krapp, ed., A S P R , II, 61-5 , 11. 52b .-6 .)

277 Turville-Petre, M yth and Religion, 57ff.; Davidson, Gods and M yths, 48, 65, 146-7. See also Schlauch, op. 

cit., 114—17, who notes that Norse heroes are identified only as the feeders o f eagles, wolves and ravens, but are never 

identified with them; animal similes applied to heroes in Norse literature are extremely rare.



Saegde se }>e cuj>e 
frumsceaft fir a feorran reccean, 
cwaeS }>aet se jElmihtiga eor3an worh[te], 
wlitebeorhtne wang, swa waeter bebugeo,
gesette sigehrej>ig 
Feoman to leohte 
ond gefraetwade 
leomum ond leafum, 
cynna gehwylcum

sunnen ond monen 
landbuendum, 

folda sceatas
lif eac gesceop 

J>ara 3e cwice hwyrfaj>.

[He who knew how to tell of the creation of men 
irom long times past, sang of how the Almighty 
made the earth, a beautiful place, encompassed by water; 
the Glorious One set the sun and the moon 
as luminaries, as a light to  land-dwellers, and 
adorned the regions of the earth with branch and 
leaf, and moreover, shaped the life of each kind of 
creature th a t moved about.]

(11. 9 0 b -9 8 )

This was the entire universe as men conceived it, and also the only reference in Beowulf to  its 
fundamental beauty, order and goodness. It acts, then, as a backdrop against which the chaos 
and darkness, represented by the monsters and the places they frequent and inhabit, stand out 
in sharp relief. Almost immediately following the singer’s recitation of the ontological myth, 
harmony is disrupted by the appearance of Grendel, descendant of Cain and the progenitor 
of giants, elves and other corruptions. Because he is an outcast from the world of which the 
scop sings, his antagonism is aroused by the exuberance, the light and celebration of life taking 
place in Heorot. If not actually the personification of nature’s dark and chaotic side, he is 
at any rate one of its creations, a grim stalker of the wastelands, the master of moors and 
fen-fastnesses. The joyless (wynleas—1. 821) abode of Grendel and his dam is a fearful place:

Hie dygel lond 
warigeaS wulfhleojm, windige naessas,
frecne fengelad, Saer fy r gens t ream
under naessa genipu ni}>er gewiteS,
flod under fo ldan...

t>aer maeg nihta gehwaem niSwundor seon, 
fyr on flode.

[They guard the secret land, wolf-retreats,
windy bluffs, terrible fen-tract, where the mountain stream
goes down beneath the darkness of the headlands,
the water under the e a r th ...

There each night a fearful wonder may be seen, 
a blaze upon the water.]

(11. 1357b.-66a.)

Even the hunted stag would sooner gladly lose its life where it stood than seek refuge in 
th a t horrible place (11. 1369-72). More terrors unfold when Beowulf and the Danes journey to 
Grendel’s mere. The barrenness and corruption which characterise the place contrast markedly 
with the kind of prosperity enjoyed by the warriors in HroSgar’s hall. Heorot marked the 
pinnacle of HroSgar’s achievements, and the benefits enjoyed there, like those bestowed by 
Beowulf upon the Geats, were the fruits of good government and successful military enterprise, 
but these were not safeguarded for all time. As kings, both HroSgar and Beowulf, through 
some fault, weakness or error, invoked the menaces against which they were to prove powerless.

To the sea-faxing Scandinavians the sea could be both beneficial and perilous: it carried 
the hero, Beowulf, to  and from Denmark and it also acted as the final resting-place of Scyld,
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but it could be cruel in winter (11. 1130-3) and also the habitation of terrible monsters (11. 545- 
8). Usually when some kind of natural harmony is disrupted, as in Beowulf’s foolish swimming 
contest with Breca, the sea ceases to  act in unison with the hero.

In both the Slovo and in Beowulf there is a prevailing sense that, while the earth  may be 
fruitful and good on the one hand, the hero moves constantly within a hostile world. Just as 
the sun, the source of life and well-being, and the wind, which rocks boats safely from place 
to  place, turn  against Igor and his host, so the earth  and waters in Beowulf also reveal their 
dark side. The dramatic change in nature from peaceful fecundity to danger and barrenness, 
reflects the sudden vicissitudes in m en’s fortunes, and confirms th a t nothing is inviolate. It 
will be seen, however, that the changes in nature’s moods are in no way whimsical for, as the 
Anglo-Saxon doctrine of wyrd demonstrates, the cosmos follows its own laws.

In Beowulf, the world is also viewed as though from a great height, emerging as a vast and 
inseparable component of the universe, not only in the eyes of the poet, but in the imaginations 
of his characters as well. Beowulf, for instance, tells the beleaguered HroSgar th a t he knows how 
Heorot stands, unused, under keofenes hador (‘beneath heaven’s brightness’—1. 414). HroSgar 
later describes how Grendel makes his attacks, when gloomy night glides over mankind and 
the whole earth beneath the clouds (11. 646b.-51). The comprehension of the earth  in all its 
parts and its unity with the heavens is further reinforced in the Danes’ praise of Beowulf after 
his victory over Grendel:

}>aette su3 ne nor3 
ofer eormengrund 
under swegles begong 
rondhaebbendra,

.. .monig oft gecwae3, 
be saem tweonum 
o}>er naenig 

selra naere 
rices wyr3ra.

[Many said repeatedly th a t over the earth 
there was no one better among shieldbearers 
under heaven’s expanse (arch), 
neither from the south nor from the north, 
nor between the two seas, who was more 
worthy of a kingdom.]

(11. 857b .-61)

In HroSgar’s parting sermon to Beowulf he describes the fifty years of his reign, in which 
he ruled the Danes ‘under the sky’ (implying perhaps th a t his rule was marked by fertility, 
and thus prosperity); he had protected them  from hostile tribes from ‘over the ea rth ’ until he 
began to believe that he had no more adversaries left ‘beneath heaven’s expanse’ (11. 1769-73). 
Such proved not to be the case.

In the world of Beowulf the  ‘heroes under heaven’, the ‘mighty men on ea rth ’, are inex
tricably linked to the cosmic order, which is at once both benevolent and antagonistic. It is 
precisely this vastness and the power of heaven and earth  th a t highlight the heroes’ strug
gles, acting as something against which great men might pit their strength and monitor their 
courage. The daunting magnitude and force of the cosmos as it is presented in Beowulf and 
in the Slovo accentuates simultaneously the eventual hopelessness of heroic endeavour and the 
greatness of those who continue to strive against the odds.278

It is not, therefore, ju st the natural world, but the cosmos which comprehends it, within 
which heroes act and to which they appear to be more closely related than to any anthro
pomorphic deities, or even the Christian God; and while they are free to act on their own 
initiative, it is this cosmos that, in a sense, ‘judges’ their actions.279 Something has already

278 See Tolkien, op. cit., 67.

279 Not the pagan gods of the Slovot as Rybakov claims ( ‘Iazycheskoe mirovozzrenie. . 25).
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been said regarding the two references to ‘judgem ent’ (sud) in the Slovo.280 The first appears 
in the account of the death of Boris Viacheslavich (48, 11. 11-12); the second reference, this 
time to ‘G od’s judgem ent’, comes after the description of Vseslav’s cunning, successes and mis
fortunes, in words attributed to  Boian (54, 11. 12-14). Although these references could easily 
pass muster with Christians, it is conceivable th a t neither the author nor his audience would 
have been especially conscious of their full Christian significance, particularly since God is, 
on the whole, unobtrusive in the Slovo. ‘G od’s judgem ent’, a fairly stock phrase in Scripture, 
chronicles, military tales and ecclesiastical writing, may, in this case, have been inadvertently 
applied to an older concept among pre-Christian Slavs, later adapted to  the Christian concept 
of destiny and judgement.

Practically nothing is known of any pre-Christian Slavic doctrine of ‘fa te’, although many 
scholars have interpreted Rod and the Rozhanitsy, who were apparently closely linked to the 
ancestral cult and to fertility,281 as deities who marked out m an’s fate a t birth .282 They were 
singled out as targets for condemnation by ecclesiastics, and their influence seemed to be feared 
the longest.283 It has been noted that the cosmos in the Slovo, represented by the sun and 
other natural phenomena, ‘judges’ the heroes, particularly the O l’govichi,284 bu t the nature 
and source of this judgement remain something of a mystery.

The Old English concept of wyrd, mentioned eleven times in Beowulf, may help to shed 
some light on the meaning of sud in the Slovo. This force appears to be an unpersonified de
term inant of m an’s destiny, although it is also far from any kind of predestination. According 
to Anne Payne, it is a force th a t ‘eventually destroys the lives of the violators of unknowable 
universal order in the world of Beowulf’ 285 It is the blessing of freedom which causes men to 
fall; it is the ‘balance th a t keeps the free choices of men from sending the universe astray’.286 
She notes further th a t wyrd seems to come into play whenever a social code has been violated: 
when, for example, HroSgar’s courage and military prowess fail him through old age and com
placency, Grendel begins his attacks on Heorot. Beowulf also establishes the ideal kingdom over 
which he presides complacently in his declining years, thus invoking wyrd, whose instrument 
is the dragon.287 He also invites wyrd by failing to  recognise the interdependence, the duty of 
reciprocity, between king and retainers, and fighting the dragon single-handedly. Like Roland, 
he is guilty of a certain desmesure, but unlike th a t hero, who is a  Christian, Beowulf fails to 
understand the nature of the fault or error th a t brings the dragon and death upon him .288

286 See supra, 62.

281 See Rybakov, Iazychestvo drevnykh slavian, 44S-9 (Rybakov believes Rod preceded Perun, that he was an 

'elder god ’ like Uranus or Chronos, the god of gods— 443, 461); Komarovich, op. cit., pass im  (Komarovich links him 

more closely to  ancestor cults).

282 Hence their names deriving from roots connected with birth and fertility (Rybakov, Iazychestvo drevnykh 

slavian, 451fF., also 438-41); Bruckner, Mitologia slowianska,  117 (Bruckner states that belief in such beings was 

prevalent among Balkan and Slavic peoples, but it was a later concept, unknown in the tim e of Procopius).

283 Rybakov, Iazychestvo drevnykh slavian, 441ff.

284 See supra, 88ff. A lso Robinson, ‘Solnechnaia aimbolika. . 13ff.

285 F. A. Payne, ‘Three aspects of wyrd  in Beo.’, in R. B. Burlin & E. B . Irving, eds, O E  Studies in H onour of 

John C. Pope,  Toronto, 1974, 15.

286 ibid., 17-18 (Payne sees wyrd  as the Christian G od’s other face, and as separate from the order o f nature). B. 

J. Timmer believes that the pagan concept o f wyrd was gradually adapted into the Christian notion of Providence, 

so that in Beowulf, as in other AS poem s, wyrd  and God are used in parallel functions, although he admits that it is 

som etimes hard to tell how much of its fatalistic connotations the word had retained at that time ( ‘W yrd in AS prose 

and poetry’, Neophilologus, 26, 1940-1, 213-28). Certainly, the poet has left it a little vague.

287 ibid., 29-31.

288 ibid., 30-3.
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In the Slovo, nature in the sense of the entire cosmos constantly reflects man-induced chaos, 
and often bears down harshly on those who upset universal harmony. W hen sud took Boris 
Viacheslavich, he and Oleg, with their pagan allies, were engaged in mortal conflict with their 
kinsmen, to whom above all others they owed fealty. They compounded the enormity of their 
crime further by leading the Polovtsy against their own people, the same hosts responsible for 
ravaging Rus’ on a regular basis, thus making her even weaker and more vulnerable to  external 
threat. The kind of glory (slava) sought after in this way by Boris was unlawful, and therefore 
became his undoing. Sviatoslav of Kiev, the author’s mouthpiece, makes a clear distinction 
between the right and wrong kinds of glory when he rebukes Igor and Vsevolod:

«PaHO ecTa Hanajia nonoBen,Kyio 3eMJiio Menu ijbbjihtii, a cefra cnaBti hckath . Ht»
HenecTHO oaojibctc, HenecTHO 6 0  icpoBB noraHyio npojrascTe*.

(51, 11. 12-14)

The Beowulf-poet makes a similar distinction when he relates how wyrd took Hygelac, king of 
the Geats, who had embarked on a foolhardy expedition against the Frisians and lost his life:

.. .hyne wyrd fornam, 
syb3an he for wlenco wean ahsode, 
faenSe to Fry sum.

[.. .wyrd (fate) took him, when,
lor glory’s (vainglory’s) sake, he courted trouble,
enmity with the Frisians.]

(11. 1205b.-7a.)

By betraying his duty to  ensure peace and prosperity for his people, and by disregarding his 
obligation also to  his brethren princes, to his ancestors’ memories, to his descendants and to 
all of Rus’, Igor transgresses a fundamental law which states th a t glory without honour cannot 
be won; his quest for the ‘wrong’ kind of glory upsets a greater, more intangible cosmic order. 
Although Igor survives the campaign, his army is virtually destroyed and the Polovtsian threat 
looms larger than before: events past and present, together with Boian’s alleged conclusion on 
the inevitability of ‘judgm ent’ (54, 11. 12-14) and the urgency of the author’s tone, all stand 
out as warnings to Rus’ and her princes th a t ‘judgem ent’ or ‘fate’ is at hand.

Inevitability is what sud in the Slovo, wyrd in Beowulf and fate in the Heroic Edda have in 
common. Beowulf himself proclaims: ‘Gte<i a wyrd swa hio seelV (lit. ‘Fate always goes as it 
will’—1. 455b.). Atlamdl, which was composed some time in the late twelfth century, contains 
five references to  ‘fa te’ or ‘doom’,289 which, declares, Gu3run, none can defeat (st. 46/3). In 
HamSSismdl, when the brothers make their last stand against the Goths, knowing and accepting 
in advance th a t they are about to  die, Sprli says to  Ham3ir:

‘Kveld lifir ma3r ekki 
eptir kvi3 nom a.’

[No man outlives the evening 
after the Norns’ decree.]

(st. 30/7-8)

2S9 See st. 21/5; 25 /7 -8 ; 2 6 /3 -4  (in which Gunnarr responds to his wife’s dream thus: ' /  cannot evade my

doom ,/s ince  we have purposed to go . '); 34 /3 -4 ; 46 /3 . Fate crops up primarily in the sections dealing with the w ives’

fears for their husbands, who, in turn, know that death is at hand, but carry on with their decision. According to

Ursula Dronke, Atlam dl  is stylistically post-heroic, since the earlier Edda  give little  evidence for pagan beliefs or any

concept o f the afterlife (op.  cit., 106).
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In the Edda, however, there is no sense th a t fate is unleashed due to  any upheaval of cosmic 
laws.

In Beowulf and the Slovo there are times when heroic law conflicts with cosmic law, and 
therein lies the tragedy.290 Beowulf the hero, for example, could not, after a long and illustrious 
career, import outside aid against the dragon in the m anner of HroSgar, and because he did 
not, he occupies an unparalleled position among heroes for all posterity. His duty to  his ideal, 
however, clashed in some measure with his duty to the Geats, his people. W ith his power 
waning through old age, he could not continue to  ensure the security and prosperity of his 
tribe single-handedly. When making his decision, Beowulf is aware th a t fate is at hand:

Him waes geomer sefa, 
waefre ond waelfus, wyrd ungemete neah,
se J>one gomelan gretan sceolde, 
secean sawle hord, sunder gedaelan
lif wi3 lice...

[He was sad in spirit, restless and ready for death,
nis fate was exceedingly near, which was to meet the aged man,
seek the soul’s treasure-hoard [body], sever life from b o d y ...]

(11. 2419b.-23a.)

He also acknowledges wyrd’s mastery over m en’s lives:

.. .ac unc [furSur] sceal 
weor3an aet wealle, swa unc wyrd geteoS, 
Metod m anna gehwaes.

8aer he ]>y fyrste forman dogore 
wealdan moste, swa him wyrd ne gescraf 
hre3 aet hilde.

[.. .it must be for us both at that rock (wall) 
as ordained for us by fate, Master of all men.

There on th a t day, for the first time, 
he had to manage, as fate did not assign 
to  him trium ph m battle.]

(11. 2525b-27a.; 2573-75a.)

Igor also makes his own choice despite almost certain knowledge, thanks to  the omen, of 
impending catastrophe. His freedom to disregard the portent results in his failure. Immediately 
following the eclipse, Igor reacts defiantly, proclaiming a preference for death to capture when 
he exhorts his troops (44, 11. 15-17; 19-21). His sentiments are echoed by Beowulf just prior 
to his battle with the dragon:

‘Ic mid elne sceall 
gold gegangen, o33e gu3 nimeS, 
feorhbealu frecne frean eowerne!’

[‘I shall win gold with valour, 
or else war will take your king, 
terrible, deadly evil.’J

(11. 2535b.-7)

290 On the problems of reconciling heroism with the demands of society see H. Berger & H. M. Leicester, ‘Social 

structure as doom: the lim its of heroism in B eo.’, in OE Studies in H onour of  J. C. P ope , 37-75.
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For the early English and Scandinavians, an awareness of Fate enabled m en’s nobler qual
ities to emerge. Life’s circumstances led them  to view the gods with a certain objectivity, and 
to  a keen realisation of the power of Fate. In the poetry dealing with the gods, if a lack of fear 
or respect is shown at times, it is because men knew th a t the gods could neither hinder nor 
protect them; their proof lies in the story of Baldr’s death, which the gods could neither pre
vent nor reverse.291 To Fate, with whom there can be no bargaining, the heroes are resigned, 
and therefore take the liberty of acting on their own, often tragic, choices.

This idea was carried still further in Norway of the ninth and tenth  centuries, especially 
during and after the period of social upheaval brought about by Harald Finehair. At th a t 
time, many men were driven from society through persecution or through some crime of their 
own doing. In time they would have lost touch with society and religion, and would have come 
to  despise religious practices and belief in the afterlife.292 Not only outlaws were goftlauss, 
however; the Danish king Hrolf Kraki maintained th a t it was not the malicious, fickle and 
amoral 03inn who ruled m en’s lives, but fate, and so neither he no r his companions sacrificed 
to  gods, believing instead in their own strength and courage.293 Poetry and sagas tell of other 
heroes from Norway and Iceland, outlaws or travellers, who had broken with native tradition, 
who did not sacrifice to gods, and who were none the worse for it. Even for those who believed in 
an afterlife, death was the greatest misfortune; and while its impact could be cushioned by the 
promise of a glorious reputation, nobody actually looked forward to the afterlife. Nevertheless, 
a man could not avoid battle for fear of his life, since it was also understood th a t death is life’s 
inevitable conclusion, and a glorious death in battle more decorous than  death from old age.

* * *

Having examined the role of religion in heroic literature and its relationship to the heroic 
world view, it becomes clear that, while the Slovo shares many concepts and approaches in 
common with its Western European counterparts, it is, like them, also unique. On a more 
superficial plane, it would appear to  reflect the ‘crusading spirit’ of the Chanson de Roland, 
w ith its recurrent references to  ‘pagans’, but closer analysis reveals th a t such apparent religious 
partisanship does not constitute even a subsidiary theme in the Slovo. W hat is common to 
all these works, even the Chanson de Roland, is a  fairly tolerant view on the part of authors 
towards pagans, whether they are the heroes or the enemy. Other Christian influences in 
the Slovo emerge through some of the language and style, and a small number of incidental 
references. Even where God is invoked, however, he is an ambiguous figure and cannot be said 
to  have any direct control over the action.

The Slovo is especially unusual in its explicit references to pagan deities. Apart from a few 
oblique allusions to  Scandinavian gods in the Edda and in Beowulf, the gods are entirely absent 
from the works under investigation here. Like that of the Christian deity, however, their role in 
the Slovo is entirely peripheral and, unlike the former, mainly passive. Their ‘role’, as such, is

291 See Davidson, Gods and Myths,  218. As told in the Vgluspa  (Neckel, 1—16), both gods and men are subject 

to  Fate and to the end of the world (Ragnargk  ( ‘fate o f the gods’) or aldar rgk  ( ‘fate of m ankind’)). See also 

Turville-Petre, M yth and Religion, 280.

292 Turville-Petre, The Heroic Age of Scandinavia,  102; idem, M yth  and Religion,  263-4.

9 Q ^ Turville-Petre, Myth and Religion,  264.
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confined to the status of ancestors and, therefore, prototypes: Dazhbog, for example, recollects 
the idea of sacral kingship and thus the sacred duties of princes, while Veles, with his chthonic 
associations, recalls the duty of poets to exercise foresight and hindsight in their treatm ent of 
present events. The gods’ ancient roots also give the narrative a broader tem poral context. 
The handling of the gods in this way discloses, less a knowledge of the workings of the pagan 
pantheon than a close familiarity with the more chthonic aspects of pagan belief, particularly 
shamanism and ancestor worship. These far more enduring forms of paganism are reflected 
also to varying degrees in Northern literature, in the Edda and in Beowulf.

Closely tied in with chthonic beliefs is the more intangible pagan heroic concept of the 
cosmos and m an’s place in it. The cosmos embraces the forces of nature as well as the unper
sonified power of fate, whose control over men’s destinies remains somewhat ambiguous.

While Christian writers of early heroic literature grapple with the problem of accommodat
ing their themes to their own world view in different ways, the common result is th a t, however 
‘C hristian’ or ‘pagan’ their works may be, the course of events is ultimately determined by the 
heroes themselves.
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Chapter Three

Time, Space and Historical Perspective in the Slovo and Other Heroic Traditions

The concept of temporal continuity from ‘ancestors’ (or prototypes) to ‘present’ heroes, and 
the way in which it overlaps with ideas relating to the earth has already been examined to  
some extent in the previous chapter. The author’s view of contemporary events relating to the 
past in the Slovo reflects old Russian concepts of history and origins, which do not distinguish 
events in Time.

While it is the author who determines the chronology, tem po and the historical events 
incorporated into his work, the overall treatm ent of tem poral perspective depends on those 
concepts of time which are natural and customary in a given epoch. Dmitrii Likhachev points 
out th a t in the literature of pre-Mongol Rus’ (tenth to thirteenth centuries) there is as yet no 
fixed concept of the present with a boundary between it and the past, so th a t all ‘present’ action 
is understood in term s of past and future actions.1 He points out th a t this also holds true for 
ancient and other medieval literatures. Referring specifically to early Russian literature he says: 
‘. . .in contradistinction to our own concept of time, which situates the future ahead of us and the 
past behind us, the medieval Russian concept of time called past events perednie (as situated in 
front) and arranged time not in an egocentric manner (relative to ourselves) but in a single series 
each time, from the beginning until the present or the poslednie (as situated behind) tim e’.2 
He observes, furthermore, th a t in medieval literature the ‘nontem poral’ (‘supratem poral’ or 
‘eternal’) can be as much an element of narrative art as time is, and is dialectically opposed to 
the ‘naturalistic’ representation of time found in the chronicles and in certain other historical 
writings.3

Likhachev goes on to  point out th a t folkloristic genres, on the other hand, lack a three- 
dimensional concept of time and a sense of temporal continuity outside the strict confines of 
the narrative at hand. For example, the liricheskie pesni are always orientated towards the 
present, while the byliny are strictly localised in a conventional epoch of Russia’s past, a ‘golden 
epic age’. Events in the latter take place in ‘closed tim e’, th a t is, beginning a t the s ta rt of the 
work and ending with it. Bylina time is developed in only one direction (as is ‘literary epic’ 
to  a large degree), but there are no returns, except in direct speech, in which such returns are 
possible.4 The action is thus confined within strict temporal parentheses.

a. T h e heroic v iew  o f  tim e: h istorica l d igressions in  th e  Slovo

As a rule, heroic narrative is essentially linear in structure in the sense th a t there are no sub
plots or parallel action. This may be observed particularly in oral epic where the constraints on 
the p o et’s technique of composition are obvious. In literary epic, however, there is greater scope 
for developing the narrative primarily through the use of digressions, which must, nevertheless, 
have a direct bearing on the central action. To do this, the author does not stop the action

1 'Predstavleniia o vremeni v Slove’, in ‘S P ’ i ku l’tura, 202-4.

o
D. S. LixaCev, 'Time in Russian folklore’, In ternational Journal of S lavonic L inguistics and P oe t ic s , 5, 1962, 

77. See also idem,  ‘Iz nabliudenii nad leksikoi SP', Izves t i ia  A N  SSSR, Otdelenie l i teratury i iazyka,  8, 1949, no. 6 , 

551-4.

3 ‘Time in Russian folklore’, 79—80.

4 ibid., 89-94.
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while indulging in reflection with his audience; rather, he transports the reader or listener to 
another plane from which heights he may observe past and present events as an interdependent 
unit, a constant reiteration and continuation.5

The amount of space dedicated to the events of the campaign itself in the Slovo is small. 
The main action is enriched by a variety of motifs, many of which reflect other literary genres, 
bu t which also constitute part of the main narrative, placing the events of 1185 in a  broader 
context th a t embraces all of Rus’ and her fortunes, thus creating a  more broadly-based present: 
Sviatoslav’s dream and his Zlato slovo, Iaroslavna’s lament, the au thor’s eulogy and his appeal 
to  the Russian princes. Although these passages may contain references to  the past, they 
cannot, strictly speaking, be regarded as digressions, since they form a part of the ‘present’ 
action, and the author is simply presenting in sequence things th a t are happening at the 
same time. He also uses them  in some measure to unfold additional details of the battle 
and its implications. To facilitate in distinguishing between passages such as these and ‘real’ 
digressions, Adrien Bonjour, in his im portant study on the digressions in Beowulf, has identified 
two types of ‘digressional un its’: ‘episodes’ and ‘historical digressions’. The above-mentioned 
passages would fall into the category of ‘episodes’, in th a t they are moments which form a real 
whole, yet are merged with the main narrative, whereas digressions are more of an adjunction 
and generally entail a sudden break in the narrative; such distinctions need not be absolute, 
however.6 These episodes, then, are quite distinct from the historical digressions in the Slovo.

The following, in chronological order, may be characterised as genuine digressions: 1. The 
‘Golden Age’ of Boian, Iaroslav and Mstislav, with special emphasis on Boian’s poetic method. 
This digression falls into two parts, with the solar eclipse and Igor’s exhortation to  his troops 
sandwiched in between (43, 1. 5-44, 1. 7; 44, 11. 22-31). 2. The less happy and more recent 
age of Oleg Sviatoslavich and the first internecine feuds which resulted in the deaths of Boris 
Viacheslavich and Sviatopolk’s father (48, 11. 5-22). 3. The au thor’s eulogy to the still more 
recent Sviatoslav of Kiev. Although on the one hand this passage gives the impression of being 
more of an ‘episode’, since the author uses it to contrast directly the careers of Sviatoslav and 
Igor, it also treats events distinctly outside the present action and fits in with the reminiscent 
spirit of the other digressions (49, 1. 31-50, 1. 13). 4. The bi-partite Vseslav section which 
incorporates the tragic fate of Vseslav’s grandson Iziaslav Vasil’kovich (53,1. 25-54, 1. 14). 5. 
The brief, and final, invocation of Boian (and the proverb attributed to him concerning the 
inevitability of G od’s judgement) towards the end of the work (56, 11. 14-17).

These digressions, far from being reminiscences tenuously connected with the plot of the 
Slovo, demonstrate the highly sophisticated artistic unity of the work. They represent, more 
or less, three s tra ta  of time: the recent past of Sviatoslav’s victories; the more distant past 
occupied by Oleg and Vseslav, when the collapse of Rus’ is observed to begin; and the almost 
legendary age of Boian, Troian and Iaroslav. Like the ‘episodes’ referred to earlier, they enlarge 
the present action, removing it from its temporal constraints. The author leaps to and fro in 
historical time, making all events, as it were, simultaneous; thus, through the past, he elucidates 
the present and anticipates the future.

The author’s excursions into the past are not as arbitrary as they may appear, for there 
emerges a kind of pattern  in the digressions, which may be represented in the form of a 
pyramid. The work begins and ends with allusions to  Boian. These are followed and preceded 
respectively by the histories, further up the temporal scale, of Oleg and Vseslav, which in turn 
converge in the recollection of Sviatoslav’s exploits:

5 ibid., 76.

6 Digressions,  xi.
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Boian

(Iaroslav) NARRATIVE

Boian

(Iaroslav)

Another pattern is disclosed in the author’s choice of the historical limits which he imposes 
on his work: Pochnem” zhe, braiie, povest’ siiu oi" starago Vladimera do nyneshniago Igoria. .. 
(44, 11. 8-9).7 Still earlier in the narrative, in his rhetorical ‘dilemma’ as to which style he 
should employ, the author reaches back and recalls ‘vatic Boian’ and his songs celebrating 
Iaroslav the Wise, his valiant brother Mstislav (d. 1036) and his grandson Roman (the brother 
of Oleg and the great-uncle of Igor and Vsevolod). The unit of time with which he proposes 
to work is significant: on the one hand, the first Vladimir may be regarded as the ‘founder’ of 
Rus’ in that he made her strong and unified (at least this is the historical myth to which the 
author apparently subscribes), while on the other hand, Igor, with the rest of his princely con
temporaries, is seen as the d€Sfcroy.er of Rus’ through his preoccupation with local interests 
and personal pride.8 In this respect, then, while Igor may have been unim portant in himself, 
he also emerges as a kind of ‘archetype’.

The author’s historical references appear at first to be vague and disordered because it 
was not his intention to reconstruct a chronicled history, but to present a self-contained and 
interdependent history of Rus’ from her inception to her destruction (as he sees it); in other 
words, a complete cosmogony and eschatology.9 This almost mythological conception of the

7
For an interesting analysis of the relationship between the past and the present, see T . M. Nikolaeva, ‘Lingvotek- 

stologicheskie sredstva v SP: Pole proehlogo-nastoiashchego i glubinnye sm yslovye oppozitsii’, Scando-Slavica, 29, 

1983, 25-37.

g . . . . .The generally accepted view that in this passage the author is defining the chronological limits with which

he is to deal in the tale, is opposed by Robert Mann both on syntactical grounds, and on the basis that Vladimir 

features nowhere else in the work. Using linguistic evidence from other OR texts, he concludes that there is a number 

m issing, and that the passage should be taken to mean, sim ply, that 70 years have passed since Vladimir’s rule to 

Igor’s campaign ( ‘A note on the text o f the Igor Thle’, Slavic Review,  39, 1980, no. 2, 281-5). However, seen in 

the context of the whole work and its comprehension of time and ancestors, the notion of ‘beginning’ the tale with 

Vladimir makes sense, for not only was his reign conceived as a ‘golden age' in the history o f Rus', but the civil wars 

which provide the focus of the Slovo  began with his direct descendants, including Iaroslav and M stislav. Matters only 

becam e further exacerbated by Oleg and Vseslav. Others have suggested that the Vladimir referred to  in the SP  is 

Monomakh, but as will be observed in the course of this chapter, he does not fit into the chronological flow of the 

work, nor with the author's artistic intention. That the character in question is indeed the first Vladimir is supported 

by the fact that the celebration by poets of a past ‘heroic age’ as one with special qualities which have been lost is 

a common feature among the heroic traditions of the ancient Greeks, the Icelanders, the French, the Kalmucks, the 

Kara-Kirghiz and many others (see Bowra, op. cit., 386-7; C. R. Bawden, 'Mongol: the contemporary tradition’ Sc 

H atto, ‘Kirghiz: mid-nineteenth century’, in Traditions,  273, 310). In early AS England the moet popular subjects of 

song were always the old heroes of the Continent (c /. Beowulf, WidstiS, Waldere).
Q

See Eliade, Myths, Dreams and Mysteries,  36 ( ‘The poetic creation, like linguistic creation, implies abolition 

of tim e. . . .  It is said, moreover, in our own days, that for a great poet the past does not exist: the poet discovers the 

world as though he were present at the cosmogonic moment, contemporaneous with the first day of Creation. From 

a certain point of view, we may say that every great poet is remaking  the world, for he is trying to see it as if there 

were no Time, no History. In this his attitude is strangely like that o f the ‘prim itive’, of man in traditional society’.).
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history of Rus’ tallies with and reinforces what has been noted in Chapter Two regarding the 
Slovo’s otherwise ‘pagan’ colouring.

The events recounted in early Russian military tales, on the other hand, are not normally 
placed in such a  universal context, and digressions are rare if they exist at all. Such is the case 

^  with the Zadonshchina, which otherwise shares many features in common wijji the Slovo. Only 
the conventional opening of the tale gives the present action a broader historical dimension. 
Each major redaction recollects Japheth, the legendary ‘founder’ of Rus’, then the hardly less 
legendary Boian and his panegyrics to the earliest princes of Rus’, from the quasi-legendary 
Riurik (or, in some cases, Igor) to  Iaroslav the W ise.10 The concept of a nation’s past as an 
extension of early world history is especially characteristic of Byzantine and Russian chronicle 
writing (and also of hagiography, although in a different form). In the Povest’ vremennykh let, 
the introduction of which is taken from the Chronicle of Hamartolus, the history of Rus’ is seen 
to  begin after the Flood, when the ea rth ’s inhabitants have formed into separate nations and 
the sons of Noah have divided up the earth amongst themselves, with Rus’ falling to Japheth ’s 
lot (1-3). There is a kind of half-heartedness, however, in the Zadonshchina’s invocation of the 
foundation and early greatness of Rus’ and, while it does not purport to be a chronicle, these 
sections are too perfunctory, inconsistent and, in some cases, historically faulty to be viewed 
as anything more than a  general adjunct to the au thor’s glorification of the living grandsons 
of the early princes—Dmitrii Ivanovich and his brother Vladimir Andreevich—who, like their 
forebears, exercised their courage and efforts on behalf of the Russian land.11 There appears to 
be otherwise no artistic justification for the historical allusions to  Boian and the early Russian 
princes, since they lend no visible continuity or balance to  the tale, while the selection of 
princes invoked in the different redactions seems purely arbitrary.

As in many other respects, the Slovo is unique among early Russian works in its treatm ent 
of time. Among non-Russian heroic epics, however, a similar approach to time may be observed 
in Beowulf, while it may differ from the Slovo in certain repects, the artistic intention is much 
the same. The Beowulf-poet takes the histories of two nations, the Danes and the Geats, in 
whose fortunes the hero, Beowulf, plays a pivotal role. These he places within a larger universal 
context, where a more remote past is invoked, the ‘beginnings’, as it were, of Danish history, 
and the ‘end’ of an era, as well as of the Geats, is foreshadowed. Beowulf and his career may 
be said to enter somewhere in medias res, a history within a larger history, for the poem is 
not exclusively concerned with telling his story.12 As the poem opens the poet recalls Scyld, 
the eponymous ancestor hero of the Danes (Scyldings), who came to  them  in their lordless 
time of calamity and unified and strengthened them  both himself and through his dynasty. 
In a sense, he could be regarded as their ‘creator’ and a prefiguration of Beowulf who later 
‘redeems’ them. The poem bearing Beowulf’s name quite naturally ends with his death, but 
the impending fall of the Geatish nation is strongly foreshadowed. At the same time, the dark 
hints and allusions throughout the poem to the eventual fall of the Danes through a struggle 
for succession following HroSgar’s death culminate in more direct prophecies of doom. The 
poem, then, not unlike the Slovo, opens with a ‘creation’ of a nation and ends in expectations 
of destruction. Although the establishment of the Danish nation and the death of Beowulf 
with its inevitable consequences for the Geats have no historical relationship, they provide the

10 Und., 536; H ist  1, 541; KB ,  548; Syn., 551.

11 Oleg has been entirely om itted from the genealogies; Und. om its Riurik; Syn.  om its Igor; Vladimir is absent 

from K B  and Syn.; only Iaroslav features in all the redactions. W hile Sviatoslav Igorevich receives m ention in all but 

Und.  as the father o f Vladimir, only K B  (believed to  be the oldest redaction) lists him as one of the princes praised 

by Boian. Perhaps the later copyists deemed him, an obdurate pagan, an unsuitable example for the ta le’s champions 

of the Christian faith. K B  is also the only redaction to contain the name Boian,  which has been emended variously 

elsewhere to: boiarin (Und.,  536); boiun (His t.  1, 541); veshchi buinyi (Syn.,  551).

12 See Klaeber, op. cit., lvii ff.
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poet with a ‘beginning’ and an ‘end’ to the world he has ‘remade’.13 The numerous historical 
digressions are skilfully woven into the narrative without disrupting it, while the cross-relations 
in time convey a sense, as they do in the Slovo, of events taking place, not in chronological 
order, but as though they have been superimposed on one another. The vast expanse of time 
with which the author of the Slovo is dealing is encapsulated in only two lines, transporting 
the audience through three epochs:

E u j i h  b b h h  T p o s H H , M H H yjia  jrBTa t f p o c j ia B J ia ,  6 m j i h  nxn> n;n  O n ro B b i ,  O n b r a  C b s -
T fcC JiaB JIH H JI. . .

(48,11. 5-6)

Just as the figure of Scyld anticipates Beowulf, so does the figure of Oleg prefigure Igor. In 
his allusion to the ambiguous Troian here and elsewhere, the author invokes the ‘old epoch’ of 
legend, a  purely pagan time populated by pagan deities such as Dazhbog, Veles and Stribog— 
the pradedy—to which Vladimir also belonged in the earlier part of his reign. The main action 
of the Slovo, however, is more closely confined to  the two epochs (loosely termed dedy and 
vnuky) of Oleg and his grandson Igor.

How events in this earlier era prefigure those in the present era has been demonstrated 
in some detail by Boris Gasparov.14 As already observed, the epoch of Oleg and Vseslav 
represents the age of the ‘first feuds’ which are echoed in the present age of Igor. Boian also 
belongs to  this age of dedy because he recollects these early feuds, while the author of the Slovo, 
because he is witnessing the strife of the present age, belongs to the era of the vnuky. The age 
of Vladimir and Iaroslav (referred to as staryi (44, 11. 2, 8, 22; 54, 1. 16; 56, 1. 15) and davnyi 
(48,1. 9)) may also be seen to prefigure later events, extending into the era of Oleg and Vseslav 
and beyond. For instance, Mstislav’s fight without weapons could be seen to anticipate the 
warriors of Iaroslav of Chernigov, who fought with knives but without shields, ‘ringing out their 
ancestor’s glory’. Thus the distant epoch of Troian and the pagan gods (as well as Vladimir and 
Iaroslav, although, strictly speaking, their eras were not wholly pagan) continues into the epoch 
of the late eleventh century, the time of the dedy, Oleg and Vseslav, which is characterised by 
tokens of Christian culture, such as churches and God’s judgement, but which, judging by the 
Vseslav digression, also had close pagan associations.15 This era in its turn merges with the 
era of the vnuky, a primarily Christian age in which pagan ideas axe represented in the form 
of allegorical fabulous beings (Div, Karna, Zhlia, Obida). Gasparov proceeds to note constant 
parallels between the main action and the historical digressions. There are close similarities, 
for instance, in the fortunes of Igor and Vseslav: both are described as fleeing after battles 
and, more significantly, as possessing the attributes of skin-changers. Likewise there are many 
parallels between Igor’s campaign and the battle of Nezhatina Niva: when Igor ‘steps into 
his golden stirrup’ (46, 1. 11), his action is reminiscent of Oleg also ‘stepping into his golden 
stirrup ’ before embarking on an equally disastrous campaign (48, 1. 8); just as at Nezhatina 
Niva ‘feuds were sown and sprouted forth’ (48, 11. 16-17), so in Igor’s campaign ‘the black 
earth  was sown with bones and watered with blood’, and a ‘harvest of sorrow’ came up over 
R us’ (48, 11. 26-8); carrion beasts also feature in both battles as well as images of macabre 
feasts (46, 11. 20-3; 48, 11. 19-22).16

13 I ~See suprat n.9.

14 op. cit., 160ff.

15 See supra, Ch. 2, passim  on the tenaciousness o f pagan beliefs and traditions in R us’.

15 Gasparov, op. cit., 160-71. See also Likhachev, ‘Istoricheskie i politicheskie predstavleniia avtora S P ’, 113-15, 

on the notion that present-day R us’ is not distinct from the past, that the author does not seek reasons in the past 

for the present conflict and feuds, but sees them as a direct continuation of the feuds o f Vseslav and Oleg.
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In contrast to the byliny, which do not comprehend time outside the events in hand, the 
Slovo does not begin and end with the events of 1185. The past is as much a component of the 
present insofar as it anticipates it, not only through historical repetition, but also through its 
imagery; and, while there is little overt speculation on the future in the work, there exists an 
overriding sense that, like the past, present events serve to foreshadow the course of things to 
come. The most explicit anticipation of impending trouble is expressed through direct speech 
between Gzak and Konchak who, while on Igor’s tail, plot the ensnarement of his son Vladimir 
through marriage to  Konchak’s daughter; their prediction of future hostilities between the 
Russians and the Polovtsy weakens the impact of the optimism at the close of the work, to 
some extent giving the lie to the assertion th a t all is now well in the land of Rus’ on Igor’s 
return:

Mji'tBHT't I^aKT, KoHHaicoBH: «Aace c o k o j i t > k t > rHB3fly JieTHTT>,—coKOjmna po- 
cTpBJifleBfB c b o h m h  3JiaHeHUMH CTpBJiaMH*. Pene KoHMaKT> k o  Tans: cAxee c o k o j t b  
k t » rHB3Ry JieTHTT*, a b b  coieojma onyTaeBris KpacHoio AHBnn>eio». M pene I^aKi, k t > 
KoHHaKOBH: cAme ero onyTaeBB KpacHoio RBBHn;eio, h h  HaMa 6yAeTT> coicojma, h h  
HaMa KpacHbi ABBHn;e, t o  noHHyT't Haio d t h a h  6 h t h  b t .  i i o j t b  IiojiOBen;KOMT>».

(56,11. 6-13)17

W ith the future left open-ended in this way, and the past reaching far back into myth and 
legend, the events of 1185 comprise merely an episode, albeit an im portant one, within a  larger 
history. It is, therefore, the task of great poets such as Boian and the author of the Slovo 
to—in the la tte r’s own words— svivaia slavy oba poly sego vremeni (44, 11. 24-5); th a t is, they 
must draw together conceptually past events and the chain of events they engender to  reveal 
history as a continuum outside the constraints of chronological time.

A part from Beowulf, to which reference has already been made here, no other European 
heroic tradition appears to share the Slovo’s penchant for historical digressions and for what 
Likhachev calls its temporal ‘monumentalism’, with its concept of history as beginning at 
some mythological or biblical juncture, if not a t Creation itself, and having no end.18 This 
is not to  say, however, th a t certain common features in the expression of heroic time are not 
discernable. All of the examples of European literary epic surveyed here (barring Maldon) are 
set in a ‘glorious’ heroic past, although the authors’ attitudes reflect more or less contemporary 
ideals: only in the case of Beowulf \& there an additional layer of retrospection, which is best 
exemplified by the Scyld episode and the m instrel’s song of Sigemund’s exploits.19 Despite the 
fact th a t the remainder contain no historical digressions as such, their treatm ent of temporal 
perspective reveals much about contemporary views on the relativity of time, and suggests 
th a t tem poral distinctions were not always clear-cut.

17 Gzak’s misgivings about such alliances ensuring peace and security are echoed in Beo.,  where a marriage is 

arranged between HroSgar’s daughter, Freawaru, and Ingeld, son of the Heathobard king. In his account to Hygelac, 

Beow ulf voices doubts concerning the wisdom of this arrangement, saying that, far from ending their long-standing  

blood-feuds, it was likely to reopen old wounds and foster resentment and hostility between the retinues (11. 2024-69). 

An earlier passage illustrates the grief that may befall a woman in such circumstances: Hildeburh, Danish wife o f Finn, 

king o f the Frisians, loses her husband, son and brother in a clash between her kin and the Frisians (11. 1067—1159).

18 Although the ‘history’ of Beo.  apparently begins with the Danish culture hero Scyld, the work also contains 

allusions to the origins of the world (e.g. the Danish scop’s ‘Creation’ song (11. 86—99); GrendeFs descent from Cain 

(11. 102- 8)).

19 It is uncertain whether Maldon,  which is not set in a distant heroic age, would have contained historical 

allusions, since it is a fragment lacking a beginning and an end. Given the poem ’s heroic characer, however, and the 

fact that pedigree is emphasised there, it is hard to imagine the poet om itting altogether any references to historical 

figures, particularly since the characters were relatively minor figures in OE history and song.
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In a manner uncommon to heroic narrative technique, the scenes in the Chanson de Roland 
alternate between the Saracens and the Franks, thus investing the work with a more naturalistic 
sense of time and chronology. The poet, however, is otherwise very free in his treatm ent of 
time, slowing it down or speeding it up as his subject m atter demands for dramatic effect. 
As with the ‘episodic’ passages in the Slovo, chronology is sacrificed through the depiction 
in sequence of events which must have occurred simultaneously, in particular, the endless 
series of single combats. Battles naturally being the focal points of such works, the action is 
slowed down while the poet appends a few b^jpaphical notes and personal commentaries to 
each combatant, and recounts every grisly detail of the contest. In other parts of the fight 
between the French and the Saracens the action moves at a breathless pace, much like the 
actual battle scenes in the Slovo. The poet also takes license with time when he claims on 
more than  one occasion th a t Charlemagne is two hundred years old (11. 523-4, 537-9, 552), and 
th a t his fiercest adversary, Baligant, has outlived Homer and Vergil (11. 2615-16). Where the 
Roland-poet fits in with Likhachev’s view of ‘epic monumentalism’, is in his depiction of these 
two larger-than-life characters, whose encounter shakes the very cosmos. Events in the second 
part of the poem have thus been generalised, whereas in the first section they are localised. 
The poem begins in medias res and ends with a weary Charlemagne being summoned to  yet 
another battle. This may be explained by the fact that, while the episode is complete as far as 
Roland is concerned, the poem is actually part of the Charlemagne cycle of chansons de gesie, 
and the Roland song, a separate composition in itself, is simply couched within a song about 
Charlemagne, acting as a pivot for another one of the king’s great victories over the enemies 
of France.

The heroic Edda also comprise cycles which treat the adventures of early Germanic heroes 
and their interrelations, the individual episodes often developing out of events treated in other 
poems, to which references may be made in the course of the narrative. In numerous cases, the 
seemingly ageless figure of GuSrun acts as the common link between events th a t are separated 
by considerable gaps in time. The early part of Hamfiismdl consists of a long lament, in 
which GuSrun relates the long history of calamity which has beset her (much of which is 
treated in separate poems), thus providing not only the background necessary for understanding 
the present tale, but also the sense that these disasters somehow prefigure and culminate in 
the tragedy of the present tale. GuSrun, apparently, is fated to lose everyone whom she 
loves—SigurSr, her brothers and most of her children. In sending her remaining children, 
HamSir and Sprli, out to avenge their sister’s death, she ensures th a t the tragedy of the past 
is relived and fulfilled. Otherwise this tale and the AtlakvvHa, being earlier, possess a precision 
of plot th a t leaves no scope for historical digressions. While the later Atlamdl contains many 
embellishments, there is nothing which may be construed as a genuine digression.

The Nibelungenlied, unique in its structure and in its weaving together of genres and 
ideals, is also unusual in its treatm ent of time. Here, rolled into one, are the Norse tales of 
SigurSr, Brynhildr, GuSrun (Kriemhild) and the terrible catastrophe at A tli’s (Etzel’s) court. 
The action is punctuated by intervals of great length during which a long tim e is supposed to 
have elapsed without, however, wreaking any change on the characters (Giselher is still ‘young’ 
despite being a t least fifty years old by the end, and Kriemhild, who must have been a very 
old woman by then, continues to  be beautiful and alarmingly energetic). A part from its short 
formulaic opening hearkening back to ancient tales of unnamed heroes, the work lacks any 
digressions into history. Rather, the work is of a forward-looking nature and may thus be said 
to  be historically self-contained. Every action takes place under the shadow of future events. 
Through numerous dark hints, dreams and fairy prophecy, the audience’s attention is directed 
a t the impending calamity.20 A comparable phenomenon may be observed in the Slovo, where 
the audience’s interest is never quite absorbed in present events, for these are constantly in the 
shadow of past events which, through the present action, foretell events to come.

See Hatto, Nibelungenlied, 309-11.



Thus, as already noted, it is Beowulf th a t comes closest to the Slovo both in the quantity 
and in the artistic function of its digressions (although in Beowulf they are more numerous and 
elaborate). In both works the past, present and future are indivisibly linked through parallels in 
content and imagery, thus enabling poets to make the transition between diverse times natural 
and artistically logical. History is used to characterise the importance and grandeur of the 
poets’ themes from the very outset through the invocation of an ‘other-worldly’ past—the days 
of vatic poets and quasi-divine kings—which also recalls the extraordinary valour of superior 
men, and so lays out the temporal tapestry on which new events are to be superimposed. The 
memory of ancient lays in the Slovo and of the deeds of the Danish princes in days gone by in 
Beowulf, prepares the foundation for the overall supratemporal quality of the tales.21

While on the one hand past and present time in the Slovo and Beowulf form a continuum, 
the fact th a t both of these works begin with the ‘creation’ of nations through Scyld and 
Vladimir as ‘culture heroes’ and end in their destruction (Igor’s happy return to Rus’ does 
little to allay this sense) also suggests a cyclical pattern. This additional layer of temporal 
perspective could be seen as an echo or even an extension of the cyclical imagery contained in 
these works.22

Historical digressions give a universal significance to  the fortunes of the heroes as well 
as an impression of depth. As borne out by the Slovo and Beowulf, their extensive use need 
not threaten organic unity. Rather, they endow the main theme ‘with a symbolic value and 
an interest transcending even the most absorbing ‘historical’ m atters which have now been 
subordinated to it and put on the ‘outer edges’, or in the background to give a sense of 
perspective’.23

b. T he narrative function  o f  th e  d igressions

Most of the principal digressions in the Slovo occur at the most critical moments of the heroes’ 
lives, as portrayed relative to the battle or, in other words, while they execute the deeds by 
which they will be immortalised.24

Igor’s most critical heroic moment comes when he sees the omen, discounts its warning, 
launches into a traditional exhortation to bravery before his troops and mentally prepares for 
the battle (44, 11. 13-21). At this most dramatic moment, the author invokes ‘Boian of olden 
tim es’, and his deeper vision. This second invocation of Boian, coming as it does so soon after 
the first, conveys the impression of an author who (a  little affectedly perhaps), finding the 
situation with all its implications beyond his mortal powers of expression, addresses himself to 
the m aster. Boian, on the other hand, would have understood the dramatic possibilities and 
conferred upon the situation panoramic significance:

«Komohh pMcyTt 3a Cynoio— 3Bchhti» cnaBa bt» KweBria. T py6u  TpyCxTb bt, Hobb

rpa^B, CTOHTfc CTH3H B'B IIyTHBJIB.» (44, 11. 29~31)

21  . . .W hile these two works stand apart in this respect from their European counterparts, they share, in spirit at

least, a closer affinity with the heroic poetry of the Kirghiz. According to the ‘epic tim e’ of this poetry, the heroes of  

the m ythical, historical and even the m ost recent pasts are merged into one continuum, thereby negating the idea of a 

Golden Age that is over and done with, and expressing through the heroes a belief in the past as som ething that may 

be repeated in the future. Apart from this weakness in periodization, where characters from different tim es may be 

contemporaries, the tim e sequences within a given action are precise (H atto, ‘Kirghiz: 19th century’, in Traditions,  

310-13)). For mythical or ‘traditional’ views of time and timelessness, see Eliade, Myth and Reality,  pass im  (esp. 

75—113); idem, Myths, Dreams and Myster ies,  34—38; idem, Images and Symbols:  Studies in Religious Symbolism,  

Kansas City, 1961, 57ff. Many of Eliade’s observations tally  with the concept of tim e in the SP.

22 See supra,  Ch. 2b., passim.

23 Bonjour, Digressions,  45.

24 This, it has been observed, is when the heroes’ ancestors are invoked. See supra, Ch. 2b., 82-4 , 89.
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This panoramic vista reflects Boian’s earlier ‘cosmic wanderings’ in search of poetic inspiration, 
and tallies with the au thor’s own interpretation of events in terms of tem poral panorama.

The next major digression comes after the heroic description of Vsevolod fighting with the 
combined fury of the entire Russian force. As far as the tale is concerned, this is the greatest 
and most heroic moment of his life, when he abandons all thought for his life and possessions.25 
The scene is abruptly, but with a certain continuity, propelled into the shadowy age of Troian, 
then focuses forward a little to  the more recent past, the feuds of Vsevolod’s grandfather Oleg, 
from which present events have grown and developed:

Ebijih bbhh TpoflHH, MHHyjia JTBTa RpocnaBJis, 6mjih nm»n,H OjiroBM....TT>H 60 
O nen, MeneMi, icpaMOJiy KOBame h ctpbjibi no seMira engine. CTynaeTT. bt» snaTT, 
CTpeMem. bt> rpa^B TBMyTopoKauB, to h  yme 3boht> cjitmia a^bhbih bcjihkbih Rpo- 
cnaBb, a cmhT) BceBOJioxcb BjiaAHMHpT> no bck yTpa yrnn saicjiaAame bt» HepHHroBB, 

Eopnca »ce BsnecjiaBJiHHa cnaBa Ha cyAT> npuBeAe, h Ha KaHHHy seneHy nano- 
noMy nocTJia 3a o6nAy OnroBy, xpaSpa h MJiaAa khs3H. Ct> toh  nee K asjiti Cbh- 
Tonm>Kb nojiejTBH oTn;a CBoero MexcAio YroptcKHMH hhoxoababi ko cbhtbh Co^hh 
kt» KneBy. TorAa npH Ona® ropncjiaBJiHHH CBgmeTcg h  pacTsineTb yco6Hn,aMH, 
norabameTb xch3hi> JXancAi>-BoHca BHyica, bi> khhhchhxi> KpaMonaxi. bbah MejiOBB- 
komt> cxpaTHmacb. Torna no Pycxon seMJin phbtko paTaeBTB KnxaxyTb, ht» nacTo 
BpaHH rpanxyTb, Tpynna ce6h ^BJiHMe, a rajiHAH cboio phm, roBopxxyTb: x o th tb  
noneTBTH Ha yeAHe.

(48, 5-22)

This digression is accompanied by a  sharp contrast in mood. The narrative moves from the 
vigour and clamour of battle to  emptiness and death. Not only have the armies been decimated, 
b u t all civilian life has also been obliterated, leaving only carrion birds to encroach on the 
oppressive silence.

Subsequent to this comes the digression recounting the more recent exploits and successes 
of Sviatoslav of Kiev, which follows directly on the most critical moment of what may be 
regarded as the work’s third ‘hero’, Rus’. Igor’s banners have fallen and nature, anticipating 
the greater catastrophe that is to follow, mourns together with the women of Rus’ (49, 31-3/50,
1-13).26 This digression, with its rousing tone and fast-moving pace underscores sharply the 
barrenness and anguish of the preceding passage, and serves as a dramatic transition from an 
awe-inspiring vigorous Sviatoslav of widespread fame, to  an im potent ‘old’ man haunted by 
morbid prophetic dreams. As prince of Kiev, he becomes the personification of Rus’, his moral 
and physical state acting as a kind of barometer of her fortunes. Of all the digressions, this 
one, situated where it is, is perhaps the most explicitly prophetic (and realistic).

The last digression within this group differs slightly from the rest in th a t it does not attend 
a hero’s critical moment, but follows the au thor’s panegyric and appeal to the princes of Rus’, 
and is split up into two distinctive parts by his final appeal to the descendants of Iaroslav the 
Wise and Vseslav of Polotsk to  put aside their feuds for the sake of Rus’ (53, 7-32/54, 1-14).27 
R ather than make his final appeal, and then, having introduced his theme, launch into the 
history of Vseslav and the destabilising feuds he and the Iaroslavichi engendered, the author 
prepares for his final attack more subtly. First he shows the tragic consequences to brave and 
blameless men of the long-term weakness with which Vseslav’s actions burdened Polotsk: that 
is, yet another defeat for the Russians, this time at the hands of the Lithuanians, and the tragic 
death of his valiant grandson Iziaslav. This note of pathos colours all th a t follows, bestowing a

25 Indeed, p o ster ity  has pronounced h im  th e  ideal warrior and prince. See th e  chron icle  en try  w hich te lls  o f  his  

d ea th  (Hyp., col. 696— cited  supra, Ch. 1, n .34).

25 On R u s’ as hero, see  supra, Ch. 1, 35—6.

27  . . .  . .For  thi s in terp retation  o f  th e  line: Iaroslave t vsi vnutse Vseslavli!, see D m itriev  & L ikhachev, SP, 514n.
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greater impact on the final appeal and to the author’s portrait of Vseslav, as well as the final 
dram atic portrayal of the downfall of Rus’ and its first causes:

0 ,  c t o h a t h  PycKOH 3eMJiH, noMSHyBiue np'BByio roAHHy h  np'bBUX'b KHB3en! To
ro  cTaparo BjiaAHMHpa Hejitars 6b npnrB03AHTH kb ropaMT* Khcbckhmt,; cero 60
H M H B  CTama CTS3H PlOpHKOBBI, a APySHH—/laBHAOBU, H I  p03H0 CH HMT> X 060TBI
namyTT>. Koiraa h o i o t t .!

(54, 15-19)

Digressions may serve a number of purposes, but in heroic narrative their principal function 
is to intensify the drama and heighten the tragedy, primarily through contrast and compari
son.28 The au thor’s two-part digression invoking Boian at the very outset of the Slovo, coming 
as it does both before and after Igor’s bold defiance of what the audience recognises to  be 

IS the first hint of impending doom, establishes the dramatic climate: th is/to  be no ordinary 
skirmish, but a momentous event whose widespread repercussions will be felt throughout Rus’ 
and even the cosmos. But the confidence and show of strength expressed in the words the 
author ascribes to Boian (44, 11. 29-31) are belied by the foreknowledge, confirmed earlier by 
the omen, of what is to come.

The use of contrast in the next three digressions brings the forebodings of the fall of Rus’ 
even more sharply into relief. The Slovo abounds in contrasts between former prosperity and 
present calamity: Igor exchanges his ‘golden saddle’, the symbol of his status and power, for the 
‘saddle of a slave’ (50,11. 11-12); Obida drives away the times of abundance (49, 11. 9-12); the 
women of Rus’ lament the change in their fortunes (49, 11. 21-5); ‘darkness’ veils ‘light’ (51,11.
2-3); the wealth and power of Iaroslav of Chernigov have been shrouded (51,11. 17-20); ‘shame 
descends on glory’ and ‘violence strikes down freedom’ (51, 1. 5). Such contrasts become still 
more poignant in the author’s appeal, where his allusions to the princes’ past victories and 
glories conflict sharply with present defeats and afflictions, and also in Iaroslavna’s lament, in 
which she reminds the now hostile forces of nature of their erstwhile more benevolent aspects. 
The historical digressions, however, endow these contrasts with greater dramatic impact. The 
juxtaposition of the section relating to Oleg’s feuds and their devastating consequences with 
the preceding heroic portrait of Vsevolod not only ensures th a t any moments of optimism are 
short-lived, but, by placing disaster cheek by jowl with glory in this way, the innate tragedy 
of heroism is unveiled in the harshest light. The use of agriculture, something th a t normally 
denotes prosperity and the peaceful life, as a m etaphor for Oleg’s battles and the ensuing 
desolation also gives an added twist.29

The eulogy to Sviatoslav’s victory over the Polovtsy and how it underlines the tragedy of 
the fall of Rus’ has already been discussed. Although its aim is identical to th a t of the previous 
digression, it approaches it in reverse: instead of administering a strong dose of memento mori 
at the height of a potentially glorious moment, it is a b itter reminder of what Rus’ once was 
and could have been in the midst of her destruction and grief.

The Iziaslav/Vseslav digression follows abruptly on a lengthy passage cataloguing the 
m ilitary and princely virtues of the Russian princes, as a reminder th a t, despite their qualities, 
because they did not harness them  in the interests of R us’, the ancient rot of dissension has 
resulted in calamity: a fitting end to the story of the campaign itself and a fitting introduction 
to  Iaroslavna’s lament.

Once again parallels may be drawn with Beowulf, whose poet has also perfected the art 
of contrast for dramatic effect. ‘The contrast inherent in the sudden rapprochement between 
a brilliant thing or a harmonious situation vividly set forth and a brief intimation of disaster

28 B onjour, Digressions, 44ff.

29 For a  stu d y  o f  th e  ‘internal sy stem  of o p p o sites ’ in th e SP, see  N ikolaeva, op. cit., passim.
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ad d s.. .to the impression of melancholy and sadness in which so much of the poem is steeped’.30 
In Beowulf there is a  long series of anticipations which hint at future disaster in contrast with 
present glory and magnificence, emphasizing as the Slovo does the transitory nature of worldly 
glory and wealth.

As with the ‘grievous tale’ of Igor’s campaign, intimations of catastrophe come early on 
in Beowulf the introductory glorification of the Scylding line serves as a dramatic prelude that 
heightens the effects of Grendel’s attacks on the latest of th a t line; in the course of the poet’s 
description of HroSgar’s magnificent hall, there is an incidental allusion, almost like a fleeting 
vision, to its burning (11. 82-5), which is closely linked to the forebodings of family strife 
among the Danes at the precise moment when harmony at the Danish court is emphasised (11. 
1008b-19); the first intimation of Hygelac’s fall is invoked by the description of the treasure 
given to  Beowulf after his two-fold victory—the jewels are compared with the wonderful Brising 
necklace Hygelac dies wearing when ‘for glory’s sake’ he embarked on an ill-advised expedition 
against the Franks (11. 1197-1214); when Beowulf resolves to fight the dragon, the poet recalls 
his earlier feats (as he also does when Beowulf decides to fight Grendel), but he also foretells 
the hero’s death, thus casting a grim shadow on what should have been a happy recollection 
of Beowulf’s greatness (11. 2354-96); the account of the first Swedish-Geatish Wars (which 
the Geats won) provides the first glimpse of what the future has in store for the Geats after 
Beowulf’s death (11. 2910-3007), but these forebodings are dramatically intensified by the 
reference just before to a glorious phase in early Geatish history.

The Slovo and Beowulf not only express their shared view of the tragedy inherent in 
heroism by means of similar literary techniques, but they also share the same spirit of oppressive 
melancholy. In the Slovo this mood is best expressed in the afterm ath of Oleg’s civil wars:

Tor^a no PycKon aeM JiH  p b t k o  p a T a e B B  KHicaxy t b ,  h t » Macro B p a H H  rpaaxyTB, 
Tpynns ce5fi fl^B JisH e, a rajraijH c b o i o  p b m b  roBpsxyTt: x o t s t b  nojieTBTH Ha yeflHe.

(48, 11. 19-22)

The theme of ubi sunt?, with its melancholy reflections on the death and decay of bright things, 
the silencing of m en’s voices and music, with only the carrion beasts to  break the stillness, 
is common to many Anglo-Saxon elegies, most notably The Wanderer and The Seafarer. In 
Beowulf there are at least three noteworthy examples, all coming towards the end of the poem 
as doom begins to  loom larger. The ‘Elegy of the Last Survivor’ (11. 2247-66) tells of the origin 
of the dr agon-hoar d, buried by the lone survivor of a noble race who had inherited it from his 
father. After consigning the treasure to the earth  whence it came, he continues:

‘guSdeaS fornam, 
feorhbealo frecne fyra gehwylcne 
leoda m inra J>ara 3e J>is [lifj ofgeaf, 
gesawon seledream. Nah, hwa sweord wege
o33e fe(o)r(mie) faeted waege,
dryncfaet deore; dug(u3) ellor s[c]eoc.

Naes hearpan wyn, 
gomen gleobeames, ne god hafoc
geond sael swingeS, ne se swifta mearh
burhstede beate3. Bealocwealm hafaS 
fela feorhcynna for3 onsended!’

[‘Battle-death, fearful, deadly evil, 
has taken every man of my people, 
those who have left this life, 
who beheld the joy of the hall.

30
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I have no-one to bear my sword 
or to  burnish the beaten-gold goblet, 
the precious gold drinking cup: 
the retinue has departed elsewhere.

There is no harp-joy, no m irth of the harp, 
no good hawk to swoop through the hall, 
no swift horse to  tram p in the castle courtyard.
Baleful death has sent forth [from life] 
many of the race of men!’]

(11. 2249b.-54; 11. 2262b.-66)

Before the last battle Beowulf recalls ‘The Father’s Lam ent’ for a son who has been hanged 
for the ‘raven’s joy’ (11. 2444-62):

GesyhS sorhcearig on his suna bure
winsele westne, windge reste
reote berofene,— ridend swefaS,
haele3 in hoSman; nis )>aer hear pan sweg,
gomen in geardum, swylce 3aer iu waeron.
GewiteS }>onne on sealman, sorhleoS gaeleS 
an aefter anum; ]>uhte him eall to rum, 
wongas ond wicstede.

[Sadly he looks upon his son’s dwelling,
the desolate wine-hall, the windy resting-place
bereft of joy, —the riders sleep,
the warriors in the grave; there is no harp music,
nor m irth in the dwelling, as there once were.
He goes then to his coucn, sings a sorrowful song, 
the one for the other [i. e. the father for the son]; 
it seemed to him all too large, the country and the castle.]

(11. 2455-62)

It is the third example which comes closest to the passage in the Slovo cited above, not 
only in mood, but in its almost identical mode of expression and its imagery—the silencing of 
all human sound, the chattering of the carrion birds and the battle-feast. Here the messenger, 
having brought news of Beowulf’s death, makes this grim prophecy:

‘ForSon sceall gar wesan 
monig morgenceald mundum bewunden,
haefen on handa, nalles hearpan sweg 
wigend weccean, as se wonna hrefn
fus ofer faegum fela reordian,
earne secgan? hu him aet aete speow,
]>enden he wi3 wulf wael reafode.’

[‘Therefore shall many a spear be grasped with hands,
cold in the morning, brandished in fists,
nor shall the warrior be wakened by the music of the harp,
but the swarthy raven, ready above the doomed,
shall speak of much, snail say to the eagle,
how he fared at the feast, when he,
contending with the wolf, plundered the slain.’]

(11. 3021b.-27)31

The digressions, with their reminders of doom, provide the tales with an element of sus
pense. This suspense is not, of course, achieved through surprise, since the subjects of heroic 
narrative are drawn from history and legend, and thus probably well-known to their audiences,

31 See *n/ra, Ch. 5c., 184-7, on the imagery of the beasts of battle.



but through skilfully contrived tension and anticipation. When the audience possesses a fore
knowledge denied to  the characters in the tale, which it must carry through each struggle and 
victory, th a t constant sense of encroaching doom must render the final struggle more tragic. 
‘There is, above all, one main theme which is capable of bearing more emphasis, of being more 
elaborately worked out if the scheme of anticipation is adopted instead of the technique of 
surprise. It is the role of destiny’.32 It has already been observed th a t fate has an im portant 
and pervasive role in the Slovo; towards it point the historical digressions. The ‘present’ here 
is entirely dominated by the past and the future, becoming simply the medium through which 
history fulfills destiny. And herein may lie the answer to those who continue to wonder why, 
if the Slovo is genuinely what it purports to be, a writer of such apparent ability should have 
taken the trouble to confer upon an event so commonplace, even mediocre, such poetic signif
icance:33 The campaign of 1185 was but a single milestone on the road to  the destiny of R us’, 
its significance more metaphorical than practical or even historical, for there must have been 
many equally suitable subjects and campaigns at the time Rus’ was in decline from which the 
poet might have chosen.34

c. C oncepts o f  space: geographical ‘panoram a’ and  th e  h ero’s jou rn ey

The author’s treatm ent of time in the Slovo is also reflected in his handling of space, both 
physical and metaphysical. The notion that Igor and this particular campaign act as a kind of 
microcosm of events which transcend time is further developed through a sense of geographical 
expanse, as well as the cosmic infinity that is comprehended by the mind of Boian (43, 11. 5-7; 
44, 11. 22-5), and which, together with the past and the future, hangs poised over the activities 
of men circumscribed by their mortality.35

Following Boian’s would-be panoramic view of events (44, 29-31), Igor and Vsevolod set 
out to meet the enemy, who is also hastening along ‘untrodden roads’ to the Don; to underline 
the significance of this action, Div ‘starts up and cries out to . . .the Volga, the seacoast, the 
Sula country, Surozh, Chersonesus, an d .. .Tmutorokan’ to  hearken (46, 11. 14-17). Following 
the Russian defeat, the Russian forces are swallowed up by the steppe. Obida steps onto the 
land of Troian flapping her wings on the sea by the Don, while Kiev, Chernigov and all the 
land of Rus’ mourns (49, 11. 8-27). When Sviatoslav invaded the land of the Polovtsy he 
‘trampled the hills and ravines, muddied the rivers and lakes, dried up the torrents and the 
sw am ps.. .he to re .. .Kobiak from the arm of the sea .. .and Kobiak fell in the city of Kiev’. 
His glory is sung by the Germans, Venetians, Greeks and Moravians, and so on (50, 11. 2 - 
11). Iaroslav of Galich bore up the Hungarian mountains with his hosts, ‘closing the gates 
of the Danube, hurling weights through the clouds, executing justice as far as the
Danube’, his thunder hurling ‘over the lands’; he has ‘open[ed] the gates of Kiev’ and from 
his father’s throne ‘shoot[s] a t sultans beyond.. .[his] lands’ (52, 11. 9-15). Likewise Roman 
and Mstislav have ‘made the earth  rumble’, striking fear into the hearts of many nations—the 
Huns, Lithuanians, Iatvigians, Dremela and the Polovtsy (52,11. 22-4). The speed with which 
Vseslav traversed the land between Kiev and Tm utorokan’ symbolises his dominion over time 
and space (54, 11. 6-10). Iaroslavna’s impassioned appeal to the wind, the Dnepr and the sun

32 A. Bonjour, ‘The use of anticipation in Beowulf' ,  in idem, Twelve Beowulf P apers  (1940-1960 , With Addi

t ional Com m ents ) ,  Neuchatel-G eneva, 1962, 14 [hereafter 12 ‘B e o . ’ Papers].

33 Mazon, op. cit., 42; Abaev, op. cit., 103.

34 That the subjects of outstanding heroic poetry are not always the most outstanding in themselves is borne out 

by The Batt le  of Maldon,  which celebrates a battle not particularly important in itself, although it must have been 

typical of the time.

35 Since much of this ground has already been covered supra, Ch. 2c., a brief run-down of the exam ples should 

suffice at this juncture.
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add a further cosmic dimension to the proceedings, while Igor’s swift escape over vast tracts of 
land epitomises the way in which places th a t are geographically far apart are drawn together 
in the Slovo. When Igor returns to Rus’, the voices of rejoicing maidens from as far as the 
Danube may be heard in Kiev (56, 11. 19-20).36 The bringing together of faraway places is also 
achieved through the historical digressions, where Chernigov, Tm utorokan’ and the Kaiala, the 
sea, the Lithuanian frontier, Polotsk, the Sula and the Dvina, all get drawn into the present 
setting. This grouping of events occurring in different places, the constant reminders of the 
vastness of Rus’ and the distances between her frontiers, reinforces the sense of historical depth 
and panoram a.37

This sense of panorama may also be observed in other early Russian works of literature. It 
is common practice for the chronicles to  jum p from one geographical location to  another. The 
chronicler’s awareness, not only of the place of Rus’ within the framework of world history, but 
also the vastness of the world which he and Rus’ occupy, is dem onstrated in the first pages of 
the Povest’ vremennykh let.38 In the autobiographical section of M onomakh’s Pouchenie, there 
is also a sense of geographical expanse in his account of his campaigns, which extended to the 
Czech forest in the west, to the Volga in the east, to  the Polovtsian steppe in the south, beyond 
the Sula and the Khorol, to the Don (140-48). The extant fragment of the Slovo o pogibeli 
russkoi zemli is almost entirely dedicated to testifying to  the widespread fame of Rus’, and the 
awe she once inspired among the Polovtsy, the Lithuanians, the Hungarians, the Germans, and 
even the Byzantine Greeks.39 The same device is also widespread in Russian folk literature, 
particularly in the byliny. In one variant of the tale of I l ’ia * Solovei, I l’ia leaves his village, 
Karacharovo, to  attend matins in Murom, with the intention of attending mass in Kiev, which 
is six hundred miles away, to which he sets off by way of Chernigov (Gil’ferding II, 157). One 
version of the bylina of Solovei Budimorovich opens with an account of the various geographical 
locations through which the Volga flows:

M xh S b iJ iH , 6 o n o T a  b IIoMopcKoft CTpaHe,
A  r o j i u e  m e i ib f t  b  B e n e - 0 3 e p e ,
A T a f t  9 T a  3ft6eJib b  n o R c e B e p H o f t  C T p a H e ,
A capa$aHbi no Mome-peice,
A  t o j i c t m  CTaH O B H A bi b  Kaproncme,
A  TeMHbie Jieca Te CMOJieHCKne,
IIIh p o k h  BopoTa HnranncKne.
H3-noA Ay6a, Ay6a, Ay6a cbiporo,
143-noA Toro KaMeniKa H3-noA flxoHTa 
BbixoAHJia-BbiSerajia MaTb Bojira-peica;
O H a  y c T b e M  6eftC H T b o  c n n e  M o p e ,
Bo t o  CHHe Mope b o  TypeRKoe. 0

On the Volga, the poem continues, are th irty  ships, one of which is superior to  the rest, 
because in it sits young Solovei Budimirovich. This example is interesting not only because

33 See D. S. Worth, ‘Vertical imagery in the Igor’ Tble’, CyriUomethodianum, 8—9, 1984-85, 29—36. Worth finds

a correlation between ‘upward’/'downward’ motion and positive/negative images.

37 See Likhachev, ‘S P  i esteticheskie predstavleniia ego vrem eni’, 41-53. See also G. Iu. Filippovskii, ‘Motiv

dvizheniia v S P  i v literature Rusi XII v .’, in D. S. Likhachev, ed., Issledovaniia ‘S P ’, L., 1986, 58-64.

38 He begins by cataloguing the regions of the known world as they were allotted to the sons of Noah. Focusing 

on Japheth’s lot, he lists all the known races of his line until, contracting the focus still further, he concentrates most 

of his attention on the Slavs. From there he eventually finds the thread with which to  begin his account o f the history 

of R us’ in the year 852, when, he alleges, the name was first assigned to that region (17, 11. 1-2).

39 In L. A. Dm itriev & D. S. Likhachev, eds, P amiatn iki  l i teratury drevnei Rusi:  X I I  vek, M., 1981, 130.

40 In V. F. Miller, ed., Byliny  novoi i nedavnoi zapisi  iz  raznykh m estnoste i  Rossi i ,  M., 1908, 85, 11. 1-12.
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of the panoram a it conveys, but because it also employs a device commonly found in Russian 
lyrical songs: what is termed the gradual contraction of images, a process of progressive descent 
from a broad image (as it were, from above and far away) to a concentrated one, with the final 
focus on what is to be the main subject of the poem or song.41 This movement from the general 
to the particular and back again is, as has been noted, also a characteristic of the Slovo, albeit 
in a more sophisticated form.42

A sense of the panoramic may likewise be discerned in some examples of early Western 
European heroic literature. It has already been noted how in Beowulf, as in the Slovo, the 
world of the heroes is perceived as a microcosm into which the entire cosmos is brought into 
play.43 But even in the world of men there is a keen awareness of a world beyond the confines of 
Denmark and Geatland. Both Scyld and Beowulf cross the sea to come to the aid of the Danes, 
while the digressions convey the audience to many far-off places inhabited by diverse peoples: 
the Swedes, the Franks, the Frisians, the Brosings, the Brondings, the Gifthas, the Half-Danes, 
the Jutes, the Heathobards, the Wendels, and the Wylfings, of which most have had, at one 
time or another, direct dealings with either the Danes or the Geats. Widsi3 (literally, ‘the 
wide-traveller’) consists of a catalogue of some seventy tribes and sixty-nine heroes, most of 
whom certainly existed between the third and fifth centuries, and the latest of whom belong to 
the sixth. The geography is legendary and the chronology elastic, but the poem is valuable as 
an indication of how the Anglo-Saxon mind could comprehend not only the world’s expanse, 
but also its long history. The Chanson de Roland dedicates considerable space to the far-flung 
conquests of Charlemagne as well as to many distant lands from which the Saracens originate. 
The care taken by the poet in recording the enemies’ exotic homelands was no doubt intended 
to  render them  even more strange and terrible.44

The depiction of geographical, as well as cosmic, expanses not only contributes to the 
dramatic effect of the whole, but it must also be closely linked with the notion of the hero’s 
aim, which is to  have his glory disseminated far and wide.

* * *

One of the features common to much of heroic literature is the actual physical movement of the 
heroes from their own territory (or other familiar place) to the place where the main adventure 
is to take place. Depictions of these journeys contain certain fixed characteristics. Broadly 
speaking, they fall into two parts: the physical preparation, in which detail may be devoted

41 See B. M. Sokolov, ‘The gradual contraction of im ages’, in F. Oinas & S. Soudakoff, eds Sc trans, The Study  

of Russian Folklore, The Hague-Paris, 1975, 169-84.

42 For a study of this device m OF epic see J. C. Payen, ‘Encore le problfcme de la g£ographie £pique’, Studia  

Romanica,  14, 1969, 261-6 (esp. 264-5).

4 3 See supra, Ch. 2c.

44 The Nibelungenlied  also comprehends a broad spatial perspective in which many lands feature, including the 

Low Countries, Hungary, Iceland, France and Germany.
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to  the arming of the hero,45 the saddling of his horse,46 heroic oaths,47 or exhortations;48 and 
the actual journey into battle, which may be viewed as a kind of ‘spiritual’ preparation.

In the Slovo the first sign of preparation for battle comes in Igor’s conventional exhortation 
to  his troops (44, 13-21). Although an explicit arming and saddling scene is lacking, the 
description of Vsevolod’s men of Kursk provides one by implication:

csAJiaH, 6paTe, cboh 6p'B3BiH komohh, a moh t h  to to b h , ocbajibhh y  Kypctica 
HanepeAH. A moh t h  KypflHH cbbaomh k'bmcth: noat» TpyfiaMH iiobh th , noA t 
menoMH Bi>3JiejreBHW, KOHen,b koiihh BT>CKp'BMJieHH...Jiyn,H y  h h x t, HanpuxceHH, 
TyjIH OTBOpeHH, CafijIH H3rbOCTpeHH...

(46, 11. 3-8)

Since the outcome of most heroic literature is tragic, the heroes’ outward journey to meet 
his destiny is usually described as hostile, often fraught with bad omens.49 Beowulf’s journeys 
to  Grendel’s mere and the dragon’s cave take him through dark and inhospitable territory 
(11. 1408-17; 2410-16). Likewise Roland and the French rearguard must ride through hostile 
terrain which inspires them  with fear and sorrow:50

Halt sunt li pui e li val tenebrus,
Les roches bises, les destreiz merveillus.
Le ju r passerent Franceis a grant d u lu r...

[The mountains are high and the valleys are shadowy,
The rocks are dark, the defiles frightening,
T hat day, the French passed through enduring great pain.l

(11. 814-16)

In the course of the Burgundians’ long journey to Etzel’s court they are warned by nixes of the 
calamity th a t awaits them (st. 1539ff.). When the heroes of Ham&ismdl, apparently under the 
spell of an evil spirit (the ogress), kill their half-brother on the road, the certain doom which 
this action brings down on them  is darkly hinted at by the grim landscape on which a gallows 
stands, through which they must continue their journey (st. 17).

Stepping into his golden stirrup marks the end of Igor’s preparations and signals the start 
of his journey through a natural environment th a t is hostile and ominous:

CojiHn,e eMy tt>mok> nyTb 3acTynauie, hoiub cTOHyujH eMy rposoio hthmb yfiyAH, 
CBHCTT> 3BHBpHH'B B'fcCTa, 36HCH j\'Sl'Brb KJTHHeTT* BU'BXy £,peBa...A IIoJIOBII,H HerOTOBa- 
mh RoporaMH no&BToma kt> Rony BejiHKOMy. K ptinaT 't tbjtbtbi nojiyHoiAM, pn;H,

45 Beo.,  11. 1441b.—71; Walth., 11. 333^10;

46 SP, 46, 11. 3—4; Dobrynia i zm e i  (GiPferding II, 157), 11. 8—24;

47 Beo.,  11. 278b.-85 , 2490-2515; CdR,  11. 760-70; Walth.,  11. 561-3.

48 SP, 44, 11. 15-21; PV L,  69, 11. 1-5; CdR,  11. 1113-23.

49 See Fisher, ‘The trials o f the epic hero in Beo.', 173-5, on the hero’s journey; P. Piehler, The Visionary  

Landscape: A Study in Medieval Allegory,  London, 1971, 72ff. For the theme of the ‘sorrowful journey’ in Beo., see 

P. B. Taylor, ‘Them es of death in Beowulf,  in Creed, OE Poetry ,  261-4. N ote that the heroes o f the Zad. Eire not 

obliged to m ake such a journey, but fight on their own territory, as do the heroes of P R R B .

50 T h is  typ ica l m edieval v iew  o f  natural places as Eilien and h o stile  is  Eilso expressed  in th e  Cid: ‘Passaremos la 

sierra que fiera es e grand ,/ la  tierra del rrey Alfonso esta noch la podemos qu i ta r . ’ [‘W e shtill cross th is w ild  and  

lo fty  m ountain  range, and leave th e  land o f  K in g  A lfonso to n ig h t’] (11. 4 2 2 -3 ) . T h e sen se  o f  leav in g  th e  fEimiliar and 

p assin g  through h o stile  territory in to  th e  ‘unknow n’ is  not perhaps e is  acu te as in th e  CdR,  b u t is  n on eth eless  im p lic it.
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jieCeflH pocnyiu,eHH. H rop t k t»  R o n y  b o h  BeAcn*. y » e  60 G b a m  ero naceTt nTHu;i» 
no Ay^Hio, b j i ' b a h  rpo3y BBcpo^caTB no JipyraM'B, opjra k j i c k t o m b  Ha k o c t h  3BB 
pH 30ByTT>, j i h c h a h  C p e m y T 't  Ha MpBJieHbiH i a h t b i .  O  PycKan se M Jie !  Y x c e  3a 
mejioMBHeMB ecn!

(46,11. 12-24)

They have left the familiar comfort of Rus’ to meet their destiny in a hostile ‘unknown’ land.51 
The last line of the above passage, the looking back on the familiarity of the Russian land, is 
reminiscent of the section in the Chanson de Roland referred to above, in which the landscape 
prom pts the warriors to sorrowful thoughts of home and loved ones.52

The hero’s journey to the place where he is to confront his destiny is an im portant episode 
in heroic narrative. It is the point at which the danger he faces is realised through his environ
ment. The removal of the hero from familiar surroundings to  the hostile, foreign territory on 
which the confrontation takes place heightens the impact of the narrative’s climax. The con
cept that a hero be challenged where he is most vulnerable is not confined to heroic literature; 
it is also central to romance, where it develops into a rather more complex ‘quest’, and to the 
folktale and the byliny. In the latter two it is usually on the road itself that the hero is beset 
by trials.53

Gasparov interprets Igor’s journey to the steppe, his imprisonment and his return to Rus’ 
as an allegory of his ‘death’, his sojourn in the Other World, and his ‘resurrection’. In this he 
also perceives a parallel with the sun’s eclipse (‘death’) a t the beginning of the Slovo when Igor 
is about to set off, and its shining in the heavens (‘resurrection’) on his return.54 While taking 
care not to impose a mythological interpretation on everything th a t happens in the Slovo, it 
should be recalled that the theme of death and resurrection underlies much of the imagery of 
bo th  the Slovo and folk literature. Echoes of death and the O ther World are also present in

a .p a r > o » - c V \  f - o  H * e _

later medieval romance, in which the forest (the darkrO ther World’ in which the hero usually 
becomes lost) represents spiritual darkness and, should the hero fail to a tta in  enlightenment 
(‘resurrection’) by overcoming the trials with which he is ultim ately confronted, the threat of 
spiritual death. Thus, the hero’s journey and his confrontation in a hostile place elevate the 
significance of his actions and reinforce the tragedy of his fall.

d. A ncestors as h istorical exem pla

W hen the author of the Slovo encompasses time, space and the cosmos in this way, so th a t the 
heroes are scarcely distinguishable from their environment and the flow of time, it may be said 
th a t events no longer take place in historical time, but rather ‘when events first took place’, 
in ‘primordial tim e’. This primordial time is inhabited by the Ancestors, usually legendary 
founders of tribes and nations, or progenitors of clans, who are frequently endowed with divine 
attributes. Their descendants are expected to  emulate them, so th a t when a man imitates his 
father and grandfather, he is actually emulating his ancestors as his forebears have (or should 
have) done.55

51 In the SP  the author calls the Polovtsian steppe the ‘unknown land’ (46, 1. 15) in order to increase the mood of 

tension and foreboding. Halperin sees this as disingenuous on his part, since he must have known the steppe fairly well 

(op. cit., 16). Thus the phrase should be taken as symbolically underlining the hostility which is already manifested  

in nature on Igor’s road to the Don.

52 Note that the conditions under which Igor returns to Rus’ are quite the opposite: the natural environment is 

benevolent and cooperative, and the sun shines brightly.

53 See Filippovskii, ‘Motiv dvizheniia v SP. . . ’, 60.

54 op. cit., 20—1.

Eliade, Myth and Reality, 34.
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Time and space in the Slovo are dominated by ancestors and their descendants. First 
there is Vladimir, the progenitor of all the Russian princes commemorated in the Slovo, who 
serves as a model for clan founders and ancestral archetypes, for, having unified Rus’, he has 
drawn together all the princes and historical events th a t come after him. He also officially 
introduced Christianity to  Rus’, and may therefore be regarded also as the creator of a new 
age, a kind of culture hero. Vladimir is universally held up as an ideal, by Ilarion and the 
chroniclers, and therefore provides a suitable ideological basis for the work.56

The author of the Slovo is content with making only passing references to Vladimir, since 
merely invoking his name would have sufficed to convey his purpose. The same also goes for 
Iaroslav, whom Boian is said to have praised, and his brother Mstislav, who is traditionally 
characterised by his victory over Rededia. The references to Iaroslav take on a greater sig
nificance when it is recalled th a t he was also prince of Novgorod before eventually succeeding 
to  the Kievan throne. If, as Likhachev suggests, the author also associated Iaroslav with the 
beginnings of Novgorod’s glory and independence, then he too may be viewed as a kind of 
founder or culture hero ushering in a ‘new age’.57 In any case, his title alone (Mudryi—‘the 
W ise’) suggests th a t Iaroslav is in some way the founder of Christian culture and thus a model 
Christian prince.

A pervading motif in both the Slovo and the chronicles, to be taken up later by the 
military tales, is that of ‘glory and shame’ (khvala i khula). It has already been noted how in 
the chronicles the earlier princes of Rus’ axe eulogized and held up as exempla for the heroic 
ideal, while later princes are not accorded such treatm ent.58 The latter would be more likely to 
need reminding of their pedigree and obligation to defend the honour of their forebears, whose 
own deeds would have been widely known through song. Such an instance may be found in the 
Laurentian Chronicle, which relates how, in 1097, the Kievans appealed to Monomakh not to 
weaken and thereby forfeit Rus’ through military folly by invoking his ancestors (cols 176-7).

This theme is, of course, also widespread in Western heroic tradition. There is pressure 
on the hero not to disgrace his clan, but to  uphold the glory of his illustrious forefathers while 
also striving to do something unique by which he will not only match the glory of his ancestors, 
bu t surpass it, and thus also earn immortality for himself.

No doubt, then, th a t Igor and Vsevolod have a great deal to  live up to, but in their 
case their heroism is misplaced, and they bring shame upon their line. In th a t sense they 
emulate their more recent forebears, Oleg and Vseslav, who, through their self-interests and 
the civil wars they provoked, could be said to have ushered in another ‘new age’ in the history 
of Rus’. Oleg and Vseslav (as well as the Monomakhichi and the Iaroslavichi to whom the 
author appeals later in the work) have thus turned on its head the ideal of emulating their 
forefather Vladimir, and of acting as exemplary models for their own descendants, who, in 
emulating them  also suffer defeat and imperil Rus’. Having overturned the conventional ideal, 
Oleg and Vseslav became progenitors of feuds and of feuding lines, and therefore ‘clan founders’ 
in their own right. The author identifies their descendants with them, calling upon the vnutse 
Vseslavli to lower their banners, and referring to Igor and Vsevolod, not as sons of their father 
Sviatoslav, but as OVgovichi and OVgove gnezdo. When the author writes, ‘there were the ages 
of Troian, the years of Iaroslav have passed, there were the campaigns of O leg.. . ’, he conveys 
the impression th a t for him the latter, like the others, also in some way constitutes an ‘age’, 
an age th a t has put an end to peace and prosperity.

56 See Slovo o zakone i blagodati, 163ff; PV L,  128—9 (where he is called the new Constantine.)

57 ‘Istoricheskie i politicheskie predstavleniia avtora S P ’, 84—5 (this notion is absent from the PVL,  but it existed  

in traditional thinking, particularly in Novgorod). Note the passage in the S P  relating to Vseslav: otvori vrata  

Novu-Gradu, razshibe slavu Iaroslavu.  . .  (53, 11. 30 -1 ).

58 See supra, Ch. 1, 25-8.
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The historical digressions in Beowulf likewise serve as vehicles for exempla, although they 
are not of the ancestral sort. Beowulf’s career may be said to comprise in itself a complete 
tem poral cycle, beginning with his rescue of the Danes and ending with his death, which marks 
the end of an age (especially for the Geats). On the one hand his career may be said to parallel 
Scyld’s, for, like him, Beowulf comes to  the Danes in their time of need, and later personifies 
the ideal ruler. On the other hand, while Scyld’s death left the Danes thriving, Beowulf’s death 
leaves the Geats without a protector and very much in the same predicament as the Danes 
before Scyld. The emulation of the prototype, Scyld, is thus incomplete.

Other exempla in Beowulf are invoked at high points in the hero’s career: following the 
defeat of Grendel, the scop sings of Sigemund and Heremod, contrasting the former, who used 
his gifts well and slew a dragon single-handedly, with the latter, who grew niggardly and 
cruel, ending his life fighting monsters (11. 871-915); a t the banquet celebrating Beowulf’s 
victory, there is a sudden unexpected allusion to Hygelac’s impending death (he is to die on 
a foolhardy campaign) (11. 1202ff.); following his defeat of Grendel’s dam, the tragedy of 
Heremod is recollected, in which the dangers of arrogance and greed in kings is illustrated (11. 
1709-22). For the most part these are ‘negative’ exempla, warning Beowulf how not to behave. 
He must avoid the moral dangers inherent in Hygelac’s vainglory and Heremod’s misuse of 
power at the moment when he was exalted above all other men. The audience would have 
perceived parallels between Beowulf and both Sigemund, who was renowned as a giant-slayer 
and was especially remembered for single-handedly vanquishing a  dragon, and Heremod, who, 
like Beowulf, died fighting monsters. The presence of these legendary figures anticipates the 
future in Beowulf Although Beowulf was a great king, and did not disappoint expectation 
by becoming mean and tyrannical like Heremod, he succumbs to  a weakness or ‘flaw’, be it 
vainglory or simply overconfidence; like Sigemund, he defeats the dragon, but like Heremod, 
he perishes, leaving his people leaderless.

Although the exempla in Beowulf are not of the ancestral kind, they are nevertheless 
manipulated in much the same way as they are in the Slovo, and their didactic purpose is the 
same. In both works they are invoked a t high points in the narrative; in Beowulf’s case, after 
his two victories over monsters, in Igor’s case, at the critical moments of his campaign.59 In 
both  cases the heroes succumb to some sort of weakness or error, and are thus condemned to 
repeat the errors of their predecessors.

* * *

In its treatm ent of temporal, spatial and historical perspective, the Slovo once again finds 
its closest analogue in Beowulf, although the works may differ in some m atters of detail. By 
placing events within a vast temporal and geographical panorama, the authors lend their heroes 
and their actions monumental significance. Past and present events do not take place merely 
at a given time, bu t for all time. Such a concept exists not only in ‘earher’ civilisations, bu t is 
perpetuated in the Christian liturgy, in which certain events central to  the faith  are reenacted 
each time as though it were the first time— in illo tempore.

59 As noted supra  in Ch. 2b., the ancestors are invoked at the m ost critical moments of the heroes’ lives (82-4,

89 ).
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Chapter Four

Characters as Heroic Conventions

a. T h e ju n ior partner: V sevolod

It soon becomes apparent th a t great literary heroes, despite their self-sufficiency, need partners 
with whom to share danger and glory, and towards whom they may be seen to show loyalty 
and affection.1 Heroic poetry abounds in such pairs of friends as, for instance, Achilles and 
Patroclus; Gilgamesh and Enkidu; Roland and Oliver. Such friends and partners may also 
be brothers, as in the case of Gunnarr and Hpgni (Atlakvida; Atlamdl)\ HamSir and Sprli 
(HamxSismal); and, of course, Igor and Vsevolod.

Since the course of the action is shaped by the senior partner, th a t is, the central hero, the 
critical decision to attack the Polovtsy falls to Igor. The junior partner may boast exceptional 
heroic qualities and command a formidable force of his own, but he is obliged to leave heroic 
initiative to the main hero. HamSir and Sprli would be virtually indistiguishable but for the 
fact th a t HamSir takes the fatal decision not to kill Iprmunrekkr, but to maim and taunt him 
instead (HamSismal, st. 24). The action which brings about their destruction is significant 
enough for the work to bear HamSir’s name. By the same token, although Igor is not portrayed 
a t length in actual battle, his inflexible determination upon a certain course makes the work 
his, and his action its focus.

Although the hero’s friend exercises no influence in the actual decision-making, he is not 
unquestioningly subservient, and may even challenge a decision or rebuke the hero. Oliver 
hotly challenges Roland’s decision not to sound the olifant; Sprli, before his death, reproaches 
HamSir for merely maiming Iprmunrekkr, then provoking him into issuing the fatal command 
(st. 26-27). Since such a relationship is founded upon loyalty, however, and not upon slavish 
obedience, both Oliver and Sprli accept the hero’s decision and its consequences. W hen HamSir 
attem pts to excuse his action in killing Erpr, Sprli quite reasonably says th a t now is not the 
time for recriminations:

‘Ekki hygg ek okr vera 
ulfa doe mi,
at vit mynim sialfir um 
sakaz,

Vel hpfom vit vegit, 
stpndom a val Gotna, 
ofan, eggmoSom, 
sem ermr a kvisti,
GoSs hpfom tirar fengit,
J>ott skylim mi eSa 1 
gaer deyia.’

[‘I trust we shall not emulate 
the example of wolves — 
tear a t each other

We have fought well, 
we stand on slaughtered Goths, 
surmounting sword-weary dead 
like eagles on a bough.
We have got good fame 
W hether we die now or 
another day.’]

(st. 29-30)

Bowra, op. cit., 64-6.
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The fundamental distinction between the hero and his partner is succinctly expressed
in the Chanson de Roland:

Rollant est proz e Oliver est sage 
Ambedui unt merveillus vasselage 
Puis que il sunt as chevals e as armes,
J a  pur murir n ’eschiverunt bataille.
'B o n s u n - f c tC  curvfce. e  tt*r  -p - a jr o lc S  I^ o - l+ e i

gloland is worthy [a hero]2 and OUver is wise: 
oth have amazing courage,

When they are on norseback and armed,
They shall not avoid battle even if it means death.
Both counts are worthy and their words noble.]

(11.1093-7)

In courage and nobility they are equals, but Roland possesses th a t essential quality of courage 
which separates the hero from other men, and which nearly always hastens his doom. This 
quality is usually incomprehensible to ordinary prudent men and Christians, but it is such 
that, for good or ill, it inspires superior men to sublime feats of heroism. Oliver’s courage, on 
the other hand, is tempered with common human prudence, which in its tu rn  may also lead 
to  victory, but of a more mundane kind. 3

The above examples from the Scandinavian and French heroic traditions provide good 
analogues for defining the literary role of Vsevolod in the Slovo. In almost every respect he, 
like Sprli and Oliver, is the hero’s equal: a prince in his own right, renowned for his personal 
courage and manliness, riding at the head of an exceptionally valiant army. Although Vsevolod 
nowhere challenges Igor’s decision, his eagerness to follow him into battle indicates that, like 
Oliver, he places loyalty above caution, whether or not he questions the wisdom of such an 
undertaking. This selfless dedication to an apparently hopeless cause demands loyalty in return, 
and Igor’s sense of obligation to his brother and ally is borne out during battle when he goes 
to Vsevolod’s aid:

H ro p t k j t lk l i  3aBopoMaeTT»: xcajib 60 eMy MHJia 6p a ra  BceBOJioRa.
(48,1. 30/49, 1. 1)

The author of the Slovo plays down the role of Vsevolod and his men in the defeat against 
the Polovtsy perhaps because his (Vsevolod’s) uncomplicated qualities of valour, loyalty and

2 . . .Alternative translation from P. Terry, The Song of Roland, Indianapohs-NY, 1965. The meaning of proz  has

been the subject o f much debate: one school of thought (to  which Brault belongs) argues that the word means simply 

worthy,  thus confirming Roland and Oliver as equals; more traditionally, it is thought to  imply worthiness in the sense 

of heroic courage and prowess.
3

See Crist, ‘A propos de la d e s m e su re . . . ’, 18. Oliver himself recognises the differences in their temperaments.

W hen Roland volunteers to go on a diplomatic mission to the Saracen king Marsile, Oliver says:

‘Nu ferez certes!. . .
Vostre curages est mult pesmes e fiers:

Jo me crendreie que vos vos meslisez.

Si le reis voelt jo  i puis aler b en .’

[‘No you won’t!. . .

You have a very bad temper:

I’d be afraid that you would pick a quarrel.

If the king’s willing, I can do the job properly.’ ]

(11. 2 5 5 -8 )

N ote also that in the Gunnarr/Hggni partnership, it is traditionally the ‘junior partner’, H@gni, who sees the danger 

in A tli’s invitation (Afcv., st. 8 ; A tm .,  st. 7). See Dronke, op. cit., 104.
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brotherly love lend themselves more easily to unqualified admiration. Since, besides personal 
honour, loyalty and affection are also held up as Vsevolod’s motives in assisting Igor, the author 
can, to a large extent, exonerate him for his complicity. On the other hand, Igor’s motive of 
personal heroism and his defiance of caution, while admirable in the abstract, are seen by the 
author as a serious threat to  the ideal of political unity and stability which the latter espouses.

The love and comradeship existing between the hero and his friend predates the kind of 
literature in which the focus of the hero’s loyalty and affection is a woman (or, more generally, 
womankind) whom he strives to protect, avenge and exalt. The twelfth and thirteenth centuries 
in England, France and Germany witness the gradual disappearance of the beloved companion 
at arms and his replacement by a feminine love interest.4 It will be noted presently, however, 
th a t in literature which is termed ‘heroic’, women as yet exercise a very different function, and 
any displays of tenderness on the hero’s part axe restricted to friends and retainers.

Bowra points out th a t the hero’s love for his friend is very different from his love for wife or 
family, since it is a love between equals which is founded upon identity of ideals and interests.5 
To a great extent this also holds true for the relationship between Igor and Vsevolod which, in 
this literary context at least, transcends family ties. Both are princes of almost equal status, 
and apparently share the same goals. Furthermore, in the fight of Russia’s fratricidal history, 
comradely dealings between brothers cannot be taken for granted as the natural consequence 
of something as fortuitous as blood kinship.

As far as early Russian literature is concerned, such a partnership, whether between broth
ers or friends of equal social status, is unique to the Slovo and does not occur in the military 
tales or, to any significant degree, in the byliny.6

b. T he royal patriarch: Sviatoslav o f  K iev and th e  G rand Princes

At the other end of the spectrum from the youthful figure of the hero’s friend stands the 
venerable king who, like the junior partner, serves to  set off the heroic proportions of the 
central hero and to  delineate the boundaries of heroism. Like the hero’s friend, this equally 
conventional character of early heroic literature does not figure in old Russian military tales 
or in the byliny.7 In the Slovo, however, he is conceived in the person of Sviatoslav of Kiev, 
and bears a certain affinity to  such princes of heroic literature as Agamemnon, Charlemagne 
and HroSgar of the Danes.

It has been observed in Chapters One and Two th a t the royal patriarchal figure encoun
tered in earlier heroic literatures may possess heroic virtues such as courage and m artial skill, 
bu t th a t the demands of his office restrict his freedom to take risks. Having established peace 
and prosperity for his people, a king is obliged to secure their welfare, not to engender political 
instability or physical vulnerability for the sake of personal glory.8

4 See in particular the Arthurian romances of Chretien de Troyes (second half of the 12th c .) whose influence 

both in France and abroad was considerable.

5 op. cit., 65.

5 The exception is Dmitrii Donskoi and his brother, Vladimir in the Zad.. However, since this relationship, 

like so many other aspects of the work, is obviously modelled on that of Igor and Vsevolod in the Slovo, it cannot 

realistically be regarded as an independent example.
7

The figure of prince Vladimir in the byliny  lacks dimension and has all but lost its literary function in relation 

to  the main hero. The downgrading of Vladimir, thought to be a late skomorokh  influence, is discussed further on in 

this section (see infra, 147).

8 supra, 44—5, 92-3. A case in point is Beowulf, who, as an aged king, finds himself in the difficult position of 

having to defend his people from the dragon on the one hand, and of having to uphold the heroic status he has earned 

at HroOgar’s court on the other. In deciding to meet the dragon unassisted, knowing he will perish and against the 

promptings of his retinue, he ensures for him self an heroic end. For the G eats, however, his death marks the beginning 

of hostile incursions from all sides.
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In the poetry of older, nomadic cultures like those of central Asia, kings are often the 
greatest warriors of all.9 In the case of their later European counterparts, however, the latter 
are often prevented either by age10 or by administrative duties from dedicating themselves 
entirely to m artial exploits, which are usually delegated to  their subordinates. As a reminder 
th a t kings nevertheless wielded considerable authority, they are nearly always at some stage 
portrayed riding at the head of their armies: respective audiences are presented with portraits 
of Sviatoslav of Kiev leading successful coalitions of princes against the Polovtsy (1183 and 
1184); Charlemagne at the head of his Franks; Beowulf the king leading the Geats against 
their foes; even Gunther, both in the Nibelungenlied and in the Wattharius, is conceded his 
traditional place at the head of his army, although his character may no longer be regarded as 
noble or heroic in the full sense.

Provided th a t he is amply endowed with the other essential royal virtues, a prince may 
even be exempted from personal participation in battle. This is a later development in western 
European literature, seen best, perhaps, in the Arthurian cycles, where increasingly more 
adventures are allocated to the knights of A rthur’s Round Table, than to A rthur himself. Such 
is also the fate of Vladimir in the byliny, who presides a t banquets while the young heroes ride 
off on quests for adventure. Once authority became more or less centralised, and the king was 
no longer a tribal chieftain leading a comparatively small band of warriors, it was by no means 
uncommon for kings to send out armies on campaigns at which they were not present.11 In 
his panegyrics to  Sviatoslav and his princely contemporaries in the Slovo, the author creates 
an impression through metaphor that they exert a more direct, personal influence on then- 
military successes than might be expected. His description of Sviatoslav plucking Kobiak from 
the shore of the sea and conveying him to his court in Kiev invokes the image of a majestic 
arm stretching its power and influence far beyond physical boundaries:

Mropb h BceBonoA'fc y»ce Jimy ySygHCTa, KOTopyio to  6xuie ycnHJii. oTei î* hxt> 
CBXTBCJiaBb rpo3HWH BeJiHKHH Khcbckbih rpo30K>, 6ameTb npHTpenajnb cbohmh 
chjibhbimh njii>Ki>i h xapajiyxeHBiMH MeHH; HacTynH Ha seMJiio nojioBen,Kyio, npn- 
Toirra xjit>mh h xpyru, B3Myra jtbkh h 03epw, Hccyura hotokh h 6ojioTa. A 
noraHaro Ko6sica H3t> nyicy Mopa, ott» xcenB3HBixT> bcjihkhxt, hji'bkob'b IIojio- 
Ben.KHX't, bko BHxp'b, BUTopxce, h naAeca Ko6bkt» bt> rpa^B Khcbb, bt> rpn^HHn^B 
C B X Ti>cjiaB nH .

(49,1. 31-33/50, 11. 1-7)

Similar god-like attributes are assigned to two other powerful princes: Iaroslav OsmomysP of 
Galich and Grand Prince Vsevolod of Vladimir-Suzdal. From his lofty seat, Iaroslav hurls 
thunder and confusion at his foes:

BblCOKO CBAHUIH Ha CBOeMTj 3JIaTOKOBaHHBMT* CTOJTB, nOAnepi. ropbl YropCKBIH 
CBOHMH HCeJIB3HBIMH IUIT>KH, 3aCTyHHB'B KOpOJieBH HyTB, SaTBOpHBT, JXyRZlO BOpO- 
Ta, Mena SpeMeHti Hpe3i> oonaKH, cy^Bi p a o  /fyHax. rpo3Bi tbox no 3eMJiBMi> 
TeKyTT>, OTBopseniH KneBy BpaTa, CTpBJisemn ct> o th x  snaTa CTOJia cajiTaHH 3a 
aeMHBMH.

(52,11. 9-15)

The fury and might of Vsevolod of Vladimir also reach colossal proportions:

9 Bowra, Heroic Poetry,  105; Chadwick Sc Zhirmunsky, Oral Epics of  Central  Asia,  79-81.

19 The assertion that Charlemagne is at least two hundred years old when he defeats Baligant reinforces his 

quasi-allegorical stature (11. 523-4; 537-9; 552). See supra, Ch. 2a., 264.

11 As was also the case o f Iaroslav of Galich (Hyp.,  cols. 654 Sc 656). Earlier in the P V L,  Vladimir sends his son 

Boris against the Pechenegs when he is too ill to go himself (127, 11. 19-21).
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He mbicjihio t h  npeJieTBTH H3A&JieHa, o th h  3JiaTa CTOJia hoSjiiocth? Tm 6 0  
MOHceuiH Bonry BecjiBi pacKponHTH, a JXoB.'b mejioMBi bbijibxth. .. .T u  6 0  Moxceiira 
nocyxy xchbbimh iuepeiimpBi c tp b jlh th , y^anuMH cbihbi TjibSobbi. 12

(51, 11. 31-34/52,11.1-2)

On the one hand the author’s lavish use of hyperbole may be viewed as a device common to 
panegyric, which serves both his literary and didactic ends; on the other hand, however, his 
metaphorical descriptions of battles almost directly manipulated by sedentary god-like rulers 
reveal something about ideas current in periods when single rulers were centralising power in 
themselves and consolidating their empires.13 Their physical presence on the battlefield became 
no longer essential: like Sviatoslav’s arm and Iaroslav’s arrows, their power and influence 
radiated outwards from their thrones. In a sense they became the embodiments of military 
power, personifications of their armies and custodians of their cultures.14

As princes become more formal, remote and patriarchal, it rests with their subordinates 
to  exert the true heroic nature. The ‘younger’ hero has ostensibly few personal or admin
istrative obligations and so may concern himself more freely with m atters of personal glory. 
Normally, however, he devotes himself to  a concrete cause in the service of a great prince, not 
so much because he fervently believes in its principles perhaps, as because it provides him with 
the opportunity to display his personal worth, and because it lends greater dimension to his 
actions.15 Heroism for its own sake is rare and is normally, or at least ideally, motivated by 
loyalty.16

Because the author of the Slovo considers Sviatoslav the lawful head of Rus’, he regards 
Igor’s and Vsevolod’s disobedience towards him as a serious breach of fealty. In his view, their 
duty entails the glorification of their suzerain, and the preservation of the security established 
by the ‘father’ of all Russian princes through his own prudent campaigns on behalf of Rus’. 
Just as Charlemagne is portrayed as the champion of France and all Christendom, so Sviatoslav 
is presented as the champion of Rus’ and defender of her interests:

T h h  6 0  a b s  xpaSpax C b x t ' b c  j i& b j ih h a , HropB h  BceBOJioA'B, yxce Jixcy y 6y n ,H C T a, 
KOTopyio t o  6 xme ycnujn. OTen,T, h x t ,  CBXT'BCJiaBB rposHBiH b c j i h k b i h  K h c b c k b i h  
rpo30K> 6 xmeTB npHTpenajn. c b o h m h  c h j i b h b i m h  h j i i k u  h  xapajiyxcHBiMH Menn; 
HacTynH Ha seMJiio IiojioBeAKyio, npHTOHTa x j i t > m h  h  xpyru , B3MyTH p b k h  h  
osepu, HccyuiH i i o t o k h  h  CojioTa. L̂ noraHaro Kofixica H3i> Jiyicy Mopx, o t t ,  
3KeJTB3HBtX'B BCJIHKHXT. HJI'BKOB'B IIoJIOBeAKHX'B, XKO BHXpT> BBITOpHCe, H U&JlfiCSl 
K o S h k t ,  bt>  rpa^B K h c b b ,  b t»  t p h a h h a b  CBXTBCJiaBJiH. Ty H b m a h  h  BeHeAHAH, Ty 
rpeAH h  MopaBa h o i o t b  cJiaBy CBXTi>cnaBJiK), KaioTB k h x 3 x  Hropx, Hxce norpy3H 
xcnp'B b o  a h b  KaxjiBi, pnBKBi UojioBeii,KHX, Pycxaro 3 JiaTa nacBinama. Ty Mrops 
KHX3B b b ic b a b  H3T, cBAJia 3JiaTa, a b t .  c t a j i o  k o i a h c b o .  YHBiuia 6 0  rpaAOMi> 
3a6pajiBi, a Becejine noHHne.

(49, 11 .31-3/50,11. 1-13)

12 In hia study of the mythological supra^structure o f the Slovo, Boris Gasparov suggests that Iaroslav, and to a 
certain extent also Sviatoslav and Vsevolod, may represent the ‘sacred king’, the m ajestic Warrior-Thunder god who, 
from his high rem ote seat, sends out lightning bolts (i.e. warriors, arrows) on all sides (op. cit., 38-47; 77-8). This 
aspect also recalls mythological associations with fertility/prosperity (supra, Ch. 2b., 90-1).

13 On the movement away from the ancient nexus of relationships founded on personal loyalty, when the king was 

identified with his people, to  an almost sacerdotal position, in which the sovereign’s dignity demanded the accumulation 

of territorial possessions and other material wealth, see Swanton, op. c it., 71-80.

14 W hen, in the course of battle, Etzel rises and shows his readiness to  fight, the author observes that it is ‘a 

thing that seldom happens now with such mighty princes’ (NibeI., st. 2022— trans., 250).

15 See the ‘Breca’ episode in Beowulf, in which UnferS reproaches Beowulf for undertaking the swimming match 

f o r  wlenco  (out of pride/vainglory), thus making the distinction between serious heroism in a cause, and the vainer, 

vulgar sort that endangers life to no purpose (11. 506-12).

16 For example: Achilles and Agamemnon (II. IX); Beowulf and HroCgar/Hygelac; Siegfried and Gunther. See 

Bowra, op. cit., 105.
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In seeking their own ends Igor and Vsevolod have thwarted their liege lord in his princely 
office and the heroic ideal of loyalty have been overturned: N ” se zlo— kniazhe mi ne posobie: 
naniche sia godiny obratisha (51,11. 27-8). In the Slovo the person and office of Sviatoslav are 
hyperbolized to  the extent th a t he manifests an ideal rather than  any historical reality.17 In 
his vision of a strongly unified Rus’ with Kiev at her centre, the author sees the prince of Kiev 
as the father and protector of all the Russian princes, their senior and their lord; he therefore 
lays emphasis on Igor’s obligation and disloyalty towards Sviatoslav. Since the head prince 
must be mighty and fierce, Sviatoslav emerges as velikyi and groznyi (49-50, 1. 33/1 .l) ,18 even 
though he was in tru th  one of the weakest princes ever to rule Kiev.19

Just as the epithet groznyi represents an ideal, so too does the picture of venerable old 
age. Sviatoslav, who at the time was actually in his early thirties, emerges as the ‘father’ of 
Igor and Vsevolod (49, 1. 33; 50, 1. 24; 51, 1. 11), reproaching them  with the words: Se li 
stvoriste moei srebrenei sedine! (51, 1. 16). This line not only reinforces his patriarchal status 
bu t implies as well that beneath those silver hairs lies the great wisdom th a t is expected to 
accompany age. And indeed, in his Zlato slovo, cautious wisdom stands out in sharp contrast 
to  the youthful excesses of the heroes. He (and through him also the author) admires Igor and 
Vsevolod for their bold spirits (51, 11. 14-5), but laments the disastrous consequences of such 
unbridled enthusiasm. They have unleashed their premature attack on the Polovtsy without 
sufficient thought and preparation, causing Rus’ to be overrun by her enemies, whereas an 
‘older falcon’, like himself, takes care to attack his enemies at a safe distance from his ‘nest’ 
(951, 11. 25-7).20

Turning once more to  the heroic literature of early medieval Europe, kings on the whole 
tend to  be characterized not so much, if at all, by their skill as generals, as by the supreme 
wisdom attending longevity. In the first part of the Chanson de Roland, Charlemagne, in 
marked contrast to his headstrong nephew, Roland, is reminiscent of the venerable patriarchs 
th a t proliferate in medieval manuscript painting and stained glass.21 W hite-haired and over 
two hundred years old, he sits and deliberates on his golden throne before delivering his careful 
judgement:

17 For princes as ideals and the embodiments of the power and dignity of R us’ in the chronicles o f the 11th—13th 

cc., see Likhachev, Chelovek, ch. 2, especially 34-5 , 53—4; also idem, 'Izobrazhenie liudei v letopisi XII—XIII vekov’, 

TO D RL, 10, 1954, passim.

18 The Russian chronicles also testify to  this ideal, that great princes should strike terror in the hearts of their 

enem ies. See the eulogy on the death of the aforementioned Grand Prince Vsevolod of Vladimir-Suzdal’ (1212): 

sego im eni tokmo trepetakhu vsia strany i po vsei zemK izide slukh ego (Laur ., col. 436); also the eulogy on 

the death of Vladimir Monomakh (1126): egozhe slukh proizide po vsim ” stranam ”. Naipache zhe be strashen", 

poganym”. . .(Hyp., col. 289)

19 Kiev in fact belonged to Riurik Rostislavich (d. 1215) who, doubting his ability to  hold on to the city, installed  

Sviatoslav there, keeping the remaining towns of the Kievan province for himself. The exact terms of the deal are 

not known, although Sviatoslav apparently promised not to  forge alliances with the Polovtsy, but to  take part in 

cam paigns against them with the other Russian princes (Likhachev, Velikoe nasledie, 143).

20 Dmitriev and Likhachev, eds, SP, 505n., cites N. V. Sharleman”s widely accepted explanation that when 

a m oulting falcon reaches puberty it protects its nest with extraordinary ferocity. Boris Gasparov takes Roman 

Jakobson’s view that v mytakh  refers to a falcon that has undergone many m oultings and is therefore middle-aged or 

old, rather than simply mature (op. cit., 81).

21 See M. Vos Cramer, 'Portraiture de la haute royaut£ du Charlemagne epique’, S o c ii t i  Rencesvals (6th Inter

national Congress, 1973), Actes, 1974, 85-107. Cramer sees Charlemagne in the CdR  as an emperor based on the 

Byzantine model, with a sacerdotal aspect to his function. The emphasis on his judicial function recalls great OT 

kings. His portrayal is closely in line with the iconography of the period.
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La siet li reis ki dulce France tient.
Blanche ad la barbe et tu t flurit le chef,
Gent ad le cors e le cuntenant fier:

Li empereres tent se mains vers Deu,
Baisset sun chef, si cumencet a penser.
Li empereres en tint sun chef enclin.
De sa parole ne fut mie hastifs,
Sa custume est qu’il parolet a leisir.

[ There sits the King, who rules fair France.
His beard is white and his head is hoary,
His body is well-proportioned and his look is fierce:

The Emperor lifts up his hands to  God,
He lowers his head and begins to  reflect.
The Emperor kept his head bowed down.
He was not one to speak hastily.
He customarily rephes after deli Deration.]

(11. 116-8, 137-41)

On Beowulf’s departure for Geatland, HroSgar delivers a lengthy sermon which, like Svia
toslav’s Zlato slovo, points up the eternal contrast between the senex (the wise but physically 
enfeebled king) and the juvenis (in this case the youthful foreign hero-adventurer on whom 
HroSgar is forced to rely to  rid his people of Grendel and his dam). After praising Beowulf 
and declaring his fame immortal, HroSgar addresses himself to the legend of the Danish king 
Heremod who, like Beowulf, surpassed other men in strength and also ended his days fighting 
monsters.22 It is a cautionary tale for Beowulf’s benefit, for Heremod was to  grow niggardly 
and destroy his hearth companions. His rule ended in circumstances left vague by the poet, 
although earlier on 11. 901-4 suggest th a t his prowess sulfered a lapse and he perished at 
the hands of monsters. His death left the Danes leaderless and they sulfered many afflictions 
as a result.23 The king, therefore, cautions Beowulf especially against pride in his strength, 
reminding him th a t while a  hero is young and hale he may easily forget th a t disease, the 
sword or old age could rob him of his might (11. 1760-8). HroSgar applies this theme of 
memento mori to his own experience: for half a century he succeeded in protecting his people 
from their enemies until, in his pride, he believed th a t he was entirely rid of every possible 
adversary. Then, when decrepitude set in, he was plagued by Grendel’s assaults for a space 
of twelve years (11. 1769-78). In avoiding battle with Grendel, HroSgar prudently opts for the 
lesser evil. W ith the example of Heremod before him, he foregoes pride and leaves the task 
to younger heroes, lest he leave the Danes leaderless a t a time when, as heavily intim ated by 
the poet, a power struggle for the throne during the minority of his sons would be certain 
to  ensue.24 He reinforces the notion th a t kings cannot act solely for themselves and must 
therefore eschew rash, unreflective action as well as excessive concern for personal praise (lof); 
given how things come to pass for Beowulf the king, HroSgar is justifiably concerned about 
what he sees as Beowulf’s tendency towards pride and foolhardiness. In the end, however, 
Beowulf acts neither upon HroSgar’s prophetic caveat and example, nor upon the example of 
Hygelac, his king, who, motivated by pride (for wlenco; 1. 1206) launched a reckless raid on 
Frisia and perished, leaving the Geats in a precarious situation. Not recognising th a t after fifty 
years of rule his time as invincible hero is past, Beowulf refuses assistance and is consequently 
destroyed.

One of the principal kingly virtues, which has close links with princely generosity and 
gift-giving, is deference towards retainers or loyal servants (such as Beowulf, who becomes

22 11. 17CHMS4. The story is first mentioned in lines 898-913.

23 11. 14b.—16a. allude to this period before the com ing of the D anes’ saviour and culture-hero Scyld Scefing.

24 See J. Leyerle, ‘Beowulf the hero and the king’, M edium  A evum , 34, no. 2, 1965, 92-3.
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HroSgar’s foster-son) in m atters of counsel and warfare. Like Charlemagne, Sviatoslav of Kiev 
is portrayed surrounded by an elite body of counsellors, a faceless group of boyars to whom 
he confides his dream, which they in turn interpret. Likewise, in his campaigns he did not set
out to  fight alone, but gathered together and led coalitions of princes against the Polovtsy. In
the same way Charlemagne demonstrates respect for his barons’ counsel:

Desuz un pin en est li reis alez,
Ses baruns mandet pur sun cunseill finer:
Par cels de France voelt il del tu t errer.

[The King went beneath a pine tree
And summoned his barons to  conclude his council:
He wishes to be guided by the men of France in this entire matter.]

(11. 165-7)

HroSgar too seeks advice on how to deal with Grendel’s ravages:

Last waes wraec mi cel wine Scyldinga,
modes brecSa. Monig oft gesaet
rice to  rune; raed eahtedon, 
hwaet swiSferhSum selest wasre
wiS faergryrum to  gefremmanne.

[It was a great distress to the lord of the Scyldings, 
breaking his heart. Many of his chief men often 
sat in council, to debate the means th a t were best 
to the brave in spirit to deal with the terror of 
the sudden attacks.]

(11. 170—4)

In his turn , Beowulf as king fails to rely upon the loyalty of his followers, who have sworn 
oaths in the beer-hall to assist him in his need (11. 2630 ff.). All but one forsake him, but it 
was in fact he who had elected his solitary destiny:25

Nis ]>aet eower si3, 
ne gemet mannes, nefn(e) min anes,
}>aet he wi3 aglaecean eofo3o daele, 
eorlscype efne.

[It is not your destiny, nor the task of any 
man, except mine alone, to manifest strength 
against the monster, to perform heroic deeds.]

(11. 2532b.-35a.)

This spirit o f independence had already been manifested much earlier in Beow ulf’s heroic career: 

‘Symle ic him on feSah beforan wolde,

ana on orde, ond swa to  oldre sceall

saecce fremman, J>enden J>is sweord J>ola8 . . . ’

[‘Always I willed to go before him [Hygelac] in the 

troop, alone in the vanguard, and so shall I forever, 

while this sword endures.’]

(11. 2 4 9 7 -9 )
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In rejecting assistance from his retainers, Beowulf appears proud, ungenerous and ungrateful, 
failings against which he had been cautioned by HroSgar (11. 1709fF.).26 On the other hand, 
if the poet is levelling any criticism at Beowulf for his action, it is half-hearted, for, unlike 
his hero, he finds himself torn between pagan and Christian notions of wisdom and duty. 
Therefore, in order to vindicate to some extent Beowulf’s decision to fight alone, the poet has 
him abandoned by his retinue. After his death, his kinsman Wiglaf justifies the king’s actions, 
even though they have spelled disaster for the Geats, saying th a t he was compelled to  follow 
his heroic destiny against the advice of his retainers (11. 3077-86).

It is not difficult to see how notions of kingly wisdom and foresight may eventually be 
extended to comprehend prophetic qualities. Thus the concept of kingship swings back full 
circle to  the chieftains of earlier civilisations for whom vatic powers and other magical gifts were 
prerequisites for ensuring their people’s prosperity. Both Sviatoslav of Kiev and Charlemagne 
of the Franks dream heavily symbolic and prophetic dreams. Normally in heroic literature, 
prophecy and prophetic dreams are the provenance of women.27 In the Slovo and the Chanson 
de Roland, however, such dreams have been delegated to  the ‘fathers’ of the heroes for whom 
they foresee disaster. The vatic powers that come to be associated with the princely office 
recall a more primitive concept of divine kingship, which regards the king or chieftain as a 
descendant or a manifestation of the fertility or thunder god; in the case of the northern 
tradition, 03inn fulfills both these roles, and is distinguished by his vatic, shamanic powers.28 
It has already been suggested th a t a similar mythological interpretation might be applied to 
the ‘senior’ princes of the Slovo, in which case it would befit Sviatoslav, the ‘benefactor’of 
Rus’, also to possess some measure of the gift of prophecy.29 Charlemagne too receives special 
tokens of divine favour, and, besides prophetic dreams, is accorded angelic encouragement (11. 
3610-13), although the poet is careful to limit any supernatural phenomena to  admonition and 
moral support.30 The allegorical character of Charlemagne’s and Sviatoslav’s dreams invokes 
the shamanic spirit world: in the former’s, the principal characters enact the prophecy in the 
guise of animals, while the la tte r’s dream is of a highly ritualistic character.31

The figure of the sovereign in heroic literature of the comparatively early Christian era, 
both in Kievan Rus’ and in western Europe, is elevated outside the sphere of human accom
plishment, although not, as is the central hero, by means of m artial superiority and an exalted 
sense of heroic purpose, but rather by the more abstract qualities of mind — wisdom and 
prudence — which, by extension, may endow him with a quasi-divine status. It would appear, 
then, th a t at some stage the hero-king of early heroic song, the chieftain fighting alongside 
his men, whose superior he is in the business of war, has split up into two distinct persons — 
the youthful, impetuous hero who, despite loyalties and alliances, ultimately acts for himself, 
and the wise, venerable king who acts on behalf of his subjects. In the case of Kievan Rus’ 
this change is particularly noticeable in the contrasting careers of the first Sviatoslav and his

28 HroSgar'a warning that overweening pride leads to  a progressive loss of wisdom is derived from the Augustinian 

view of pride as the beginning of all sin, sis the enemy of sapientia, leading to avarice which, according to one line 

of early Christian thought, is the root o f all sin. HroSgar’s ideas on superbia and avaritia  as the sources of evil sire 

examined in R. E. Kaske, ‘Sapientia  and Fortitudo  as the controlling theme of B eow ulf’, in Nicholson, Anthology, 

esp. 280—1.

27 Infra, Ch. 5a. 157-8.

O O
See supra, Chapter 2b., 104—5.

29 Supra, 139—40. For Iaroslav Osmomysl’, Gr. pr. Vsevolod, Oleg Sviatoslavich and Vseslav of Polotsk as 

'Warrior-Thunderers’, see Gasparov, Poetika, 38-47.

30 Ross, op. cit., 90.

31 Dreams as m otifs in heroic literature are examined infra, Chapter 5a.
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descendants, Vladimir and Iaroslav: the first being renowned primarily as a formidable warrior, 
the others, as administrators and patrons.

This phenomenon, in the view of Professor John Leyerle, is what makes up the theme of 
Beowulf, and may be seen as ‘the fatal contradiction of heroic society. The hero follows a code 
th a t exalts indomitable will and valour in the individual, but society requires a king who acts 
for the common good, not for his own glory. The greater the hero, the more likely his tendency 
to  imprudent action as king. The three battles with the monsters, the central episodes in the 
poem, reveal a pattern in which Beowulf’s pre-eminence as a hero leads to the destruction of
the Geats when he becomes king Heroic society inevitably encouraged a king to  act the part
of a hero, yet the heroic king, however glorious, was apt to be a m ortal threat to his nation’.32

It becomes evident th a t the contradiction of ideals confronting poets has its roots in the 
social and political changes effected by the establishment of Christianity. In the first place, 
it introduced a new concept of sovereign authority, culminating in the concept of the state, 
which naturally affected the nature of a ruler’s duties.33 His relationship with his army in 
particular may have been affected. As in the case of many Byzantine emperors, he may have 
ceased to lead his armies;34 in a literary context, HroSgar’s delegation of responsibility for 
the Danes’ welfare meant relinquishing his heroic status. On the other hand, a king may 
command his own troops without evincing what are understood to be heroic qualities, since he 
is circumscribed by consideration for the common good. Despite the hyperbolised account of 
Sviatoslav’s m artial achievements in the Slovo, that prince is nevertheless shown subordinating 
any personal aspirations by prudently allying himself with other princes of Rus’. Furthermore, 
to  return to the work itself, his literary portrait is of a man, not so much of action, as of words, 
and lofty ones at that. The ‘fatal contradiction’ of which Leyerle speaks is to  be found in Igor, 
who, although a prince in his own right, is ruled by an unyielding will and a th irst for personal 
glory.

In the first section of the Chanson de Roland Charlemagne’s m artial successes are fre
quently alluded to. He heads the French army on its return to  Aix-la-Chapelle, and returns 
with it to avenge the destruction of his rearguard, but he is depicted by the poet, first and 
foremost, as a sedentary sage. In the second part, it is true, he engages in single combat with

32 op. cit., 89; 97. In early Gmc societies a king was expected to ensure public welfare and peace, but also to  

wage successful warfare, and so it would be scarcely credible that the king would delegate the latter, the most crucial 

test of his fitness for leadership, to  a deputy (de Vries, ‘Das Konigtum bei den Germanen’, 289).

See C. Diehl, Byzantium : Greatness and Decline (trans. N. Walford), New Brunswick-NJ, 1957, 268. Diehl 

suggests that, following the conversion of Vladimir, the Russian Grand Prince became a sovereign by divine right in the 

image of the Byzantine emperor (see also Meyendorff, B yzantium  and the R ise of Russia, 111-17). Simon Franklin 

disputes the received view that Kievan R us’ accepted Byz. universal is t ideas. W hile Vladimir and his son Iaroslav 

‘might have enjoyed the thought of sole r u le .. .they made no provision for the establishment of a monarchic system, 

and none of their successors shows any signs of having aspired to o n e . . .monarchy was not a relevant concept.’ ('The 

empire of the Rhomaioi as viewed from Kievan Russia: aspects of Byzantino-Russian cultural relations’, Byzantion, 

53, 528). He stresses that Kievan political life was dominated by kinship, a concept more m ystical them political 

(529). This argument gains force in the light of what has already been said here concerning OR notions o f clans and 

ancestors, as they are manifested in the Slovo. Nevertheless, the portrayal of Sviatoslav and the other senior princes 

reflects early Russian literary and chronicle convention which dictated the portrayed of princes as ideals, a convention 

no doubt influenced by Byz. ideas about their emperors. In OR chronicles, princes are depicted in scenes or portraits 

pertaining to their office, in ‘stock’ royal situations— at the head of their armies, in conference with their boyars, etc. 

(see Likhachev, ‘Izobrazhenie liudei v le to p is i.. . ’, 16ff.).

34 From the 8th to  the 11th cc. Byzantium was ruled by brilliant military leaders who shared the hardships 

of a soldier’s life with their men. After 1025 the army deteriorated, while the government became a civil body of 

bureaucrats and intellectuals. The military aristocracy made a recovery under the Comneni, but declined again after 

1204 (Diehl, op. cit., 10 ff.)
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Baligant, but by then he is not so much the king of France anymore, as France and Christendom 
rolled into one.

As a ruler is progressively distanced from the activities of his army, he necessarily forfeits 
the close m utual bonds of love and fealty enjoyed by the early chieftains and their retinues, 
by Sviatoslav Igorevich and his men, and even perhaps by Vsevolod Sviatoslavich and the 
men of Kursk. After the death of Sviatoslav, his son and grandson, Vladimir and Iaroslav, 
relied heavily on paid mercenaries who, judging from the unflattering accounts preserved in 
Norse sagas, entertained little respect for their adopted overlords. The Byzantine emperors 
likewise placed more reliance on foreign soldiers, whom they treated liberally, than on their 
own national troops, entrusting them with high commands and even their own personal safety 
in the belief th a t a well-paid mercenary was more surely the em peror’s man. This lack of trust 
and the increased use of foreigners resulted in bad discipline within the Byzantine armies, which 
in tu rn  must have contributed enormously to the Em pire’s decline.35 The historical reality of 
the nature of kingly rule and its implications, therefore, has found expression in literature.

It is easy to  see how the portrayal of kings in the heroic literature of the early Christian 
era reflects historical change. These figures eventually become remote embodiments of wisdom, 
formal and inflexible as icons, who, yielding the heroic lot to younger, more impetuous men, 
retire to  the status of fatherly counsellors on whose behalf others perform deeds of valour.36

As the heroic genre deteriorates, so too does the royal figure, until he becomes totally 
ineffectual and at times even comical. This degeneration is perceived early in the Waltharius. 
There the fierce Atli of the Heroic Edda has mellowed into a paternal A ttila who saves himself 
the trouble of waging war by exacting tribute from other nations. His young hostages, Walter 
and Hildegund, whom he has favoured with fatherly affection, place him in the undignified 
position of being drugged in his cups while they make their escape (11. 304-379). The poem 
proper opens with the cowardly Frankish king, Gibicho, who, not trusting in the strength of his 
men, agrees to send Attila tribute, and also Hagen, rather than his own infant son, as hostage 
(11. 17-26). Gibicho’s cowardice is perpetuated in his foolish son, Gunther (11. 1304-33). A 
long departure from the fearless Gunnarr of the Edda, Gunther makes a poor and unwilling 
warrior who, as Walter maintains, has forfeited his right to respect:

‘Postremum volo Guntharius bibat, utpote segnis 
inter magnanimum qui paruit arm a virorum 
et qui Martis opus tepide atque enerviter egit.’

[‘I want Gunther to drink last, inasmuch 
as he had shown himself sluggish in a battle 
of brave men, and did the work of Mars lukewarmly 
and slackly.’]

(11. 1412-14)

In the Niebelungenlied Etzel’s dignity is somewhat reinstated, although he is nonetheless 
unable to avert the wholesale slaughter at his court, standing helplessly by while catastrophe 
is visited upon him. Gunther, meanwhile, is degraded still further into cowardice, vanity, 
treachery and hypocrisy, although he redeems himself to a certain extent later in the battle 
a t Etzel’s hall. Of his royal brothers, Gernot is to all intents and purposes ineffectual and

35 Diehl, op. cit., 41—50.

36 In the OF geste  du rot cycle, Charlemagne, although usually the centred character, tends to act as a ‘father 

figure’ who directs and controls the action, leaving heroic exploits for the most part to  his subordinates. It may be 

worth noting that Indian epic accommodates both kinds of kings: (1) the warrior prince, and (2) the ‘quiescent’ king, 

the embodiment o f virtue, who rises above the ‘hurly-burly’ o f human activity, and on whose behalf wars are fought 

(J. D. Smith, ‘Old Indian: the two Sanskrit Epics’, in Hatto, Traditions, 56-65).
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forgettable, while ‘young’ Giselher, although portrayed as the gentlest, noblest and most loyal 
of the three Burgundian kings, makes no move to prevent the treacherous plot against Siegfried 
despite his sister’s deep affection for him. His ineffectualness and apparent lack of conscience 
make him an unconvincing foil of youthful innocence and loyalty to the darker figures of 
Gunther and Hagen. The gap existing between Beowulf and HroSgar becomes a chasm when 
applied to the figures of Gunnarr and Gunther. 'T he king of romance is for the most part 
a king in name only, and is often merely a pivot for heroic ventures undertaken by others.37

In the absence of more sophisticated and better documented Russian secular literature, 
the byliny nonetheless furnish evidence of a similar development, or rather, disintegration, of 
the central royal figure. Like the A rthur of numerous romances, Vladimir’s prim ary function 
is to  preside over banquets and to provide excuses for others to  undertake quests and battles. 
Often he does not actually figure in the narrative, but is merely invoked in some indirect way.

The figures of Sviatoslav, HroSgar and Charlemagne are all to  varying degrees symptomatic 
of a steady decline in the king’s status within literature of an heroic nature, which may or may 
not in each case reflect historical events. There emerges a  consistent pattern, however, of the 
literary hero-king who is allowed to  grow old in wisdom and dignity; with the loss of his physical 
powers, this aloofness is gradually taken for weakness and ineffectualness, and soon the royal 
figure, stripped of his honours, is regarded with contempt or derision when he is regarded at 
all. The focus of interest has long ago shifted away from him to the new younger heroes by 
whom he has been supplanted.

c. W om en: Iaroslavna and th e w om en o f  R u s’

Although heroic literature concerns itself with masculine ideals and activities, women may also 
feature in the narrative to varying degrees, their roles changing and developing according to 
the course an heroic tradition takes.

For the most part, the place of women in heroic literature corresponds to their actual 
position in contemporary society; th a t is, they are the focus of domestic and family life, as well 
as the mistresses of home and hospitality. While they may at times enjoy a certain amount 
of power and influence, they usually remain outside the sphere of m artial activity, although 
in some traditions at certain times they may play an active role as warriors alongside their 
menfolk.38

Not infrequently, women’s supposed oracular gifts are exaggerated and distorted into the 
malignant powers of witches and ogresses. Such figures, more commonly associated with the 
realms of fairy tale, romance and saga, also make their way into folk and literary epic.39

37 This is what eventually happens in the chansons de geste. W ith the decline of the gestes du roi, comes the 

decline in Charlemagne’s hitherto exalted role. In the chansons dedicated to the exploits of the rebel barons, he loses 

his favoured position and is depicted as a decrepit old man or as a wise but im potent monarch, and sometimes as an 

unwise tyrant (H. Braet, ‘Le songe dans la chanson de geste’, Romanica Gandensia, 15, 1972, 75); W . C. Calin, The 

OF Epic o f Revolt: Raoul de Cambrai, Renaud de Montauban, Gormond et Isembard, Geneva-Paris, 1962, 162ff.). 

W . W. Comfort believes that literary portrayals o f kings depend on their relationships with their great vassals. In 

Charlemagne’s case, his degeneration may be attributed to the fact that, as the king’s power and the Capetian idea 

of centralisation took root in the 11th and 12th cc., so the envy and resentment of the great lords increased ('The 

character types in the OF chansons de geste’, PM LA, 21, 1906, 283-7).

3S cf. N astasia in Dobrynia i zmei (G il’ferding, 157, 11. 197ff.); Dobrynia zhenitsa  (Rybnikov, I, 24); Dunai 

(G il’ferding, 94, 11. 220ff.).

39 Among the m ost notable are the Polish witch, Marinka in Dobrynia i M arinka  (Danilov, 8), Grendel’s dam, and 

the troll-woman in HamSismal. The association of malignant influences with women is widely reflected in Scripture 

and in early church writings (see supra, Ch. 2b., 104—5). This deviation from conventional literary notions of femininity 

also reveals certain primitive fears in relation to women.
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Women’s roles are defined by the social and cultural principles governing the works them
selves. The various feminine types may be grouped roughly according to what Bowra identifies 
as the three stages of heroic literature: the ‘primitive’, the ‘proletarian’ and the ‘aristocratic’. 
These stages, however, are not necessarily consecutive nor separate, and more than one may 
be found within a single tradition.40

The ‘primitive’ stage is characterised by poetry with a strong shamanistic bent, of which 
the best recorded examples are the poems of the Finns and various Turkic and Tatar groups, 
notably the Kalmuks, Yakuts, Narts and Kara-Kirghiz.41 These retain many so-called pre- 
heroic elements including magic. Here, women may become powerful and influential in their 
domestic positions. Often they wield oracular authority, and are sought for their advice on 
m atters of great importance. While continuing to carry out their feminine duties, these women 
are also capable of rising to action when the occasion calls. Vestiges of these formidable 
qualities survive variously in the female characters of both literary and folk epic.

Bowra believes this stage branches out separately in two general directions according to 
specific social developments and movements, becoming either ‘proletarian’ among the peas
antry, or ‘aristocratic’ among the old ruling order.42 This theory suggests th a t the peasantry 
had a predominant hand in the creation of the byliny and other folk epic traditions, reinter
preting the old tales of princes according to their humble lights. Now, however, most scholars 
support Vsevolod Miller’s theory th a t the byliny were not original creations by the peasantry, 
bu t aristocratic in origin.43 Nevertheless, his general classification provides a convenient base 
for the present discussion.

Bowra’s ‘proletarian’ stage consists of ‘lower heroic poetry’, the stuff of folk epic, embracing 
most of the extant heroic literature of Russia, Armenia and Yugoslavia. Here, women have 
forfeited their prophetic and magical powers, as well as any influence over im portant political 
or administrative issues. W ith the decay of their prophetic powers goes also their martial 
prowess.44 They exist primarily to look after their men, and, regardless of their social station, 
to  exercise the homely wisdom and caution of peasants in their efforts to  save their men from 
the consequences of their more foolish actions. They are free to advise, bu t they no longer 
wield oracular authority, and so the men seldom heed their more practical counsels.45

In the ‘Aristocratic’ stage, in which literary epic has its roots, heroic literature retains some 
of its original respect for women, developing it in new ways.46 These women are more awe
inspiring than their bylina counterparts and may even retain vestiges of their former prophetic

40 op. cit., 477ff.

41 See also Chadwick & Zhirmunsky, op. cit., 5, 234ff.; F. J. Oinas, ‘Russian byliny’, in idem , E ssays on Russian  

Folklore and M ythology, Columbus, 1985, 11.

42 op. cit., 477-8

43 This idea had general currency in Russia until the m id-thirties, when the government and party sought to  

bring it in line with Soviet doctrine by setting folklorists the task of disproving the aristocratic origins of the byliny. 

A similar condemnation of similar theories also took root in Yugoslavia (Oinas, ‘Russian byliny', 34ff.).

44 The byliny  about Nastasia and Dobrynia illustrate the decline o f the character o f the woman warrior, which, 

at one time, must have played a part in Russian heroic lays. N astasia, a polenitsa, defeats and captures Dobrynia, 

and as a final humiliation, she stores him in her pouch. When they marry, however, her power is destroyed, and she 

becom es a meek and docile wife (G il’ferding, II, 157). In the same bylina, however, Dobrynia’s mother is able to 

foresee danger, showing that the women of the byliny still retain som ething of the gift of prophecy, although their 

forebodings usually do not amount to anything. Note also, that Brunhild, the warrior-maiden in the Nibelungenlied, 

also loses her powers after marriage.

4 5 Bowra, op. cit., 483-9.

46 ibid., 489ff.
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status. In some cases the warrior-woman has also survived into this stage.47 The women of 
this class continue to function as mistresses of the household, only their duties now become 
considerably more complex. This ideal is best developed perhaps in Beowulf, where HroSgar’s 
wife, Wealh)>eow, presides graciously, with an acute sense of her social responsibility, over her 
husband’s court. There she welcomes Beowulf with a cup, gifts and thanks for his help. In 
her way she wields considerable authority in being allowed to interpret HroSgar’s will in her 
speech on the ideal of loyalty in the heroic world (11. 1228-310), and demonstrates a quality 
of wisdom and intuition when speaking pointedly of her faith in the loyalty of HroSulf, whose 
treachery has been hinted at earlier (1. 1015), as though she is anxious for it to be so despite 
what she may foresee (11. 1180-7).48

It is to this exalted class of women that the women of the Slovo belong. Apart from
Iaroslavna, to whom the discussion will address itself presently, the women in the Slovo are 
assigned brief but significant and highly stylized cameo roles. On the whole they are portrayed 
as wives and mothers representing the far-away security of home.

The first such is Vsevolod’s wife, Ol’ga (‘Glebovna’), invoked in the passage devoted to
Vsevolod’s performance on the battlefield, appearing as the last and most precious of the 
warrior’s homely comforts:

Kax pam>i, Ropora bparae, 3a6tiBT> h th  h mchbots, a rpaAa Hp'bHnroBa o th x  sjiaTa 
cTOJia, h cbox mhjibix xo th , icpacHBix FjibSobhbi, CBBmax h oCBinax!

(48, 11. 1 ^ )

Later, when the battle is lost, the women of Rus’ undertake the traditional feminine duty 
of lamentation. Their concerns and their mode of expression are typical of traditional Russian 
and Balto-Finnic laments,49 and their reference to gold and silver demonstrates a practical 
preoccupation with domestic life:

>KeHM PycKHX B'BcnjiaicamacB, a pxyHH: cYxce HaMT> cbohxtb mujibixt, Jia/vn hh 
mbicjihio cmbicjihth, hh aymoio CAyMaTH, hh oHHMa CBrxxAaTH, a sjiaTa h cpe6pa 
hh Mano Toro noTpenaTH!»

(49, 11. 21-5)

There is also a reference, though passing, to the lament of the mother of Rostislav Vsevolodovich, 
who perished in retreat in 1093 (55, 11. 33-5).50

In the Slovo it is Iaroslavna who embodies all the requisite qualities of the feminine persona 
in heroic literature. On a simple level she too represents the feminine aspect of domestic life

47 For example, GuSrun in Atlam dl (v. 47), Brunhild and, to  a lesser degree, Kriemhild of the Niebelungenlied, 

and Hildegund in the Waltharius, who, while taking no part in the fighting itself, actively shares her lover’s adventures 

and dangers.

48 The womanly ideal, stressing hospitality and generosity, is further expressed in Beowulf through Hygd, Hygelac’s 

consort, with whom the shrewish ModJ)rySo, is contrasted (11. 1925-57a.). The latter enjoyed a reputation for 

meanness, violence and cruelty before she was married to and transformed by Offa. Like Hygd, queen Hildeburh also 

provides a parallel to WealhJ>eow, particularly in her role as ‘peace-weaver’. Caught between two warring factions, 

she suffers innocently (11. 1066-1159). The emphasis on her suffering is reflected not only in WealhJ>eow, but also in 

Iaroslavna. For further discussion of the women in Beowulf, see Bonjour, Digressions, 58-61.

49 See Honko, ‘Balto-Finnic lament poetry’, passim. Also, ‘The lam ent— problems of genre, structure and repro

duction’, in L. Honko & V. Voigt, eds, Genre, Structure and Reproduction, Budapest, 1980, 21-40.

The projection of human emotion onto the natural environment will be discussed later in Chapter 5c.
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in her concern for her husband and, like the rest of the women of Rus’, she weeps at home 
while the men do battle. Her invocation of natural phenomena and the reproachful, sorrowful 
character of her questions have many analogues in Russian and other lament traditions, but 
her lament also possesses the force of an incantation, since Igor subsequently escapes with, 
apparently, the assistance of the sun and the Donets, two of the elements to which his wife has 
addressed her petition. The potential cosmic and chthonic significance of Iaroslavna’s lament 
has already been discussed at some length;51 therefore, it suffices to say th a t in one respect 
she conforms to  the ideal of woman as the centre of domestic fife, for she expresses no political 
aspirations, only concern for her husband’s well-being. It has been shown, however, th a t there 
is another dimension to her lament which places her in the category of those women in literary 
epic who have retained certain powers.52

In short, women in heroic literature are either restricted to a domestic role, or they embody 
the traditionally masculine virtues of valour and wisdom in their feminine manifestations. W ith 
the development of the romance genre in the West (possibly also in conjunction with the growth 
of the Marian cult from the 12th c. onwards) women eventually become the passive objects 
of masculine adulation, often on whose behalf valorous deeds are performed. 53 The heroic 
literature of Rus’ was never to evolve into anything comparable as a result of the long years of 
the T atar occupation from the m id-thirteenth century, which were also characterized by acute 
economic poverty. Such a situation precluded the establishment of an influential middle class 
which, in the West, played a major part in the rising popularity of romance.54

d. T he enem y

While the Christian author of the Slovo must have despised the paganism of the Polovtsy, he 
seems to lack the unrestrained mockery and contempt shown in the byliny towards the Tatars.55

Similar restraint may be observed in other heroic traditions. Although the Chanson de 
Roland emphasises the treachery and uncontrolled passions of the Saracens, and the Serbian 
poems about Marko stress the brutality of the Turks, it would seem th a t even where the struggle 
takes place between Christians and pagans, certain rules of behaviour are observed and the 
heathens allowed some elementary human rights. In The Battle o f Maldon the Norsemen 
are dealt with fairly and given the chance to  fight on equal terms, while in the Chanson 
de Roland, the Saracens even come in for a certain amount of admiration and respect, for

51 See supra, Ch. 2b., 102-6.

52 Here also may be included Kostbera and Glaumvgr in A tm ., and Kriemhild in Nibel., who are visited by 

prophetic dreams foretelling their husbands’ deaths. Both works are comparatively late, bordering on romance, and 

so  contain a number of folkloric or fairy tale elements. Their dreams, like those of Charlemagne and Sviatoslav, are 

allegorical, and, like the former’s, contain animal imagery (A tm ., st. 15-6, 18, 21—2, 24—5; Nibel., st. 13, 921, 924). In 

each case the warnings go unheeded: Hogni and Gunnarr either know and accept their doom (v. 26) or they dismiss 

the dreams with banal interpretations (vv. 17, 19, 23). Likewise, Siegfried and U ote, Kriemhild’s husband and mother, 

either disregard or misinterpret her dreams. On the misinterpretation of dreams see infra, Ch. 5a., 157-8.

53 Women in the chansons de geste  play a very subdued role on the whole, although they may be privileged to  

receive prophetic dreams. They are seen as functions or projections of the male ‘other’ (spouse, fianc£, son), rather 

than as persons in their own right (Braet, ‘Le songe. . .’, 71-2).

54 See A. N. Robinson, ‘Literatura Kievskoi Rusi sredi evropeiskikh srednovekovykh literatur (Tipologiia origi- 

nal’nost’ m etod)’, 59-60. In early French epic, the insignificant role played by women increased in importance only  

with the emergence of the ethos of courtly love— a definite sign of lateness and decadence in the heroic epic genre 

(R oss, op. cit., 88 .)

55 See supra, Ch. 2a., 53fF. The definition, poganye, later acquired a meaning which did not exist in Igor’s time 

(See Osetrov, op. c it., 66; O. Jansen, ‘Sobaka Kalin Tsar’, Slavia  17, 1939, 82-98).
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although they may be on the wrong side of the religious struggle, they are not necessarily evil 
or unchivalrous.56 In fact, apart from their religious proclivities, they differ very little from 
Christians. Far worse in contemporary eyes are the enemies within, traitors such as Ganelon, 
or trouble-makers such as Oleg. In the Slovo, Maldon and Roland, where religion plays a 
comparatively less dominant role in the heroic outlook than in the Zadonshchina, the Russian 
m ilitary tales and the later French lays, the enemy is not rendered particularly grotesque, and 
both  sides in war may treat each other with more ease and equality.57

Historical realities notwithstanding, it is extremely im portant in heroic terms for the epic 
hero to cross swords with an enemy who in every way presents an antithesis to what the 
former understands to be true and right. This lends the dram a a certain element of terror, 
grotesqueness and anticipation, giving the adversary what appears to be an advantage over 
the hero, so th a t when he is eventually defeated, the hard-fought victory exalts the hero still 
further. This is perhaps best illustrated in Beowulf\ which is devoted almost entirely to the 
hero’s three fights with monsters, while his exploits against hostile neighbours are merely 
glossed over. His triumph over creatures which live outside and in direct opposition to the 
laws of God, man and nature earns him the position of hero without equal. I t is also easier to 
find moral justification for combat against monsters, where the hero is not circumscribed by 
troublesome considerations of mercy and fair play. For Christians (and particularly Christian 
authors), however, the problem of killing other Christians is a vexing one, and so the ideal 
human enemy would be one who is godless and everything this notion implies. Better still if 
he is able to attribu te to pagans a single-minded desire to topple Christendom, as does the 
author of the Chanson de Roland, although in the Slovo there is no overt suggestion that the 
Russians are defending their faith as well as their land, as there is in the Zadonshchina and 
the military tales.

There is of course no virtue in fighting and defeating an enemy unless he is worth the 
trouble and poses a challenge. Although the Chanson de Roland presents a series of formidable 
adversaries, individual merits are rarely dwelt upon. As it would not do to  present a pagan 
warrior as quite the equal of the Christian hero, poets tend to  emphasize instead the enemy’s 
numerical advantage.58 The Slovo and Roland share this feature in common. In the case of 
Maldon, the enemy is given strategic advantage through ByrhtnoS’s magnanimity, by which 
they are able to  defeat the English. The audience is expected to understand th a t such technical 
advantages are offset by the courage and right-thinking of the Christian heroes, although these 
qualities do not guarantee victory.

All the above-mentioned features may be found in the Slovo: the Russians are hopelessly 
outnumbered, and the implicit fury with which the Polovtsy join battle shows they are a force 
to  be reckoned with. As they approach, the entire cosmos seems to reverberate, awakening 
terror in nature and in the audience, if not in the brave Russian hosts:

Cojran;e eMy ttm oio nyTt sacTyname, hoii;l cTOHyma eMy rposoio itthml y6yAH,
CBHCTT. 3BBpHH'B BT>CTa, 3BHCH /fnBT> KJIHHeTT* BptXy APCBa, BeJIHT'B nOCJiyiliaTH

56 See 1. 899. Honour forbids Charlemagne to  treat the captives cruelly.

57 The reality concerning relations between Frankish Christians born and reared in Jerusalem and Saracens is not 

unlike the situation existing between the R us’ and the Polovtsy in the twelfth century: often expediency called for 

Christians and M uslims to fight side by side against a common enemy (as they also did in Spain), inter-marriage was 

common (provided the Saracens agreed to be baptised), and there were many reports o f courteous dealings between 

members of different faiths. Home audiences, however, were not always interested in the truth, although such courtesy 

and tolerance between Muslims and Christians is also given mention in some French poems. (W . W . Comfort, ‘The 

literary role of the Saracens in French epic’, PM LA  55, 1940, 647-8; 659). See also Halperin, op. cit., 1—20.

58 A recurring feature in the byliny (a  variation on this is to  render the enemy grotesquely large), e ls  well as in 

popular French poetry (See Comfort, ‘The literary role of the Saracens. . . ’, 631-2).
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seMJiH He3HaeMB.. A  IIojiobah HeroTOB&MH AoporaMH nofniroiiia kt» R osy  Be- 
jiHKOMy. KpunaTb tbjibtm  nojiyHonibi, p ah , Jie6eAH pocnymeHH.

Ce BBTpH, Ctph6oxch BHyAH, bbiot'b ct, Mopa cTpBJiaMH Ha xpaSpbia nnijKbi H- 
ropeBbi. 3eMJia TyraeTT., pbkbi M yrao TeicyTB, nopocn nojui npHKpuBaKvrb, cth3h 
rjiarojHOTt: IIojioBnH hayti. ott. ZloHa, h ott. Mopa, h ott» bcbxt, cTpam, PycKtia 
njn>Kbi ocTynnma. /£bth obcobh kjihkomt. hojih nperopoAHina, a xpa6pnn PycHD,H 
nperpaAHiua np'tJieHtiMH iu,hti>i .

(46,11. 12-19; 47, 11. 19-25)

Nor does the author omit the ingredients of cunning and treachery essential to  the portrayal of 
the pagan enemy; and so, towards the end of the work, he appends the conversation between 
Gzak and Konchak (a product of purely literary fancy) in which they plan to ensnare Igor’s 
son into marriage with Konchak’s daughter (56, 11. 1-13).59

Likhachev notes that, whereas the ‘positive’ figures in the Slovo are characterized by 
secular virtues, the author defines the ‘negative’ characters (the Polovtsy) in ecclesiastical 
term s.60 This would imply that, unable to find the necessary models in the heroic literary 
tradition, the author has fallen back to some extent on contemporary ecclesiastical cliches for 
the pagan enemy. As noted in Chapter Two, however, there is no moral force behind his 
nomenclature for the Polovtsy.

* * *

Heroic epic is invariably populated with secondary characters whose close relationships with the 
hero appear to have a common artistic purpose. As in the case of the early Russian chronicles, 
historicity is sacrificed to ideology pertaining to heroism, kingship, comradely loyalty, and so 
on. The principal function of this supporting cast is to set off the qualities of the central 
hero. The ‘jun ior’ partner must possess enough heroic characteristics to  highlight the hero’s 
superiority, while the royal figure’s caution and wisdom act as foils to the hero’s fearlessness 
and independent spirit. The enemy, meanwhile, must pose a challenge th a t tests the hero to 
his limit. In some cases women may also serve to enhance the hero’s valour by expressing 
forebodings which he can reject. In a curious twist, however, women also reflect the darker 
side of heroic action. It is they who, unable to  take action, respond to the usually tragic 
consequences of heroism through lament or some other manifestation of suffering.

The secondary characters of the Slovo are not unique or complex, although they are 
perhaps less static than the figures encountered in old Russian vitae, chronicles and military 
tales.61 Evgenii Osetrov notes that in portraying the secondary figures of the Slovo (Vsevolod,

59 Ovlur, the Polovtsian who assists Igor in his escape, was a Christian; therefore it is natural that he be presented 

in a positive light.

60 Chelovek, 37.

61 Likhachev underlines the contrast between the so-called ‘monumental’ style o f the chronicles from the 11th to  

the 13th cc. (in which princes are portrayed in an iconographical fashion only in situations pertaining to their office, 

thus giving them ‘heraldic sta tus’), and the ‘epic’ style of the same period where, he believes, the portrayal of man 

is deeply rooted in folklore, particularly in the 11th c.. Since folklore at this tim e was not, as were official writings, 

subordinated to the interests of a single ruling class, the portraits of heroes tended to  be more individualistic. He 

believes these two styles to be fused together in the Slovo  ( Chelovek , chs 2-3).
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Sviatoslav, Iaroslavna, etc.), the author is a traditionalist, but th a t in characterising Igor he is 
an innovator in that he has created the warrior-prince as described by Monomakh, a character 
found nowhere else in old Russian literature.1 W hat makes the figure of Igor in the Slovo 
especially unique, is the ambivalence attached to his representation. This is contrary to the 
conventions of portraying princes in early Russian literature. For bookmen there could be 
no such ambivalence: princes are either exemplary, and thus usually described in identical 
terms, or, less often, iniquitous. There is no middle ground, no probing the inner man and the 
moral conflicts that beset him. The kind of idealisation of princes th a t portrays them  as great 
warriors and wise rulers regardless of historical reality, sometimes moulding faults into virtues 
(cowardice, for example, might be interpreted as ‘prudence’), is what the author has reserved 
for the figure of Sviatoslav of Kiev.

op. cit., 41—2.
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Chapter Five

Imagery, Themes and Motifs

a. D ream s

As one of the temnye mesta in the Slovo, Sviatoslav’s dream has inspired numerous studies and 
analyses whereby scholars have attem pted to  reconstruct corrupt words and passages to arrive 
a t the precise meaning of its symbolism — often with quite different results. The object here 
is to leave such linguistic and textological problems as remain in the hands of the respective 
experts, and to address the question of the dream ’s literary function in the Slovo and its place 
in heroic literature.

Sviatoslav’s troubled and heavily symbolic dream comes on the heels of the author’s pan
egyric to him, in which he contrasts Sviatoslav’s achievements with Igor’s failure:

«Cn h o  m b  c t>  Benepa oRBBaxyTb m &  .. .up'tHoio nanojioMoio Ha KpoBaTU t h c o b t b ;  
Hp-tnaxyTi. m h  cHHee b h h o  c t»  TpyAOMb CMBUieHO, cunaxyTb m h  t ' m r h m h  Tynti 
noraHBixi. t j i b k o b h h ' b  BejiHKtm xceHHiorb Ha j i o h o ,  h  HBryroTT. m b .  Y x ce a ^ c k l i  
6e3i. KHBca b  MoeMT> TepeMB sjiaTOBp'BCBM'b. Bcio HOiu,b c t .  Benepa 6ycoBH BpaHH 
B'B3rpaHxy y IIjiBCHbCKa Ha 6 o j i o h h  &Biua Re6pb KucaHio h  Hecomacx k t>  CHHeMy 
Mopio>.

(50,11. 15-22)

Powerless to act on his own behalf, Sviatoslav lies helpless, forced to  submit to  the actions of 
others on his person.1 His ‘death’ here symbolizes his inability to save Rus’ from destruction, 
and the irresistible power of the pagan enemy.2

This dream, like so many other elements of the Slovo, sets the work apart from early 
Russian military tales. Dreams, in fact appear rarely in old Russian literature as a whole. 
But, although there is very little evidence for the existence of a literary dream tradition in 
early Rus’ (since references to dream-books—sonniki—did not occur in lists of proscribed

1 It is generally agreed that the pearls poured onto his breast by his enemies from empty quivers symbolize tears 

(See V . Peretts, ‘Slovo o polku Ih orevim ’: p a m ’iatka feoda l’n o i U krainy-Rusi X II viku, Kiev, 1926, 249, 257, who 

shows that this sym bolic association is widespread in Russian folklore, literature and Greek-Byzantine iconography). 

These now stand in place of the arrows spent in killing the men of R us’, whom the tears in turn represent. The 

image of the pearl is again invoked in the episode dedicated to the death of Iziaslav (tzron i zhem chiuzhnu dushv 

i z ” khrabra tela  — 53, 1. 17). This latter reference would suggest that pearls also acted as symbols for the soul, as 

they do in Western European iconography (See M att. 13: 45-6; T. Bogdanos, ‘P e a rl’: Im age of the Ineffable, Univ. 

Park & London, 1983, 16-17; W.H. Schofield, ‘Symbolism, allegory and autobiography in The P earl', PM LA , 24, 

1907, 575-85; E. V. Gordon, ed., Pearl, Oxford, 1953, 11. 411-12.). The image of the soul as pearl is also found in 

the Chronicle of H am artolus, and is believed to be o f B yza n tin e  origin (R. Jakobson, in ‘L’authenticit£ de 

S lovo’, in Gregoire, et al., La geste du prince Ig o r’, 287). If pearls were also associated with souls in early Russian 

iconography, then the image would be extremely apt —  m en’s souls substituting for the arrows which have slain them.

2
A more political interpretation has been put forward by A.G. Stepanov, who believes that the dream reflects 

Sviatoslav’s anxiety about his power to retain authority ( ‘Son Sviatoslava i zinee vino v  S P ’, in Derzhavina, ‘S P ’: 

pam iatn ik , 148-9). W hile this view may reflect political reality, the author’s idealised perception of Sviatoslav as the 

embodiment of R us’ and her interests lends the dream a more public and universal significance.
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books until the early fifteenth century), Sviatoslav’s dream no doubt reflects an ancient and 
widespread belief in dreams.3

Determination on the part of clerics to eradicate pagan beliefs and practices in Rus’ 
probably accounts for the scarcity of dream topoi in the early Russian chronicles over which 
they, as copyists and compilers, exercised almost total control. Although belief in dreams and 
omens was apparently widespread, any traces of such things in literary works would have been 
carefully extirpated.4 Quite understandably, therefore, secular persons were strictly excluded 
from receiving visions or performing miracles; such phenomena were the exclusive province of 
ecclesiastical figures.5 The secular dream tradition, however, survives in a single version of 
the Povest’ vremennykh let, in the Letopisets Pereiaslavl’ia Suzdal’skogo.6 The dream of Mai, 
prince of the pagan Drevliany and enemy of princess Ol’ga of Kiev, has aroused interest among 
scholars owing to the parallels in tone and imagery between it and Sviatoslav’s dream.7 That 
the dreamer is not only a secular person but also a pagan enemy is a particularly noteworthy 
point to which the discussion will return at a later stage.

The dream motif in early Russian literature is probably indebted not only to  an indige
nous native tradition, but also to translated literature and the Bible. The possibility of a 
Scandinavian literary influence should not be ruled out altogether either. Scandinavia, with its 
deeply-rooted cult of dreams, has produced a body of literature rich in dream-symbols, both 
subtle and highly sophisticated, and there is no reason to suppose th a t the Vikings did not 
disseminate this tradition in the European lands in which they settled, although this influence 
would probably have been confined to the sphere of the nobility.8

Given the lack of contemporary records concerning dream interpretation in early Rus’, it 
would be useful to look at the Western European dream tradition, for which documentation is 
abundant.

The somnium  as a literary device appears to be common to all early European traditions, 
and is found in the earliest literary sources, most significantly, the Bible and classical Greek 
and Roman writings. These doubtlessly exercised considerable influence over much of the early

Early references to an indigenous Russian dream tradition, including some dream interpretations, are to be found 

in M. D. Chulkov, Abevega russkikh sueverii, idolopoklonnichesktkh zhertvoprinoshen ii, svadebnykh prostonarodnykh  

obriadov, koldostva, shem anstva, M ., 1786, 295 (and passim , for references to individual objects or persons appearing 

in dreams, and to  the practice of dream interpretation among gypsy fortune-tellers). In the 1760’s Western European 

dream-books were being translated, becoming very popular in Russia from the late 18th c. The folk beliefs in dreams 

set down by Chulkov, however, show that dreams were not conceived in narrative form, the focus being on individual 

objects which were endowed with specific meanings. For more on dreams in folk tradition, see Peretts, op. cit., 244-6.

4 . . .  . .A.L. Nikitm, ‘Nasledie Boiana v SP. Son Sviatoslava’, in Derzhavina, 'SP': pam iatn ik, 119. For later clerical

admonitions against belief in dreams see Peretts, op. cit., 243-4 (such beliefs were considered to be demonically 

inspired, for they did not distinguish between what was sent by God and what came from the Devil).
5

See the prophetic dream of bp. Nifont in H yp. (1156), PSR L, II, col. 483; N. Nikol’skii, ‘Legenda mantuanskogo 

episkopa Gumol’da o sv. Viacheslave Cheshskom slaviano-russkom perelozhenii’, P am ia tn ik i drevnei p i s ’m ennosti * 

isskustva, 174, SPb., 1909, 2-77. See also Peretts, op. cit., 244, for dreams in ORL.

5 N. M. Obolenskii, ed., Sbom ik Moskovskogo glavnogo arkhiva inostrannykh del, X V  v., no. 902-1468, M., 

1851, 11. (See also Peretts, op. c it., 243.)

7 Nikitm, op. c it., 112-33; D .S. Likhachev, ‘Son kniazia Sviatoslava v Slove', in ‘S P ’ i ku l’tura, 229-34.

8 For the dissemination of Norse oral tradition in northern France see A.H. Krappe, ‘Le songe de la m&re de 

Guillaume le Conqu^rant’, Zeitschrift fu r  franzosische Sprache and L iteratur, 61, 1937, 199ff. (Krappe believes that 

the Scandinavian dream topos in its turn originated in Byzantium and was brought to Scandinavia by Norsemen 

serving in the Varangian Guard). For further discussion on Scandinavian influences on other European literatures, see 

also Nikitin, op. cit., 119-20; E. O. G. Turville-Petre, ‘Dreams in Icelandic Tradition’, in idem , N ine N orse Studies, 

London, 1972, 30.
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vernacular literature of Europe, although it is likely th a t many of these nations also possessed 
an indigenous tradition with its own images and symbols.9 A certain amount of cultural 
cross-fertilisation must also have made some impact.

Another im portant influence on the dream topos in European literature, though often in
direct, was the long and widespread dream-book tradition for which there is written evidence 
extending over a period of more than four thousand years.10 Greek oneiromancy was already 
well-established by the time the first known dream-book author, Artemidoros of Daldis (ca. 
135-200 A.D.), produced his Oneirokritikon, a collection of older dream traditions allegedly 
compiled in the course of his travels through Greece, Italy and Asia.11 His work was to in
fluence succeeding writers, notably Macrobius (fl. end of 4th c., beginning of 5th c.), whose 
doctrines were to become widely known and implemented among medieval writers.12 The earli
est Greek dream-books formed the basis for the most popular dream-book of the Middle Ages, 
the Somniale Danielis, originally compiled from the fourth-century prose Oneirokritikon of the 
Prophet Daniel dedicated to the King Nabuchodnosor, and translated into Latin in the seventh 
century.13 Apart from the hundreds of existing Latin manuscripts dating from the ninth to 
the fifteenth centuries, the Somniale is also found in translations into Old and Middle English, 
Welsh, Old French, German, Polish, Italian and the Scandinavian languages.14 In addition 
to  the many Greek-Byzantine writers and compilers of dream-books, the Mohammedans also 
influenced the European dream topoi through such im portant authors of Arabic dream theory 
as ibn Sina (Avicenna, d.1037) and ibn Rusd (Averroes, d.1198), among others.15

The widespread popularity of dream-books in western Europe as a method of divination 
posed a dilemma for clerics who, on the one hand, were attem pting to  justify biblical dreams 
while, on the other, struggling to suppress pagan beliefs. Even among churchmen, there existed 
a broad spectrum  of views on the subject. While many believed dreams to be the snares of 
the devil, tem pting men into error and creating ‘false prophets’, other early writers defended 
them  and their prophetic virtues, although Christian writers were generally agreed th a t it is 
difficult to ascertain whether a dream be inspired by God or the Devil.16 This situation is 
not unlike that in Rus’, although it was not until the fifteenth century th a t sonniki began to 
appear regularly in lists of proscribed books.

Both Artemidoros and Macrobius, the ultim ate sources for medieval dream-books, to
gether also with John of Salisbury in his Policraticus (1159), distinguish five classes of dreams, 
only three of which are mantic and prophesy the future, and therefore deemed worthy of inter
pretation: the somnium  (an enigmatic dream that, through strange symbols and veils, disguises 
the true meaning of the information offered, and requires interpretation); the visio (a prophetic 
vision of a future event which actually takes place); and the oraculum (in which a parent, god

9 Most notably Scandinavia. See E.O.G. Turville-Petre, 'Dream symbols in Old Icelandic literature’, F estschrift 

W a lter Baetke, Weimar, 1966, 354; idem , 'Dreams in Icelandic tradition’, 30; G. D. Kelchner, D ream s in O N  L itera

ture, Cambridge, 1935, passim .

10 S.R. Fischer, ‘The dream in Middle High German Epic’, A ustralian  & N ew  Zealand S tud ies  in G erm an  

Language & L iterature, 10, Bern-Frankfurt-Las Vegas, 1978, 22ff.

11 See C. Blum, Studies in the Dreambook of A rtem idorus, Upsalla, 1938.

12 See M acrobius: C om m entary on the D ream  of Scipio, trans. with introd. Sc notes by W .H Stahl, NY, 1952, 

39ff. [henceforth C om m entary].

13 Fischer, op. cit., 25; Turville-Petre, ‘Dream symbols in Old Icelandic literature’, 353.

14 Fischer, op. cit., 28.

15 ibid., 25-6.

16 Braet, ‘Le songe dans la chanson de geste’, 21ff.; Fischer, op. cit., 18-19.
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or other revered person reveals what will or will not be, and what action to take or avoid).17 
These types are not always clear-cut and, as in the Dream of Scipio itself, more than one of 
these classes may be embraced within a single dream.

While the Russian dream tradition owes nothing to th a t of the Greek-Byzantine dream- 
book, the latter is indirectly manifested in Rus’ through translated literature. The most obvious 
literary models for prophetic dreams in early Russian literature are found in the old Russian 
translations of Byzantine works such as Digenis Akritas, the Alexandria, Josephus Flavius’s 
History o f the Jewish War, the Chronicle o f Georgius Hamartolus, and numerous sacred writ
ings. Despite their common origins, the dreams themselves may vary quite dramatically in 
style and content from one work to another. For example, the dreams visited upon Philip of 
Macedonia, his wife Olympiada and their son Alexander belong to  the oracular class, in which 
exalted personnages (Nektanebus, the magician king of Egypt, and the god Ammon) appear.18 
In contrast to these dreams, whose meanings are self-evident, stand the dreams of Amir and 
his Greek wife, the parents of Digenis. In both cases these are enigmatic somnia, the persons 
in the dreams represented by hawks, a golden-winged falcon and ravens. While Amir is able to 
understand the purport of his dream, his wife requires the services of sorcerers, scholars and 
‘Pharisees’ to interpret hers.19

As with the above examples, the types of dreams encountered in other medieval European 
literatures may vary considerably, sometimes even within the same work. The somnium, or 
enigmatic dream, however, is the type most often exploited in literature of the heroic genre.20 
It is to this category that the dream of Sviatoslav in the Slovo may be said to belong.

The significance of Sviatoslav’s role as dreamer, as well as th a t of his French counterpart 
Charlemagne, has already been discussed at some length.21 The dreamer could just as easily 
have been Iaroslavna, since women, especially wives and mothers, act as recipients of dreams 
in heroic literature at least as often, if not more so, than men. Had this been the case, however, 
not only would the substance of the dream (that is, the death of Sviatoslav and, by implication, 
R us’) have had to change, bu t it would have detracted from Sviatoslav’s symbolic stature (the 
wise, vatic prince and almost god-like nurturer of his people).22

W hether an author assigns prophetic dreams to men or to women depends largely on his 
dram atic purpose. If, for example, a woman appears in a chanson de geste it is never in her 
own right, but as a projection of her spouse, fiance or son, and so she dreams on his behalf 
and identifies with him in her dreams.23 Although her receptiveness in this respect reflects an

17 C om m entary, 87-90.

18 Aleks., 1.6, 10; 1.7, 10; 1.35, 37; 1.36, 42; 11.13, 60. Dreams heralding the birth of an illustrious hero are more 

prevalent in classical and medieval Latin literature and chronicles (H. Braet, ‘Fonction et importance du songe dans 

la chanson de geste’, Le M oyen Age, 77, 1971, 406.)

19 Devg., 160; 169—70. See also the enigmatic dream of Phillip, son of Herod the Great, which foretells his death. 

He dreams that an eagle pecks out his eyes, and requires the help of sages to  interpret it (Meshcherskii, Istoriia  

iudeiskoi voiny, Bk 2, ch. 9, 257-8). On dreams in the Bible, classical literature and translated literature, see Peretts, 

op. c it., 238—42.

20 One notable exception being the Cid, which contains a favourable oracular dream (I, 19).

21 supra, Ch. 4b.

22 The patriarchal status of Sviatoslav and Charlemagne m their respective works recalls similar dreamers in 

the Bible, esp. the OT, such as Abraham (G en . 15:12-16); Jacob (G en. 28:12—15); Joseph (G en . 37:5-9); Pharaoh 

(G en . 41:15-24); Nebuchadnezzar (D an. 4:5-17); Daniel (D an. 7:1—28); Joseph, husb. of Mary (M att. 1:20—4; 2:13); 

the 3 kings (M att. 2:12); Paul (A cts  16:9). Women dreamers are rare, but note the portentous dream of P ilate’s wife 

in M att. 27:19. OT dreams may be either somnta or oracrtla; those in the N T  are strictly o f the oracular type.

23 Braet, ‘Le songe dans la chanson de geste’, 72.
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older belief in the vatic powers of women,24her warnings to the hero usually go unheeded, often 
dismissed as ‘feminine reverie’ by men who pretend to either greater science or more sense than 
their simple wives.25 The calculated interpretation of menacing dreams as trivial and harmless 
is a dramatic device well known to the Atlamal poet from native sources,26 and bears a close 
resemblance to the bylina hero’s traditional dismissal of his m other’s instinctive forebodings, 
although in the latter case, the usually happy outcome vindicates the hero’s behaviour.27 In 
literary epic, such a device has great dramatic potential, as it foreshadows disaster without 
defining it, thus heightening the anticipation; for an audience or reader to  whom the outcome 
is already known, it intensifies the tragedy through irony.

The dreams of men in heroic literature serve no less a dramatic function, especially as 
they are not always able to interpret them as well as their womenfolk or an audience well- 
versed in literary or folk dream symbols. Occasionally in sagas men have dreams which they 
believe foretell prosperity, but their wives know otherwise.28 Both Sviatoslav and Charlemagne 
respond to their dreams with an obscure presentiment of disaster, which is elucidated only when 
events have taken their course (in Sviatoslav’s case the circumstances are more clearly unfolded 
when his dream is effectively reiterated in symbolic language by the boyars).29

In heroic literature masculine dreams as a privileged means of knowledge are reserved for 
exalted persons, usually kings or chieftains. It is exceptional for a simple knight or a person

24 See supra, Ch.2b.( 103-6.

25 This, despite the fact that women are usually able to  interpret dreams as well (see esp. A tm ., s t .10-26; Nibel., 

st. 14; Laxd&la Saga  (M. Magnusson & H. P&lsson, trans., London, 1975) ch. 74, 220). In some cases the heroes 

dismiss the dreams as dishonourable counsel, or because they are driven to embrace their heroic destiny (N ibel., st. 

1510; W alth., 11. 628—31; A tm ., st. 26; R enaut de Montauban  (M.J. Thomas, ed., L ’episode ardennais de R enaut 

de M ontauban, Bruges, 1962, MS ‘R ’, 453-4), 11. 1935-68). Occasionally the heroes overtly scorn such warnings as 

feminine superstition and the foolish preoccupation of women (R om an de Troie (L. Constans, ed., Le Rom an de 

Troie par B eno tt de Sainte-M aure, Paris, 1907, vol. 3) 11. 15329—54; 15582—92; 15682—5; PiGrekssaga (E . R. Haymes, 

trans., The Saga of Thidrek of Bern, (Garland Library of Medieval Literature, 56, series B ), NY—London, 1988), ch. 

362). This latter group demonstrates the progressive decline in the status o f women in literature. See also S. Koljevid, 

The E pic in the Making, Oxford, 1980, 159, 247, 332; Braet, ‘Le songe dans la chanson de geste’, 48-52. Braet claims 

that while 'feminine intuition’ in dream interpretation is often useful, it does not signify that women traditionally 

fulfilled this function (91). The conclusions arrived at in Chapter 2 of this work, however, show that in early literary 

tradition women were respected for their occult talents.

26 Dronke, op. cit., 112-3.

2 T See, for example, the opening of D obrynia i zm ei (G il’ferding II, 157).

ibid., 113. Yugoslav epic also features treacherous women who give innocent interpretations to their husbands’ 

dreams (K oljevii, op. c it., 328).

29 . . .Only after Sviatoslav recounts his m u ten ” son"  and the boyars clarify its meaning does he launch into
his Zlato slovo (slezam i sm esheno— 50, 11. 14-29/51, 11. 1-16). Following his first two dreams (la isses  56 & 57), 
Charlemagne knows whence the danger comes (Ganelon) and guesses at its victim  (Roland, and so France), but 
he cannot perceive its exact nature (in the first Ganelon appears as himself and shatters Charlemagne’s spear; 
in the second dream the characters all appear as animals, thus obscuring its meaning):

‘Si grant doel Eli ne puis muer nel pleigne.
Par Guenelun serat destruite France.
Chi ad juget mis nes a rereguarde 
Jo l’ai lesset en une estrange marche,
Deus! se jol pert, ja  n ’en avrai escange!’

[‘I am suffering much anguish that I can’t help showing it.
France will be destroyed by Ganelon.
Now he has nominated my nephew for the rearguard.
I have left him exposed in dEmgerous country.
God! if I lose him, I’ll not find anyone 
capable of replacing him!’]

(11. 834—40)
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not of noble lineage to receive them, and villains or evil-doers are invariably excluded from 
this privilege. Pagans, however, are not necessarily barred from receiving prophetic dreams 
providing they are royal figures, although it is usually left to a ‘believer’ to interpret them.30 
Such examples are of course rare, but that they exist at all demonstrates a greater tolerance 
on the part of early medieval authors towards the infidel than towards traitors or miscreants.

It has been shown th a t chieftains or kings in earlier societies were not so much individ
uals as representatives of their nations, a concept also reflected in literature. Their dreams, 
therefore, become a m atter of public interest and are assigned by Macrobius to a special cate
gory: the somnium publicum.31 The ancient Greeks attached great significance to the ‘public 
dreams’ of their kings; similarily, the Norsemen believed they could come to know their future 
through the dreams of their chieftains.32 In the oldest chansons de geste, Charlemagne is 
the principal beneficiary of celestial counsels and warnings, while in the Chanson de Roland, 
where his stature approximates that of a biblical sovereign, he receives dreams in which he is 
personally closely associated with the fate of those neax to him. Only later, in the chansons 
devoted to the so-called rebel barons, when his myth has fallen into decline, does he lose this 
favoured position.33

Given his status, therefore, it is fitting th a t Charlemagne appear as the central figure in 
his dreams.34 In the first two dreams warning him of Ganelon’s treason and Roland’s death 
( laisses 56 &; 57) he himself is the object of attack. In the first, Ganelon seizes his lance, a 
symbol of his princely rule, and breaks it; in the second, a ‘fierce bear’ bites his right arm 
and a leopard attacks him. While both the lance and his right arm represent his sovereign 
authority, they may also be taken as symbols for Roland, leader of the rearguard on whom the 
king’s authority depends, his ‘right-hand m an’.35 Seeing himself rendered impotent in this way, 
Charlemagne knows that somehow through Ganelon’s agency France will be brought low.36 In 
the third dream, which foretells his battle with Baligant ( laisse 185), Charlemagne watches 
helplessly as the French army is consumed by a celestial fire and set upon by wild beasts and 
devils (the Saracens), until he is forced to grapple with a ferocious lion (Baligant). In the three 
dreams based on animal allegory ( laisses 57, 185 & 186), the only person not represented by an 
animal is the dreamer himself.37 W hat happens to Charlemagne happens to  him in his person 
as sovereign of France.

In N ja l’s Saga, Hoskuld (ch. 23, 79—80) and Flosi (ch. 133, 278-9) need help in interpreting their dreams, although 

Gunnarr (ch. 62, 147) is able to  understand his. So too does Hagen in Walth. (11. 621—27). (It is he, rather than the 

craven king Guntharius, who is privileged to receive the portentous dream.)

30 Braet, 'Le songe dans la chanson de geste’, 74, 92—4. In the OT, only Joseph is able to  interpret the dreams of 

Pharaoh and his servants (G en. 39 & 41), while his own dreams are misinterpreted by his envious brothers and his 

father (G en. 37). Daniel is likewise the only one able to  interpret the dreams of Nebuchadnezzar (D an . 4:5—27).

31 As opposed to  the som nium  proprium  (concerning the fate of the dreamer) and the som nium  alienum  (con

cerning the dreamer’s entourage). See C om m entary, 90 (ch. 3).

32 Braet, 'Le songe dans la chanson de geste’, 75ff.; Nikitin, op. cit., 120.

33 ibid., 76-8.

34 In the fourth dream foreshadowing Ganelon’s trial ( laisse  186), he is primarily a spectator and addressed in 

his royal office.

35 Both Ganelon and Marsile’s nephew refer to  Roland as Charlemagne’s ‘right arm’; Ganelon states that were 

he to lose it from his body, Charlemagne’s force would be spent (11. 596—8; 1194—5).

36 See W. van Emden, ‘Another look at Charlemagne’s dreams in the C d R ’, French Studies, 28, 1974, 262; H. 

Braet, ‘Le second reve de Charlemagne dans le C d R ’, R om anica G andensia, 12, 1969, 14; also Fischer, op. c it., 46-7  

(on D as Rolandslied).

37 This is in accordance with allegorical dream tradition. See A.H. Krappe, ‘The dreams of Charlemagne in the 

C dR ', PM LA , 36, 1921, 136; Braet, ‘Le songe dans la chanson de geste’, 111-12. W omen’s dreams are usually of the 

som nium  alienum  class, in which the dreamer is absent.
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The above observations prove valuable in understanding the significance of Sviatoslav’s 
dream in the Slovo. I t is certainly not, as Nikitin alleges, merely an historical inaccuracy. 
Nikitin believes th a t, since Sviatoslav Vsevolodovich died nine years after the events narrated, 
the dream must be one of the many direct borrowings on the author’s part from the repertory 
of Boyan relating to the career of Sviatoslav Iaroslavich (d. 1076).38 But if such a glaring 
inconsistency did not trouble the author, it is because he intended the ‘death’ of Sviatoslav 
to symbolize the death of Rus’ and her armies through Igor’s defeat, in the same way that 
Charlemagne’s dreams of direct attacks on him symbolize the attacks on Roland and France. 
His somnium publicum relates to the fortunes of the nation of which he is conceived to be the 
‘father’. Like Charlemagne in his dreams, Sviatoslav is also helpless, his power undermined in 
his case by the ill-conceived actions of Igor and Vsevolod.

The vast majority of dreams in medieval heroic literature foretell in enigmatic fashion 
some disastrous event: the death of the dreamer himself or, more often, of someone close to 
the dreamer, an encounter with the enemy, treason, ambush, etc. Only very rarely do they 
prophesy a happy outcome.39 Such is the nature of heroism, th a t doom and death are its 
natural consequences.

Sviatoslav’s dream, therefore, conforms closely to  its western European counterparts in its 
allegorical structure and its association with death.40 W hat distinguishes it from the majority 
of epic somnia, however, is the absence of animal imagery, which otherwise abounds in the 
Slovo, and characterizes the dreams of Scandinavian sagas and poetry, Germanic epic, and 
most of the chansons de geste 41 The animal imagery so characteristic of epic somnia comes 
promptly on the heels of Sviatoslav’s dream in the boyars’ reply, which essentially recapitulates 
the sense of the dream in allegorical fashion. The symbols used are those of birds, especially 
popular among Germanic and French authors,42 and of cosmic phenomena, sometimes also 
encountered in French and Yugoslav songs.43 On these grounds, therefore, the boyars’ reply 
may be viewed as a continuation of the prince’s dream, a reiteration of Igor’s defeat by the 
pagans and of the imminent threat to the Kievan dynasty, its sovereignty, and the nation of 
Rus’.44 In the course of their allegorical narration of events no digressionary analytical asides 
appear:

Ce 6o ABa coKona cjibtbcta ct> othh cTona snaTa noHcicaTH rpa^a TbMyTopoKaHS, 
a jik>6o hciihth inenoMOMb JXoHy. Yxce coicojiOMa KpHJitn;a npHiramajiH noraHbix'B 
caCjiSMH, a caMOio onyTama nyTHHU xcejiB3HJ>i. TeMHO 6o Gb bt» 3 achb: ABa 
comma noMBpicocTa, o6a SarpsHas cTJiina noracocTa, n bt> Moprc norpy3HCTa, n

38 op. cit., 120- 1.

39 Braet, ‘Le songe dans la chanson de geste’, 71. In the Baligant dream (la isse  185), the poet deliberately conceals 

a favourable outcome through a hyperbolised representation of the danger posed to the French by the Saracens. This 

is an unusual practice but if, as most scholars believe, this dream together with the whole Baligant episode is a later 

interpolation, the poet may be attem pting to preserve the artistic unity of the work by im itating the style of the other 

three dreams.

40 For analogues m Yugoslav epic see Koljevid, loc. cit.. For a study of parallels between Sviatoslav’s dream  

(U zhe d ’sky bez” knesa . . .) and Russian death and funerary rites among the peasantry, see M.P. Alekseev, ‘K snu 

Sviatoslava v S P ’, in Adrianova-Peretts, 'SP': sbom ik issledovanii i sta tei, 226—48.

41 Likewise uncommon among medieval som nia  is Charlemagne’s first dream in the C dR  and D as Rolandslied, 

in which Ganelon appears as himself and not in the guise of an animal (Fischer, op. c it., 46.)

42 A tm ., st. 18; Nibel., st. 13/1509; Braet, ‘Le songe dans la chanson de geste’, 124-37. N ote also the bird 

imagery in D evg., 160/169-70.

4 Q
CdR, laisse 185; K oljevii, op. cit., 75 , 29; Bowra, op. cit., 291-2.

44 See Nikitin, op. cit., 123.
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ct> HHMa MonoAax MBcan,a, Ojien> h CBHT'tcjiaB'B, tt>mok> c x  noBOJioKOCTa. Ha pra -  
HB Ha KaajTB tbmb cbtbtt. noKptiJia: no PycKOH aeMJiH npocTpomaca IIojiobii;h, aKH 
napAyace thb3ao, h BejiHKoe 6yncTBo iioa&ctb Xhhobh.

(50, 11. 24-9/51, 11. 1-4).

The celestial and animal imagery here is not unlike th a t of the Chanson de Roland. The image 
here of the heroes as falcons under attack also has close parallels in Kriemhild’s first dream 
foretelling the death of Siegfried (Nibelungenlied, st. 13). Only with the following words can 
the actual ‘commentary’ on the dream’s significance be said to begin: ‘uzhe snesesia khula na 
khvalu; uzhe tresnu nuzhda na voliu> (51,11. 5-9). Such a device—the allegorical recapitulation 
of a dream by its ‘interpreters’—is unknown among medieval European somnia. This gives 
rise to the conclusion that, either this is simply a concept unique to the Slovo, or the original 
text has been tampered with by an interpolator, and that the first part of the boyars’ reply 
once constituted part of the dream itself.

Dreams in heroic literature have an artistic function extending beyond simple narrative 
expedient. In the first place they create a heightened sense of anticipation which involves the 
audience emotionally, irrespective of its familiarity with the tale and its outcome. Suspense 
is achieved by the allegorical character of these dreams which conceals their explicit or entire 
meaning.

Sviatoslav’s dream comes after the laments following Igor’s defeat, by which time the 
audience knows what turn  events have taken. His dream, nevertheless, has great emotional 
impact, for it not only discloses in enigmatic fashion what is taking place at that moment, but it 
also reveals the long-term and far-reaching consequences of those events as they affect the whole 
of Kievan Rus’ (the ‘death’ of the Kievan dynasty, or a t least its ascendancy). Charlemagne’s 
dreams also begin well after Ganelon’s treachery has been made known to the audience. The 
two dreamt prior to the fatal ambush at Roncevaux, confirm Ganelon’s treachery, and warn 
th a t France will be somehow undermined if not actually destroyed. Likewise Kriemhild’s plot 
for revenge against Hagen and her brothers begins to unfold long before the day of their 
departure for Hungary on her invitation (st. 1259). Uote, her mother, attem pts to dissuade 
the Burgundians from going after she has dreamt th a t all the birds in the land lay dead (st. 
1509), but Hagen dismisses her warnings with true heroic feeling:

«Swer sich an troume w endet...,
der enweiz der rehten maere nich ze sagene,
wenn’ ez im ze eren volleclichen ste.»

(st. 1510)

[‘Those who set store by dreams cannot rightly know 
where their whole honour lies’. (90)]

The suspense, therefore, depends not on audience surprise at the dream s’ revelations, but on 
the dreams being misunderstood, underestimated or even dismissed by those to  whom they 
directly relate.

The tragedy is intensified, not only because Charlemagne and Sviatoslav do not understand 
straightaway the purport of their dreams, but also because they are powerless to  control the 
course of events unveiled in them. In order to sustain an atmosphere of suspense, the dreams 
must not alter the plans of the protagonists; this is achieved to some degree by their ambiguous 
nature. The heroes on whose behalf others dream must either fail to understand the omens, or, 
if their meaning be clear, reject them. In northern literature particularly, princely heroes are 
also powerless to resist omens because they have embraced the heroic life and are compelled,
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therefore, to confront their fate.45 The kind of fatalism which permeates northern heroic 
literature has also made its way into the Slovo; not by way of a dream, but through images 
often visualised in dreams. In disregarding the menacing cosmic signs th a t attend his departure 
for war, Igor upholds the principles inherent in the heroic ethos as it is expressed in Germanic 
literature. He accepts th a t his fate lies in either victory or defeat, and goes to meet it under 
the darkness of the solar eclipse.

The concept of immutable and inexorable fate does not necessarily apply to most of the 
French chansons de geste, where dreams usually disclose only possibilities, not inevitabilities.46 
Man compelled not by fate, but master of his destiny, is a notion which owes not a little to 
the influence of the Christian doctrine of free will.47 In the Chanson de Roland, however, 
Charlemagne’s third dream is the only one of the four which conforms to this idea, the others 
being genuinely more prophetic.48 If, as many scholars believe, this somnium  and the Baligant 
episode it anticipates are later interpolations superimposed by Turoldus on an older version 
of the Roland tale,49 then its uniqueness may be explained: as it was apparently Turoldus’ 
idea to exalt Christianity through Charlemagne’s fight with Baligant, the dream naturally also 
reflects the significant influence Christian ideas had begun to exert on secular literature by this 
time.

In a sense, Sviatoslav’s dream in the Slovo also conforms to the idea that the portents 
revealed therein need not be realised. The dream follows Igor’s defeat, the subsequent laments 
of the women of Rus’ and Rus’ itself, and the author’s panegyric to Sviatoslav of Kiev respec
tively. These episodes create a continuity of images which culminate in the funerary imagery 
of the dream. While it encapsulates the present situation, the death envisaged for the Kievan 
prince also forbodes disaster of a greater magnitude. This particular premonitory dream was 
devised and deliberately placed before the appeal for unity among the princes of Rus’ as a 
warning of what may, but need not, transpire. Just as Kriemhild actually invents one of her

45 Refusing to be frightened by their wives’ dreams, Gunnarr and Hggni offer harmless interpretations of 
them. By the time Glaumvgr’s last dream finally drives the message home, Gunnarr knows that his fate is 
sealed and he must keep to his purpose:

'Seinat er at segia 
sv& er mi raCit.
FortJumka furbo, 
allz J>6 er fara aetlat.
Mart er migk glikligt, 
at munim skammaeir.’

['It is too late to talk of this 
now it has been decided.
I cannot ignore my doom, 
since we have purposed to go.
Much shows it is most likely/ 
that our lives will be short’.]

(A tm ., st. 26)

See also Hagen’s words quoted above (N ib e l, st. 1510, 11. 1450-2)

46 Braet, 'Fonction et importance du songe’, 414—6; idem , 'Le songe dans la chanson de geste’, 108-9. See also 

Krappe, ‘The dreams of Charlemagne’, 138 (on the general lack of fatalism  in the CdR).

47 This idea begins early with Macrobius, who distinguishes between dreams whose predictions are inevitable, 

and those which may be changed, either through prayer or other means (C om m en tary, 117-20); Braet, ‘Le songe dans 

la chanson de geste’, 108.

48 See also the threatening dream of Count William of Orange in Le couronnem ent de Louis, which turns out 

to be only a warning (E. Langlois, ed., Le couronnem ent de Louis: Chanson de geste  (Soci6 t6  des anciens textes 

frangais), Paris, 1888, 11. 289-97).

49 See D .D .R . Owen, ‘Charlemagne’s dreams, Baligant and Turoldus’, Z eitsch rift fu r  rom anische Philologie, 87, 

1971, 197-208; R. Bowen, ‘The dreams of Charlemagne’, M edium  jfitmm, 23, 1954, 39—40.
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dreams to warn Siegfried, so the author of the Slovo contrives his for the same purpose.50 In 
so doing he makes it clear th a t he does not share the heroic fatalism of his central hero.

Determinist philosophy characterizes the oldest texts of Germanic literature,51 but it also 
survives to varying degrees, mainly through dreams, in later more ‘christianized’ reworkings 
of heroic songs such as the Nibelungenlied and the Chanson de Roland. Many of the earliest 
surviving epics, however, contain no dreams a t all—Beowulf, Hamftismdl, Atlakvu5a and the 
Battle o f Maldon (of which only the middle has survived).52 Saving Maldon, these poems are 
still more or less rooted in the old world of magic, in which the natural and supernatural 
co-exist on the same plane and closely interrelate.53 Here omens manifest themselves through 
the real, physical world, as they also do in the Slovo. Dreams as vehicles for portents become 
more widespread once explicit references to magic in secular literature become less admissible, 
and poets have had the benefit of long exposure to  biblical, classical and other literary models.

Because the European dream tradition is so varied and flexible, owing to so many different 
influences and traditions, it is difficult to tell which tradition the dream of Sviatoslav fits most 
closely, although it does in many respects conform to the classifications of dreams with which 
Western European writers would have been familiar. As far as Byzantine translated literature 
is concerned, the dream is too enigmatic to find any parallels in the Alexandria, which features 
mainly oracular dreams; on the other hand it lacks the animal imagery contained in the dreams 
found in Digenis Akritas or the History of the Jewish Wars, unless the boyars’ reply is taken 
into account. In this latter respect it also differs from the dreams in the Chanson de Roland, the 
Edda and the Nibelungenlied. Its imagery, then, may be viewed as unique, possibly (although 
there is no concrete evidence for this) based on an indigenous Russian tradition. W hat it shares 
with the Northern European dream topos is its enigmatic character, its narrative structure and 
its negative prophetic quality. Unlike in other early epics, metaphor in the Slovo is not confined 
to  the dream, which may be regarded as an extension or culmination of the portents and images 
of death th a t pervade the work.

Sviatoslav’s dream reinforces the notion th a t the Slovo, like most of its European coun
terparts, hovers somewhere between two worlds. On the one hand there is the mystical, su
pernatural and deterministic cosmos inhabited by Vseslav of Polotsk and to some extent still 
cleaved to by Igor; on the other stands the Christian, bookish and pragmatic world of the 
author who, while esteeming the old heroic ways, finds himself struggling against them, if at 
times seemingly reluctantly. Like other Christian writers of epics based on early heroic songs, 
he still cherishes a certain nostalgia for the impetuous spirit of old times.

50 Fictitious som nia  like Kriemhild’s (st. 921—24) are more likely to be found in later more ‘courtly’ works, than  

in heroic literature. Kriemhild’s first dream— the fatalistic falcon dream— is generally regarded as the oldest o f the 

three pertaining to her (Fischer, op. cit., 138-9). See also Braet, ‘Le songe dans la chanson de geste’, 49 (in the 

R om an de Troie, Andromache invents a warning dream in an effort to  prevent Hector going into battle).

51 Braet, ‘Le songe dans la chanson de geste’, 108.

52 In the case of the Anglo-Saxons this is surprising since they already possessed a highly sophisticated genre 

of dream allegory, the earliest extant example being The Dream  o f the Rood (before c. 750). Dream-visions were 

apparently reserved for religious subjects, and later became popular in the courtly and didactic literature of England 

in the 14th and 15th cc. In France, however, starting with Chretien de Troyes, poets and the courtly public of the 12th 

and 13th cc. considered dreams insignificant. The new literature tended towards introspection, with its more worldly, 

profane and independent heroes and laicized human history (Braet, ‘Le songe dans la chanson de geste’, 53—5).

K O
See supra, Ch. 2b. & c.
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b. Lam ents

The universal presence of lament in heroic poetry is a natural consequence of its inherently 
tragic nature.54 Laments serve not only to enhance the drama, but also as an opportunity to 
glorify the deceased.55

While often serving as vehicles for the expression of an ‘heroic’ point of view, both pane
gyric and lament predate the heroic epic genre, surviving in the literature as well as the oral 
traditions of nearly all language groups. Like oneiromancy, the lament, owing to its sometimes 
patently pagan attributes, was at certain times condemned by ecclesiastical writers and church 
councils, but has nevertheless continued to survive in outlying districts of eastern and northern 
Europe.56 As in the case of all oral literature, no lament is performed twice in exactly the same 
words, although it closely adheres to certain stylistic norms. It has been found that even in 
cultures which have had no mutual contact for thousands of years, the same grieving questions 
and tender addresses are echoed, resulting in similar modes of expression and poetical images 
of sorrow. Because the similarity is ultimately more psychological than formal, an audience 
would find little th a t is new or surprising in any given lament.57

‘Laments are the poetry of final parting’,58 which means their use is not restricted solely 
to mourning the dead. Indeed they may be encountered in most rites of passage or impor
tant turning-points in human life, including weddings, festive occasions commemorating the 
departed, and occasions prior to a long or dangerous separation, such as departure for war.59

Laments are given voice on three occasions in the Slovo: by the Russian women (49, 11. 
22-5), by Sviatoslav in his Zlato slovo (51, 11. 10-30), and by Iaroslavna (54, 11. 20-34/55, 11. 
1-7). In addition, there are allusions to the laments of Rostislav’s mother (55, 11. 33-4), and 
of Rus’ and nature as a whole (49, 11. 5-7, 25-7; 50, 11. 12-13; 55, 11. 34-5). The laments 
proper may vary in length and focus, but they share many common themes and motifs with 
traditional Russian lament and also the literary laments incorporated in Western European 
epic poetry. Far less discernible is any Byzantine influence, although the laments contained in 
Byzantine translated literature exercised considerable influence on early Russian hagiography 
and military tales.

In his detailed study of Balto-Finnic lament poetry, Lauri Honko has produced a structural 
and stylistic breakdown of the lament into three ‘acts’, which are further subdivided into 
‘episodes’.60 Although Russian laments clearly differ from those of Karelia both in style and 
in much of their content, there remains a number of thematic parallels, also echoed in the 
heroic l i te ra tu re  of France, Germany, England and Scandinavia. The most common themes 
of folk lament include: a sense of loneliness and separation, the desire for death, and a feeling 
of helplessness intermingled with anxiety for the future.

The intense sense of loneliness and separation which spells insecurity and hardship for the 
lamenter is poignantly, if briefly, expressed in the lament of the women of Rus’:

K A
See supra, Ch. Id.

55 As, for instance, in ancient Roman funeral dirges (see Honko, ‘Balto-Finnic lament poetry’, 13).

5g .......
ibid., 13—14, 56; Vinogradov, Russkie plachi, i x ; Barsov, P rich itan 'ia  sevem ago  kraia, I, vn—v i h .

57 Honko, op. c it., 10; idem , 'The lament. Problems of genre, structure and reproduction’, in L. Honko & V. 

Voigt, eds, Genre, S tructure and Reproduction in Oral L iterature, Budapest, 1980, 27 [hereafter Genre, S tructure  

and Reproduction ].

5S Honko, Balto-Finnic lament poetry’, 10.

59 ibid., 9; A. NenolarKallio, 'Laments and lyrical songs in Ingria’, in Genre, S tructure and Reproduction, 41-2; 

Barsov, op. cit., vols II & III; Vinogradov, op. cit., xxviii—xxx.

60 ‘Balto-Finnic lament poetry’, 28-30.
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«Yxce HaMi> cbohxx MHJibiXT. jiaAT* hh  mmcjihio cmbicjihth, hh  aymoio CAyMaTH, 
h h  OHHMa c'brjiHAaTH, a anaTa h  cpe6pa hh  Majio Toro noTpenaTH!>

(49, 11. 22-5)

The same abandonment of joy, together with the refrain ‘no more do I see. . is expressed in 
all the versions of the Zadonshchina by the wife of Timofei Voluevich, and later by the Tatars:

«Ce ynce Becejme Moe noHHHe bo cnaBHOM rpa^e Mockbc, h ynce He BHxey CBoero 
r(o)c(y)A(a)pH T hmo^ cji BojiyeBHHa b xchbotb HeTy.»

{Und., 538)61

«Ynce HaM, 6paTe, b 3cmjih cBoen He 6hiBaTb h ppTea cbohx He BHAaTi>....yxee 6o 
Becejme Harne noHHHe....»

{Und., 539-40)62

Often the lamenter also expresses a wish to die, rather than endure life alone without the 
deceased. While such a sentiment is not explicitly stated in the Slovo, it is indirectly expressed 
in Iaroslavna’s desire to be with Igor (54, 11. 21-23). Mourning his separation from his lord, 
the author of the Zhitie Aleksandra Nevskogo would gladly share his tomb if he could (9).63 
Gleb, in his laments for his brother Boris, would also prefer death to carrying on alone:

« j i y n e  6m mh yM epH T H  ct> 6paTOMT>, H en ce jra  hchth ho cbbtb ceM b ; a m ,e  6 o  Gbixt,, 
6 p a T e  moH, bh^bji^ jran;e T B o e  a H r e J ic ic o e , y M e p j i i ,  6mxt> c to 6ok>: hmhb n ee  hto  
p aA H  o c T a x i>  a3T> eAHHi>?»

(PVL, 133, 11. 4-7)

Y H e 6m ct. t o 6ok> yM p eT H  mh, H en ce  y eA H H eH y  h y c n p e H y  ott» T e 6 e  bt> ceM b  hch- 
th h  n o n cH T H . A 3 i>  mhbxt, B i,  6i>parB ysb p B T H  jmn,e a H r e n b C K o e , th  c e  ce jiH K a  T y r a  
ci>CTHnce mh, h y H e  6m ct> to 6ok> y M p eT H , r o c n o A H H e  moh!»

{Skazanie o sviatykh muchenikakh Borise i Glebe)64

Possibly the finest example of this theme of lonely separation, with its grieving questions and 
tender addresses, is the lament of Prince Ingvar for his brothers and fellow-warriors of Riazan’ 
in the Povest ’ o razorenii Riazani Batyem :

«0  MHJiax moh 6paTB& h rocnoAHe! Kaico ycne ncHBOTe moh Aparnn! MeHH eAH- 
Haro ocTaBHiua b TOJmn,e norn6ejiH. FIpo h to  a3 npence Bac He yMpox? H xaMO 
3aHAecTe ohhio Moeio, h rAe otouijih ecTe coKpoBHin,a hchboth Moero? IIpo hto  
He npoMOJiBHTe ko MHe 6paTy BarneMy, abctm npexpacHMH...? Ynce He noAacTe 
cjiaAOCTH AyuiH Moeft! HeMy...He 3pHTe ko MHe...He npoMOJiBHTe co mhoio? Ynce 
jih 3a6MJiH ecTe MeHe 6paTa cBoero...?...0 MHJian moh 6paTHH h ApyxcHHa JiacKOBa, 
ynce He noBecejnocn c bbmh! CBeTe moh AP&rnn, neMy noMpannjiHCH ecTe? He

61 See also H ist. 1, 544; H ist. 2, 546; K B , 550; Syn., 554.

62 See also H ist. 1, 545; H ist. 2, 547; Syn., 555.

63 Desire on the part of the retinue to die with their prince is also encountered in the lament for prince Vladimir 

V asil’kovich ( 'dobryi n y  gospodine s toboiu u m re ti’— Hyp. 1289, col. 920).

64 D. I. Abramovich, ed., P am iatn ik i drevnerusskoi literatury, 2, Petrograd, 1916, in L. Muller, D ie altrussischen  

hagiographischen Erzdhlungen und liturgischen Dichtungen iiber die heiligen B oris und Gleb, Munich, 1967, 40.
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MHoro HapaAOBaxcH c BaMH!...iiomojiHTec# o MHe...^,a BKyne yMpy c BaMH. ITohto 
a3 He npexce Bac yMpox...» (16).

Many parallels to Ingvar’s lament may be found in the lament of Princess Evdokia for 
her husband Dmitrii Donskoi in the Slovo o zhitii i predstavlenii velikogo kniazia Dmitriia 
Ivanovicha, tsaria Russkogo (mid-fifteenth century).65 Like the former, it derives much from 
traditional lament, as well as from the Bible, the liturgy, and various literary works both native 
and translated.66 Her plaint reiterates the same questions as Ingvar’s: ‘why did I not die before 
you?’; ‘why will you not look at/speak to/answ er me?’; ‘where is your glory now?’, etc. (218- 
20). An example of the parallels in imagery, is the comparison of the deceased to a light that 
has been extinguished, an image also to be found in folk lament (220). Evdokia’s lament makes 
extensive use of natural imagery in general, and, while in many respects ‘literary’, is strongly 
reminiscent of oral lament tradition in its overall simplicity. This is perhaps because the person 
being mourned here is her husband, a great and clean-living prince perhaps, but not some 
remote saint. Also characteristic of folk laments is the lam enter’s request that the deceased 
intercede on her/his behalf or proffer some kind of protection, a notion easily translated into 
Christian lament as a request th a t the deceased pray for the lam enter’s soul, as seen in both 
these works and in the tales concerning Boris and Gleb.

To a lesser degree oral Russian lament motifs are also integrated into the typical ‘word- 
weaving’ style (pletenie sloves) commonly associated with the ‘Second South Slav Influence’ 
in the laments contained in Epifanii’s Zhiiie sviatago Stefana episkopa Permskogo. These, 
however, are confined to a few lyrical outbursts and formulaic phrases (such as Uvy mne. ..), 
while the theme of loneliness, for example, is presented in a purely Christian context (the 
Permian ‘flock’ laments its ‘shepherd’; the Permian church, in the allegorical guise of a widow, 
its head and master; the ‘sinful’ author, his spiritual mentor). In this last lament, Epifanii 
moves still further away from traditional oral lament motifs, referring less to the qualities of 
Bishop Stephen (which have in any case been enumerated in the Lament of the Permian People) 
than to  his own woefully sinful state and helplessness.67

To varying degrees, the same expressions of lost joy, tender sorrow and longing for death 
found in the Povest’ vremennykh let, the Skazanie o Borise i Glebe, the PovesV o razorenii 
Riazani Batyem  and in the laments of Iaroslavna and the Russian women in the Slovo, may be 
observed in the laments of Western European heroic writings. Norse literature in particular, 
with its proclivity for poignant calamity, provides some of the richest examples through one of 
its principal heroines, GuSrun:

‘Sva var minn SigurSr hia sonom Giuca,

e3a vaeri biartr steinn a band dreginn,
iarcnasteinn yfir pSlingom.

mi em ec sva lftil, sem lauf se 
opt l iplstrom, at ipfur dauSan.
Sacna ec f sess; oc l saeingo

65 In Dmitriev & Likhachev, eds, P am iatn ik i litera tury drevnei R usi: X lV -sere d in a  X V  veka, 218-221 (Evdokia’s 

lam ent).

66 See Fennell, ‘Literature of the 'Ditar period’, 129—30.

67 V. Druzhinin, ed., Zhitie sv. Stefana episkopa Perm skogo, 1897 (Photomechanic reprint with intro, by D. 

CiSevskij), Apophoreta Slavica, 2, The Hague, 1959, 86—112. See J. B 0rtnes, V isions o f G lory: S tudies in E arly  

R ussian  Hagiography, Oslo, 1988, 155-71. The style o f the laments is, on the whole, based more on the eulogies and 

lam entations of the Orthodox Church, modelled on the encomiastic style of Byzantine literature.
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nuns malvinar, valda megir G iuca..

[‘My Sigurd was to  Gjuki’s sons

like a bright jewel on a string of beads, 
a priceless jewel among the princes.

now I am so little, like a winter leaf 
clinging to a willow, since the king is dead.
I miss in the hall, I miss in bed 
my companion killed by Gjuki’s sons.. . ’]

( Gu5runarkviSa in fyrsta, Neckel, 202-6, st. 18-20; Terry, 179)

It is worth noting that, like the objects of Ingvar’s and Evdokia’s laments, SigurSr here is also 
compared with a bright thing (in this case, a jewel). In Gvftrunarhvgt, GuSrun also mourns 
for SigurSr, her first and most beloved husband, ending with a passionate call for death (st. 
20-1). Her lament for her murdered daughter, Svanhildr in Hamftismal (st. 5) has a haunting 
elegiac quality:

‘EinstoeS em ek orSin 
sem psp l holti, 
fallin at froendom 
sem fura at kvisti, 
vaSin at vilia 
sem viSr at laufi, 
ba er in kvistskoeSa 
kpmr um dag varman.’

[‘I am left standing alone 
like the aspen in woodland, 
shorn of kinsmen 
as a pine-tree of branch, 
stripped of ioy 
as wood of leaf
when the girl, branch-robbing, 
comes on a hot day.’]

The ‘Father’s Lament’ in Beowulf echoes the same feelings of solitude, desolation and 
antipathy to life.68 Where once joy and music resounded, his son’s dwelling now lies dark, 
silent and empty; for the father, life has lost its savour (11. 2444-59). In temperament and 
in its mode of expression (indirect though it be) this elegy shares much in common with its 
Scandinavian and Russian counterparts.

While the Chanson de Roland also has its fair share of tragedy and mourning, it is not 
given to  such brooding elegiac treatm ents of grief. This is probably due in no small part to  its 
Christian proclivities. Nevertheless, the laments of both Roland and Charlemagne display such 
conventional elements as tender terms of address, praise for the fallen, and, in Charlemagne’s 
case, a keen sense of loss accompanied by a (no doubt rhetorical) longing for death:

‘Ami Rollant, . . .

Jamais n ’ert jurn  de tei n ’aie dulur. 
Cum decarrat m a force e ma baldur! 
Nen avrai ja  ki sustienget m ’onur, 
Suz ciel ne quid aveir ami un sul!
Se jo  ai parenz, n ’en i ad nul si proz.

See supra, Ch. 3b., 128, for full text. This lament, like those o f Queen Hildeburh (11. 1017-18; 1076-80), 

the Geat woman (11. 3150-55) and the Geat warriors (11. 3169-82), is related indirectly by the poet. Only HroSgar’s 

lament for jEschere (11. 1322-29) is expressed through direct speech.
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A grant dulur tendrai puis mun reialmej 
Jamais n ’ert ju r que ne plur ne n ’en pleigne.

E! France, cum remeines deserte!
Si grant doel ai que jo ne vuldreie estre!

Si grant dol ai que ne voldreie vivre,
De ma maisnee, ki pur mei est oceise!
go duinset Deus, le filz seinte Marie,

inz que jo  vienge as maistres porz de Sirie,
L’anme del cors me seit departie,
Entre les lur aluee e mise 
E ma car fust delez els enfui'e!’

[‘Roland, dear friend...

I shall grieve for you each day.
How my strength and ardour will fail!
I shall have no one to sustain my honour,
I don’t think I have a single friend on earth!
Though I have kinsmen, there are none so worthy.

Henceforth I shall rule my realm in great sorrow,
I shall weep and lament each day.

Ah, France, how deserted you remain!
I have such great anguish th a t I ’d rather be dead!

I have such great anguish th a t I ’d rather be dead,
Because of my household, which has died for me!
May God, the Son of Holy Mary, grant 
T hat before I reach the main pass of Cize 
My soul shall be separated from my body,
Be placed and settled amid theirs,
Ana my flesh be buried beside them!’]

( laisses, 207-10)

Dietrich’s lament for his warriors, slaughtered to a man at Etzel’s court, reflects identical 
sentiments, though much more succinctly:

«0we, lieber Wolfhart, 
so mac mich balde riuwen, 
Sigestap und Wolfwin 
wer sol mir danne helfen

sol ich dich han verlorn, 
daz ich fe wart geborn! 

und ouch Wolfprant! 
in der Amelunge lant?

Helpfrich der vil kiiene, und ist mir der erslagen, 
Gerhart und W ichart, wie solde ich die verklagen?
daz ist an minen vreuden mir der leste tac. 
owe, daz vor liede niemen sterben nemac!»

(st. 2322-3)

[‘Alas, if I have lost you, dear Wolfhart, I shall utterly regret that I was ever born!— 
And Sigestap and Wolfwin, and Wolfbrand, too.! Who will help me now in the land 
of the Amelungs? If most valiant Helpfrich has been killed, and Gerbart and W ichart, 
how shall I ever cease to mourn them? This is the doomsday of my joy! Oh, th a t no 
man can die of grief!’]

(Ch. 38, 285)

This last example brings to mind another pervading theme in both oral and literary lament 
tradition, expressed in the question—‘who will help m e/us now?’. Here the more practical side
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of grief asserts itself. In the case of non-heroic laments, ensuing m aterial hardship is often a 
focus of concern. Even in the Slovo, the practical consequences of their husbands’ deaths are 
not altogether lost upon the women of Rus’: ‘a zlata i srebra ne malo togo potrepatiP (49, 11. 
24-5).69 At other times, the question takes on a more specific personal significance, usually 
expressed in the form of—‘to whom shall I tell my troubles/turn to  for advice?”70 Both the 
chronicle account of Gleb’s lament for Boris, and Boris’ lament for their father in Skazanie o 
Borise i Glebe manifest this particular concern:

c k a 'b  c y T t  c n o B e c a  t b o h ,  x x c e  r j i a r o j i a  k % m h b ,  6 p a T e  m o H  j h o S h m m H ?  h b i r b  yxce 
H e y c jiK iiiiio  T H x a r o  T B o e ro  H aica3aH i>x.»

(PVL , 133, 11. 7-9)

CepAAe mh ropHTB, Ayma mh ci>mi>icjii> cTbMymaeTb, h  He hbmb, kt» KOMy o6paTH- 
t h c h  h kt» KOMy chio roptKyio nenajib npocTepeTH...»

(Skaz. o Borise i Glebe, 29)

The same question arises outside the sphere of old Russian literature, as, for instance, in 
La Prise d ’Orange, one of the chansons de geste in the cycle of Guillaume d ’Orange. Here, on 
hearing of the death of his valiant brother, Guielin, Count Bertrand grieves to be left alone 
with no one to give him good counsel.71 B ertrand’s principal fear, however, is the inevitability 
of hostile incursions by Slavs and Saracens, now his brother is no longer there to  repel them.72

This brings us to one of the chief concerns expressed in heroic laments: ‘who will aid us 
against our enemies?’ The deceased is often a man of such stature, th a t his people would have 
relied upon his reputation to  keep the foe at bay. Once the enemy gets wind of the hero’s 
death, however, there is nothing to hold him back from attacking.73 A most potent example 
of this predicament may be found towards the end of Beowulf.

swylce giomorgyd (s)io g(eo)meowle
(aefter Biowulie b)undenheorde
(song) sorgcearig, saede geneahhe,
paet nio hyre (hearmda)gas hearde (ondre)de,
waelfylla worn, (wigen)des egesan,
hynSo (ond) h(aeftny)d. Heofon rece swe(a)lg.

[So too, an old woman, her hair bound up, 
sorrowfully sang a very mournful song

69 N ote how similar words are used to different effect in the Lament of the Permian People in the Zhitie sviatago 

Stefana episkopa Permskogo ( 'Ashche bykhom poteriali Hi srebro, to inoe v togo mesto obriashchem, a tebe ostavshe, 

inogo takova ne obriashchem’. (87)). Here, on the contrary, the people would gladly rather lose gold and silver, which 

can always be replaced, unlike their bishop and ‘shepherd’, Stephen.

70 See Honko, ‘Balto-Finnic lament poetry’, 30; Nenola-Kallio, op. cit., 50—1.

71 In C. R£gnier, ed., Les redactions en vers de la Prise d ’Orange, Paris, 1966 (AB text), 164, ch. 57, 11. 

1669-78. In HroSgar’s lament for jGschere in Beowulf, the king mourns the loss of, among other things, a counsellor, 

confidante and comrade (11. 1325-26a.).

72 The Christian ideal of chivalry in the chansons de geste tended to  jumble the enemies o f France with enemies of 

the faith, thus portraying Normans, Saxons, Vandals, Slavs, etc., as Mohammedans (Braet, ‘Le songe dans la chanson 

de geste’, 73).

73 In the Lament of the Per mi sin People, it transpires that Stephen not only protected the Permians against 

officials and bureaucrats from Moscow, but that he also successfully exhorted the neighbouring nations not to  wage 

war on Perm (87). This he did by inspiring, not fear, but respect, thus accommodating the secular heroic ideal with 

Christian values.
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about Beowulf, saying frequently,
th a t she sorely feared evil days,
many slaughters, the warrior s terror,
humiliation and captivity. Heaven swallowed up smoke.1

(11. 3150-55)

The untimely death of Roland evokes similar fears, to which Charlemagne gives voice in his 
second lament:

‘Morz est mis nies, ki tan t me fist cunquere.
Encuntre mei revelerunt li Seisne 
E Hungre e Bugre e tante gent averse,
Romain. Puillam e tuit icil de Palerne 
E cil d ’Affrike e cil de Califerne.
Puis entrerunt mes peines e mes suffraites.
Ki guierat mes oz a tel poeste
Quant cil est morz ki tuz jurz nos cadelet?’

pMy nephew, through whom I conquered so much, is dead.
The Saxons will rebel against me,
The Hungarians, the Bulgars, and so many infidel peoples,
The Romans, the Apulians, and all the men of Palermo,
The men of Africa and those of Califerne.
Then my suffering and distress will begin anew.
But who will lead my armies with such power 
Now th a t the one who always commands us is dead?’]

(11. 2920-7)

The same anxiety also arises in the Nibelungenlied. In his lament already quoted above, Dietrich 
wonders who will help him to defend his kingdom, now th a t all his men have been slain. Earlier 
in the work, the hero Rudiger is mourned in the same way by Wolfhart:

«wer wiset nu die recken so manege hervart,
also der marcgrave vil dicke hat getan?

owe, vil edel Ruedeger, daz wir dich sus verlorn han!»
(st. 2260)

[‘Who will now lead the warriors on the many expeditions, as the Margrave has done 
so often?.. .Alas, most noble Rudiger, th a t we have lost you in this way!’]

(278-9)

Nowhere in old Russian literature is this kind of gloomy anticipation and despair more 
poignantly expressed than in Sviatoslav’s Zlato slovo, in which he laments the Russian de
feat and reproaches the heroes:

« 0 , mo£ cbihobhx, Hropio h  BceBOJioRe! PaHO ecTa Banana riojioBen,Kyio seMJiio 
MeHH abtbjihth, a ce0B cnaBBi HcicaTH. Ht> HenecTHO o^ojracTe, HenecTHO 6o icpoBb 
noraHyio nponnxcTe. Baio xpaGpax cepAAa bt» ncecTon.eM'B xapajiyarB cxoBaHa, a 
bt> 6yecTH 3aKajieHa. Ce hh CTBopncTe Moen cpeCpeHen cbahhb! A yxce He BHXCAy 
BJiacTH cHJitHaro h  6oraTaro, n  MHoroBOH 6paTa Moero HpocnaBa, ct, HepHnroBB- 
CKHMH 6bIJI£MH....ThH 6o 6eC II^HTOBb C'b 3acanOBCHHKU KJIHKOMl> nJIT>KBI noGh- 
BCAaioTi., 3BOHHHH bt. npa^BAHioio cnaBy. Hi> pexocTe: «MyxcanMBCH cbmh: npeA- 
hk>k) cnaBy caMH hoxhthm t,, a saAHioio ex caMH hoabjihm'i>»...H'b ce 3Jio—KHnnce

74 .
This potentially dangerous situation has already been predicted earlier following the messenger’s report of

Beowulf’s death (11. 2911ff.).
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mh He noco6ne: HaHHne ex  ro^HHbi oCpaTHina. Ce y Phmt. icpHHaTT> no^T. ca6;i«MH 
nojioBen,KUMH, a Bojioahmhpt. hoat. paHaMH. Tyra h Tocxa ctiny rjii6oBy!»

(51,11. 11-30)

Seen here are the kinds of grieving questions and complaints typical of laments in general.75 
Chaos has descended; the Polovtsy, unopposed, pour into Rus’, and there is no one among the 
princes to help him.

Sviatoslav’s invocation of mighty Iaroslav of Chernigov and his larger-than-life hosts recalls 
another prominent feature of heroic lament: the ubi sunt? theme. Pausing for reflection 
in the course of his plaint, the lamenter, usually a prince, sometimes the poet himself, will 
look longingly back on better times and mourn their passing with eulogies to the men whose 
achievements invested those times with an aura of greatness.76 This theme regularly overlaps 
into panegyric, and forms the essence of the Slovo o pogibeli russkoi zemli. Although only the 
introductory panegyric and a tiny fragment of the lament bewailing the Mongol conquest of 
Rus’ survive, it is a fine example of the way in which past grandeur is contrasted with present 
ruin in early Russian literature.

A more literal expression of ubi sunt?, set in a more heroic context, may be observed 
in Prince Ingvar’s grieving address to his fallen comrades in the Povest’ o razorenii Riazani 
Batyern:

«JIexcHTe Ha 3eMJin nycTe, hh  khm CperoMH, necTH-cjiaBbi h h  o t  xoro npneMJieTe! 
UsMeHHca 6o cjiaBa Barna. Tfte tochoac tbo  Barne? Mhoiuim aeMJiAM rocynapn Gmjih 
ecTe, a Htrae nencHTe Ha 3eMJiH nycTe, 3pax Jinn,a Bamero H3mchhcb bo hctjichhh.>
(16)

This kind of reflection on the transitory nature of worldly joy, honour, glory and power 
finds many echoes in other European heroic traditions, most notably the Anglo-Saxon, forming 
the basis for such elegies as The Wanderer and The Seafarer, as well as the ‘Father’s Lament’ in 
Beowulf. In the Chanson de Roland the ubi sunt? theme forms the first stage of Charlemagne’s 
lament for Roland and the peers of France. On reaching Roncevaux and seeing the battle-field 
strewn with corpses, Charlemagne cries out:

‘U estes vos, bels nies?
U est l ’arcevesque e li quens Oliver?
U est Gerins e sis cumpainz Gerers?
U est Otes e li quens Berengers,
Ive e Ivorie, que jo  aveie tan t chers?
Que est devenuz li Guascuinz Engeler,
Sansun li dux e Ansei's li bers?
U est Gerard de Russillun li veilz,
Li .XII. per, que jo aveie laiset?’

[‘Where are you, dear nephew?
Where is the Archbishop and Count Oliver?
Where is Gerin and his companion Gerier?
Where is Oton and Count Berenger,
Yvon and Yvoire, whom I love so dearly?
W hat has become of Engelier the Gascon,
Duke Samson and brave Anseis?
Where is old Gerard of Rousillon,

75 Among the motifs shared by Russian laments with those of other nations is the uprek-vopros ( ‘reproach- 

question’), as well as the ‘com plaint’ (Vinogradov, op. c it., x). Although the Zlato slovo  is never actually termed a 

lament, it is prefaced with tears and contains enough features in common with laments to  qualify as one.

76 For additional observations on the function of the ubi sunt theme in heroic literature, see supra, Ch. 3, 127-8.
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Where are the Twelve Peers I had left behind?’]
( 11. 2402-10)

The theme of ubi sun t? is inherent in the heroic ethos, and not necessarily an expression 
of the Christian concept of memento mori, although it is easy to see how the two themes 
may come to overlap. The notion of fortune’s vicissitudes is often pressed into the service of 
Christian didacticism, but just as often it serves to  underline the inevitable tragedy that comes 
as a consequence of the heroic life. It is worth noting th a t the laments contained in the literary 
works under discussion appear as more or less self-contained units and, in the instances where 
they occur, quite independent of any prayers.77 This fact, and the pervading theme of tragic 
loss, with the consolation of peace and joy in the Christian afterlife notably absent, testify to 
the lam ent’s enduring links to a time when death was seen as the end, an enemy to  be feared 
and resisted.78

T hat laments played an im portant part in pre-Christian death ritual is further attested 
to by their use of natural imagery, ranging from metaphors for the departed (most commonly 
of the setting sun or vanishing stars),79 as well as for the mourner,80 to the animation of grief 
and direct appeals to the forces of nature. These latter scarcely occur in laments featured 
in Western European literature, where pathetic fallacy is a distinct poetic device; but they 
survive in early Russian literature, exploited perhaps to the greatest degree in the Slovo.81

Ingvar’s appeal to nature to  mourn with him in the Povest o razorenii Riazani Batyaem  
( ‘0  zemlia, o zemlia, o dubravy, poplachite so m noiu!\ 16), is realised in the Slovo several 
times following the author’s laments for Rus’ and her calamities:

H hhhti> TpaBa afcajiomaMH, a ApeBO c Tyroio kt> aeMJiH npeicjioHHJiocb.
(49,11. 5-7)

yHLima 6o rpaAOMX 3a6paJiu, a Becejme nomine.
(50,11. 12-13)

YHbima ii;bbti»i xcaJio6oio, h apbbo c Tyroio k i> 3cmjih npBKJioHHJioci,.
(55,11. 34-5)

77 The possible exception being the laments of Boris and Gleb in both the P V L  and the Skazanie, which end with 

prayers. In the Zad., the P R R B  and the Slovo o zhitii, this holds true, as it also does for the Chanson de Roland, 

Beowulf, et al..

78' See Barsov, op. cit., x—xi. As Barsov also notes, laments, strictly speaking, do not really belong in the 

vitas in which they sometimes occur (death is normally welcomed by the saints). W hile retaining some of their ‘folk’ 

characteristics, these lam ents are nevertheless modelled on the Byzantine tradition; they are, on the whole, artistically 

contrived, and are used primarily to  honour the dead {ibid., vi).
70

See P R R B , 16; Zad. {U nd., 538; H ist. 1, 544; Syn., 554); Slovo o zh itii D m itriia  Ivanovicha, 218, 222; GuC., 

st. 15. In the Slovo, the boyars’ reply, which also contains certain features o f lament, compares the princes to setting  

suns and waning moons (50, 11. 28 -9 /51 , 1-3). This section, then, not only contains imagery that corresponds to 

medieval som nia, but it also uses the language of lament. For studies on natural imagery in folk laments, see Barsov, 

op. cit., xiff.; Vinogradov, op. cit., xviii; Sapunov, ‘Iaroelavna i drevnerusskoe iazychestvo’, 321-2. Such metaphors 

are primarily a Russian phenomenon (Honko, 'Balto-Finnic Lament Poetry’, 54).

S O See SP, 54, 11. 21—3 (cuckoo); HamiS., st. 5 (aspen); G uSrunarkvida in fyrs ta , st. 19 (winter leaf).

81 Projection of the emotions into the environment is also a feature of Balto-Finnic lament (Honko, 'The lament. 

Problems of genre, structure and reproduction’, 28-9). A common theme in Ingrian lament is— ‘Where shall I relieve 

my pains?’. The singer, having no one to whom to tell her sorrows, goes to the forest and unburdens herself to  the 

trees— alders, junipers, willows (Nenola-Kallio, op. cit., 50-1).
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The literary practice of animating nature in this way is deeply rooted in Russian folklore. It 
was observed in an earlier chapter that the literary concept of pathetic fallacy originated from 
a time before man conceived a distinction between himself and his environment.82 Its role in 
Iaroslavna’s lament also recalls a time when lament exercised an important active function in 
death ritual.

The formulaic structure of this lament embodies many of the conventions which make up 
traditional Russian and Balto-Finnic laments:83

The (question-reproach’ m otif:

«0 BBTpB, BBTpnjio! HeMy, rocnoAHHe, HacHJiBHO BBeura? HeMy MMHeuiH Xhhobb- 
ckbih CTpBJiKM Ha CBoeio HeTpyAHOio KpHJin,io Ha Moen JiaABi boh? Mano jih th  
GsimeT'b rophkioA'b objiaKBi bbhth, jicjibiohh KopabjiH Ha CHHh Mops? HeMy, rocno
AHHe, Moe Becejme no kobbijihio passra?*

(54,11. 25-30)

«Cbbtjioc h TpecBBTJioe cji'BHn;e! Bcbm'b Tenno h KpacHO ecn, HeMy, rocnoAHHe, 
npocTpe ropnHioio cboio jiymo Ha JiaAB boh? B'b no/re 6e3BOAHB xcaxcAeio hmb nyHH 
cT>npnHce, Tyroio hmt» TyjiH saTHe.»

(55, 11. 4-7)

The m ourner*8 tenderness fo r  and desire to  be with her loved one:

«IIojieHK)...3er3Hn;eK) no /fynaeBH, omohio 6e6pHHi> pyxaB'B b'b KagjiB pB^B, yTpy 
KHH3K) KpOBaBBIH erO paHBI Ha HCeCTOABM'B ero TBJTB.»

(54, 11. 21-3)

«0 ^Henpe CnoByTHn;io!...B'B3JiemBH, rocnoAHHe, moio naAy kt> mhb, a Cbixb He 
cnajia kt> HeMy cjiesi* Ha Mope pano.»

(54, U. 32/55, 11. 1-2)

The incorporation o f panegyric:

«0 /^Henpe CnoByTHAio! Tbi npobBiJiB ecu KaMeHHBix ropBi ckbostb seMmo llono- 
BeTAKyio. Tbi jicjtbhjib ecn Ha ce&B CBHTOcnaBJiH HocaABi ao njiBKy Ko6nKOBa...»

(54,11. 32-4)

«CBeTJioe h TpecBBTJioe cjtbhac! Bcbm'b Tenno h KpacHO ecn...»
(55, 11. 4-5)

As demonstrated here and earlier, these conventions have found their way into heroic lament 
where they have been subjected to certain literary refinements. Just as conventional are 
Iaroslavna’s addresses to the forces of nature: the wind, the Dnepr and the sun.84 W hat

82 See supra, Ch. 2c. Also Likhachev, ‘SP  i esteticheskie predstavleniia ego vremeni’, 46; Robinson, ‘Zakonomer- 

nosti razvitiia srednevekovogo geroicheskogo eposa i simbolika S P ’, 162.

83 These conventions are not, of course, unique to folk lament tradition, or even to  secular literary tradition, for 

they may also be found in works treating exclusively Christian themes (c/. the ‘question-reproach’ m otif and panegyric 

in the Lament o f the Permian People in the Life of St. Stephen— 86-91). For the full text of Iaroslavna’s lament, see 

supra, Ch. 2b. 102—3.

84 Robert Mann has discovered a traditional Russian lament closely resembling Iaroslavna’s, in which the lamenting 

widow compares herself to a cuckoo and addresses the winds, the sun and a river successively. While it is less 

metaphoric, and less tightly-knit than Iaroslavna’s lament, it shows that both laments are rooted in a common 

formulaic convention ( Lances Sing, 76-7).
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distinguishes them from other literary invocations of nature is that their function appears to 
be more literal than simply literary.85 An analysis of the close relationship between Iaroslavna’s 
lament and shamanistic incantations has already been made in an earlier chapter.86 There it 
was shown how her petition to the three natural elements may be linked to Igor’s subsequent 
escape, thus reaffirming the lam ent’s original purpose in death ritual: to appease, and thus 
control, the spirits of the dead. The object of Iaroslavna’s panegyric and petition, however, 
is not the ‘departed spirit’ (Igor is alive in any case), but the potentially hostile forces of the 
cosmos. Her otherwise conventional lament must therefore take on the force of an incantation 
powerful enough to subdue the dangerous ‘unknown land’, the steppe.87

The treatm ent of this lament is very different to its counterparts in the Zadonshchina. In 
the first place, the prefatory image of the lamenter as sorrowing cuckoo, with all its shamanistic 
implications, has been reduced to a straightforward case of pathetic fallacy—birds introducing 
the lament with sorrowful songs.88 In the second place, the praises and reproaches to  the Don 
and the Moskva rivers respectively, although typical of traditional Russian lament, lack the 
mystical, occult quality Iaroslavna injects into her lament.89 Where Iaroslavna brings into play, 
not only the three cosmic regions, but also the four principal natural elements—earth (cuckoo), 
air (wind), water (Dnepr) and fire (sun)—the princesses in the Zadonshchina pragmatically 
confine their addresses to  the waterways conveying the warriors to and from battle.90

The women’s lament in the Zadonshchina, then, is executed with no regard for the kind of 
artistic unity that exists in the Slovo. There Iaroslavna’s lament carries through and underpins 
the imagery that begins with Boian, his artistic vision and his ‘forays’ into the cosmic spheres.91 
This difference in the handling of the laments in the two works underlines the predilection for 
pre-Christian imagery on the part of the Slovo's author in order to express the social and 
political situation in Rus’ as he understands it.

Although there are many examples, both in early Russian literature and in Western Eu
ropean literary sources, of men performing laments, this function is more often undertaken by 
women, at least in society as a whole.92 While the laments of both sexes share certain features 
in common, they diverge in purpose and motivation, barring personal grief.

T hat the role is particularly suited for women becomes more apparent once the pre- 
Christian origins and functions of the lament are understood. The belief that after death a 
person’s needs and concerns reflected those in life led to the notion that the deceased had the 
power both to help and to harm the living. For this reason not only did he have to be buried 
in a way th a t would please him, but his spirit also needed to be appeased through appropriate 
addresses.93 The magical powers often attributed to women in early pre-Christian cultures 
must have been seen as conducive to this end.

85 See, for instance, Evdokia’s lament which contains many images connected with natural phenomena. Here, how

ever, they are used as metaphors for the deceased according to customary practice ( 'Soln tse m oe,— rano zakhodishi, 

m e.siats’ m oi sv e tly i,— skoro pogibaeshi, zvezda vstochnaia, pochto k zapadu griadesh i?'—218).

See supra, Ch. 2b., 103-6.

See Barker, op. cit., 18Sff.

I  vospeli biashe p titsy  zhalostnye pesni (U nd., 538). See also H ist. 1, 544; H ist. 2, 546; Syn., 554.

See esp. Jakobson, ‘Kompositsiia i kosmologiia placha Iaroslavny’, passim .

Und., 538-9; H ist. 1, 544; H ist. 2, 547; K B , 550 (panegyric to  the Don only); Syn., 554.

See supra, Ch. 2b. & c..

Honko, ‘Balto-Finnic lament poetry’, 11; Nenola-Kallio, op. c it., 42; Vinogradov, op. cit., ix; Chadwick & 

Zhirmunsky, op. cit., 70-1 (among Turkic peoples laments were never sung by men, except by professional minstrels 

in public assemblies in honour of some famous man).

93 Vinogradov, op. cit., v ii-vm .
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On a more mundane level, the social position of women must also have determined their 
predominance in the tradition of lamentation. As both nurturers and dependents, the loss of 
a child, husband or parent would have been all the more keenly felt. Also, where revenge was 
an option, oftimes a duty, available to men for the death of a loved one at the hands of others, 
a woman’s only recourse would have been lamentation.94

In the sphere of heroic literature as well as the chronicles, women continue to  fulfill this 
role, only now the boundaries have been expanded to include princes and the heroes them- 

0 $  I selves.95 Although men’s laments may echo the same sentimentsj^omen’s (loneliness, tender- 
ness, etc.), they are distinguished from the latter by concern for military and national, rather 
than personal, security and by their greater use of panegyric as a means of glorifying fallen 
heroes.96

Where the lament enters heroic literature it has two main objectives: to  honour great 
departed heroes, past and present (which is the function of all heroic song) and to  reveal to its 
utm ost the tragic nature of heroism. The laments contained in the Slovo fulfill these criteria 
to varying degrees. Through nature’s participation in particular, the force of the tragedy takes 
on a broader cosmic dimension. To invoke nature thus, and involve it closely in men’s affairs, 
is to reaffirm the man-centred universe that lies at the heart of the heroic ethos.

Such lavish use of natural imagery is far more prevalent in early Russian literature than in 
Western Europe. Only in Scandinavian and Old English heroic literature, where oral tradition 
also exercised a powerful hold on the imaginations of Christian poets attem pting to resurrect 
the spirit of the pagan heroic age, do we encounter laments containing any significant use of 
natural metaphor. However, lament themes such as loneliness, desire for death, fear for the 
future and ubi sunt? appear regularly in both Russian secular laments and Western European 
heroic literature. Where these themes differ from those in hagiography, for example, is in their 
handling and adaptation to the larger themes. The laments in the Zhitie sv. S te f ana, which 
owe more to the Byzantine tradition, are much less personal and emotionally charged in their 
grief, and the concerns they express relate more to the spiritual, rather than the material or 
practical aspects of fife. It has been noted in the course of this section how certain features 
in the laments of the Slovo re-emerge in the Zhitie in a modified guise adapted to the work’s 
Christian context.

Despite their deep folkloric roots, the laments in the Slovo and in the secular literature 
literature of early Rus’ may be said to reflect more the ideas and concerns expressed in the 
laments of the Chanson de Roland, the Nibelungenlied, the Edda and Beowulf tha.n in those of 
the Byzantine tradition, with their elaborate use of ornament and rhetorical devices. Beowulf 
in particular, despite differences in the stylistic handling of the lament theme, comes closest to 
the Slovo in its integration of the laments into the narrative and in the effect they achieve. In 
each case lament seems to  pervade the work.97 Looking back on a ‘glorious age’, the authors

94 Two notable exceptions being GuSrun/Kriemhild in the Nibelung legends, and Princes O l’ga in the PVL.

95 As well as the pagan enemy. See CdR  ( laisses 187, 194); the Polovtsian lament at the beginning of the 

Galitsko-Volynskaia letopis’ (H yp., col. 716); Zad. (see supra,165, n.62).

96 Note the following examples of laments mingled with panegyric: CdR  (Roland’s lament for Oliver and the 

rearguard ( laisses 140, 163); Charlemagne’s lament for Roland and the Franks ( laisses  177, 207)); Beo. (HroSgar’s 

lam ent for jEschere (11. 1322-9); the G eats’ lament for Beowulf (11. 3169-82)); Skazanie o B orise  i Glebe (Boris’s 

lam ent for his father (29)); Hyp. 1289 (lament for Vladimir Vasil'kovich (col. 920)); P R R B  (Ingvar’s lament for 

his comrades-at-arms (16)); SP  (Sviatoslav laments Igor’s defeat, but also praises him and Vsevolod for their valiant 

hearts ( khrabraia serdtsa—51, 11. 14—15)). See also Vinogradov, op. cit., ix.

97 See Abaev, op. cit., passim  (esp. 102), who claims that the narrative has merely a tertiary role in the Slovo, 

and that the entire work is one long lament. W hile it is true that lament seems to  take over and that the narrative 

is skeletal, the latter contains enough pertinent motifs and conventions for it to  be discerned as an heroic tale. The 

principal criterion on which Abaev dismisses the Slovo as a lament is that the campaign was a failure, but similar 

‘failures’ characterise most heroic epics.
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lament its passing. As the events they narrate mark the downfall of great nations, their works 
may be perceived on another level as elegies for a dying age.

c. N atu ral im agery

As noted repeatedly in the course of this work, the most striking feature of the Slovo, distin
guishing it not only from its Western European counterparts, but also from other works of 
early Russian literature, is the pervasiveness of its natural imagery.98 Although present to  a 
greater or lesser degree in most heroic literature, in the Slovo it accompanies and permeates 
every sphere of human action: in sleep, in battle, in death and in grief. From this abundance 
emerge four distinct categories of natural images: botanical, agricultural, animal and ‘cosmic’ 
(this latter embracing more abstract, less visible phenomena such as heavenly bodies, storms, 
wind, rain, the earth, etc.).

B otanical im agery

The function of trees and vegetation in the Slovo has already been discussed in some detail, 
particularly in the preceding section on laments.99 On two occasions they act as a silent chorus, 
lamenting the fall of Igor’s warriors (49,11. 5-7) and the earlier death of young Rostislav (55., 11. 
34-5). While some examples of lamenters identifying with nature may be found in Scandinavian 
literature,100 this kind of literary animism or subjectivity in nature’s participation in tragedy 
does not normally occur in the heroic literature of Western Europe.101

A gricultural im agery

The mythological connotations of the agricultural images in the Slovo have likewise been ex
plored earlier in this study.102 These appear in descriptions of war and its aftermath, ironically 
underlining the conrast between the orderly peaceful life and the chaos inflicted by the warring 
princes. Of the three episodes in which extended agricultural metaphor is used to  depict battle 
scenes two recall the times of the dedy, Oleg and Vseslav. The first describes the impact of the 
feuds instigated by Igor’s grandfather Oleg Sviatoslavich:

Tor^a npa O j i 3b  TopHCJiaBJinHn CBxmeTcx h  pacTxmeTB yco6nn;aMn, nornGameTB 
XCH3HB /taxCAIr-EoXCa BHyKa> B1> KHX3KHXT, KpaMOJiaXT. BBH;H MeJIOBBKOMb CKpa- 
THinacb. Tor^a no Pycieon seMim p b t k o  paTaeBB KHicaxyTB, h t>  nacTO BpaHH 
rpaxxyTt, Tpyima ceb® RBjixHe, a rajinn,n c b o i o  p b h b  roBopxxyTt; x o t h t b  nojieTB 
t h  Ha yegne.

(48,11. 16-22)

The second passage relates to Vseslav of Polotsk and his struggle against the Iaroslavichi, 
culminating in the battle on the river Nemiga in 1067:

98 For some views on this subject, see Adrianova-Peretts, ‘SP  i ustnaia narodnaia poeziia’, passim ; N.V . Sharle- 

man’, ‘Iz real’nogo kommentariia k S P ’, in I. I. Skliarevskii, et al., eds, ‘S P ’— 800 let, M ., 1986, 78-89; idem , ‘Priroda 

v S P ’, in Adrianova-Peretts, ‘S P ’: sbom ik, 212-17; D. S. Likhachev, ‘S P ’: is to r ik o -litera tu m yi ocherk, M., 1976, 95-9; 

Osetrov, op. cit., 71-96; Gasparov, op. cit., 28-47, 88-127; Barker, op. cit., passim .

99 Supra, Chs 2b. 94, 44-5 & 5b., 172-3.

100 See supra, 166—7.

101 Among the few exceptions is the CdR, in which nature mourns for Boland (11. 1423-37).

102 See supra, Ch. 2b., 93-5.
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Ha HeMH3B choiim CTejnoTi ronoBaMH, mojiotjit'b moth xapajiyacHbiMH, Ha tod^b 
mchbott. KJia ŷTTj, BfBK)TT> f ljiu y  ott> TOia. HeMH3rB KpoBaBH Cpea® Ha 6ojioroMT> 
6flXyTB HOCBBHH, nOCBHHH KOCTLMH PyCKHXT, CBIHOBT..

(54, 11. 1-4)

In employing agricultural images to describe these particular episodes, which he uses as proto- 
types for Igor’s campaign, the author establishes his case against princes who engage in milj^ry 
exploits for personal motives. This is reinforced when the author extends the image from his 
digression concerning Oleg into the present time:

To 6mjio bt> t h  paTH....HpT>Ha seMJUi hoa'b kohbitm, koctbmh 6biJia nociuraa, a 
xpoBHio noJib&Ha; Tyroio B3tiAoma no PycKon 3eMjra!

(48,11. 22-28)

His message, illustrated here by the disruption of the harmless, yet essential, occupation of 
sowing and harvesting, states that such ventures contradict the sacred duty of princes to 
secure and safeguard social stability and prosperity for their people.103 In depictions of battles 
which end successfully for the heroes, such imagery would be out of place.

Such sophisticated examples of agricultural imagery scarcely exist in Western heroic po
etry. The explanation for this lies to some extent in the role played by the poet’s environment 
in shaping his use of language and imagery. The author of the Slovo describes events taking 
place in an area where land was devoted primarily to agriculture. It is, therefore, only natural 
for him to seek inspiration in the familiar images that surround him.104 Anglo-Saxon poets, 
on the other hand, nurtured in a predominantly sea-faring culture, rely more upon the sea 
and its surroundings for metaphorical and dramatic inspiration. For them, the sea affords all 
that is required for expressing moods and ideas, from melancholy reflectiveness to  the struggle 
between order and chaos.105

A nim al im agery

Birds and beasts play a predominant role as images and motifs in the Slovo: as metaphors for 
the heroes and their enemies, as harbingers or personifications of doom, as shamanic transmu
tations, and as both active and symbolic participants in battle.

The first instance of birds used to symbolise the Russians and the Polovtsy appears near 
the beginning of the work with the armies converging on the Don to join battle. This, the
author claims, would have been how Boian would have described the scene:

«He 6yp* cokojibi 3aHece Hpeci. nous m npoxas—rajiHn,n cTaAU GkacaTB kt» ^OHy
BejraicoMy.>

(44,11. 26-8)

103 The idea of princes and chieftains possessing the attributes of fertility gods is an old one and has been discussed 

at some length supra, Ch. 2b.,78-9, 90-1.

104 Agricultural images for battle may also be found in folk epic and song, as well as translated Russian works 

such as D igenis Akritas, the Alexandria, The H istory of the Jewish War, and in John Chrysostom’s ‘Sermon for All 

Saints’ Sunday’ (see Likhachev, 'SP  i esteticheskie predstavleniia ego vremeni’, 66—7).

105 See E. Pons, Le them e e t le sen tim en t de la nature dans la po6sie anglo-saxonne (Publications de la facu lty

des lettres de I’u n ivers itt de Strasbourg, 25), 1925, 98ff.; Barker, op. cit., passim .
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This passage establishes a metaphorical pattern in which the Russians are hereafter portrayed 
as falcons,106 the Polovtsy as ravens or magpies.107 W ithout recourse to bestiaries, it is quite 
plain how these birds have come to represent the heroes and their enemies. The aggressive 
predatory nature of falcons and their widespread use as hunters by the nobility makes them 
especially suitable for expressing metaphorically the noble, warlike character of the Russian 
princes.108 The Polovtsy, on the other hand, are represented by members of the crow family: 
the jackdaw and the magpie, known for their thieving habits, and the raven, a carrion bird 
normally interpreted as an evil omen. Dark, raucous and ignoble in their habits, these creatures 
provide a sharp contrast to the heroic qualities embodied in the falcon.

In the literary and folk tradition of Russia, as well as of many other nations, birds, espe
cially predators and scavengers, traditionally portend disaster.109 In the Slovo they first make 
their appearance together with the ominous eclipse th a t attends Igor’s departure for war:

CojiHi;e eMy tlm o io  nyTb 3acTyname, hoiab cTOHyiAH eMy rpo30K> h th h l  yby^H, 
cbhctt. 3BBpnHi> BT>CTa, s6hcji /],hbt>, KJiHHeT'k Bpi>xy ApeBa, Bejiirn» nocjiyiiiaTH 
3eMJin He3HaeMB...A IIojiobrh HeroTOBaMH AoporaMH nofroroma kt> J\0Hy Be- 
jiHKOMy. KpunaTT. nojiyHomu, pah , Jie6eAH pocnymeHH.

Hropb kt. oHy boh BeAerb. Yace 60 6bam ero nacen . nTHAb no Aybmo, 
b jit. ah rpoay BT>cpo3KaTT> no spyraMT., opjin kjicktomt. Ha kocth 3B®pH soByrb, 
jihchah bpemyTTb Ha HpT>JieHbig iahtbi....

7fjn.ro home MpbKHeTT.. 3apa cbbtt, sanajia, MT>rjia nojis noKpbuia, meKOTT, 
cjiaBHH ycne, roBopT, rajiHHb ybyAHCS.

(46,11. 12-27)

Although other carrion beasts such as wolves and foxes also take part in the upheaval, it is the 
birds which alert them and give the lead. Even the screeching of the Polovtsian carts evokes 
the sound of swans, a bird which later reappears as the swan-maiden Obida. While the swan is 
neither a predator nor a scavenger, nor is it necessarily a creature of ill omen, in Norse tradition

106 47, 1. 6; 49, 1. 18; 50, 11. 24-7; 51, 11. 25-7; 52, 11. 19-21; 55, 1. 21; 56, 11. 6-13. The exception here is the 

author’s metaphor for Vsevolod and the warriors of Riurik and David ( ia r  tu r—47, 11. 26-30/48, 1. 1; bui tu r—56, 1. 

23; tu ri—52, 1. 5), meant to emphasise their strength and ferocity in battle.

107 47, 1. 8 ; 56, 11. 1-2. They are also likened to wolves (47, 1. 9) and cheetahs (51, 1. 4), no doubt because of 

these animals’ reputation for ferocity and speed. The wolf appears numerous times in the Slovo, mainly in the form 

of a shamanic ‘assistant’, possessing spirit or magical body (see supra, Ch. 2b., 98^100), for such diverse characters 

as Gzak (47, 1. 9), Boian (43, 11. 5-7), Vseslav (53, 11. 31-2; 54, 1. 6), Igor (55, 1. 18) and Ovlur (55, 1. 21).

108 See Sharleman’, ‘Iz real’nogo kommentariia k S P ’, 78—9. Hunting was considered the most fitting diversion 

for princes not pursuing their main occupation of waging war (see Monomakh’s Pouchenie, 140, 148; Likhachev, ‘SP  

i esteticheskie predstavleniia ego vremeni’, 64, 67-8). This idea enjoyed widespread currency throughout medieval 

Europe. It was believed that the demands made by this activity on both mind and body protected men from idleness, 

the root of all sin (especially lust), a notion that is reflected in numerous English and French hunting treatises of 

the 13th and 14th cc. (see W. A. & F. Baillie Grohman, eds, ‘The M a ster of G a m e’ by Edward, Second Duke of 

York, London, 1904, 5; G. Tilander, ed., Les livres du R oy Modus e t de la R oyne Ratio, I (Soci£t£ des anciens textes 

frangais), Paris, 1932, 6-7,11. 101-32; Henry of Lancaster’s penitential hunting treatise, Le livre de seyn tz m edicines, 

ed., E. J. Arnoud, Oxford, 1940, 106—12). That sloth leads to evil is also stressed by Monomakh: L en ost’ bo vsemu  

[zlom u] m ati— ezhe im ee t’, to zabudet', a ego zhe ne um eet’, a tom u sia ne u ch it’. Dobro zhe tvoriashche, ne 

m ozhite sia  leniti ni na chto zhe dobroe. . .. (P ouchenie, 138/140). For hunting imagery in the byliny, see Jakobson 

& Szeftel, ‘The Vseslav epos’, 31-9; F. J. Oinas, ‘Hunting in the Russian byliny  revisited’, SEEJ, 31, 1987, 420-4.

109 See G. Sturm, ‘Ein altrussisches Warnungsmotif im Wan del der Jahrhunderte’, Z eitschrift fu r  Slawistik, 13, 

1968, passim, esp. 297-9; J. Blankoff, ‘Les presages dans le Dit d ’lgor et la ZadonS€ina’, Annuaire de V lnstitu t de 

philologie et d ’histoire orientates et slaves, 15, 1960, 187—9; Barsov, P rich itan 'ia  sevem ago kraia, x -x i.
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the swan-maiden (or swan-battle-maiden) is attributed with prophetic powers, as well as with 
a penchant for instigating war.110 On the other hand, Byzantine and Slavic tradition held the 
swan to be an unclean bird and therefore associated it with the infidel.111 This latter view 
no doubt gained currency in the Christian period, and while it may have been widely held 
in twelfth-century Rus’, it does not really fit with the tolerance the author otherwise shows 
for the Polovtsy. There is, however, more evidence for the concept of the swan-battle-maiden 
along the lines of the Norse valkyrie and her Turkic counterparts in the author’s description of 
Obida stepping on to  Rus’, flapping her swan’s wings and driving away prosperity:

B'bCTana o6ha& bt> cnnaxi. Aaxcb-Eoxca BHyica, BCTynnna abboio Ha 3eMJiio Tpos- 
hk>, BT>cnjiecKajia jiefieAHHMMH KpbiJibi Ha chhbmt, Mope y R OHy, nJieiuyHH, yoyAH 
^cnpHJi BpeMeHa. yco6HHla KHS3eMT> Ha noraHbin norube, pexocTa 60 Span, 6paTy:
«ce Moe, a to  Moe Hce». H Hansma KHX3H npo Manoe «ce Bejraicoe* mjtbbhth, a 
caMH Ha cedB icpaMOJiy kobsth, a noraHHH ct» bcbxt. cTpam. npnxoHCAaxy ct» ho6b 
AaMH Ha 3eMJiio Pycxyio.

(49,11. 9-17)

The impression th a t Obida is stirring up strife is reinforced by her presence among the forces of 
the Russian princes (Dazh’-Boga vnuka) and by the suprisingly realistic, if succinct, description 
of what the princes’ squabbles probably amounted to (‘th a t’s mine, and th a t’s mine too’). Once 
they begin to make issues out of trifles (* nachiasha.. .pro maloe ese velikoe ’ m Fviti), they bring 
war on themselves, thus giving the Polovtsian invaders a free hand in Rus’.

Not surprisingly, the raven is more or less universally regarded as a harbinger of doom in 
European folk tradition.112 Apart from the role he shares with the wolf and the eagle as one of 
the beasts of battle (which will be discussed shortly), he also plays a brief but significant part 
in Sviatoslav’s portentous dream: ‘Vsiu noshch’ s ’* vechera busovi vrani v”zraiakhv.. . ’ (50, 11.
20-1). As already discussed in the previous section on dreams, animals play a leading role 
in the prophetic symbolism of dreams in medieval literature.113 In the Slovo, this symbolism 
has been externalised to suffuse the entire work with what is normally reserved for dreams 
elsewhere. Nevertheless, despite only a cameo role, the raven, who, as a beast of battle, is 
traditionally associated with military defeat, death and corruption, adequately reinforces the 
menacing purport of the prince’s nightmare.

In Chapter Two it was noted how certain pre-Christian animistic beliefs and practices have 
filtered through in the author’s imaginative handling of theme of heroism in the Slovo. It was 
concluded th a t these were something more than mere rhetorical devices, that they reflected a 
world view not yet altogether supplanted by Christianity.

Despite the author’s stated resolve to steer clear of Boian’s story-telling method, which 
he then proceeds to describe (43, 11. 3-7), he nevertheless relies on his m entor’s shamanic 
art, if only at second hand, on several occasions. Through the use of the instrumental case 
(serym” v”lkom”, zegzitseiu, etc.) he achieves more than a simple metaphorical identification 
of the characters with members of the animal world. Not only Boian’s composition techniques,

113 See Vglvndarkv&ia (Neckel, 116-23) st, 1—3 (in Norse tradition the valkyrie  rouse war and hover like spectres 

over battlefields, afterwards conveying the dead warriors to  OSinn). Swan-battle-maidens also appear in Irish and 

Turkic tradition (A. T . H atto, ‘On the excellence of the H ildebrandslied: a comparative study in dynam ics’, M LR, 

68, 1973, 830-2).

111 Blankoff, op. cit., 188; Gr^goire, et al., op. cit., 274, 306.

112 As are jackdaws, which are also associated with the Polovtsy. See Sturm, op. cit., 305; Barsov, Prichitan'ia  

sevem ago kraia, xi; Schlauch, op. c it., 117.

113 See esp. Braet, 'Le songe dans la chanson de geste’, 117ff.; Turville-Petre, ‘Dreams in Icelandic tradition’,

36- 8 .
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but also Vseslav’s nocturnal forays, Iaroslavna’s preface to her lament and Igor’s flight, are 
expressed in terms of actual animal metamorphosis, where the characters seem literally to 
take on the physical attributes of bird and beast. In this respect the Slovo reflects pre-heroic 
shamanistic poetry in which heroes triumph, not through their own abilities, but through 
some magical transformation into animals or supernatural forces.114 Indeed, in the case of 
figures from the mystical past, such as Vseslav, with his reputation as a skin-changer, and 
vatic Boian, poet of the older occult order, the allusions to physical metamorphoses would no 
doubt have carried more literal connotations for the audience; where contemporary figures are 
concerned,115 the extent to which these references are meant to be taken literally or figuratively 
remains more ambiguous. For although strong evidence that dvoeverie characterised the society 
in which the Slovo was composed precludes the interpretation of these passages as simply formal 
or symbolic, it is likewise improbable that they were either intended or construed as literally as, 
for example, would have been the physical transmutations of the bylina hero Volkh Vseslavich 
(Danilov, 6). The entire narrative hangs on Volkh’s ability to change himself, and even his 
army, into animals and insects, for he relies a t least as much on his craft as on his more heroic 
qualities for success in his ventures. For the more discriminating audience of the Slovo, this 
phenomenon is handled with more subtlety. In keeping with the demands of the heroic genre, 
events take their course unaffected by the occasional lapse into shamanic practice. The Boian 
and Vseslav episodes, though relevant to the present as exemplum and caveat, are nevertheless 
firmly and safely rooted in the occult past (43,11. 5-8; 53,11. 25-32/54,11. 5-10). The author’s 
invocation of the cuckoo prior to Iaroslavna’s appeal to the forces of nature suggests magical 
metamorphosis and may be viewed as a fitting spiritual preparation for a lament which also 
has the force of incantation (54, 11. 20-3). Despite her stated intention, however, she does not 
in fact fly to Igor’s side, while any connection between her lament and his subsequent escape 
from the Polovtsy remains unstated and can only be inferred. Likewise, the fact of Igor’s 
escape owes nothing to the kind of magic which enabled Volkh and his army to scale the high 
walls surrounding the Indian kingdom.116 His assistance comes through human agency alone. 
Only in the course of his flight is it implied that he and Ovlur take on the shapes of animals 
to expedite their journey (55, 11. 16-23).

While the above passages portray unmistakeable manifestations of pre-Christian magic, 
they are not crucial to advancing or determining the course of the narrative, and, taken on their 
own, their purpose seems unclear. And yet they are not altogether incidental, for they play 
an important part in the larger thematic scheme of the work. The ambivalence here between 
the magical and the symbolic mirrors the ideological struggles which permeate the Slovo: the 
conflicts between heroism and prudent leadership, paganism and Christianity. It has been noted 
throughout this study how the author finds himself pulled at times in opposing directions, as 
though wavering on the threshold of change, uncertain which course would serve his art best. 
When he opens his work, still apparently debating which style to employ, it is a signal that 
what follows will also be fraught with such conflicts and contradictions. By including overtly 
shamanistic concepts, yet excluding them  from any decisive role in the narrative, the author 
begins to bridge the gap between mythology, that which is intended to be taken at face value, 
and the poetic art, which relies more on figurative representation.117

114 . . .See Bowra, op. cit., 5. It is common for shamanistic elements to  exist in heroic poetry, and vice versa. Only

the degree to which they exist determines whether a work may be categorised as heroic or sham anistic (ib id ., 7). For 

more on ‘instrumental metamorphosis’, see Robinson, ‘Zakonomemosti razvitiia. . .’, 163-4. On metamorphosis as an 

occult and sophisticated science in early R us’ see Jakobson & Szeftel, ‘The Vseslav epos’, 27—9.

115 Gzak (47, 1. 9); Iaroslavna (54, 11. 20-3); Igor and Ovlur (55, 11. 16-23).

116 He turns himself and his men into an army of ants ( loc. cit., 1. 43).

117 See Robinson, ‘Zakonomemosti razvitua. . .’, 164.
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Certain powers or properties, then, whose nature is expressed through the animal to which 
they are attributed, are bestowed upon those characters in the Slovo who may be said to have 
some kind of mythological or occult associations, either legendary or by virtue of their social 
and literary roles.118 Of the birds and beasts invoked as ‘helpers’, the most recurrent is the 
wolf, associated with all but Iaroslavna. As it is not uncommon for one animal to  give rise 
to  several, sometimes opposing, iconographical interpretations, the wolf in the Slovo has been 
identified with such disparate characters as Boian, Vseslav, Gzak, Igor and Ovlur.119 In each 
case this is motivated by the character’s need under the circumstances for great speed, for 
which the wolf is renowned: Boian (or his m ysl\ at any rate) must traverse vast tracts of land 
to  ‘witness’ the battles he celebrates in song; Gzak is racing to  do battle at the Don; Igor and 
Ovlur are in flight, while Vseslav, a werewolf by reputation, depends upon speed (and disguise) 
to attack and to flee. Where Gzak and Boian are concerned, the wolf acquires added symbolic 
force through his traditional association with the carrion beasts attendant upon the aftermath 
of battle, to which the discussion will turn  in due course.

Practical need also dictates what other sources of power and protection are invoked in 
Igor’s escape. While fleeing along the river and its banks, he requires the stealth and alacrity 
of the ermine and the duck to negotiate their habitats. Once he reaches the open meadows 
of the Donets, the falcon, a recurring symbol for Igor and the Russian princes, best serves his 
purpose.

Behind Iaroslavna’s invocation of the cuckoo, a traditional symbol of sorrow, lies a more 
artistic purpose, lending this section not only artistic unity, but a note of realism as well. Before 
commencing her lament proper, Iaroslavna, longing to reach Igor on the distant battlefield, 
would effect her physical presence there by projecting her spirit through the cuckoo. As noted 
earlier in this study this introduction to what already amounts to an incantation is strongly 
reminiscent of the metamorphic process undertaken by shamans to gain entry into the spirit 
world through which they practise their magic.120

The most explicit display of shamanising technique comes at the outset of the Slovo. To 
further his creative aims, Boian is said to invoke the wolf and the eagle as his ‘helping spirits’. 
The eagle, a favoured helper among Siberian shamans, is, like the wolf, also one of the beasts 
of battle.121 In the course of Igor’s march to the Don, it is the eagles who alert their fellow 
scavengers to the promise of a good feast: orli klektom” na kosii zveri zovut” (46,11. 22). There 
is a certain grim logic in assigning these particular creatures to Boian. For a poet renowned 
for celebrating the deeds of princes, which, more often than not, entailed waging war, there

118 In early societies, chieftains, poets and women were attributed with vatic powers (see supra, Ch. 2b.). In 

Europe, at least, this notion persisted to varying degrees well into the Middle Ages and beyond. All the characters 

identified with occult powers in the Slovo conform to one of these groups (even Gzak— 47, 1. 9).

119 For animals which have double meanings in the chansons de geste  and medieval iconography as a whole, see 

Braet, ‘Le songe dans la chanson de geste’, 158—9; W hitehead, ‘Charlemagne’s second dream’, 190—1; van Emden, 

‘Another look at Charlemagne’s dreams in the CdR’, 261.

120 See Ch 2b., 105-6. For more on the lament as a means of appeasing the sp in ts of the dead, see supra, 173-4.

121 This close relationship between the eagle and the shaman stem s from the belief that the eagle is the father 

o f the ‘first sham an’, and so, in a way, represents the Supreme Being, if only in solarized form. He stands at the 

centre of a mythical complex that includes the shaman’s ecstatic journey and the World Tree (a  feature of many 

world mythologies, including Norse) (Eliade, Shamanism, 156-8). This latter point sheds some light on the meaning 

o f  the tree in the words: rastekashetsia m ysliiu  po drevu (43, 1. 6). In medieval European iconography, the eagle 

continues to represent the Supreme Being and retains his solar associations (see T . H. W hite, The B estiary, NY, 

1969, 105-6). Visual iconography recalls that the source o f inspiration (or ‘helping spirit’) for the Gospel of John, the 

most mystical o f the four, was the eagle. Despite its ex silted place in medieval iconography, however, the eagle’s more 

sinister association with the beasts of battle dates back to  the Scriptures (see Sturm, op. cit., 299).
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can be no better way to witness at first hand the unfolding of events than through the eyes of 
the carrion beasts who watch and wait on the periphery. Such a sinister association, however, 
can only portend tragedy, and this is confirmed directly following Boian’s metamorphoses:

[ E o * H 'i> ] . . .p a c T B K a i i ie T C J i  m m c j i h i o  n o  A p e B y ,  c h p u M 'B  B 'B m c o M 'B  n o  s e M J i n ,  m H 3 t i M rb
o p n o M  n o pfh  o 6 n a K i> i .  r i o M H n m e T b  6 0 ,  p e n e ,  m > p B M X T »  B p e M e m ,  y c o 6 n i p j .

(43,11. 6-8)

By thus invoking the tragic past, the author sets the tone of his work, preparing the audience 
for a repetition, or rather a continuation, of those first deadly feuds to which Boian bore 
witness.

In the war-centred world of heroic literature the beasts attendant on the carnage of battle 
form a conspicuously recurring theme. These conventional creatures appear three times in the 
Slovo: once prior to Igor’s battle with the Polovtsy, and twice in passages recalling earlier 
battles. The first instance, cited earlier in the discussion of animals as omens, features the 
widest range of birds and beasts—eagles, jackdaws, wolves and foxes (46, 11. 20-3). In the 
next instance, ravens and jackdaws appear, forming part of the agricultural imagery used 
to  illustrate the tragic consequences of Oleg’s feuds (48, 11. 19-22). Finally, in the passage 
describing the death of Iziaslav and the slaughter of the men of Polotsk by the Lithuanians, 
unspecified birds and beasts are said to fall upon the corpses: ‘Druzhinu tvoiu, kniazhe, p tits ’ 
krily priode, a zveri krov’ prolizasha’ (53, 11. 14-15). As in other heroic literary traditions, 
the beasts of battle here act as an ornamental theme serving to  embellish a battle scene or 
references to warfare.

Before launching into a discussion of animal imagery against the larger background of 
the European heroic genre, some observations should first be made concerning its place in 
early Russian literature, particularly in the Zadonshchina, where wholesale borrowing from 
the Slovo is very much in evidence. As in many other respects, the Slovo is unique in its lavish, 
pervasive use of animal imagery, for elsewhere, apart from the Zadonshchina, its presence is 
negligible. The absence in other Russian works of references to shamanic techniques is self- 
explanatory, while animal metaphors and omens are somewhat rare and normally incidental 
to  the more pragmatic style which characterises the chronicles and military tales.122 In the 
Slovo, on the other hand, animal imagery, like all other categories of natural imagery, is closely 
bound to the work’s theme of heroic doom. By the time these images have made their way 
into the Zadonshchina, however, they have deteriorated, having lost not only their magical and 
dramatic impact, but also any artistic consistency.123

Beginning with the use of animal as metaphors for the heroes and their enemies, it quickly 
becomes clear th a t their original significance has scarcely survived in the Zadonshchina. While 
the princes in this work continue to be associated with the falcon, albeit to lesser degree,124 they 
are also symbolised by the eagle ( Und., 536; Hist. 1, 541, 544; KB, 548; Syn., 551, 555), who

122 For a discussion of the beasts of battle as creatures of omen in later medieval Russian texts, see Sturm, op. 

cit., 302ff.

123 A more general analysis of Sofonii’s misuse of images and metaphors from the S P  may be found in T . CiJevska, 

‘A comparative lexicon of the Ig o r’ Tale and the Zadonshchina', A m erican C ontributions to the F ifth In ternational 

Congress of S lavists, Sofia, 1963, passim . See also the detailed analysis of Adrianova-Peretts, which juxtaposes 

passages from the two works ( SP  i Zad.', in 'S P ’— XII, 131-68).

124 Und., 536, 537, 538, 539; H ist. 1, 541, 543; H ist. 2, 547; KB , 548, 549; Syn., 552, 553. T he aurochs is also 

associated with the Russians, but not, as in the SP, because of its might and ferocity: here its roar is compared to  

the cries of dying warriors (U nd., 538; H ist. 1, 543; KB , 550).
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at the same time retains his place among the traditional beasts of battle.125 The pagan enemy 
here retains his associations with the wolf (serye voltsy— Und., 537, 540; Hist. 1, 542, 545; KB, 
549; Syn., 552), but has forfeited his metaphorical relationship with the inauspicious raven 
and jackdaw, which provide an excellent contrast to the noble falcon in the Slovo. Instead, the 
Tatars are represented by honking geese and splashing swans (the author here subscribes to the 
traditional association of swans with pagans), images lifted from the Slovo to symbolise nothing 
more sinister than the enemy’s noisy approach (Und., 537, 538; Hist. 1, 542; KB, 549; Syn., 
552, 553). It soon becomes apparent that only individual epithets, minus the accompanying 
body of imagery, have been absorbed from the Slovo into the Zadonshchina.

The role of birds and animals as harbingers of doom has likewise suffered dilution and 
distortion in the transmission.126 This is mostly a consequence of the incompatibility between 
the subject m atter and the borrowed imagery, for in the Zadonshchina fortunes are reversed 
and victory favours the Russians. The awesome scene accompanying the convergence of the two 
armies on the Don is stripped of its atmosphere of magic and tension by the time it reaches the 
Zadonshchina, where, at Mamai’s advance, the birds either flee (KB, 548) or simply create an 
uproar without conveying any sense of threat. And although the wolves may howl menacingly 
(grozno voiut), the significance of grozu v”srozhat” in the Slovo has now been lost. The hostile 
barking of the foxes at the Russian shields in the Slovo has been reduced in most cases to foxes 
merely barking in chorus with the rest of the creatures, while in the KB  version the image is 
completely reversed, their barking presaging defeat for the Tatars (548).

Failing to  grasp the artistic value of the passages appropriated from the Slovo, as well as 
those which have been neglected, the author and copyists of the Zadonshchina have rendered 
the role of animals not only inessential but an awkward encumbrance. The animal imagery 
of the Slovo testifies to an older heroic world view in which man and nature lived on closer 
terms, the latter reflecting, sensing, as it were, the former’s struggle against death. Dominated 
by the Christian outlook, the Zadonshchina is uncomplicated by heroic wills striving against 
indomitable fate, reflecting rather, the elementary principle which appears to govern the Chan
son de Roland: tha t pagans are wrong and Christians are right (Paien unt tort e chrestiens unt 
dreit—1. 1014). The fact that these images, which are so powerful in the Slovo, have become 
mere formulae of which the original sense has changed or disappeared, shows that they were 
no longer really understood, and strengthens further the case for the Slovo’s textual primacy.

In the heroic tradition of Western European literature, animal imagery is generally re
stricted either to portentous dreams (as in the Chanson de Roland, the Nibelungenlied, Walthar- 
ius and in much of Norse literature), or to the beasts of battle, a theme especially prevalent in 
Old English and Scandinavian literature. Seldom do the poets make metaphorical comparisons 
of warriors with birds or animals.127

125 Which include ravens, jackdaws, wolves and foxes. Whereas the beasts o f battle appear three times in the SP, 

the Zad. pays them lip-service on only one occasion.

126 See Sturm, op. cit., 297-302; Blankoff, op. cit., 187-92.

127 They are not so infrequent in dreams, however. In ON literature beautiful girls may be represented by swans, 

men as falcons or eagles (Turville-Petre, 'Dreams in Icelandic tradition’, 38). In Kriemhild’s dream, Siegfried is 

identified with a ‘noble’ falcon, while his slayers, Gunther and Hagen, are represented by eagles ( N ibel., st. 13-14; 

19). The falcon metaphor is also found in the Russian translation of D igenis A kritas  (144, 151, 156) and in the byliny 

(see, for example,I l ’ia  » K alin  T sa r’ (Danilov, 25, II. 93—3); D nnai (G il’ferding, 94, 1. 84)). It also appears in the 

oral poetry of the Astrakhan Turks where, in its characteristically figurative language, chieftains are often referred 

to  under the names of birds (Chadwick Sc Zhirmunsky, op. cit., 73). That the comparison of men with beasts is an 

ancient practice is supported by the earliest British epic, The Gododdin  and its gorchenau. In these elegies to slain 

heroes, men are compared with many different creatures including the falcon— bear, boar, bull, ox, etc. (K. Jackson, 

The Gododdin: The Oldest Scottish Poem , Edinburgh, 1969, 41).
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Where the affinity with the Slovo proves strongest is in the frequency and handling of the 
theme of the beasts of battle. These appear time and again in all periods of Anglo-Saxon and 
Old Norse literature, from the earliest songs of the ancient Britons and Germanic peoples to 
the Battle o f Maldon (10th c.) and the age of Snorri Sturluson (14th c.).128 To catalogue all 
these references would be to exceed the scope of this study, for their number is great.129 Better 
to  restrict ourselves to a discussion of the parallels in function and artistic treatm ent of this 
theme in the Slovo and its non-Russian counterparts.

The wolf, the raven and the eagle remain constant as chief representatives of this group, 
although they may not always appear together, and occasionally other creatures may join their 
fraternity.130 While the beasts of battle are essentially an ornamental theme, they also play an 
im portant role in advancing the drama. Their presence earlier in the narrative always bodes ill 
for the heroes,131 while in descriptions of battle scenes and their aftermath they add a harsh 
note of reality.

The extent to which this theme is developed varies considerably with the poets who make 
use of it. References ranging from a cursory mention signalling imminent death in battle, as 
in the case of Zadonshchina, to elaborate prophetic monologue, as in the case of Brot, where 
a raven foretells the destruction of the Burgundians (see supra n.131). At times the poet may 
allude to the beasts of battle to emphasise a particular hero’s reputation as a grim adversary. 
‘Honour was earned by the feaster of eagles’, says Egil of himself in the saga dedicated to his 
life and exploits.132 SigurSr, flushed with recent victory, utters a similar boast: when Sigrdrifa, 
the valkyrie whom he has just awakened, asks who has cut her byrnie, he replies, ‘Sigmund’s 
son and Sigurflr’s sword/which just gave the ravens cause to  rejoice (Sigrdrifomdl (Neckel, 
189-97), st. 1).

These latter two examples illustrate one of the features recurrent in this theme: joy and 
festivity on the part of the beasts of battle against the backcloth of human tragedy. Warriors 
in Beowulf are slain ‘for the raven’s joy’ (11. 2447-8) or ‘to gladden the birds’ (1. 2941).133 In

1 58 See F. P. Magoun, ‘The theme of the beasts of battle’, Neuphilologische M itteilungen, 56, 1955, 81-90; A. 

Bonjour, ‘Beowulf and the beasts of battle in AS poetry’, N ine ‘B e o w u lf  Papers, 135—44; Schlauch, op. cit., 115—20; 

Jackson, The Gododdin, 41.

129 FYancis Magoun has provided a useful comprehensive list o f passages from AS poetry containing this theme, 

followed by a chart of parallels which match elsewhere formulae and formulaic system s noted in the quoted passages 

( ‘The theme of the beasts of battle’). See also the list of references for the Gododdin  ( loc. cit.).

130 Such as jackdaws ( SP , 48, 1. 21); bears (A kv., st. 11); cranes (ffam fl., st. 17).

131 A good example of ravens as harbingers of death and battles is found in the ON fragment B rot a f SigutHarkvi&a 

(Neckel, 198-201), where, following the slaying of SigurSr, a raven prophecies Atli’s destruction of the Burgundians 

(st. 11 (5)— Neckel’s ed. places st. 5 after st. 11). After a night of feasting in the hall, the sleepless Gunnarr uneasily 

recollects how the raven and the eagle cried out from a tree on their return journey (st. 13). See also HelgakvUSa 

Hundingsbana in fy r r i  (Neckel, 130-39, st. 5 -6). Wolves, identified in the E dda  as ‘curs of the N om s’ (H amS., st. 

29), have a similar function. In Akv. (st. 8) the heroes recognise the wolf-skin in which GuCrun’s ring is wrapped 

as a symbol o f treachery. Glaumvgr’s ominous dream in A tm . features wolves howling at each end of a spear jutting  

through Gunnarr’s body (st. 22) (See also King H arold’s Saga, 140-1). In Kostbera’s dream an eagle is also recognised 

as a bad omen (st. 18).

132 H. Pdlsonn Sc P. Edwards, trans., Egils Saga, Harmondsworth, 1980, 129. It should be stressed at this juncture 

that the theme of the beasts of battle is essentially poetic, and where it appears in the sagas is almost exclusively 

confined to the verse extracts that punctuate the prose narrative. Another example of this practice is found in K ing  

H arold’s Saga.

133 In Beo. the beasts of battle do not appear until the second part of the poem when Beowulf becomes king of 

the Geats. Their presence in these examples, although unrelated to the narrative present, foreshadow the tragedy to  

come. A third reference to them is made by the Messenger announcing Beow ulf’s death in his premonitory speech 

concerning worse times ahead for the Geats (11. 3024—27).
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HelgakvtSa Hundingsbana in fyrri one hungry raven tells another th a t he knows of a battle to 
come, and that ‘When the wolf wins, we’ll have cause for joy’ (st. 5-6). Later in the same 
poem Gudmund tells Sinfjotli: ‘Ravens will feed at Freka Stone—I’ll delight them  with your 
dead body’ (st. 44).134

Although this element of joy is not perhaps as explicit in the Slovo, the audience never
theless senses an atmosphere of excitement and expectation among the carrion beasts:

y»ce 6o 6bau ero nace-rt nTHn;b no fly6nio, BJii>n;n rposy B'bcpoxcaT'b no gpyraMi>, 
opjin KJieKTOM'b na kocth SBrispn 30ByTT>, jihchd,h 6pemyTi> Ha npuieHbiJi

(46,11. 20-3)

Parallels to this passage appear in Anglo-Saxon verse:

Laer wear3 hream ahafen, hremmas wundon, 
earn aeses georn; waes on eor}>an cyrm.

[There an outcry was raised, ravens circled,
an eagle eager for carrion; there was noise upon earth.]

(Maldon, 11. 106-7)

Fyrd-leo3 agol 
wulf on wealde, waelrune ne ma3.
Urig-fe3era earn sang ahof, 
la3um on laste.

Byman sungon 
hlude for hergum; hrefn weorces gefeah; 
urigfe5era earn si3 beheold, 
waelhreowra wig. Wulf sang ahof,
holtes gehleSa.

[The wolf of the forest sang its war-song, 
made no secret of its hope for a corpse.
The dewy-feathered eagle raised its song
in pursuit of the foe ... The trum pets sang out loudly
in the presence of the troops;
the raven rejoiced in the work:
the dewy-feathered eagle watched the march,
the warfare of men cruel in war:
the wolf raised its song, co-spoiler of the grove.]

(Elene, 11. 27b.-30, 109b.-14a.)

Hreopan herefugolas, hilde graedige, 
deawigfeSera ofer dryhtneum,
wonn waelceasiga. Wulfas sungon 
atol aefenleo3 aetes on wenan...

[The war-birds screamed, greedy for battle, 
the dewy-feathered one, the carcass-picker 
contended over the warriors’ corpses.
Wolves howled their terrible evening-song 
in expectation of food ...]

(Exodus, 11. 162-5) 135

Dynedan scildas, 
hlude hlummon. E»aes se hlanca gefeah
wulf on walde and se wanna hrefn, 
waelgifre fugel. W istan begen
}>aet nim 3a )>eodguman bohton tilian 
fylle on faegum; ac him neag on last

134 See also Brun. (11. 60-65a.); Elene  (11. 110b.-14a., in G. P. Krapp, A S P R  II, 66-102); Judith  (11. 204b.-12a. 

294b.-6a., in E. V. K. Dobbie, A SP R  IV, 99-109); Reginsm&l (Neckel, 17S-9, st. 26); K ing H arold’s Saga  (110).
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earn aetes georn, urigfeSera, 
salowigpada sang hilaeleoJ>, 
hyrneanebba.

[Shields sounded loudly. In this the lean wolf 
of the forest rejoiced, and the dark raven, corpse-greedy bird: 
both knew that the warriors were intending to provide them 
with their fill of men doomed to die; but in pursuit of them 
flew an eagle eager for food, dewy-feathered one. 
dark-coated with a horny beak sang a war song.J

(Judith, 11. 204b-12a.)

These few examples reflect closely the circumstances in the above-mentioned passage in the 
Slovo. The carrion beasts watch as the warriors march into or commence battle; alerted, 
they raise a great clamour, the cries of the wolf and the eagle in particular expressing great 
excitement; with eagerness the creatures await the promised abundance of corpses.

Occasionally a poet will inject an even more macabre note into these scenes with allusions 
to  feasting, a normally happy pastime for battle-weary warriors, the brightness, music and 
gaiety standing out in relief against the background of hostile nature, war and death.136 In 
certain cases the image of carrion beasts feasting may be implicit, but nevertheless evocative. 
One such example may be found in Beowulf, in the Messenger’s speech describing how joy in 
the hall will be extinguished by death following Beowulf’s passing:

‘. . .nalles hearpan sweg 
wigend weccean, ac se wonna hrefn
fus ofer faegum fela reordian,
earne secgan, hu him aet speow,
J>enden he wi3 wulf wael reafode’.

[‘. . .neither shall the music of the harp 
waken the warrior, but the dark raven, 
poised over the men doomed to die,
shall speak of much, tell the eagle how he fared at his meal, 
while he with the wolf plundered the slain.’l

(11. 3023b.-27)

Although, strictly speaking, ‘dst’ translates as ‘meal’, the implication here is that once men 
have been cruelly deprived of feasting and laughter, it will be the turn of the carrion beasts to 
feed and rejoice. This notion and the mood it creates are also reflected in the second passage 
of the Slovo devoted to the beasts of battle:

TorRa no PycKon 3 eMJin pbtko paTaeBB KHicaxyTb, hi> hscto  BpaHH rpaaxyTb, 
Tpyima ce&B ppnxne, a rannnn;n cboio pBHb roBopaxyTb: x o tb tb  noneraTH Ha 
ye^ne.

(48,11. 19-22)

Although the author uses agricultural imagery to achieve the contrast between the peaceful 
and plentiful life and widespread desolation, he manages, through the juxtaposition of images, 
to achieve the same dramatic effect as the Beowulf-poet: m an’s loss becomes the carrion beasts’

135 In G. P. Krapp, ed., A SP R , I, NY, 1931, 89-107

136 See H elgakvXa Hvtndingsbana in fyrr i, st. 54 ( ‘wolves were feasting on ravens’ food’); K ing  H arold’s Saga, 

59 (‘the hungry wolves were feasted’) and 158 ( ‘The grey beasts of carrion/feasted on Norman flesh’).
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gain. The word uedie carries much the same meaning as dst, but the passage nevertheless also 
conjures up an image of feasting.137

Several of the examples quoted or referred to  above, including those from the Slovo, 
feature another characteristic common to this theme: anthropomorphism. The carrion beasts 
are invested with human emotions such as joy and greed, occasionally with prescience, and in 
many cases with speech. In heroic literature the attribution of human qualities to animals is 
unique to the beasts of battle.138

In the Slovo, anthropomorphism in these passages is handled with more subtlety than in 
many of the Edda where ravens, for instance, are endowed with direct speech, usually of a 
prophetic nature. Any emotion aroused among the beasts as the Russians set out is implied in 
their behaviour rather than stated. Like their counterparts in Anglo-Saxon and Scandinavian 
literature, the birds are said to anticipate human misfortune. The wolves, apparently also 
comprehending what lies in store, express their excitement by stirring up a terrible storm, 
while the eagle, equally impatient, begins to summon his cohorts to the impending feast. In 
the second such passage of the Slovo, the carrion birds’ faculty of speech is made more explicit, 
although like the eagle’s summons it remains indirect. Here, as before, the sense of excitement 
has been sustained. Once the ploughman’s voice had been silenced, the croaking of the ravens 
could be heard as they shared out the corpses, while the jackdaws, chattering in their own 
tongue, prepared to fly to the feast.

In ascribing to these creatures thought, emotion and a kind of camaraderie in their com
mon purpose, the poets intensify the horror attendant upon the battle scenes they describe. 
Their quasi-human status invests their actions, otherwise merely dictated by nature to secure 
their survival, with a quality of premeditated malice and callousness (the opposite of pathetic 
fallacy). By this means the poet brings a whole new dimension to the theme of nature’s hostil
ity to man. The theme of the beasts of battle in heroic literature belongs to the paraphernalia 
of conventional battle descriptions such as arming, raising the standard, the clash of weapons, 
and so on. While injecting a note of realism into the action, they also reinforce the sense of 
the inexorability of fate, which so characterises this literary genre. Their presence prior to the 
commencement of battle suggests a prescience on their part, that those about to engage in war 
will fall; in broader terms, they are a reminder that death is foreordained for all men.

C osm ic im agery

In Chapter Two of this study it was shown that neither Christianity nor the pagan gods 
exercised any significant influence over the action or even the fundamental ideas inherent in 
early European heroic literature. Instead, many of the works reflect, to a greater or lesser 
extent, a more intangible body of beliefs, older and more enduring than any pantheon of pagan 
deities. These include strong vestiges of animism, notions of fate, a sense of being part of a 
vast, largely hostile, cosmos.139

As already noted, most of this imagery has celestial associations. First come two mentions 
of the ominous solar eclipse (44, 11. 13-14; 46, 1. 12). Then, as the Russians set out, night 
‘groans’ and thunder rouses the birds and beasts (46, 11. 13-27).

The dawn of the second day of battle is blood-red, a bad omen. Black clouds streaked 
with blue lightning (the Polovtsy) race from the sea, aiming to  veil (extinguish?) the four 
‘suns’ (Igor, Vsevolod and their younger kinsmen). Soon, predicts the author, a great thunder 
(battle) will be unleashed, bringing a rainstorm (of arrows). Allegory is then briefly abandoned

137 For a discussion of the image of the ‘battle-feast* see infra , Ch. 5e.

138 The same does not apply to the bylina tradition, where the hero’s horse, for instance, may give him help and 

advice (c /. D obrynia i Alesha  (Rybnikov, 26)).

139 See supra, Ch. 2b.; also Ch. 3c., in which landscape in heroic literature is discussed.
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while the image contracts to focus on the reality of battle-lances will break, sabres strike, here 
on the Kaiala (47, 11. 11-17). This is soon followed by a series of indirect images announcing 
the Polovtsian attack. Apart from the winds of Stribog blowing arrows from the sea, the images 
here are terrestial—the earth rumbles, the rivers become turbid and dust covers the plain. In 
the same breath, this grandiose picture contracts once more as the Polovtsian banners come 
into view and they surround the Russian forces (47, 11. 19-25). Then the image contracts still 
further to focus on the actions of a single warrior—Vsevolod (47, 11. 26ff.).

The next instance of cosmic imagery comes in the boyars’ allegorical reiteration of the 
ill-fated battle. On the third day, they say, it was dark; the two suns and the two moons (the 
four princes), veiled in darkness, sank into the sea (were captured).140 Chaos and violence have 
descended over the earth: the Polovtsy have overrun Rus’ like cheetahs, and Div has hurled 
himself to the ground (50, 11. 28-9/51,11. 1-6).

The appeal to the Russian princes also provides an opportunity for images of cosmic 
proportions. Iaroslav of Galich is credited with hurling weights through the clouds and thunder 
over the lands (52, 11. 9-15), while the ferocity of Roman and Mstislav has made the earth 
rumble (52, 11. 21-5). This is followed by the author’s final reproach to Igor: now, he mourns, 
the sun has been dimmed, the trees have shed their leaves (Rus’ is dying) and the Polovtsy 
control the river towns. Seduced by the Don’s fickle promise of victory, the princes went to 
battle and fell, never to rise again (52,11. 25-30).141

In the build-up to Igor’s escape the description once again starts with the universal (‘the 
sea foams at midnight, the mists advance.. .the glow of the evening stars has faded’), then 
moves in to focus on the particular (Igor awakes and sees his chance, he ‘measures the steppe’ 
and receives the signal from Ovlur). The hero shouts, the earth rumbles, the grass rustles, the 
tents stir and he is away (55, 11. 8-16). On his return to  Rus’, the sun shines in the heavens, 
the birds of ill omen fall silent, while the cities and countryside rejoice (56, 11. 2-5/18-21).

Once again the hitherto consistent imagery brings us to a ‘happy’ resolution that, given 
all that has gone before, comes out looking artistically weak and lacking in any conviction. 
Hitherto the cosmic elements—the sun, the heavens, the wind, the earth—have either presaged 
or reflected disaster for the Russians; in Iaroslavna’s Lament they are represented as actually 
hostile. At the same time, the magnitude, and thus the long-term consequences, of this calamity 
are repeatedly stressed.142 The absence of these features in the final section of the Slovo causes 
it to sit somewhat uncomfortably with the rest of the work. The escape episode may be said 
to follow on from Iaroslavna’s Lament, suggesting that her medi ation has been successful, 
and does a t least reflect something of the metaphorical ‘system’ th a t operates throughout the 
rest of the work. Igor’s return to Rus, however, with its unconvincing optimism, its strong 
Christian bias and its ‘positive’ natural imagery is totally out of keeping with what has gone 
before. If all is going to end well anyway, why bother to write the work at all? W hat on earth, 
we may ask, was all that fuss about?

Taking all these factors into account, a case may be made for a separate, perhaps slightly 
later, origin of the final section of the work, possibly even including Iaroslavna’s lament, al
though a second singer or scribe would have required an intimate knowledge of the original

140 This image acquires force through the association of of the sea (and the Polovtsian land) with the Other World.

141 Iaroslavna’s lament has been omitted here, since its cosmic nature has already been discussed at some length 

supra, Ch. 2b., 103-6.

142 V ”stala obida. . .ubudi zh im ia  vrem ena  (49, 11. 9-12); A Igoreva khrabrago p l”ku ne kresiti. Za nim" kliknu 

K a m a , i Zhlia poskochi po Ruskoi zem li. . . (49, 11. 19-21); Uzke snesesia khula na khvalu; uzhe tresnu nuzhda 

na voliu; uzhe vr"zhesa D iv ' na zem liu. . . (51, 11. 5-9); ‘naniche sia  godiny obra tisha’ (51, 11. 27-8); A Igoreva  

khrabrago pV’ku ne kresiti! (52, 1. 28); O, stonai Ruskoi zem li, pom ianuvshe p r ”vuiu godinu i p r ”vykh" kniazei! 

(54, 11. 15-16).
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lay in order to be able to compose the escape sequence. This may have been appended to the 
original work once Igor’s fate became known.143

By bringing the cosmos into play to such an extent, the author universalizes his theme, 
moving it from a  specific time and place and endowing it with grandiose proportions. Nowhere 
else in heroic literature do the heavens and the elements play such an im portant role, except 
perhaps in Beowulf. There, it is the sea, rather than the steppe, which dominates men’s 
lives. Not only do its storms and currents pose a threat, but it brings with it enemy attacks. 
In addition, it has strong chthonic associations: Scyld, the founder of the Danish royal line, 
arrives under mysterious circumstances from across the sea, as though from the Other World, 
and is sent back there on his death. Although the sea is expressed less through metaphor than 
through metonym, its function in Beowulf parallels that of the steppe in the Slovo, which is to 
present nature as an antagonist. Although the deeds of great men dominate heroic literature, 
the constant references to the heavens in Beowulf (‘hood of heaven’, ‘under heaven’, ‘weeping 
heavens’, ‘the arch of heaven’, ‘heaven’s jewel’, etc.) serve to dwarf mankind and his works to 
a certain extent. They act as a reminder that heroes, despite their greatness, are nonetheless 
circumscribed by the workings of a greater power, manifested here in the notion of fate. It 
has been shown in Chapters Two and Three that other European heroic works subscribe, to 
varying degrees, to the concept of nature’s hostility to  man, but this theme is not as sustained 
there as it is in the Slovo and Beowulf

*  *  *

Although the natural imagery of the Slovo finds many parallels in its Western European coun
terparts, especially with respect to omens and the theme of the beasts of battle, nowhere else 
do we find such a close integration between man and nature, either through animal metaphor, 
‘instrumental metamorphosis’ or pathetic fallacy. In the Slovo nature both reflects and takes 
part in the action. Even in Beowulf, despite the sense that nature threatens or controls man, 
the overall feeling is that it is an independent and arbitrary force, its terror lying in the fact 
that it remains outside the human framework.

The use of natural imagery in heroic literature enables the poet to  set a scene forcefully, 
yet economically, evoking a readily conceived picture through a reality with which he and 
his audience are familiar. This now poetic device reflects a time when man was close to his 
environment, endowing it with human attributes and a kind of equal status with himself, in 
the belief that it functioned in close conjunction with human life. Although with time this 
sentiment becomes progressively weaker in most literary epic (as in France, for instance), it 
remains a strong feature of folk narrative and song. Doubtless, it is to this tradition, with 
which the ruling classes of twelfth-century Rus’ would still have been intimately familiar, that 
the Slovo owes its abundance of natural imagery.144

143 If composed very soon after the battle, the Slovo  may conceivably have finished either before or after Iaroslavna’s 

lament, since both places provide convenient cut-off points. It is by no means uncommon for early medieval works to 

consist of two or more works patched together. This, it is widely believed, is what happened to the CdR  (see supra, 

162).

144 See Adrianova-Peretts, D revnerusskaia literatura i f o l’klor, 99-119; Likhachev, ‘Ustnye istoki khudozhestvennoi 

sistemy Slova', passim .
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d. Arm s, arm our and m ilitary accoutrem ents

As an adjunct to the heroic life, weapons and armour quite naturally figure largely in the 
literature devoted to celebrating that life. In battle scenes, horses, standards and trum pets 
also receive due attention. But dearer than anything to the hero are his weapons, since it is 
through them  that he must win renown. Consequently, poets are inclined to dwell on a warrior’s 
arms and armour, describing them with minuteness and great care.145 Since his weapons are 
both instruments and emblems of a hero’s greatness, they must be worthy of him, and so a 
poet will often make a point of their quality, describing how or by whom they were specially 
forged, or, in some cases, their magical properties.146 Usually, however, descriptions of war 
gear and its physical properties are both factual and professional. T hat arms and armour are 
the most important things in a hero’s life is demonstrated by the fact that they figure largely 
in every aspect of his life. Not only are they looked upon as friends and close companions with 
whom he wins glory, but they are also the most valued gifts a man can give or receive, and, at 
the end of his life, will be burned or buried with him. This close relationship in all its aspects 
is perhaps best expressed in Beowulf.

In the Slovo, weapons, armour and other paraphernalia of war dominate the realistic 
background as much as nature dominates the imagery. The kinds of military equipment and 
the frequency with which they occur in the work are shown below:

Sword (mech)/S a b re  (sablicty—15 tim es147

46, 1. 8 (sabli iz”ostrent); 47, 1. 15 (sabliam”) / 1. 27 (mechi kharaluzhnymi)/1. 30 
(sabliami kalenymi); 48,1. 7 (mech”) / 1. 24 (sabli); 50,1. 2 (kharaluzhnymi mechi)/11.
26-7 (poganykh sabliami); 51, 11. 12-13 (mechi)/11. 28-9 (sabliami Polovetskymi)] 52,
1. 5 (sabliami kalenymi)/1.25 (mechi kharaluzhyi); 53, 11. 10-11 (ostrymi mechi)/11. 13 
(LUovskymi mecht)/\. 21 (mechi berezheni).

Mech’ and sablia are used interchangeably by the Russians, but where the Polovtsy are specif
ically mentioned, the term sablia is applied (50, 11. 26-7; 51, 11. 28-9; 52, 1. 5). They are 
distinguished from one another by the epithet kharaluzhnyi (‘of Frankish steel’), which, quite 
obviously could not apply to a sabre, but is used for mech’on three occasions (47, 1. 27; 50, 1. 
2; 52,1. 25).

L ance/Spear (kop’e/su litsa fstruzh ie—‘sh aft’)— 9 tim es

44, 1. 19 (kopie prilomiii); 46, 1. 6, (konets’ kopiia); 47, 1. 5 (srebreno struzhie)/1.
15 (kopiem prilamati); 48, 1. 25 (kopia kharaluzhnyia); 52, 1. 24 (sulitsi); 53, 11. 3-4 
(sulitsi L iatskii)/1. 27 (struzhiem”); 54,1. 19 (kopia poiut”).

145 See Bowra, op. cit., 149-54; Chadwick & Zhirmunsky, op. cit., 86.

146 Like Beowulf’s ‘Hrunting’ (11. 1459-61). The sword he wields successfully against Grendel’s dam is said to be 

‘a mighty ancient sword’ (1. 1663) and 'the ancient work of giants’ (1. 1679). The Geat sword which slays the Swedish 

king, OngenCeow, is called ‘a giant-forged sword’, and his helmet, ‘the work of giants’ (1. 2979). In Gmc literature 

the forging of certain weapons or armour belonging to great heroes is often attributed to the legendary, semi-divine 

smith Volund (Eng. ‘W eyland’). See VolundarkviSa, st. 19; Beo., 1. 455; W alth., 1. 964. Roland’s sword, Durendal, 

is also reputed to be the work of ‘Weland’ (C dR , 11. 2316-37). An ancient parallel may be found in the divine smith 

Hephaestus, who forges new armour for Achilles (Iliad, 18).

147 If, as Robert Mann proposes, the original hapax legomenon, paporzi (emended in our ed. to  pavorzi— 52, 11. 

21-2), means ‘iron talons’ (hence, ‘swords’), then the number here would rise to 16. Given their relationship to the 

helmets, however, pavorzi ( ‘breast-plates’) makes more sense.
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On two occasions the phrase ‘to break a lance’ is used (44, 1. 19; 47, 1. 15). As the lance is 
the weapon used in the first skirmish, this term becomes a metonym for ‘joining battle’.148 A 
hero who is anxious to break his lance shows his readiness to go forward into the fray, to get 
in there from the start.

H elm et (shelom )— 12 tim es

44, 1. 21 ( ispiti shelomom’ Donu); 46, 1. 6 (pod shelomy v ”zleleiany); 47, 1. 27 (grern- 
leshi o shelomy)/11. 28-9 (zlatym” shelomom”) /l. 30 (shelomy)] 48, 1.25 (shelomy)]
50, 11. 25-6 ( ispiti shelomom” Donu)] 51, 1. 33 (D on” shelomy vyViati)] 52, 11. 4 - 
5 (zlachenymi shelomy)/1. 22 (shelomy Latinskimi)] 53, 1. 3 (zlatyi shelomy)/1. 11 
(shelomy Litovskymi).

The image of drinking from the Don with helmets (44, 1. 21; 50, 11. 25-6) is traditionally held 
to signify the joining of battle (like the breaking of lances).149 If, however, ‘emptying the Don 
with helmets’ (51, 1. 33), is understood to denote military victory, then this metonym may 
perhaps also be viewed as signalling victory, as a kind of toast to success, as well as a ritual 
of almost sacramental significance. Such an interpretation presents a nice foil to  the widely 
used metonym in the literature of the Tatar period—‘drinking the cup (of death)’ (see infra, 
5e.). The author also uses the image of the helmet, together with trum pets and the lance, to 
emphasise th a t the men of Kursk, with their long and close association with the trappings of 
war, have been bred for wax (46, 11. 5-6). On three occasions he refers to the helmets of some 
of the Russian princes as ‘golden’ or ‘gilded’ (47,11. 28-9; 52, 11. 4-5; 53,1. 3). This epithet is 
doubtless intended to denote their stature and authority, much in the same way as a prince’s 
‘golden throne’ ([otniaj zlatyi stol—48, 1. 3; 50, 1. 24; 51, 1. 32; 52, 1. 10; 53, 1. 27).

Arrows (strely )/Q u ivers (<u/i)/B ow s ( lutsi)— 13 tim es

46, 11. 7-8 (lu tsi.. .napriazheni)/l. 8 (tuli otvoreni)/\. 30 (rassushias> strelami)] 47,
1. 14 (itti dozhdiu strelami)/11. 19-20 (veiut”. . .strelami)/\\. 26-7 (pryshcheshi na voi 
strelami)] 48, 11. 7-8 (strely.. .seiashe)] 50, 1. 18 ( t ”shchimi tuly)] 53, 1. 5 (ostrymi 
strelami); 54, 1. 26 (mycheshi Khinov’skyia strelky)] 55, 1. 6 (luchi)/1. 7 (tuly)] 56, 11.
7-8 (zlachenymi strelami).

Arrows provide the author with a range of metaphorical possibilities owing to  their visual effect 
when released in a volley from hundreds of bows. Thus, they may ‘rain down’ (47, 1. 14), be 
‘blown from the sea’ (47, 11. 19-20), ‘showered/sprayed on warriors’ (47, 11. 2&-7), or ‘sown’ 
(48, 11. 7-8).

Shield  ( shchit)— 5 tim es

46, 1. 23 (chr”lenyia shchity)/\. 27 ( chr’lenymi shchity pregorodisha)] 47, 11. 24-5 
(pregradisha chr”lenymi shchity)] 51, 1. 20 (bes shchitov*)] 53, 1. 4 (shchiti).

148 See Orlov, ‘Ob osobennostiakh formy’, 13; Prochazka, M ilita ry  P rose N arratives  in ORL, 273—4. For a closer 

analysis of this formula, see N. M. Dylevskii, ‘Vyrazhenie kopie p rilo m iti  v SP  kak otrazhenie druzhinnoi ideologii 

i kak frazeologizm drevnerusskoi leksiki’, TO D R L, 24, 1969, 21-5. On the symbolism of the lance see Likhachev, 

‘Ustnye istoki. . . ’, 74-5. On metonymy in military terminology see H. Y. Prochazka, 'Origins and parallels to some 

uses of metonymy in the old Russian military accounts’, SEER, 61, 1983, 69—77.

149 See Prochazka, ‘Origins and parallels to some uses of metonymy in OR military accounts’, 74.
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Standard (sfa'a<7)/B a n n er  (khoriugov*)— 7 tim es

44, 1. 31 (stoiat’ stiazi v” Putivle); 47, 1. 4 (chr’len” stiag)/1. 4 (bela khoriugov*)fYL.
21-2(stiazi glagoliut”); 49, 1. 2 (padosha stiazi)-, 53, 1. 20 (ponizite stiazi)-, 54, 11. 
18-19 (staska stiazi Riurikovy, a druzii—Davidovy).

Standards play an im portant role in military ventures. They not only identify and metonymi- 
cally represent the army itself, but they signal here readiness for battle (44,1. 31; 47,11. 21-2), 
victory (47, 1. 4), defeat (49, 1. 2), truce (53, 1. 20) and disunity (54, 11. 18-19).

T ru m p e ts  ( tru b y )— 3 tim es

44, 11. 30-1 (truby trubiat’ v” Novegrade); 46, 1. 5 (pod” trubami poviti); 53, 11. 18-19 
(truby trubiat” Goroden’skit).

H o rses ( komoni)— 6 tim es

44.11. 29-30 ('jtoraoni rzhut’ za Suloiu*)-, 46,11. 3-4 (br”zyi komoni); 47,1. 4 (chr’lena 
cholka); 48, 1. 26 (pod kopyty); 55, 1. 12 (komon1) / 11. 22-3 (br”zaia komonia).

S tir ru p  (s ire ra e n ’) /S a d d le  (sedlo)— 4 tim e s

46, 1. 11 (v”stupi Igor’ kniaz’ v” zlat” stremen”); 48, 1. 8 ([Oleg”] stupaet” v” zlat” 
stremen*)-, 50, 11. 11-12 (Tu Igor’ kniaz’ vysede iz sedla zlata, a v” sedlo koskchievo)-,
52.11. 6-7 (vstupita, gospodina, v” zlata stremen1).

‘Golden’ here denotes princely power, as do the ‘golden helmets’ (whereas in the Chanson de 
Roland, golden stirrups and helmets belong to both the French and the Saracens). The act of 
stepping into the stirrup is a conventional signal that, for a hero, war has commenced, and may 
be seen as one of the most critical moments of the narrative. The image of Igor forfeiting his 
‘golden saddle’ for a slave’s is echoed in other images of ‘forfeited gold’ throughout the Slovo 
(the women’s lament—49, 11. 24-5; Igor has ‘scattered Russian gold’—50, 11. 10-11; Gothic 
maidens ‘jingle Russian gold’—51, 11. 7-8).150

On the whole, references in the Slovo to arms and armour lend a note of realism to the 
work,151 and also convey the close relationship that existed between men and the tools of their 
trade—warfare. This is an idealised state of affairs, of course, but an heroic one, which finds 
many parallels in the heroic literature of many nations.

This special relationship between warriors and their battle gear is, on the whole, more 
implicit in the Slovo than in, say, Beowulf and the Chanson de Roland, where, at times, 
swords are personified, given names and accorded the kind of treatm ent normally reserved for 
a beloved companion-at-arms.152 In Beowulf much detail is devoted in the two funeral scenes

150 • . . .For the above weapons and accoutrements as loci com m unes in the Russian military tales, see Prochazka,

M ilitary Prose N arratives in ORL, 272-93.

151 See G. F. Odintsov, 'Zasapozhnik, mech, sheresh ir.. .v S P ’, Russkaia rech’, 1984, no. 2, who stresses that the 

military terminology in the Slovo  was not bookish, but in common usage at the time (126-7).

152 Beo., 11. 1143; 1457; 2680 ( ‘Hunafling’; ‘Hrunting’; ‘Nsegling’); CdR, 11. 345; 988; 1363; 2501 ( ‘Murglies’; 

‘Durendal’; ‘Haltclere’; ‘Joyeuse’). In the CdR, several horses belonging to 4 important persons on either side also 

bear names (11. 1153; 1528; 1572; 1890), while the Saracen standard is named ‘Precieuse’ (11. 3298; 3564). See also N. 

D. Isaacs, ‘The convention of personification in Beo.', in Creed, OE P oetry, 215-48.
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to  the splendid war trapping surrounding Scyld and Beowulf at the time of their respective 
departures (11. 36-49; 3137-40), thus reinforcing the central role these objects played in the 
warrior’s life. That Anglo-Saxon warriors closely associated themselves with their weapons 
and armour is borne out by titles such as Gar-Dena (‘spear-Danes’—1. 1) and helm Scyldinga 
( ‘helmet (protector) of the Danes—1. 371). Prior to his departure from Denmark for home, 
Beowulf makes an affectionate adddress to his sword, Hrunting, calling it guftwine (‘battle/war- 
friend’), a term  equally applicable to a warrior (11. 1807-12). Roland takes things a step further, 
delivering a tripartite eulogy to his sword Durendal, in which he laments and recalls the battles 
they fought together (11. 2304-10/2316-37/2344-54).153

Nothing so extravagant takes place in the Slovo. Only in Vsevolod’s description of his 
m en’s familiarity with the instruments of war and the terrain is this kind of relationship made 
explicit:

«A MOH TH KypHHH CBBROMH KT>MeTH: IIOA'B TpySaMH HOBHTH, nOAl> ineJIOMM
BT>3JieJTBJIHI>I, KOHepi. KOIIHH B'fcCKp'BMJieHH, HyTH HM1> BBAOMH, HpyTBI HMT> SHfteMH, 
nyAH y hhxt, HanpnxceHH, Tyjra OTBopeHH, ca6jin H3i>ocTpeHH, c&mh ckbhioti., jiku 
cBpbiH bjh>ah bt> noma, Hmymi ce6e hth, a khhsio cnaHB.>

(46,11. 4-10)

In other words, these are born and bred warriors, not unlike some heroes of the byliny and 
Byzantine romance who show military promise from infancy or early childhood.154 The absence 
in the Slovo of any personal relationship between the hero and his weapons need not give rise to 
the conclusion that such a concept did not exist in early Russian song. Sviatoslav Igorevich’s 
well-documented love of weaponry suggests that the poetic celebration of weapons was probably 
not unknown in Rus’. Such panegyric, however, would have belonged more in the poetry of 
Boian than in the general context of the Slovo.

Elsewhere the author of the Slovo employs subtler means to convey the sense that in the 
heroic world, all aspects of life are in some way coloured by the military vocation. It has 
already been shown how war gear may be used as a metonym to express the first engagement 
in battle (‘breaking a lance’), victory (‘drinking from the Don with a helmet’) or the moment 
of setting out on campaign (‘putting the foot into the stirrup’). The military imagery of the 
Slovo, however, is also used to conjure up new images relating to other occupations, nature and 
even the human psyche. Once again the author has uncovered interrelations between otherwise 
quite distinct things, which evoke one another through their imagery.

W ith respect to nature, it was noted above that a volley of arrows fired simultaneously 
invokes images of wind, rain and ocean spray.155 Elsewhere may be found isolated examples of 
battles evoking images of storms (swords are said to ‘thunder against helmets’ (48, 11. 24-5); 
Iaroslav of Galich hurtles ‘storms’/ ‘thunders’—his mighty hosts—over the lands (52, 11. 13- 
14)).156 On another occasion the victorious Russians scattering over the steppe in pursuit of 
spoils evokes the image of a volley of arrows being fired in all directions (another example of

153 Earlier Ganelon is shown treating his sword Murglies as a companion and fellow-servant of the king (11. 445-9).

154 cf. Volkh (Danilov, 6, 11. 22ff.); Digenis (D evg. 143-4); Alexander ( A leks . I. 14, 17).

155 An association also not lost upon Gseraldus. In one battle scene in W alth., the activities of the weapons 

Eire described in terms of a storm: spears fly everywhere with great density (like a cloud?), hurled lances flash like 

lightning, the arrows swirl like thick flakes of snow (11. 185-9).

156 Rain and storm images Eire commonplEices in ORL in which battles figure. See Orlov, ‘Ob osobennostiakh 

formy’, 13—16, 18—19; Prochazka, M ilitary Prose N arratives in ORL, 302—3. For storm imagery in ON battle scenes, 

see HelgakviSa Hundingsbana in fyrri, st. 12.
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‘instrumental metamorphosis’), which in its turn recalled the images of wind and rain (46, 1. 
30).

Much has already been said about the poignant way in which the author juxtaposes and 
fuses images of warfare and agriculture—two otherwise incomparable occupations—in order to 
inject a heightened sense of tragedy and horror into his narrative.157 The image he achieves 
is the result of the fusion of terminology from both worlds, a mutual borrowing of ideas which 
are then expressed in new ways. Consequently, Oleg is said to ‘sow arrows’ over the land 
(48, 11. 7-8), while in a different battle, ‘flails’ (i.e.swords) of Frankish steel ‘thresh’ heads 
(of men), ‘winnowing soul from body’ (54, 11. 1-3). Here, weapons have replaced agricultural 
instruments, giving their normally life-enhancing function a new and sinister dimension.

Indirect weapon imagery is also used to describe the martial spirit that imbues a man 
about to undertake heroic action. In the Slovo, Igor is first introduced, mentally preparing 
himself for the campaign:

r io H H e M i>  x c e ,  6p a T n e ,  n oB B C T b  c m o  o t t >  C T a p a r o  B j ia R H M u p a  a o  H b iH B H iH & ro  H r o p -
a ,  n x c e  H C T « r n y  yMT> k p b i i o c t h k ) C B o e io  h  n o o c T p n  c e p A A a  C B o e r o  M y m e c T B O M 'b .. .

(44,11. 8-10)

His mind and heart are thus likened unto swords, which are ‘sharpened’ and ‘girded’ in prepa
ration for battle. Later, Sviatoslav refers to Igor and Vsevolod in similar, more explicit, terms:

cBaio xpa6pax cepjma bt» xcecTon;eMi> xapanyarB cxoBaHa, a bt> fiyecTH 3aicajieHa».
(51, 11. 14-16)

The term  ‘forge’ (kovat*) is employed on two other occasions, this time in conjunction with 
‘discord’ (kramola—48,11. 7-8; 49, 1. 28). When Oleg, and the Russian princes in general, are 
said to  be forging strife with their swords, it is a visually and aurally evocative way of saying 
that they instigated armed conflict. The hammer blows which created the sword, are in turn 
inflicted by that sword upon the enemy.

T hat sword imagery in particular is developed to this extent in the Slovo, shows that 
it enjoyed primacy among weapons. This notion has already been observed in the special 
treatm ent accorded to  swords in Beowulf and the Chanson de Roland.158 Although not actually 
personified in the Slovo,159 their status in early Rus’ was no less sacred than in other traditions.

157 See supra, Ch. 2b., 93-5 & 5c. 176-7.

158 social and material value o f all weapons (but particularly swords, shields, helmets and mailcoats) in heroic 

societies is especially highlighted in Beo., not only in the detail devoted to descriptions of the lavish gifts of arms and 

armour bestowed on Beowulf at feasts, but also in a later passage describing how, after the battle in which Hygelac 

was killed, Beowulf swam back to Geatland bearing 30 suits of armour. Swords in particular also represent a warrior’s 

self-sufficiency, which is why it is important that his weapons do not fall into the hands of his enemies. Tacitus 

notes that, for the early Gmc peoples, to abandon one’s shield on the battlefield was the greatest crime and disgrace, 

which led to ostracism ( G erm ania, 6). In Beowulf’s report to  Hygelac, it is shown how an arranged marriage for 

peace between enemies can backfire, once the bride’s kinsmen can no longer bear to see their old enemy flaunting the 

ancestral weapons he had captured from them (11. 2032-56). See also CdR, laisse 170 (Roland rescues his sword from 

enemy hands); Akv., st. 7 (Gunnarr gauges the wealth o f the Burgundians in terms of the weapons and armour they 

possess).

159 This is reserved for lances: kopia po in t” (54, 1. 19). The notion of weapons ‘singing’ is not uncommpn in other 

heroic traditions: in Beo. the sword sings its ‘fierce war-song’ (11. 1521-2); in Akv., the vdponsgngr ( ‘weapon-song’) 

of the Huns may be heard.
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As elsewhere, they were a symbol of princely power and, in both pagan and Christian practice, 
were the objects on which oaths were sworn, making the vows especially binding, since the 
sword was also a symbol of the hero’s honour. Therefore, to wage dishonourable wars and 
feuds with one’s sword, as both Oleg and Igor have done (48, 11. 6-8; 51, 11. 13-14), is to 
blaspheme against the sanctity of that weapon. Although the concept of a sword possessing 
special qualities owing to an illustrious pedigree or history is not found in the Slovo, the survival 
of a ‘sword cult’ with pre-Christian origins is reflected in the Hypatian Chronicle (1137), where 
the chronicler tells of the reverence shown towards the sword of the m artyr prince, Boris, which 
was then in the possession of Andrei Bogoliubskii.160

The weapons and armour so lovingly described in heroic literature would have been costly 
items reserved for the privileged elite. This privilege in itself would have demanded a certain 
reverence on the warrior’s part for his battle-gear. He must take care, therefore, not to desecrate 
the symbols of his honour and status, for he in turn must prove to  be as worthy of the weapons 
he bears as they are of him.

A recurring motif in heroic literature is the arming scene prior to the hero’s departure 
on an important military venture. This may be fairly perfunctory, or a long and Angering 
description of each item of accoutrement. There are many such scenes in the Chanson de 
Roland, whose author is given to lavish and detailed descripions of every aspect of battle (11. 
342-8 (Ganelon); 994-1001 (the Saracens); 1797-1802 (the French); 2987-97 (Charlemagne); 
2999-3005 (the French); 3088-91 (the tenth French division)). In Beowulf, the scene which 
stands out most, owing to its wealth of detail, is the one in which Beowulf arms himself prior 
to  his fight with Grendel’s dam (11. 1442-72). At first glance it appears that such a scene is 
missing from the Slovo, apart from Vsevolod’s exhortation to Igor to saddle his horses, and 
Igor putting his foot into his golden stirrup. A closer look at the opening of the narrative 
proper, however, reveals Igor ‘arming’ himself in a metaphorical sense, sharpening and girding 
his heart and mind, rather than the usual weapons and swords (44, 11. 9-11).

The author is similarly sparing in his descriptions of advancing armies and the actual 
combat, again unlike the French poet, who dwells on the rich and ornate accoutrements of both 
armies (11. 710-13; 1031-43; 1808-11; 3306-10), and delights in lengthy descriptions of swords 
(particularly French swords) cleaving helmets, heads and horses, and hacking through shields 
and chain mail (laisses 93-108; 114-127).161 By stressing the noise and chaos issuing from the 
weapons, the author of the Slovo creates a more aural, than visual, image. This phenomenon is 
also encountered in the chronicles and military tales in their attem pts to elevate certain battles 
beyond the mundane.162 The most recurring image, apart from the breaking of lances, is that 
of (Russian) swords striking against (Polovtsian or Lithuanian) helmets:

Ty cn KonneMT. npmiaMaTH, Ty csi ca6ji«MT> noTpyuxTH o inejioMU IlojioBen,- 
kuh...Hpt> Type BceBono^B!...rpeMnemn o mejioMM Menu xapajiyxcHMMH...T&MO 
jiexcarn noraHLix rojioBM rionoBei^KLin. ITocKenaHU cabjixMH icajiem>iMH mejio- 
mbi OBapbCKua ott> Te6e....rpHMjnoTi> ca6jm o mejioMbi, TpemaTT. Konna xap- 
anŷ CHBIH...[H3XCJiaBT>] n03BOHH CBOHMH OCTpblMH MeHH O meJIOMBI JIhtobckhh.

(47,11. 15-16, 26-30; 48,11. 1, 24-5; 53,11. 10-11)

As might be expected, this is a popular image in epic descriptions of battle in most heroic 
traditions.163

166 See Likhachev, ‘Ustnye is to k i.. 168-70.

161 The Maldon  poet also takes pleasure in describing arms and armour (11. 108-11; 130-45a.; 162-68a.).

162 Orlov, ‘Ob osobennostiakh formy’, 13-15.

163 See A tm ., st. 49; NibeL, st. 2209, 2219-20.
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The role of weapons and armour in the Slovo, together with their social and artistic 
connotations, share a certain amount of common ground with other European works of a similar 
genre. Their constant presence throughout the work, and their metaphorical manifestations in 
much of the imagery, convey a sense of the inseparability of the heroic ideal from other aspects 
of life. While possessing no magical properties, as they sometimes do in other traditions, 
swords in particular appear to hold a special place.

Turning to the Zadonshchina and the Povest’ o razorenii Riazani Batyem, it is striking 
how much the role of military accoutrements has declined. T hat they exist in these works 
at all appears to be only because the nature of the narrative demands it. Rather, they take 
second place to the lofty speeches and exhortations which predominate in these works. In the 
Povest’, weapons scarcely receive any mention, except in the Evpatii episode, where the hero 
fights so furiously his sword becomes blunt and he is forced to appropriate one of the Tatars’ 
swords (PRR B , 13). As with the natural imagery, the Zadonshchina has adopted some of the 
more outstanding sections of the Slovo containing references to battle-gear, and thoroughly 
domesticated them. The powerful introduction to Igor girding and sharpening his mind and 
heart is transformed into a conventional prayer and mental preparation before battle:164

[ZfMHTpea h BjiaAHMepT»]...noMOJiHCH 6(o)ry h npenncTen ero M(a)T(e)pn, HCTe- 
saBine yM c b o h  Kphmcoio KpenocTLio h  noocTpmna c(e)pan;a c b o h  MyxcecTBOM h  
HanojiHHcx paTHoro Ayxa...

(Und., 536)

In a bid to emphasise the m artial qualities of princes Andrei and Dmitrii, sons of Olgerd, the 
author has lifted the description of the men of Kursk from the Slovo, but forfeited its impact:

Th 60 6ame CTopjiceBUJi h o j i k m ,  Ha U ] ,h tb  poxceHU, nofl Tpy6aMH noioTt, noa 
m e j i o M u  B 'B a n e jiB a H U , K O H eijb  K o n n s  b c k o p m j i c h m . . .

(KB, 549)

This is the most faithful borrowing of the passage; elsewhere it has suffered badly in the 
transmission (Und., 536; Hist. 1, 542; Syn., 552).

Two examples suffice to demonstrate what has happened to  once powerful images in the 
Slovo. Other motifs are dragged in as tired conventions (such as stepping into the stirrup, 
drinking with one’s helmet from the Don, etc.). The dramatic difference in this respect between 
the Slovo and its closest Russian counterparts strengthens further the notion that the spirit of 
the Slovo cleaves more to  the older heroic age.165

e. Feasts

W hen a literary hero is neither accruing renown on the battlefield, nor engaging in hunting, the 
recreation most suited to the warrior’s temperament, he is likely to be found, not at his domestic 
hearth, but feasting and drinking in the banquet hall in the company of his comrades-at-arms. 
Such scenes are a regular feature of heroic literature, retaining their popularity and developing 
as a motif well into romance literature, and, in the case of Russia, the byliny. Apart from

164 See also Hist. 1, 541; KB,  548 (no prayer here, but also very little weapon imagery, apart from poostrisha);

Syn.,  551.

166 cf. the view of Anthony Stokes, that the combat formulae employed in the so-called military tales has been 

borrowed from an oral heroic tradition and did not always do well in the translation ( ‘W hat is a voinskaia povest'?’, 

44 ff.).
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providing poets with the opportunity to indulge in sumptuous description, feasts act primarily 
as narrative vehicles for a variety of ‘heroic’ activities not otherwise easily accommodated on 
the field of battle. Here, heroic boasts may be made, oaths sworn, gifts of arms exchanged 
and tales of old heroes sung.166 Nothing which does not concern battle and the heroes’ glory 
is considered of any literary consequence.

Since most of the narrative in the Slovo is taken up with battles past and present, and 
their immediate impact, there is no scene especially devoted to feasting. Like the metaphorical 
‘arming scene’ near the beginning, the feast is expressed indirectly in a negative metaphorical 
comparison with battle. This type of negative comparison of two diametrically opposed things 
was encountered earlier in this chapter, in images associated with agriculture which, like feasts, 
represents the prosperity and well-being of the peaceful life. The feast image in the Slovo comes 
at the very moment in the narrative, when it becomes evident that all is lost for the Russians:

Ty csl 6paTa pa3JiyHHCTa Ha fipeara SucTpon Kaxjiti; Ty icpoBaBaro bhm  He AocTa,
Ty nnpi> AOKOHnaiua xpa6pnn PycnHH: cbstm nononma, a csmh nojieroma aa
3eMJiio Pycxyio.

(49, 11. 2-5)

The image of the ‘battle-feast’ appears to be a common-place in old Russian literature, with 
roots in oral tradition. It is found in the Novgorod Chronicle as early as the eleventh century,167 
in the Russian translation (though significantly not in the original Greek) of the History of 
the Jewish Wars (437, 457), the Povest’ o razorenii Riazani Batyem  and the Povest’ o Nikole 
Zarazkom, as well as in the Zadonshchina.168 In the Slovo, the image is specifically associated 
with the wedding feast, in which the Polovtsy are called svaty ( ‘in-laws’, lit. ‘matchmakers’). 
This alludes to the subsequent marriage, plotted towards the end by the Polovtsian khans, 
between Igor’s son, Vladimir, and Konchak’s daughter, thus making Konchak Igor’s svat (56,
11. 6-13). In this passage the Polovtsy are said to be drinking ‘wine’ (blood) provided by the 
Russians, which subsequently runs out; the Russians then ‘end the feast’ by ‘retiring’ (‘lying 
down’ or, more explicitly, dying).169

To ‘fill the cup’, or to ‘serve wine’ means to slay the enemy; to ‘drink the cup’ ( ispiti 
chashu (smertnuiu)) means to die in battle, as is amply illustrated in the Povest ’ o razorenii 
Riazani Batyem  (11 (2x), 12 (2x), 13, 15-16, 16). The Russians in the Slovo, then, were able 
to  deal out death to the Polovtsy until ‘the wine’ (or rather, their luck) ran out.170

166 Literary feasts, of course, also reflect actuality to  a great extent, in that holding feasts was one of the most 

important ways a prince could reward his retainers (see Germania, 14).

167 See NPL  for 1016, 175 (medu malo vareno, a druzhiny mnogo).

16® See AdrianovarPeretts, ‘S P ’ i pamiatniki russkoi literatury X I -X III  vv., L., 1968, 110—11; G. Krugovoy, 

‘Evolution of a metaphor in OR literature’, Canadian Slavonic Papers, 14, 1972, 57-75. For the P ovest’ o Nikole 

Zarazkom, see Likhachev in TODRL, 7, 1949, 293-4. The ‘battle-feast’ is not, as Krugovoy maintains, entirely absent 

from the Zad.. There are in fact four allusions to ‘drinking the cup’ and 'becoming drunk [with blood]’ on the battlefield 

(Und., 539, 540; Hist. 1, 545; Hist. 2, 547. This image is also found in folklore (see no. 16 of the liricheskie pesni in 

D. P. Costello & I. P. Foote, eds., Russian Folk Literature, Oxford, 1967, 57).

1 fiQ See Mann, Lances Sing, 38ff.; Gasparov, op. cit., 23-4, 48ff.

170 The image of ‘drinking from the cup’ easily lends itself to religious interpretation, since it recalls especially the 

‘bitter cup’ referred to by Jesus at Gethsemane and upon his arrest (M att. 26:39, 42; Mark 14:36; Luke  22:42; John 

18:11). In the case of the P RR B  in particular, where personal honour and glory is not the dominant motive in the 

Russians’ encounter with the Tatars, this image means not simply to die an heroic death, but to  suffer martyrdom 

(Krugovoy, op. cit., 65-9). In his article, ‘Blood and wounds in the Nibelungenlied', H. B. Willson argues that in this 

work the blood from the warriors’ wounds has mystical and, taken together with wine, even eucharistic connotations.
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Although the image of the battle-feast does not appear with any regularity as a motif 
in other European heroic traditions, there are, nevertheless, isolated instances where images 
associated with feasting, such as drinking, singing, rejoicing, and so on, have penetrated into 
images of battle. Earlier, in the section on weaponry, it was seen how images of joy and singing 
are applied in Beowulf and the Edda to weapons wielded in battle.171 Elsewhere, in describing 
Hygelac’s death in Friesland, the Beowulf-poet says he died of ‘sword-drinks’ (hiorodryncum—1. 
2358); in another passage he compares the inevitability of death to sleep following the feast 
(11. 1004-7). This last image finds its parallel in the passage from the Slovo quoted above, in 
which the Russians axe said to ‘lie down’ once the ‘feast’ is over (49,1. 5). In Maldon, it is said 
of one of the English warriors that he never weakened in ‘battle-play‘ (wigplegan—1. 268).

Just as the author of the Slovo uses the image of the feast to sharpen and drive home the 
image of death, by inserting it at the most critical moment in the battle, the Beowulf-poet and 
his Icelandic colleagues also juxtapose the joyful image of feasting with images of death and 
decay for sobering dramatic effect. This sort of contrast is used to  particularly good effect in 
Beowulf. In the earlier discussion of laments, it was noted how the poet heightens the tragedy 
of loss in the ‘Father’s Lament’ (11. 2455-9) and the ‘Elegy of the Lone Survivor’ (11. 2249-55; 
2262-5) by juxtaposing scenes of present desolation and decay with images of erstwhile joy in 
the mead-hall. In the latter instance, weapons and armour are also used to achieve the same 
effect, with the survivor lamenting the absence of a sword-bearer, and the crumbling of once 
bright and solid armour (11. 2253-62). Later, among the treasures of the dragon’s hoard may 
be found, not only crumbling weapons and armour, but also plates and cups (11. 3047-50). A 
more grisly twist to the image of the feast, not unlike that involving the beasts of battle later 
in the work,172 may be found in the Breca episode, where Beowulf relates how he triumphed 
over the sea monsters:

‘Naes hie Saere fylle gefean haefdon,
manfordaedlan, J>aet nie me J>egon, 
symbel ymbsaeton saegrunde neah .. . ’

[‘By no means did they have joy of feasting, 
those evil-doers, where they should partake of me, 
sitting around the banquet at the bottom  of the sea.’l

(11. 562-4)

At other times poets may achieve similar effects by setting a tragic scene, or hinting at 
tragedy, during or immediately following a feast. Grendel’s attack, for instance, comes after 
the warriors have retired following an extremely pleasurable feast: ‘Then after the feasting, a 
great weeping arose’ (L a wuss defter wiste wop up ahafen—1. 128). During the second feast 
in Beowulf, the poet repeatedly punctuates his lavish description of the banquet with hints of 
disaster to come—both the impending attack by Grendel’s dam (11. 1232b.-37) and the more 
distant dynastic struggle (11. 1017-19; 1162-5; 1180-7). 173 In Atlakv&a and Atlamdl, the 
normal image of a glad feast is reversed for Atli when GuSrun informs him th a t he has been 
gorging himself on his own children (Akv., st. 35-7; Atm., st. 72ff.). In Atlakvifta she completes

A lthough blood and wounds are an essential ingredient in heroic poetry, such elaborate and concentrated emphasis as 

they receive in the Nibel. cannot be considered genuinely 'heroic’. ‘Unheroic’ elements such as these are, of course, to 

be expected in such a late buchepos as this (MLR,  55, 1960, 40-5).

171 See also Krugovoy, op. cit., 59—60.

172 This passage from the Messenger’s speech, in which he declares that Beowulf’s death has put an end to play, 

pleasure and harp-melody, leaving the feasting to the beasts of battle, wets discussed supra, 186.

173 For more on the theme of death in the midst of joy’, see Georgianna, op. cit., 835.
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the feast by ‘[giving] the bedding blood to drink’ (st. 42/1-2). When HamSir and Sprli arrive 
at Igrmunrekkr’s hall, they find his warriors ‘happy with ale’ (st. 18). Soon, however: ‘Tumult 
rose in the hall,/ale-cups bounded,/ warriors lay in blood—’ (st. 23).

The hall in which hearth-companions swear oaths to one another may also become the 
setting for treachery, as noted above in the Beowulf-poet’s hints to his audience. The serious 
nature of such treachery is underlined by HroSgar in his tale of Heremod, the destroyer of 
hearth-companions (Beo., 1. 1713), and by the author of Judith, who describes how the com
rades of Holofernes, who accepted cups filled from tankards at the feast, were doomed to die 
(11. 15-21a.).174

Despite the scarcity of literary feasts in surviving texts of old Russian literature, that they 
must have been considered, like weaponry, an essential part of the lives of the warring noble 
classes is borne out by their proliferation in the byliny.175 These banquets not only demonstrate 
Vladimir’s wealth, power and munificence, but they are also occasions for boasting and oath- 
making, and act as starting points for heroic adventures. In several respects, then, they 
function in much the same way as their European literary counterparts. Where they differ, 
is in their often ‘un-heroic’ character, as well as the frivolous or mundane nature of much of 
the boasting which takes place and the sometimes almost ludicrous figure of Vladimir. The 
Kievan court here has a moribund quality, the jollity untempered by the kind of dignity and 
solemnity which characterises, say, Beowulf The feasts in the byliny resemble to some extent 
the banquets encountered in full-blown European romance, where description is concentrated 
on the trappings, the games, the ladies and the extravagant dishes, with revelry replacing 
ritual in importance. In English romance in particular their function has shifted from a true 
representation of the heroic fife and ideal, to a catalyst for some kind of external challenge aimed 
at ascertaining which of the knights present still understands the true meaning of courtoisie, 
and which are beguiled by its trappings.176

f. H eroic speech

Epic heroes are endowed with speech that, for the most part, reflects favourably on their 
courage and valour, seldom engaging in mundane discourse, or uttering sentiments not allied 
to their heroic natures. Like the lament, heroic speech has its roots in oral tradition, and is 
therefore governed by certain forms and conventions. Unlike lament, however, it belongs in 
narrative that reflects higher sentiments and occasions. The influence of this kind of direct 
speech is most evident in the chronicles of the eleventh to thirteenth centuries, where it serves 
a number of practical purposes; besides injecting a note of documentary realism into the work, 
it is used to express princely devotion to  retainers, or to reflect a prince’s sense of honour and 
military acumen.177 These functions are more or less carried over into literary works such as 
the Slovo.

174 cf. Princess Ol’ga’s feast, to  which she invites the Drevliany, gets them drunk, then has them massacred. What 

started out as a funeral feast for Igor ended up as a ‘funeral feast’ for his enemies (PV L , 56, 11. 3—17).

175 The following are some of the byliny that open with a feast at Vladimir’s court: Ivan Godinovich (G il’ferding, 

II, 188); O zhenit'be kniazia (Danilov, 10); Mikhailo Danilovich (Miller, 43); Sukhman  (Rybnikov, II, 148); Mikhailo 

Potyk  (G il’ferding, I, 6); Dunai (G il’ferding, II, 102); Danilo Lovchanii (P. V. Kireevskii, ed., Pesni, sobrannye P. V. 

Kireevskim, III, M., 1860-74, pp. 32-8 [hereafter (Kireevskii)]); Ivan Gostinyi syn  (Danilov, 7); Staver Godinovich 

(A. M. Astakhova, Byliny severa, II, M -L, 1938, 136); Alesha Popovich * sestra Petrovichei (Grigor’ev, I, 82); 

Uchurila i kn iaz’ (G il’ferding, III, 223); Khoten  (Kireevskii, IV, pp. 72-7).

176 See the opening feast and subsequent challenge by the Green Knight in SGGK, Fitt I.

177 Likhachev, ‘Ustnye istoki. . . ’, 150-6.
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The most common types of heroic speech are oaths,178 exhortations, challenges and 
boasts.179 Distinctions between these types of speech are often blurred, with the result that 
they may overlap with one another.

Such is the case with the two instances of heroic speech encountered in the Slovo, which 
combine exhortations with oaths and, to a lesser degree in the second instance, with boasting. 
The narrative proper opens with the hero upholding his proper duty by exhorting his compan
ions and, having become hardened in his resolve in the face of an ill omen, setting an example 
to them by giving the lead in courage:

«EpaTHe h  opyxcHHo! Jiyn;e »te» 6 m  noTJiTy 6 m t h ,  Hexce nonoHeHy 6 m t h ,  a BC&ReM'b, 
SpaTne, Ha c b o h  6pT>3MH k o m o h h  a  a no3pnMi> CHHero ^oHy....Xoiu,y, 6 o...Konne 
npHJioMHTH KOHen,B nonx IIojioBeAKaro, c t ,  B aM H , Pycnn;H, xoiny r n a B y  npnno- 
3KHTH, a JII0 6 0  HCIIHTH IIieJIOMOMb Rosy*.

(44,11. 15-21)

Incorporated into an otherwise fairly standard exhortation is an oath of the type regularly 
encountered in both early Russian literature and other European heroic traditions: that the 
outcome must be victory or death, since it is preferable to die than to be dishonoured (which, 
in this case, is what capture would amount to ).180

The most notable European examples in which the motif of ‘victory or death’ occurs 
are Beowulf, the Chanson de Roland and The Battle o f Maldon. In each instance similar 
notions of glory, honour and disgrace come into play. It should be noted that these works 
contain a multitude of oaths and exhortations—too many to warrant citing them all. Attention, 
therefore, is focused on those passages closest in tone and sentiment to Igor’s speech:181

‘Ic J>aet hogode, ba ic on holm gestah, 
saebat gesaet mid minra secga gedriht,
J>aet ic anunga eowra leoda
willan gewornte, oJ>5e on wael crunge
feondgrapum faest. Ic gefremman sceal

178 Both oaths of fealty and vows to die in battle or avenge wrongs. These latter are sometimes couched in laments 

or replace them altogether. As seen in Ch. 1 supra, 24-5, the vow to die rather than suffer defeat is a topos reflecting 

heroic attitudes in the early chronicles.

179
In ‘literary epic’, boasts must be handled in such a way so as not to make the heroes appear unduly immodest. 

Cruder forms of boasting are more readily encountered in less ‘aristocratic’ genres such as folk epic and romance. 

According to Harkins ( ‘La millanteria nelle byline russe’), boasting prior to battle in the byliny is normally assigned 

to the enemy, an action which, in both literary epics and the byliny, ensures their doom. In earlier epics and sagas, 

boasting was considered socially acceptable, and was not necessarily condemned. Boasts spurred a hero to action, or 

acted as vehicles for vows, pledges, declarations of fealty or, in more ancient songs, for spells. They also gave heroes 

opportunities to  recount past and future exploits. However, increasing Christian influences rendered boasts unethical, 

an expression of pride and arrogance which must result in a fall. Aesthetically, they would have come to be regarded 

as immodest, representing false heroism (44, n .l; 48—55). The distinction between legitim ate heroic speech and boasts 

is made fairly explicit in the Cid. Here, boasting is reserved for the likes o f the craven and contemptible Infantes of 

Carridn (11. 2753-61). In the literary epics presently under discussion, boasts may be discerned, but they have taken 

on the more refined aspect of oaths and vows. Unlike their more unpolished counterparts in the byliny, for instance, 

literary heroes confine their boasts strictly to military matters, not their ability to drink each other under the table or 

to woo women (see Diuk Stepanovich  in A. M. Astakhova, et 1., eds, Byliny Pechory i Zimnego Berega, M-L, 1961, 

84). It may be concluded that while boasts exist in both literary and folk epic, they differ in kind and degree.

180 See Prochazka, Military Prose Narratives in ORL, 239 on this theme in the Russian military tales.

181 The oaths from Beowulf are all uttered by the hero himself.
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eorlic ellen, oJ>3e endedaeg
on J>isse meoduhalle minne gebidan!’

dom gewyrce,
‘ic me mid Hruntinge 
o]>3e mec dea3 nimeS!5

gold gegangan, 
feorhbealu frecne

‘Ic mid elne sceall 
o33e gu3 nime3, 

frean eowerne!’

[‘This I resolved when I set out to sea,
sat in the sea-boat with my troop of warriors.
th a t I should assuredly accomplish the will of your people,
or else die on the battlefield, fast in the enemy’s grip.
I shall perform manly valour, or else suffer the end 
of my aays in the mead-hall!’

‘I with Hrunting shall win my glory, 
or death shall take me!’

‘I by valour shall win the gold, 
or else war shall take your king, 
terrible deadly evil!’]

(.Beo. 11. 632-8/ 1490b - 9 l/2535b -37)

[Oliver warns Roland that the Saracen army is 
nuge while their own company is small]
Respunt Roland: ‘Mis talenz en est graigne.
Ne placet Damnedeu ne ses angles 
Que ja  pur mei perdet sa valur France!
Melz voeill murir que huntage me venget.’

[Roland replies: ‘My determination is greater because of it. 
May it not please the Lord God nor his angels 
T hat France lose its worth on my account!
I ’d rather die than be disgraced. ]

(CdR, 11. 1088-91)

Leofsunu gemaelde and his linde ahof...
‘Ic ]>aet gehate J>aet ic heonan nelle
fleon fotes trym, ac ic wille fur3or gan,
wrecan on gewine minne winedrihten.
Ne ]>urfon me embe Sturmere stedefaeste haele3 
wordum as twit an, nu min wine ge crane,
)>aet ic hlafordleas ham siSie,
wende fram wige; ac me sceal waepen niman,
ord and iren.’

[Leofsunu spoke, he raised his linden-shield alo ft...
I promise this, that I will not from here flee one foot’s space, 

but rather will go forward, avenge my lord and patron in the throng.
No cause shall steadfast men of Sturmere have to blame me 
with their words now that my prince lies dead, 
th a t I shall lordless travel home, turn from the fight.
Rather shall weapons take me, spear-point and blade’.]

(Maldon, 11. 246-53a.)

As has been shown to be the case with many types of images and motifs, such heroic 
oaths and exhortations more or less fall out of usage in later Russian military accounts. Their 
absence in the Povest’ o razorenii Riazani Batyem  is not altogether surprising since personal 
honour here is subordinated to the concept of Christian martyrdom. W ith the exception of the 
Evpatii episode, it is a work given over more to lament and panegyric than heroic high spirits. 
Moving on to the Zadonshchina, it may be observed that, while it is Christian in character, it 
also contains much that may be categorised as heroic speech: mutual exhortations expressing 
eagerness for battle, as well as many oaths entailing honour, glory, victory and, at times, the
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laying down of one’s life for the Christian faith. In numbers they surpass the Slovo, although 
they tend to be repetitive. Only once in each of the redactions does the motif of ‘victory 
or death’ appear. Significantly, it is expressed, not by one of the princes, but by the monk 
Peresvet: ‘Lutchi by nam potiatym byV, nezheli polonenym ot poganykh tatar”’. ( Und., 538— 
also Hist. 1, 543; KB, 550; Syn., 554). While retaining the same structure and vocabulary 
as Igor’s oath, this passage forfeits a large measure of the la tte r’s heroic impact with the 
appended clause—ot poganykh tatar”—although this reflects the general Christian tone of the 
work, with its prayers and direct references to martyrdom.182 Where Igor’s speech, coupled 
with his defiance of the solar eclipse, appears to be motivated solely by a sense of personal 
honour, its counterpart in the Zadonshchina reflects the sort of broader Christian ideal that 
dominates the Povest, of which personal honour is a by-product. In yet another respect, then, 
the Zadonshchina manifests a break with the heroic conventions observed in the Slovo.

The second exhortation in the Slovo also occurs ju st prior to the battle:

«OaHHT> SpaT'L, OAHHT, CBTBTT. CBBTJIMH—TM, Mropio! 06a eCBB CBOTbCJiaBJIHHft! CB 
AJian, 6paTe, cboh 6pi>3UH komohh, a moh t h  to to b h , ocbaji&hh y Kypncxa Hanpe- 
AH. A moh t h  KypxHH cbtbaomh K'tMeTH: noat> Tpy6aMH hobh th , noAi> menoMM 
b'bsjicjibjihm, KOHen,b Konux B'bcxp'tMJieHH, nyTH hmb btbaomh, xpyrti h m i 3Hae- 
mh, Jiyn;H y hhxt> HanpaxceHH, TyjiH OTBopeHH, cafijin H3i>ocTpeHH, caMH cksmiotb, 
hkm cbpuh BJii>n;H bt> noire, Hinynn ce6e h th , a khh3k> cnaBB.>

(46,11. 1-10)

Although primarily an exhortation, this passage also incorporates an oath and a certain amount 
of boasting (the extraordinary martial qualities ascribed by Vsevolod to his warriors are 
no mean reflection on himself). More important, however, is the vassal’s oath implicit in 
Vsevolod’s apparent loyalty and readiness to support Igor in battle. Western heroic literature 
abounds in scenes of warriors (usually at the feast) swearing loyalty to their princes. Such 
oaths lie at the heart of the Germanic concept of the comitatus.183 A similar military grouping 
also existed in early Russian society: the druzhina. However, only a few traces of the theme of 
undying loyalty to one’s prince, a theme so recurrent in Western literature, may be found in 
early Russian literature. As already explained in Chapter One, this particular lack is probably 
the result of the different complexities of the old Russian and European vassalage systems.184

In this particular passage, Vsevolod expresses the correct sentiment due to both and 
elder brother and a senior prince; he greets Igor with affection, stressing their relationship 
and pedigree, then proffers the services of his warriors, who ‘seek honour for themselves and 
glory for their prince’. Which ‘prince’ he is referring to here is not clear. Ideally it should be 
Sviatoslav of Kiev, whom the author regards as the primate of all Russian princes. On the 
other hand he could be referring to himself, since the men of Kursk owed direct allegiance to 
him. Given the maverick nature of this campaign, it is unlikely to be Sviatoslav to whom he 
is referring, nor is Vsevolod likely to be referring to himself, as he is only the junior partner in 
the expedition. The most likely candidate appears to be Igor, since he instigated the campaign 
in the first place. This is further reinforced by Vsevolod’s implicit oath to him.

Heroic oaths in both the Slovo and its Western counterparts act as the principal source 
of action in the narratives; it is from them that the action springs and takes shape. Because a 
hero’s duty may lie in several quarters at the same time, however, they may also be the source 
of tensions and contradictions which ultimately bring about the hero’s downfall.

182 In the CdR  abp. Turpin also utters a ‘victory or death1 oath, lending the battle an even more crusading aspect 

(11. 1518-20).

1 an See Germania,  13-14.

184 Supra, Ch. la . 29-30.
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Alain Renoir has demonstrated satisfactorily how the heroic oath occasions the destruction 
of the most virtuous characters in Beowulf (Beowulf), the Chanson de Roland (Roland), and 
the Nibelungenlied (Rudiger).185 Beowulf’s death is a direct consequence of his unwavering 
adherence to his implicit oath to his people. His duty as sole guardian of his people and 
seasoned monster-slayer lies, as far as he understands it, in facing the dragon alone (11. 2345- 
7a.; 2532b.-35a.). In this respect he obeys the demands of Germanic heroic law to the letter. 
His action in turn presents his retainers with two binding but mutually exclusive duties. On 
the one hand, according to the rule of the comitatus, they are obliged to fight to the death at 
their lord’s side whenever he faces danger; on the other hand, the same rule demands obedience 
on their part, and so they are forced to obey Beowulf’s order to stay out of the fight. As for 
the audience’s point of view, Renoir sums it up thus: ‘From our position outside the poem, 
we further perceive that his every action somehow contributes to his own destruction, and 
we are fully aware that his sacrifice is not only unnecessary, even according to the strictest 
requirements of his own society, but will in fact prove the undoing of the very society he wishes 
to protect’.186 In his determination to uphold his oath to Charlemagne, Roland neglects his 
duty to protect his warriors. By refusing to summon help, and standing his ground against 
unreasonable odds, he brings about his own destruction and the deaths of twenty thousand 
men, a loss that could hardly be counted as being of service to the Emperor. His sworn duties 
thus contradicting one another, he dies failing both Charlemagne and his men. Renoir concludes 
that Roland, incapable of coming to grips with the complexities of his own society and the fact 
that his obligations may change according to the situation, reflects more the thinking prevalent 
in the age of Beowulf rather than in the Chanson de Roland.187 A conflict of loyalties also 
results in the death of Rudiger in the Nibelungenlied. Although not the main hero of the poem, 
he is the only one with no serious character flaw, and whose death is universally lamented. 
His oath to Kriemhild earlier in the poem, promising to avenge any wrong done to her (st. 
1258), backfires during the battle in Etzel’s hall, when she demands, on the strength of his 
oath, that he enter the battle in which he subsequently dies fighting his friends (st. 2149ff). 
While the circumstances under which the oaths are carried out in these works differ, the oaths, 
nevertheless, fulfill similar functions in th a t they lead to the hero’s fall. Closely bound to their 
contradicting loyalties, is the heroes’ concern for their honour and good name.

Such tensions also manifest themselves, if only implicitly, in the heroic speeches of the 
Slovo. In Igor’s case, the conflict lies in his duties to both Sviatoslav of Kiev, his ‘senior’, 
and his own honour. This is further compounded by his obligation to his warriors. While he 
invokes his close relationship with his druzhina by expressing his desire to  fight and even to die 
with them side by side, he, like Roland, also fails in his duty towards them  by leading them 
into the battle against formidable odds in his own quest for personal honour.

As seen earlier, Vsevolod is in a similar moral dilemma, caught between conflicting inter
ests, for his duty lies both with the Kievan throne, and with his elder brother. Nevertheless, 
the fact that his motives are perhaps less personal than Igor’s, th a t his part in the campaign 
may be seen as an expression of fraternal loyalty (here the author indulges in a little artistic 
license), seems to exonerate him somewhat in the eyes of the author, thus allowing him to 
portray him in positive heroic terms on the battlefield.

1 ‘The heroic oath in Beo., CdR  and the Nibel.', 239ff.

186 ibid., 249.

187 ibid., 252-3.
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This survey of images, themes and motifs in the Slovo, which also recur in Western European 
heroic literature, provides a clearer picture not only of the work’s close parallels with other 
literary traditions of the same genre, but of its own uniqueness in the use of certain conventions. 
While some features, such as dreams, for example, do not necessarily correspond exactly with 
respect to  detail, a closer analysis shows that the literary purpose, at any rate, is the same. 
Where the Slovo may be weak, compared with other works, in its exploitation of some motifs 
such as dreams, feasts and heroic speech, its wealth of natural imagery surpasses th a t of other 
heroic epics, betraying its still close ties with its oral folkloric roots. Even here, certain features 
such as the beasts of battle and the role of the cosmos in the heroic world find strong echoes 
in Old English and Old Norse poetry.

A closer comparison of the Slovo’s imagery and motifs with their counterparts in the 
Zadonshchina also yields some interesting results. Despite the la tte r’s apparent similarities 
and even verbatim borrowings, it soon becomes clear that the images which, in the Slovo, are 
so charged with meaning, have lost their way in the Zadonshchina, as if the author no longer 
understood their true meanings and their relationships to other themes and images. Such 
results enable us to place the Slovo more confidently within the heroic genre.
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Conclusion

This detailed study of the Slovo in all its parts has revealed a great many instances where, in 
its literary interpretation of the heroic ethos, the Slovo shares common ground with some or 
most of the early heroic literature of Western Europe.

First, it was demonstrated that the Slovo reflected an earlier native heroic tradition on the 
basis of fairly conclusive (if scanty) evidence in the Povest’ vremennykh let, in which traces of 
an heroic song tradition occasionally surface in combat scenes, and the Pouchenie of Vladimir 
Monomakh, in which the prince gives his readers an insight into the life and ideals of the 
ruling warrior class. Although the Slovo is short on the kind of direct speech through which 
the heroic nature usually finds expression, enough may be gleaned from Igor’s exhortation of 
his troops and from Sviatoslav’s allusions to his impetuosity in the Zlato slovo to conclude 
that he possesses the essential qualities th a t characterise the hero of early literary (and, by 
implication, pre-literary) epic: namely, courage, self-reliance, and a thirst for glory in combat. 
This combination of qualities, however, is precisely what brings him and his Western European 
counterparts to a bad end. Some manner of flaw or heroic excess unleashes the inevitable 
calamity that appears to lie at the heart of the majority of early heroic literary epics. The 
type of heroism that Igor is made to personify sets him apart from the heroes of the chronicles 
and military tales of the Tatar period. In the latter, the protagonists play down the idea of 
personal glory, viewing their struggle in the light of a ‘higher’ cause: the Russian land and/or 
the Christian faith. Where disaster occurs, this is attributed to divine agency and not to 
some heroic flaw or excess. Likewise, they lack the fatalism inherent in the Edda, in Beowulf 
(although there is still some ambiguity here), and to a lesser degree in the Slovo. The flaw 
to which writers ascribe the Tatar invasions ( ‘our sins’) belongs to the sphere of the spiritual 
rather than the heroic.

Next, the heroic world view, as it is realised in literary epic, was explored in greater depth. 
Again it became clear that, despite a handful of nebulous references to God and to churches, 
the Slovo was concerned primarily with secular ideals, and did not share the ‘crusading’ spirit 
of the chronicles and the military tales, nor their predilection for divine intervention or control 
over men’s destinies. In this, and in its treatment of the pagan enemy, the Slovo conforms 
more closely to the heroic literature of Western Europe, even the Chanson de Roland, which, 
despite its ideological hostility towards the Saracens, nevertheless confers on them a certain 
amount of dignity. In this respect these works probably mirror historical reality more than 
official zeal.

The pagan gods in the Slovo cease to pose any problems concerning its authenticity and 
heroic nature once they are understood in euhemeristic terms. Where traces of pagan deities 
may be discerned in the Edda and Beowulf, either through oblique references or cryptic allu
sions, they also invariably serve an euhemeristic function—nowhere are they afforded a deter
mining role in the action. In both the Slovo and Beowulf, they are primarily identified with 
‘culture heroes’ (Dazhbog and Veles; Scyld, Sceaf and Beow(ulf)). The invocations of Dazhbog 
and the line of Scyld, who at one time enjoyed divine status and were associated with fertility 
and prosperity, as archetypes for the hero-princes, shows in what terms the authors of the Slovo 
and Beowulf conceived the duties of princes. Both also clearly demonstrate th a t the demands 
of heroism do not always overlap with the criteria for good kingship. The military tales, on 
the other hand, are untroubled by contradictions of this kind. There the princes fight for the 
common good (‘for the Russian land’), as model princes might be expected to, setting aside 
all considerations of personal glory.
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If the Slovo betrays any kind of ‘religious’ proclivity, it is towards an older, less tangible and 
largely unstructured body of beliefs. This is expressed in the close-knit relationship between 
men and the cosmos which they inhabit and frequently oppose, and in the shamanistic figures 
of Boian, Vseslav and Iaroslavna. But, while the cosmos may be daunting and everpresent, it 
merely reflects what takes place in the world of men and exercises no control there. The Slovo 
is not entirely unique in its cosmic and chthonic insights, however. Beowulf also portrays the 
world of mortals as a colony within a larger and largely hostile cosmos, while its descriptions 
of natural places stress only their alien, threatening, and ‘otherworldly’ aspects. An obscure 
kind of fatalism also characterises both works (the Slovo to a lesser degree), but it is clear that 
this is not something necessarily shared by the authors.

A closer examination of the roles of ancestors and the cosmos revealed that, in its handling 
of the concepts of time, space and history, the Slovo once again stands apart from the rest of 
heroic literature, not to mention the military tales. One of the common themes to  emerge from 
this part of the study, however, is that of the ‘hero’s journey’, which is reminiscent irksome 
respects of the journey from this world, the familiar place, to the Other World, an alien and 
hostile place. The concept of temporal continuity between the past and the present in the Slovo 
is only indirectly reflected in the Niflung cycle of the Edda, but finds more concrete parallels 
in Beowulf and its treatment of historical digressions. The same applies to its use of historical 
exempla. Although in Beowulf these are not of the ancestral kind, they nevertheless perform 
the same function as the ancestral exempla in the Slovo: 'th fo^ 'bhero  and+beiropposlfces the 
authors convey the sense that historical, present and future time comprise a continuum, and 
that all too often events are doomed to repeat themselves. Not surprisingly, the military tales 
do not concern themselves with such things.

An examination of the auxiliary characters in the Slovo showed that they conform to 
similar types in other heroic works and perform much the same functions. Apart from the 
women, these conventional figures act as foils to the central hero, setting off his qualities 
to  good advantage. The junior partner, despite possessing heroic qualities in his own right, 
submits to the hero’s decisions and follows his lead; the ‘wise’ and venerable royal ‘patriarch’ 
bears heavy responsibilities, and thus can no longer give vent to heroic impetuosity and take 
risks; the enemy, by means of great numbers and ferocity, must constitute a challenge worthy 
of the hero. The women play a more detached role; as those who probably suffer most from 
the fruits of heroism, they, with their prophetic insight, become its ultimate judges. W ith 
the hero’s attention absorbed by his heroic destiny, and his affections reserved for those with 
whom he shares a common purpose, the women of early epic are not as yet the objects of a 
love interest.

Finally, it was shown that many of the themes, images and motifs inherent in heroic 
literature also find expression in the Slovo. Sviatoslav’s secular somnium, a feature otherwise 
practically non-existent in old Russian literature, bears a close relationship to the dreams of 
Charlemagne, if not in its imagery, then certainly in its function. Dreams, with their blend of 
fatalism and the belief that man shapes his own destiny, appear to be a slightly later feature in 
early heroic literature, and are not found in Beowulf or in the earlier heroic Edda. The laments 
in the Slovo present no surprises, since the death or capture of heroes are bound to elicit 
similar responses and concerns. Despite their obvious folkloric character, they share many 
characteristics in common with both early Russian secular laments and other early literary 
traditions. In its rich and varied treatment of natural imagery, the Slovo again stands on its 
own. Nowhere else are the characters so closely associated with animals, or nature so responsive 
to  m an’s calamities. It is the theme of the beasts of battle, which appears three times in the 
Slovo, that finds countless analogues in Old Norse and Anglo-Saxon poetry, whereas only 
traces of this theme have survived in later Russian works. This situation is also reflected in 
the frequency and handling of weapon imagery and combat formulae. Where the Slovo makes 
varied and imaginative use of images pertaining to the instruments of war, the chronicles and
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military tales tend to rely on stock combat formulae which they adopt more or less wholesale. 
The feast motif, which characterises so much Northern European literature, is only implicit in 
the Slovo, but as an image it ultimately serves the same dramatic purpose as other literary 
feasts—to provide, through contrast, a setting against which the catastrophe looms even larger. 
The Slovo is also sparing in its use of heroic speech, but enough is provided to disclose the fact 
th a t Igor and Vsevolod understand the demands of heroism and are prepared to try and live 
up to them.

Having firmly established the Slovo in a heroic tradition, some more general conclusions 
may be drawn from this survey in regard to the Slovo’s place within ̂ broader sphere of the 
European heroic tradition, its own uniqueness among literary works both Russian and Western 
European which have wax as their main theme, and the authors themselves.

T hat the Slovo does not essentially belong in the same class as any of the military tales 
has been demonstrated repeatedly throughout the preceding chapters. While it is obvious, 
from their extensive use of combat formulae, that the military tales, and to some extent also 
the chronicles, were borrowing from some kind of Russian heroic song tradition, the works 
themselves cannot really be said to qualify as heroic lays. Combat formulae have been bor
rowed to endow battles with a particular significance and to  intensify the heroic aspect of the 
narrative, but they tend to be adapted to serve a particular author’s ends; be it to celebrate the 
greatness of Russia and her princes (Zadonshchina), or to honour a great warrior-saint (Zkitie 
Aleksandra Nevskogo), or to lament the fall of Rus’ and her brave warrior-martyrs (Povest ’ o 
razorenii Riazani Batyem).1 While these works may still reflect something of the old heroic 
spirit, they lack any insight into its true nature. They also lack any concept of personal glory 
as an end, objectivity (in the sense of independence from divine influence or religious bias), 
the continuity of history and ancestry (in these works, in fact, there is no looking back), the 
themes of the hero’s journey and the beasts of battle, and ominous portents, either in dreams 
or in nature.

In all these respects and more, the Slovo finds parallels with the main body of Western 
European heroic literature. For all that, it is every bit as unique as the majority of its European 
fellows. Its singularity lies in its mystical quality, in its intimacy with nature and the cosmos 
(albeit on hostile terms), in its evocation of the chthonic world of ancestors, shamans and 
certain cosmic forces. More than any other work, its folkloric roots run deep.

Visible folkloric elements in the heroic literature of Western Europe vary considerably, 
from practically none at all in the Chanson de Roland, to a handful of incidental motifs in the 
Nibelungenlied, to a greater abundance in the heroic literature of England and Scandinavia. 
One of the more unexpected discoveries to emerge from this study is the extent of common 
ground that the Slovo shares with Beowulf, surprising, because they stand at opposite poles of 
the time-span occupied by the works under discussion here, because one work celebrates great 
men of the Heroic Age, while the other treats contemporary events, and because the hero of 
Beowulf spends all his time in more than three thousand lines fighting monsters. W hat they 
do share, however, are their close links with folklore (from which the monsters in fact derive),2 
which may at least partly explain the number of parallels between the two works. Apart from 
the literary paraphernalia which they share in common, such as heroic speech, the beasts of 
battle and other combat imagery, both works, despite some Christian colouring, express an 
heroic world view that is by and large independent of divine or supernatural assistance and 
intervention. The responsibility for success or failure rests with the heroes. Any sense of 
external forces operating outside the man-centred world is confined to a vague notion of fate 
and the concept of man continuing his struggle hemmed in by an all-encompassing, often hostile 
cosmos. These works, alone among the rest, invest their narratives with a sense of historical

 ̂ See Stokes, ‘What is a voinskaia poves t’?’, 41ff.

2 See Chambers, op. cit., 62-88; Klaeber, op. cit., x iii-xxix, on the folkloric elements in Beowulf.
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presence and continuity to the extent that we scarcely ever feel quite involved in the present. 
Events take place within a much larger temporal and spatial framework. Ever present and 
relentless is the anticipation of calamity that pervades the works from start to finish, from 
past to present.

This brings us to the most significant aspect the Slovo and Beowulf share—their authors’ 
ambivalence towards the heroic society and ideals which they, on the other hand, also celebrate. 
To varying degrees the authors of the Chanson de Roland, Maldon, the Nibelungenlied and the 
Waltharius also stress the limits of heroism, for, in all but the latter, the conflicting demands 
which the heroic ideal regularly imposes on heroes results in their downfall.3 It is in the Slovo 
and in Beowulf, however, that this dilemma is expressed most poignantly.

While describing his heroes’ bold words and spirits, the author of the Slovo is able to 
maintain a certain amount of objectivity. It is in the Zlato slovo that the author, using what 
probably constituted conventional heroic exhortation, points to the inherent flaw in heroic 
thinking. A sensible prince would never leave his ‘nest’ unprotected, but the heroes have 
personal ambitions to fulfill: N ” rekoste: ‘muzhaimesia sami: predniuiu slavu sami pokhitim”, 
a zadniuiu sia sami podelim” (51, 11. 22-4). The author confirms through the mouth of his 
wise and prudent prince that there is no longer any place in society for this kind of behaviour, 
admirable though it may be. The time has come for youthful heroes to grow up into princes 
and meet their responsibilities.

The duties of kings are also constantly restated in Beowulf As in the Slovo, the concept of 
ideal kingship is reinforced by agricultural associations, if not exactly images. The inevitable 
conflict between the duties of a hero and those of a king, as it is expressed in Beowulf, has 
been the focus of a number of scholarly investigations.4 Like the author of the Slovo, the 
Beowulf-poet admires his hero and, in the first part, is able to define quite clearly the hero’s 
duties. It is in the second part, devoted to Beowulf the king, that the poet loses confidence. 
‘In the dragon episode of part tw o.. .the closer Beowulf moves toward performing a heroic feat, 
the more confusion and ambiguity the poet infuses into the narrative, diverting our attention 
from the dragon fight and toward a more distant and critical view of the heroic world within 
which Beowulf so confidently and so splendidly operates’.5 As the dragon fight draws close, 
the poet keeps drawing his audience into the past. Through Beowulf’s speech he invites us 
to reflect on the tragedy of his beloved guardian HreSel who, unable to avenge the death of 
one son at the hands of another (whether this came about by accident or design has been left 
vague), and thus also unable to act according to the values of his society (which centred on 
kin loyalty and vengeance), dies of grief and despair (11. 2430-71). To underline this point, 
Beowulf compares HreSel’s position to that of the father who loses his son to the gallows, and 
is thus deprived of the hero’s only response to sorrow and despair—heroic action. The passage 
which tells of the father’s contemplation of his son’s dwelling-place—once alive with music and 
pleasures, now forlorn and windswept (11. 2455-9)—has been quite reasonably described as 
portraying the passing not only of one man, but of a whole way of life, summed up in the lost 
joys of the hall.6 The same sentiment is also expressed in the Elegy of the Lone Survivor. The 
HreSel episode, together with the relentless fighting his death sparks off, culminating in the 
battle at Ravenswood, points up the hopelessness of the heroic cycle of battle and vengeance.7

3 Carrying its parody of the heroic ideal to even greater heights, the Waltharius  concludes with Walter and 

Hagen, following an inconclusive fight from which they emerge minus a hand and an eye respectively, renewing their 

pact of friendship and advising each other on how to cope with and make the best o f their injuries, while the craven 

king Gunther, who has lost a leg in the fray, becomes the butt of their jokes (11. 1401ff.).
4

See Leyerle, op. cit.; Berger & Leicester, op. cit.; Georgianna, op. cit..
5

Georgianna, op. cit., 841.

6 ibid., 839.

7 ibid., 846.
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If the authors of the Slovo and Beowulf appear to waver a t times on some kind of ideological 
threshold, it is because they are portraying societies in which the transition from the heroic 
age to the Christian age is as yet incomplete.

In stressing the shortsightedness and limitations of heroic society, the authors appear to 
do so more with regret and nostalgia than condemnation. Rather than indulge in moralisation, 
they invite their audiences to pause and consider, on the basis of events as they have been 
presented to them. In this respect the authors retain the objectivity in heroic narrative upon 
which Bowra insists.8 It is only in his appeal to the Russian princes that the author of the Slovo 
betrays a certain tendentiousness. In a way, his political message may be seen as a by-product 
of his regret for the passing of an age which inspired men to test the limits of their strength 
and courage, but whose values axe too flawed or inadequate to  solve the problems that faced 
contemporary Russian society.

op. cit., 30, 48.
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